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Preface  

Since the discovery of strong P Cygni-type profiles in their satellite-UV spec- 
tra more than 25 years ago, the mass loss of luminous hot stars by stellar 
winds has been a subject of considerable interest. This discovery not only 
changed our physical concept of the atmospheres of hot stars dramatically, 
but also had important consequences for the theory of the evolution of massive 
stars. The presence of winds from these stars influences many other astro- 
physical situations: in particular, they are an important source of chemically 
enriched material for the interstellar medium, and provide a substantial con- 
tribution to the interstellar energy budget. With large telescopes, individual 
luminous blue stars can be studied with high spectroscopic resolution, even 
in extragalactic systems. They are, therefore, important probes of the phys- 
ical conditions in extragalactic systems of different Hubble types. Luminous 
blue stars have always been considered to be potentially important distance 
indicators. 

Due to the importance of this ubiquitous mass loss, various IAU symposia 
(83, 116, 162, and 163) and IAU colloquia (59 and 113) have been held dur- 
ing the past twenty years, each of which emphasized different astrophysical 
aspects of the mass loss from hot stars. 

Recently, however, there have been important discoveries and developments 
that have resulted in a new view of the properties of hot-star winds and 
the processes that affect them. Spectroscopic time series in the satellite UV 
(with IUE) and in ground-based wavelength ranges have shown that time 
variability is a general characteristic of the winds of luminous hot stars and 
that steady-state flows do not provide a good description of their observed 
properties. Rotation and pulsation most likely play an important role in trig- 
gering this variability, and some observational facts can be explained only by 
the presence of magnetic fields. Likewise much evidence has been accumu- 
lated that the winds are often non-spherical. In some spectacular cases the 
asymmetric outflows can be directly imaged with the HST. There have also 
been many new theoretical advances concerning pulsational effects and the 
formation of the disks observed around luminous hot stars. 

These new results made it desirable to have an IAU colloquium that brought 
together the specialists in this field from all continents, to further develop 
the emergent concepts of wind variability and asphericity and to try to find 
answers to these most urgent questions, with the aim of developing a better 
physical understanding of the process of mass loss from hot stars and its 
evolutionary consequences. 

There were several good reasons to hold IAU colloquium No. 169 on "Vari- 
able and Non-spherical Stellar Winds in Luminous Hot Stars" in Heidelberg 
during June 15-19, 1998. First and foremost is that these dates coincided 
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almost exactly with the hundredth anniversary of the inauguration of the 
Landessternwarte K6nigstuhl on June 20, 1898. The investigation of variable, 
luminous hot stars has a long tradition at the Landessternwarte K6nigstuhl. 
Indeed, the founder of the Landessternwarte - Max Wolf, one of the pio- 
neers of using photographic plates for astronomy - discovered the LBV Var2 
of M33 even before the extragalactic nature of this system was recognized. 
His first photographic plate of this object dates from October 1902. In 1998, 
LBVs and other variable luminous hot stars constituted one of the main fields 
of research at the Landessternwarte. Hence, the Landessternwarte's centen- 
nial also marks nearly 100 years of investigating variable luminous hot stars, 
which is further cause for celebration. 

The colloquium was opened by the Oberbfirgermeisterin of Heidelberg, Frau 
Beate Weber, who welcomed 150 participants from 30 countries. During the 
course of the meeting, 62 oral papers and approximately 70 poster papers 
were presented. The social program included a reception in the Max-Planck- 
Haus on June 14, a BBQ at the Landessternwarte KSnigstuhl in the evening 
of June 16, and a boat trip on the Neckar in the afternoon of June 18. A 
special problem during the colloquium was an influenza outbreak caused by 
the so-called "Heidelbug" which affected a number of participants. A proven 
remedy - beer - was distributed prophylacticly every evening after the last 
session and helped to limit the pain of the participants. A dive into the Neckar 
was also shown to be an effective way to kill the bug. 

The scientific program of the colloquium was supported by Division IV and 
Commissions 25, 27, 28, 35, and 36 of the IAU. Financial support from the 
IAU and the German Research Council (DFG) is gratefully acknowledged. 

The Editors, on behalf of the SOC (E. Chentsov (Russia), P.S. Conti (USA), 
P. McGregor (Australia), R.M. Humphreys (USA), G. Koenigsberger (Me- 
xico), R.P. Kudritzki (Germany), H.J.G.L.M. Lamers (The Netherlands), C. 
Leitherer (USA), A. Maeder (Switzerland), C. Sterken (Belgium), B. Wolf 
(Chair, Germany)) and LOC (I. Appenzeller, B. Baschek, A. Kaufer, G. 
Klare, D. Lemke, H. Mandel, T. Rivinius, O. Stahl (Chair), T. Szeifert, B. 
Wolf), thank everyone associated with organizing the colloquium. We thank 
Holger Mandel for ensuring that the colloquium budget was balanced and 
Andreas Korn for transcribing the discussions. We would particularly like to 
thank the graduate and postgraduate students of the Landessternwarte for 
their help both before and during the meeting. Last but not least, we thank 
all participants for their contributions to IAU Colloquium No. 169, the vari- 
ety and quality of which ensured its success. 

Heidelberg, December of 1998 B. Wolf 
O. Stahl 

A. Fhllerton 
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Abs t r ac t .  The stellar wind diagnostics of some well-studied O stars exhibit cycli- 
cal variations with periods that are probably related to the rotational period of the 
underlying star. This rotational modulation is usually attributed to large scale, per- 
sistent structures in the wind, which are thought to be generated and maintained by 
photospheric processes that alter the emergence of the wind from different regions 
of the stellar surface. In this review, three case studies axe used to illustrate the pat- 
terns of variability that are attributed to rotational modulation and to highlight 
some open issues connected with this hypothesis. The problems associated with 
establishing the occurrence of rotational modulation rigorously are also discussed. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Intensive ground- and spaced-based spectroscopic monitoring programs have 
shown tha t  the stellar winds of luminous OB stars vary systematical ly on 
t ime scales tha t  are longer than  their es t imated flow times; see, e.g., the 
contributions to this Colloquium by Kaufer,  Kaper ,  and Massa. Often these 
variations have a cyclical component;  in a few well-studied cases, the t ime 
scales associated with these cycles can be related to the est imated rotat ional  
period of the underlying star. Consequently, rotat ion is now believed to be one 
of the main processes controlling the variability of hot-s tar  winds. Much of 
the observed variability is a t t r ibuted to the presence of large-scale s t ructures  
in the stellar wind, which persist for many  rotat ional  cycles and alter the 
wind diagnostics seen by a distant observer as they are carried around the 
star. These structures are presumably maintained by photospheric processes 
tha t  affect the emergence of the stellar wind from localized regions of the 
stellar surface in some way. 

The hypothesis of "rotational modulat ion" is the focus of many  of the 
contributions to this Colloquium. The purpose of this review is to emphasize 
some of the difficulties associated with establishing this hypothesis  rigor- 
ously, and to illustrate the diverse phenomenology currently associated with 
rotat ionally modulated stellar winds. 

2 C a n  R o t a t i o n a l  M o d u l a t i o n  B e  D e m o n s t r a t e d ?  

Rotat ional  modulat ion can be demonstra ted  by supplying evidence of cyclical 
or quasi-cyclical variations in a stellar wind diagnostic (e.g., a P Cygni pro- 
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file), and showing that  the period associated with these variations is related 
to the rotational period of the star to within some tolerance. Acquiring evi- 
dence for modulation is subject to the constraints imposed by the sampling 
theorem, weather, or time allocation committees, but  is otherwise straight- 
forward. However, demonstrating that  an observed period is consistent with 
the rotational period (or a meaningful fraction of the rotational period) is 
much more difficult, for two reasons. 

First, there are large uncertainties associated with the radius of an indi- 
vidual star. If R ,  is the equatorial radius of the star in R® and Vrot is the 
equatorial rotational velocity in km s -z , then the rotational period in days is 

Prot -- 50.61 R ,  / V r o  t . (1) 

The uncertainty in estimates of Prot is dominated by the uncertainty in 
measurements of the stellar radius: even in the best cases (e.g., ~ Puppis),  this 
amounts to a fractional uncertainty of --~25%. Consequently, the fractional 
uncertainty in estimates of Prot will be at least this much for single early- 
type stars. 

Second, this large uncertainty is compounded by the fundamental  diffi- 
culty in determining the inclination of the rotation axis to the observer's 
line of sight. Since only the projected rotational velocity, v rot sin/,  can be 
measured, only a upper limit on the true rotational limit can be obtained: 

Fromt ~x = 50.61R,  / (Vrot sin/) = P r o t / s i n /  . (2) 

The  traditional strategy for overcoming this problem is to limit the investi- 
gation to a sample of stars with very similar radii. If the observed periods, 
PoDs, are due to rotational modulation, then (2) shows that  they are inversely 
proportional to v rot sin i. Consequently, the generally accepted "proof" tha t  
Fobs for the whole sample can be at t r ibuted to rotational modulat ion is 
the demonstration that  the observed periods occupy a region of the Per iod-  
Vrot sin/ plane defined by PoDs _< pm~x o¢ ( V r o  t sini) -1. However, this ap- 
proach is not very useful for O-type stars as a class, since they exhibit a large 
range in radii. The only alternative strategy, which in fact has guided much 
of the work for the O-type stars, is to select targets with the largest values 
of Vrot s i n / f o r  their spectral classification. This implies that ,  in some broad 
statistical sense, the inclination must be close to 90 ° . 

Since the rotational periods of single O stars cannot be determined pre- 
cisely, the basic prediction of the rotational modulation hypothesis cannot 
be confirmed observationally. Instead, ancillary observational evidence must 
generally be introduced to argue for or against the hypothesis: e.g., the univer- 
sality of the phenomenon; the constancy and phase stability of the observed 
period; the presence or absence of multiple periods; the prevalence of related 
physical processes that  can be observed directly. These ancillary arguments 
often represent model-dependent inferences, which may not be correct. Thus, 
we are left with the unsatisfying recognition that  the hypothesis of rotat ional  
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Table 1. Physical parameters for case studies 

Quantity HD 66811 HD 37022 HD 64760 

Spectral Type 04 I(n)f (1) 07  V (2) B0.5 Ib (3) 
M ix10 -6 Mo/yr] 5.9 (4) ... 0.1 (5) 
R~/R® 19 (4) 8 (6) 22 (7) 
voo [kms -1] 2250 (4) 1600-3600 (8) 1500 (9) 
vrotsini [kms -1] 219 (10) 53 (10) 216 (10) 
Prot/sin/ [days] 4.4 7.6 5.2 
Pobs [days] 5.075 (11) 15.422 (2) 1.202 (12) 

(1) Walborn 1972 (2) Stahl et al. 1996 (3) Hiltner et al. 1969 (4) Puls et al. 1996 
(5) Fullerton &:Puls, unpublished (6) Howarth & Prinja 1989 (7) Humphreys &: 
McElroy 1984 (8) Walborn & Nichols 1994 (9) Massa et al. 1995b (10) Howarth et 
al. 1997 (11) Moffat & Michaud 1981 (12) Prinja et al. 1995 

modulat ion is equally difficult to prove or disprove. If an observed period is 
within 20 or 30% of the "best-guess" rotation period, then rotational modula- 
tion must at least be considered to be a viable explanation for the variations. 

3 C a s e  S t u d i e s  

Despite the difficulties discussed above, there is a growing consensus that  
the winds of at least some OB stars are rotationally modulated. Here, three 
well-studied stars that  span the range of O-star temperatures - ( P u p p i s  
(HD 66811), 81 Orionis C (HD 37022), and HD 64760 - are presented as "case 
studies" to illustrate the patterns of wind variability at t r ibuted to rotat ional  
modulation, and to highlight some open issues connected with the hypothesis. 
Salient parameters for these objects are listed in Table 1. 

3 . 1  H D 6 6 8 1 1  

The bright, early-type O supergiant HD 66811 = ( Puppis offers favourable 
circumstances to search directly for rotationally modulated stellar wind di- 
agnostics because its radius is comparatively well determined from measure- 
ments of its angular diameter and distance, and from spectroscopic analyses. 
Its unusually large value of v rot sin i suggests tha t  i ~ 90 °, which therefore 
implies tha t  Prot -- 4.4 =t: 1.3 days. 

Cyclical variations with period 5.075 ± 0.003 days have been observed in 
the morphology of both the Ha emission feature (Moffat & Michaud 1981; 
BerghSfer et al. 1996) and the absorption trough of the Si w resonance lines 
(Howarth et al. 1995). Since Pobs is within the large uncertainty associated 
with the measured value of Prot, it is a t t r ibuted to a disturbance in the 
wind that  recurs once per rotation cycle. Both Moffat & Michaud (1981) and 
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Howarth et al. (1995) suggested that the disturbance is due to the effects 
of a weak, low-order magnetic field whose axis of symmetry is inclined with 
respect to the rotation axis (i.e., an oblique magnetic rotator). Such a field will 
tend to suppress the emergence of the wind from the region near the magnetic 
equator. However, in order to exhibit only one modulation per rotation, the 
magnetic geometry cannot be symmetric about its axis, either because of 
the presence of a quadrapole component or because the dipolar field is offset 
from the center of the star along the magnetic axis (i.e., a decentered oblique 
rotator). 

The photosphere and wind of ~ Pup also display a host of other periodic 
variations. Discrete absorption components (DACs) are the dominant compo- 
nent of wind variability, but these recur with a period of 19.2 hours (Howarth 
et al. 1995), which seems to be unrelated to Prot. A soft X-ray period of 16.7 
hours (in 1991; BerghSfer et al. 1996) or 15 hours (in 1996; BerghSfer, this 
Colloquium) is attributed to shock structures in the wind, but apparently 
these structures are not directly related to Prot or the DACs, though Ha 
seems to vary with the 16.7-hour period. Deep-seated variations with a pe- 
riod of 8.54 hours have been attributed to nonradial pulsations (NRP; Baade 
1988; Reid & Howarth 1996), but this period cannot be linked to the others 
(except possibly the 16.7-hour X-ray period), so it is not clear that NRP are 
plausible triggers for the formation of wind structures. Finally, Eversberg et 
al. (1998) have presented evidence to suggest that the wind of ~ Pup consists 
in part of stochastically evolving clumps, in addition to large-scale, coherent 
structures. 

Thus, although ¢ Pup provides direct evidence for rotational modulation, 
its wind appears to be subject to a variety of perturbations. Both NRP and 
magnetic structures are believed to be present, but cannot be directly linked 
to the large-scale wind structures represented by DACs, the periodic shock 
phenomena seen in X-rays, or the stochastic evolution of smaller-scale clumps. 
At the very least, the bewildering array of apparently unrelated variations 
exhibited by this exceptionally well-studied star cautions against interpreting 
stellar wind variability in terms of a single process. 

3.2 H D 3 7 0 2 2  

HD 37022 = 81 Orionis C is a youthful object situated in the heart of the 
Trapezium in Orion. It has a history of spectroscopic peculiarities, which 
include reports of variable inverse P Cygni profiles (Conti 1972) and progres- 
sive changes in spectral type from 06-04  over an interval of about a week 
(Walborn 1981). 

Stahl et al. (1993) detected cyclical changes in the shape and strength of 
the Ha wind profile of 81 Ori C. The period associated with these changes 
is known very accurately: 15.422 =t= 0.002 days (Stahl et al. 1996). The same 
period has been recovered from the wind profiles of the C IV and Si IV UV 
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resonance lines (Walborn & Nichols 1994; Stahl et al. 1996), soft X-ray emis- 
sion (Gagn~ et al. 1997), and photospheric line profiles (Stahl et al. 1996). 
IUE observations obtained over a baseline of .~15 years indicate that  the vari- 
ations have been phase-locked for at least this long. In contrast to most other  
O stars, the UV P Cygni profile variations are not dominated by progres- 
sive DACs, but consist of absorption modulations that  affect a large range 
of velocities nearly simultaneously. Maximum emission in Ha  corresponds to 
minimum absorption in the C Iv resonance line. 

The regularity of the period, coupled with the phase relationship between 
H a  and the UV wind lines, can be explained qualitatively by an oblique 
magnetic rotator  model (Stahl et al. 1996; Gagn~ et al. 1997). However, as 
with ~ Pup, some form of asymmetry in the field appears to be required to 
explain the single episode of modulation per rotation. Babel 8z Montmerle 
(1997; see also the contributions by Babel and Shore to this .Colloquium) 
have developed a detailed description of the magnetosphere of 01 Ori C in 
terms of their "magnetically confined wind shock" model, which seems to be 
able to reproduce the observed X-ray variability with a surface magnetic field 
strength of ~300 G. 

However, in the context of the oblique magnetic rotator  model, the 15.422- 
day period must be associated with the rotation period of the star. If the 
radius of 01 Ori C is similar to other 0 7  dwarfs, then Table 1 shows that  the 
expected rotational period is in fact much shorter. Either the radius of this 
star is bigger than expected, or the photospheric lines are substantially broad- 
ened by a mechanism other than rotation. There is some evidence to support  
tha t  the latter possibility since Stahl et al. (1996) found that  the photospheric 
variations (which presumably arise from surface abundance anomalies caused 
by the magnetic field) are confined to a velocity range of =t=12km s -1 cen- 
tered on the systemic velocity of the star. This is much less than the measured 
breadth of photospheric lines (N h0 km s - l ;  Table 1), which also appear  to be 
very symmetric. The origin of the excess broadening is unknown. 

Despite the discrepancy between PoDs and the estimated Prot, there is 
nearly universal agreement that  O 1 Ori C is a hot analog of the chemically 
peculiar, magnetic Bp stars. As such, it is probably the best candidate for 
the detection of a magnetic field in an O-type star. Even though fields tha t  
are well below the current detection thresholds could strongly influence the 
emergence of its stellar wind, it is nonetheless disappointing that  the magnetic 
field of 01 Ori C remains undetected (Mathys; this Colloquium). 

3.3 H D 6 4 7 6 0  

HD 64760 has an extraordinarily large Vro t sin/ for its spectral type and lu- 
minosity class (Table 1), which implies tha t  it is an intrinsically rapid ro ta tor  
with an inclination close to 90 ° . Unfortunately, its radius can only be esti- 
mated from coarse calibrations based on spectral classification. Consequently, 
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its rotational period is not known reliably: the best guess is ,~ 5 i 1 days, 
though values outside this range are not excluded. 

Prinja et al. (1995) detected periodic variations in the UV wind lines 
of HD 64760 in the long time series obtained during the IUE MEGA Cam- 
paign (Massa et al. 1995a). Fullerton et al. (1997) showed that this peri- 
odic component results from two quasi-sinusoidal fluctuations with periods 
of 1.202 + 0.004 and 2.44 + 0.04 days. The 1.2-day period has been detected 
weakly in UV photospheric lines (Howarth et al. 1998), while the 2.4-day 
period has been seen in Ha (Kaufer, private communication) and in UV data 
from a previous IUE campaign (F~llerton et al. 1997). It is not completely 
clear which of these periods is the more fundamental. Since they are broadly 
consistent with a quarter and a half of the estimated Prot, they have been at- 
tributed to rotational modulation by wind features that recur 4 times around 
the circumference of the star, with every second feature being different for 
some reason. However, as Howarth et al. (1998) discuss, this interpretation 
is not very secure because of the large uncertainties in Prot- 

The periodic variations coexist with DACs, but do not appear to be linked 
to their recurrence or propagation. In contrast to DACs, the periodic com- 
ponent of the wind variability consists of modulations of the line flux that 
affect a large range of velocities at any given time, particularly in the absorp- 
tion trough of a P Cygni profile. However, since the modulations can also be 
traced through the emission lobe, they must be caused by structures in the 
wind that are longitudinally extended. Within a P Cygni absorption trough, 
the modulations exhibit the curious property of simultaneously evolving to- 
ward larger and smaller line-of-sight velocities, a phenomenon that is known 
as "phase bowing". Owocki et al. (1995) showed that phase bowing can be 
explained quite naturally by corotating, spiral-shaped wind structures, which 
exit the column of absorbing material projected against the stellar disk si- 
multaneously at two different line-of-sight velocities. 

Thus, phase bowing is an important diagnostic of the geometry of the 
stellar wind structures responsible for the observed modulations. Fullerton et 
al. (1997) used this phenomenon to show that higher ions are concentrated 
along the inner, trailing edge of spiral-shaped perturbations in the wind of 
HD 64760. By using a simplified kinematic model, they inferred that the ve- 
locity law governing the radial flow of material is normal. They suggested 
that the periodic variations in the wind of HD 64760 are due to corotating 
interaction regions (CIRs), which are spiral-shaped perturbations caused by 
the collision of fast and slow wind streams that emerge nearly radially from 
different longitudinal sectors of the stellar surface; see, e.g., the contribution 
by Owocki to the Colloquium. Howarth et al. (1998) concluded that the 1.2- 
day photospheric period is due to NRP, which could serve as the source for 
these longitudinally-spaced fast/slow wind streams. Although there are diffi- 
culties associated with this conjecture (e.g., the pulsations may not corotate 
with the stellar surface), the detection of the same period in the photospheric 
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and wind lines of HD 64760 provides strong evidence that  wind structure is 
generated by deep-seated, photospheric processes. 

4 Concluding Remarks 

Until the radii of individual stars can be measured precisely, there seems to be 
little hope of showing definitively that  the periodic component of stellar wind 
variability is due to rotational modulation. Nevertheless, the case studies 
presented here provide circumstantial evidence that  such modulation does 
occur. However, they also caution against trying to fit all observations with 
one model: none of the case studies look very similar to each other, which 
implies tha t  a variety of processes may be at work or that  there are strong 
observational selection effects. For example, the visibility of phase bowing is 
expected to depend strongly on the value of Vrot/V~, which might explain 
why it is rarely detected in OB stars. Observer aspect could also play a large 
r61e in determining the characteristics exhibited by a given class of wind 
structure. These difficulties can only be addressed by enlarging the sample of 
stars that  have been monitored extensively. Acquiring such time series da ta  
remains a formidable observational challenge. 

Several theoretical challenges also need to be addressed. One such chal- 
lenge is to understand the circumstances that  are required to ensure that  
large-scale wind structures can survive the ravages of the line-driven instabil- 
ity (see, e.g., the contributions by Feldmeier and Owocki to this Colloquium). 
The effect of these structures on spectroscopic estimates of the global mass- 
loss rate also needs to be clarified. Although the resolution of these observa- 
tional and theoretical issues will require sustained effort, it will also provide 
deeper insights into the physics of radiatively driven winds and the photo- 
spheres from which they flow. 
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D i s cu ss ion  

H.  H e n r i c h s :  01 Ori C is problematically placed on the pre-main sequence 
in your HRD. Wouldn't  you rather  like to see a much larger value for its 
radius to solve the rotation problem as well? 
A. ~-kfllerton: There often seem to be problems placing early O-type dwarfs 
in the theoretical HRD. The fundamental parameters I have adopted for 
01 Ori C are solely based on calibrations with spectral type and may not be 
entirely appropriate for such a peculiar object. It would be very interesting 
to t ry  to constrain these parameters (in particular the radius) more precisely 
by comparison with model atmosphere calculations. 

A. Mof fa t :  Can you say that  all O stars show rotationally modulated winds? 
A.  F u l l e r t o n :  At this point, I think it would be premature to say tha t  all O 
stars show rotationally modulated winds. There are a handful of well-studied 
cases for which the evidence of rotational modulation is strong; but. even the 
objects I have emphasized here suggest that  there might be several differ- 
ent "flavours" of rotational modulation, which might be caused by different 
photospheric processes. There may also be some strong selection effects (e.g., 
observer aspect, ratio of Vrot/V~) tha t  determine whether rotat ional  mod- 
ulation will be observable even if structures are present. So, I 'm reluctant  
to generalize too widely, even though the necessary ingredients - rotation, a 
wind, and wind structures as manifested by DACs - do seem to be universal 
among the O stars. 
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A b s t r a c t .  Extended spectroscopic monitoring programs with high resolution and 
coverage in wavelength and time have revealed a new picture of the winds and the 
circumstellar environments of late B- and early A-type supergiants. Dramatic line- 
profile variations (LPV) of the wind-sensitive Ha line with characteristic cyclical 
V/R variations indicate the presence of deviations of the envelopes from spherical 
symmetry. Time-series analysis of these LPVs suggest that the wind variations 
are caused by rotating surface structures which modulate the lower wind region. 
Occasionally observed high-velocity absorptions (HVA) indicate the presence of 
rotating extended and dense streakline or loop structures in the envelopes. The 
potential use of these circumstellar features to determine the true stellar rotation 
periods is discussed. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Based on extended spectroscopic monitoring programs with high resolution 
and coverage in wavelength and time a new picture of the winds and the cir- 
cumstellar environments of late B- and early A-type supergiants (in the fol- 
lowing BA supergiants) has emerged in the last years (cf. e.g. Kaufer 1998b). 

In this contribution the observational evidence for rotational modulat ion 
of the winds of BA supergiants is discussed. 

2 S i g n a t u r e  a n d  t i m e  s c a l e s  o f  w i n d  v a r i a b i l i t y  

The Heidelberg group has carried out extended spectroscopic monitoring 
campaigns on BA super~iants to examine their photosphere and envelope 
variability (cf. Kaufer 1998a for a description of the campaigns). 

Their  crucial finding about the complex wind variability pat terns in all of 
the six examined program stars is tha t  - independent of the timely average 
appearance of the most wind sensitive Ha  profile - the variability pa t tern  is 
localized symmetrically about the system velocity with the maximum power 
of the variations just beyond the i v  sin/ velocities of the star (Kaufer et 
al. 1996a). The variations are mainly due to additional violet (V) and red 
(R) shifted emission components superimposed on the otherwise constant 
underlying wind or even photospheric profiles. The amplitudes of the modu- 
lations were measured for all program stars in the corresponding ' temporal  
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variance spectra' (TVS) and give equal amplitudes for the V and R peaks 
with values between 5% and 20% which are characteristic for the individual 
object.  This characteristic V/R variability is highly indicative for deviations 
of  the circumstellar envelopes of  BA supergiants from spherical symmetry:  
a presumably equatorial concentration of the emitt ing circumstellar material  
is favored by Kaufer et al. 
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The measured equivalent-width curves of the variable 'excess' emission 
display best the cyclical variability of the wind profiles. Figure 1 shows the 
annual CLEANed frequencies from H a  equivalent-width curves of  the six pro- 
gram stars in comparison with the frequencies of the expected photospheric 
radial fundamental  pulsation modes  and the lower limits for the rotational fre- 
quencies derived from Prot/sin i. These time-series analyses of  the equivalent- 
width curves reveal for all examined stars basically one dominant  period, 
which is in all cases close to the rotational period as est imated from v sin i 
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Fig.  2. CLEANed fre- 
quencies from the ra- 
dial-velocities curves, 
which 
were measured with a 
cross-correlation 
method. The different 
sym- 
bols refer to the differ- 
ent groups of lines (tri- 
angles ---- weak, squares 
= medium, circles = 
strong); the size of 
the symbols represent 
the power (the signif- 
icance) of the respec- 
tive peaks in the pe- 
riodograms. The hor- 
izontal dashed lines 
g ive  Brad,fund 
for logQ = -1.4.  
Note the multiperiod- 
icity and the variabil- 
ity from year to year 
of the frequency spec- 
t rum 
and the concentration 
around Brad,fund. 

and the stellar radius. At this point it is worth to note that the values for 
v sin i of BA supergiants cannot be derived directly from the width of the 
photospheric line profiles since BA supergiants (as most of the evolved hot 
stars in the upper HRD) are known to show significant additional broadening 
mechanisms apart from rotation. The approach used by Kaufer et al. is to 
measure the width of the variable part of the profile by the use of 'temporal 
variance spectra' as suggested by Reid et al. (1993). The idea is that possible 
surface structures like spots or pulsation patterns which probably cause the 
LPVs are Doppler-mapped by the stellar rotation to a maximum velocity, 
which is to be identified with v sin i. This method assumes that an azimuthal 
velocity component of the surface structures is small compared to the value 
of v sin/. Apart from this, the even larger uncertainty for the estimate of 
upper limits for the rotation periods Prot/sini of the program stars comes 
from the difficulties in the determination of their radii due to badly known 
distances and luminosities. 
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Even with keeping in mind these uncertainties and difficulties, the wind 
modulation frequencies shown in Fig. 1 give strong evidence for a rotational 
modulation of the lower circumstellar envelope of BA supergiants by stellar 
surface structures. Kaufer et al. suggest that an efficient coupling of the stel- 
lar rotation into the lower wind region could be provided by weak magnetic 
surface structures. From their detailed examination of the simultaneously 
recorded photospheric line-profile variability (Kaufer et al. 1997) they could 
rule out in first order e.g. non-radial pulsation patterns as modulating surface 
structures. Figure 2 shows the corresponding CLEANed photospheric frequen- 
cies to Fig. 1 as derived form radial-velocity curves. Multi-periodic NRPs are 
present in their data sets in form of low-order g-modes but occur on time 
scales distinct from the wind variability and are more coincident with the 
expected photospheric radial fundamental pulsation periods as indicated as 
dashed horizontal lines in Figs. 1 and 2. 

Note that the pulsation periods in BA supergiants are clearly distinct from 
the rotation periods. However, in the case of the proposed non-radial g-modes, 
which are expected to display longer periods than the radial fundamental 
modes, this separation of time scales might shrink. On the other hand, Kaufer 
et al. report that the photospheric line-profile variations display prograde 
traveling pseudo-emission and pseudo-absorption features with crossing times 
from - v  sin i --+ +v sin i of the order of the break-up rotation period and 
therefore, identify these features as NRP modes and not as rotating surface 
features. 

Also the clear presence of multi-periodicity of the photospheric pulsations 
(cf. Fig. 2) could systematically shift the photospheric time scales towards 
longer time scales of the order of the estimated rotation periods by the beating 
of multiple periods. Recently, Rivinius et al. (1998) have presented strong 
observational evidence for mass-loss events triggered by the beating of closely 
spaced non-radial pulsation periods for the Be star # Centauri. In addition 
to the multiplicity of the photospheric period spectra in BA supergiants, the 
variability from year to year of the period spectrum itself (see the periods 
from different years for the individual objects in Fig. 2) so far inhibits any 
precise determination of the pulsation modes, which would be required in 
order to test the tempting hypothesis of pulsation-driven mass-loss events in 
BA supergiants. 

3 R e p e t i t i o n  t i m e s  o f  h i g h - v e l o c i t y  a b s o r p t i o n s  

Temporarily the envelopes of BA supergiants display extraordinarily large 
and extended circumstellar structures which become observable as suddenly 
appearing, highly blue-shifted, and unusually strong absorption features; the 
so-called high-velocity absorptions (HVA) (cf. Kaufer et al. 1996b, Israelian et 
al. 1997). Both groups suggest localized regions of enhanced mass loss on the 
stellar surface to build up these extended circumstellar structures; Kaufer et 
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al. favor rotating streak lines in the equatorial plane, Israelian et al. rotat ing 
loops, the latter supported by the observation of red-shifted absorption as 
indication of strong infall of material during an HVA event. In their picture 
the observed HVAs are the result of the rotation of these structures through 
the line of sight. 

In two cases (HD 96919 and /3 Ori) it seems plausible tha t  two extreme 
rotating circumstellar structures were strong enough to survive for several 
months and have been observed over several rotational cycles. This would 
allow for the first time a direct determination of the (circum)stellar rotation 
period. 

In the case of the extremely strong and accidentally well-observed HVA 
event in HD 96919 in 1995, Kaufer et al. were able to derive directly a repeti- 
tion time of 93 days from the reappearance of double-peaked emission compo- 
nents within one contiguous time series. With this 'period',  the reappearance 
after four cycles of this very strong and therefore presumably quite time per- 
sistent HVA was predicted for March 22, 1996 (MJD 50164 = time of the 
maximum blue absorption) and indeed observed in a follow-up campaign at 
La Silla exact on the predicted date. The repetition time of 93 days is con- 
sistent with the estimated Prot/sini = 119 days for HD 96919 and therefore 
was identified as the true (circum)stellar rotat ion period. 

In the second case of/3 Ori, the maximum blue absorptions of two com- 
paratively strong HVAs in autumn 1993 and spring 1994 were observed 
108days apart.  This interval is in excellent agreement with the est imated 
Prod sin i = 108 days for this star. 

The crucial point about this direct determination of t rue (circum)stellar 
rotation periods is obviously the observational distinction between HVA events 
caused by the same circumstellar structure and HVA events caused by two 
individual, timely and spatially independent circumstellar structures. Basi- 
cally, the latter can never be completely ruled out even not with a continuous 
(spectroscopic) monitoring of the object. From the observational material ob- 
tained so far, i.e., the two events described above, criteria for the identifica- 
tion of physically related HVAs might defined as (i) an integer cycle numbers 
between two events, (ii) similar characteristics of the line-profile and veloc- 
ity signatures, i.e., the double-emission peaks, the depth and velocity of the 
maximmn absorption, the slope of the rising branch of the equivalent-width 
curve of the event, (iii) a continuous weakening of the structure from cycle 
to cycle since the HVAs are observed to fade over several months until they 
disappear. 

4 D i s c u s s i o n  

The observational evidence for rotational modulation of the winds of BA 
supergiants has been presented in this paper. 
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The analysis of the line-profile variability of the most  wind-sensitive line 
H a  has provided new insight in (i) the 'general '  and always present wind 
variability of BA supergiants, which produces quite dramat ic  LPVs in H a  
but  a modera te  5 - 20% modulat ion of the integrated equivalent width, and 
(ii) the 'exceptional '  variations as observed during the HVA events. Figure 3 
illustrates the two intensity scales of the two types of observed variability. 
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Fig. 3. Time develop- 
ment of the total Ha  
equivalent width dur- 
ing the HVA events of 

Ori in 1994 (bottom) 
and HD96919 in 1995 
(top). For comparison 
the mean equivalent 
widths of the respec- 
tively preceding years 
(without HVAs) are 
indicated by full lines. 
The broken lines in- 
dicate the correspond- 
ing standard devia- 
tions representing the 
'general' Hc~ variabil- 
ity. These statistics 
were computed from 
86 spectra of ~ Ori and 
83 spectra of HD 96919 
obtained in 1993. Note 
the striking similarity 
in the run of the equiv- 
alent widths of two 
HVAs in two different 
stars. 

Interestingly, both  could be independently related the stellar rotat ion,  (i) 
to rotat ing surface structures modulat ing the lower circumstellar envelope 
(based on t ime scale arguments) ,  and (ii) to rotat ing extended circumstellar  
streaklines or loop structures also rooted to the stellar surface in localized 
regions of enhanced mass loss (based on the observation of the reappearance  
of the bona  fide identical circumstellar structure).  

For the so far two objects where both types of wind variability could be 
observed quantitatively, i.e., HD 96919 and ~Ori ,  the corresponding domi- 
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nant  periods as found from (i) are not strict integer fractions of the directly 
determined periods from (ii). But  in all cases the former are in the range 
of 0.5 - 0.3 t i m e s / ) r o t / s i n i  whereas the direct periods are very close to the 
est imated rotat ion periods Prot /s in  i. 

This leads to the conclusion tha t  the 'general '  rotat ional  modula t ion of 
the winds of BA supergiants is caused by several (,~ 2 - 3) s imultaneously 
present surface features, which are probably not located in equidistant stellar 
longitudinal sectors but are distributed irregularly. This is consistent with the 
on the first look definitely non-periodic appearance of the H a  LPVs. On the 
other hand, the 'exceptional '  s tructures observed as HVAs are comparat ive ly  
rare and have to be a t t r ibuted to singular but  therefore more extended and 
dense structures reaching up to several stellar radii (Israelian et al. 1997) into 
the circumstellar envelope. I t  seems plausible to speculate tha t  individual of 
the always present surfaces structures could develop under certain - so far 
unknown - circumstances into strong and extended streaklines or magnet ic  
loops. 
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Discuss ion  

H .  H e n r i c h s :  I am puzzled by your remark tha t  many  of your stars  have 
rotat ionalty modula ted winds and at the same t ime show different periods 
from season to season. Could differential rotat ion account for this ? 
A.  K a u f e r :  We do not find an obvious connection between rotat ionally mod-  
ulated winds and photospheric pulsation. And it is the frequency spec t rum 
of the photospheric variations which is found to vary from year to year. I t  
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looks to me like we have objects with rich period spectra,  but  only selected 
pulsation modes are excited; and the same modes are not necessarily excited 
each t ime we look at them. 

T .  E v e r s b e r g :  Maybe I can add a reminder: such NRP mode variations are 
already known for 5 Scuti stars observed by the Breger group in Vienna. They  
explained these quick changes by changes in the inner s t ructure  of the star. 

S. Owock i :  Could you clarify again why you say tha t  the "High-Velocity 
Absorptions" (HVAs) you see are different from the "Discrete Absorpt ion 
Components"  (DACs) seen in UV wind lines? In particular,  do you have the 
t ime resolution to rule out acceleration on the wind acceleration t ime scale? 
Also, a comment:  the azimuthal speed declines so quickly outward,  tha t  it is 
difficult for material  to be brought  into the disk line-of-sight anywhere away 
from the surface. On the other hand, this does occur much more readily for 
rigidly rotat ing structures, as from, say, a magnetic  s t ructure  extending to a 
stellar radius or so. 
A.  K a u f e r :  For a be ta- type  velocity law and typical stellar-wind parameters  
with /3 .~ 0 .8 . . .  1.5 and Vinf ~ --200 . . .  -- 300k ms  -1,  the flow t ime scales 
(defined as the t ime span for acceleration from 0.2voo to 0.8voo) are on the 
order of 20 to 60 days; during a HVA event the blue absorpt ion over the same 
velocity range grows to its max imum depth within some 1 to 5 days with- 
out any clear acceleration. This is why we favor the rotat ion of an existing 
s tructure into the line-of-sight as the model for the HVA. Concerning your 
comment:  in our simple streakline model we had to include rigid rotat ion 
of the inner envelope up to about  1 stellar radius to account for the quasi- 
instantaneous deepening of the line-of-sight absorption over the full velocity 
range (cf. Kaufer  et al. 1996b). 

I .  A p p e n z e l l e r :  Concerning the t empora ry  presence and absence of pulsa- 
tions in your stars, in spite of the fact tha t  these stars seem to be in a stable 
region of the H-R diagram: the absence of instabilities does not mean tha t  
a star cannot  pulsate. I t  only means tha t  the pulsations are damped.  But  if 
the star  gets a "kick" from some nonstat ionary process, it will pulsate for 
some time. The mode (temporari ly) excited will depend on the symmet ry  (or 
asymmetry)  of the "kick". 
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Abs t rac t .  A survey and monitoring of the spectropolarimetric characteristics of 
hot stars over the entire visible wavelength range has been carried out over the past 
8 years using the HPOL instrument at the Pine Bluff Observatory. Data from these 
projects is being used to derive physical characteristics of circumstellar envelopes. 
Quantitative modeling of the polarization, in combination with optical interferom- 
etry, has shown that the circumstellar disks of classical Be stars are geometrically 
thin~ consistent with either the wind-compressed disk model or with hydrostatically 
supported Keplerian disks. Furthermore, spectropolarimetric variability, which is 
significant in a large fraction of the hot stars observed, provides information about 
changes occuring in the circumstellar envelope. For example, polarimetric changes 
provide a critical test of the one-armed density wave models proposed to explain 
observed V/R variations. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

One of the difficult aspects of trying to study the nature of stellar winds 
and circumstellar envelopes is that  the radiation from the star itself dom- 
inates the observed spectrum. Furthermore, the circumstellar environment 
is rarely directly resolvable with current instruments and techniques. How- 
ever, polarimetry, and particularly spectropolarimetry, provides a means of 
probing the disk directly. The polarization in hot stars is produced primar- 
ily by electron scattering in the circumstellar environment. This polarized 
flux is affected by passage through the circumstellar material, via pre- and 
post-scattering at tenuation of the flux. The measured polarization is the ra- 
tio of the polarized flux to the total  flux (which is dominated by the direct 
starlight). Because of this, in the ratio the wavelength dependence of the 
stellar spectrum cancels out. Thus, any residual wavelength dependence of 
the polarization level is determined by the opacity within the circumstel- 
lar envelope. So observations of the polarization (as opposed to the total  
flux) give insights into the physical conditions of the circumstellar material. 
Furthermore, the combination of spectropolarimetric observations with other 
techniques, such as high-dispersion spectroscopy, optical interferometry, and 
infrared photometry,  can provide strong constraints on models of the circum- 
stellar environment. 
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2 S p e c t r o p o l a r i m e t r i c  O b s e r v a t i o n s  

We are continuing an optical spectropolarimetric survey and monitoring pro- 
gram for several types of early-type stars (as well as other kinds of objects). 
The data have been obtained using the Halfwave Polarimeter (HPOL) system 
(designed by K. Nordsieck) on the 1-m telescope at the University of Wis- 
consin's Pine Bluff Observatory (PBO) and on the 3.5-m WIYN telescope at 
Kitt Peak National Observatory. Types of hot stars included in the program 
include Oe/Be stars, Herbig Ae/Be stars, Wolf-Rayet stars, LBV's, and OB 
supergiants. An atlas of the Be star observations from 1989-94 is in prepa- 
ration (Bjorkman, Meade & Babler 1997), and the 1995-98 observations will 
be published in a follow-up paper. Using these data, we are now developing 
techniques to analyze the nature of the circumstellar envelopes of these types 
of stars. In our analysis we also include ultraviolet spectropolarimetry from 
the Wisconsin Ultraviolet Photo-Polarimeter Experiment (WUPPE), flown 
on Astro-1 (1990) and Astro-2 (1995). Polarimetric observations of hot stars 
are also discussed in other papers in these proceedings (c.f. contributions by 
Rodrigues, Magalh~es, and Schulte-Ladbeck et al.) 

3 D i a g n o s t i c s  o f  C i r c u m s t e l l a r  D i s k s  

Recently we have used spectropolarimetry to diagnose the physical geometry 
and density of circumstellar disks around classical Be stars (Wood, Bjorkman, 
& Bjorkman 1997; Quirrenbach et al. 1997). As discussed by Wood et al. 
(1997), we find that measurement of the peak polarization level observed, 
together with the size of the polarimetric Balmer jump, provides a diagnostic 
of both the geometrical thickness of the disk (the opening angle) and the 
optical depth in the disk, which indicates the density of material. For the 
case of ~ Tau, our results indicate a very thin disk with an opening angle of 
only 2.5 ° , which agrees with predictions of either the wind-compressed disk 
model (Bjorkman ~= Cassinelli 1993) or a hydrostatically-supported Keplerian 
disk. Evidence for the thin nature of the disk is confirmed by a combination 
of optical interferometry and spectropolarimetry (Quirrenbach et al. 1997), 
and the good agreement between these two different techniques demonstrates 
the power of spectropolarimetry to diagnose disks even in cases that cannot 
be resolved at all. 

4 V a r i a b i l i t y  I s s u e s  

Combining contemporaneous spectropolarimetric observations with more tra- 
ditional types of observation, such as spectroscopy, can also place much 
stronger constraints on proposed models for variability and asymmetries in 
hot star envelopes. For example, in collaboration with D. McDavid, we have 
just begun looking at the question of whether the combined Ha spectroscopic 
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and polarimetric variations observed in Be stars can be adequately explained 
by the proposed "one-armed density wave" model (c.f. Okazaki 1997). While 
this model has been successful as a potential explanation for some cases of 
observed V/R variations of the Ha line profile, our preliminary analysis in- 
dicates that the polarimetric observations are 90 ° out of phase compared to 
theoretical predictions based on the one-armed density wave model. This work 
is still quite preliminary, and we are currently investigating whether a spiral 
geometry can remove the discrepancy. Other models make definite predic- 
tions of polarimetric variability as well, so this type of analysis demonstrates 
how polarimetric observations can provide a complementary and somewhat 
independent test of model predictions. 

5 F u t u r e  W o r k  

We intend to continue our development of techniques for using spectropo- 
larimetry as a diagnostic of the nature of the physical nature of circumstel- 
lar envelopes. Ultraviolet spectropolarimetric observations, which show pro- 
nounced polarization decreases in regions of strong line-blanketing (Bjork- 
man et al. 1991; 1993), can provide information about the temperature of 
the disk material. We are pursuing this possibility by developing tempera- 
ture diagnostics based on reproducing this depolarization effects. We are also 
continuing to investigate specific models for circumstellar disks by combining 
spectropolarimetry with other kinds of data. These techniques are applicable 
to a number of different types of hot stars. 
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Discuss ion  

H. Henrichs:  Is optical interferometry essential to constrain the disk pa- 
rameters? 
K.  Bjorkman:  Not essential: one can actually use other types of data in- 
stead (such as spectroscopy or IR photometry, in conjunction with spectropo- 
Iarimetry) to constrain the disk parameters. But interferometry is certainly 
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the best and most  conclusive result to use. The combined interferometry-  
spectropolar imetry  s tudy gave us higher confidence in our ability to deterp 
mine disk parameters  from spectropolarimetric da ta  and modelling. Even 
without the interferometry, the mid-IR data  for ~ Tau also indicates tha t  the 
thin disk solution is the preferred one. 

A.  M a e d e r :  Can you get est imates of the disk mass from your observations? 

K .  B j o r k m a n :  Yes, once we have the density parameters  and opening angle, 
we can est imate the disk mass. For ~ Tau it was on the order of 10 -9 or 
10-10Mo. 

G .  M a t h y s :  Your discussion dealt with the degree of polarisation. Can ' t  you 
use the polarisation angle to enhance your diagnostics? 

K .  B j o r k m a n :  Yes, and in fact we did use the position angle information 
in our analysis. We found tha t  the polarisation position angle is exactly per- 
pendicular to the disk as defined from interferometry. This had long been 
predicted, but  this was the first test  of the prediction from combined inter- 
ferometry and spectropolarimetry.  This held true for all four of the stars for 
which we were able to find an intrinsic position angle (see Quirrenbach et 
al. 1997), so this gives us confirmation tha t  the polarisation position angle 
indeed does measure the intrinsic orientation of the disk on the sky for Be 
stars. 

I .  A p p e n z e l l e r :  Wha t  wavelength is most "helpful" in the case of polarime- 
t ry? 

K .  B j o r k m a n :  For analyses such as the one tha t  I have discussd here, the 
regions around the Balmer jump,  Ha ,  and even the Paschen jump are most  
useful. However, higher resolution measurements  (i.e., detailed spectropo- 
larimetry) across H a  will also be useful; other groups are doing this sort of 
work. 

M .  F r i e d j u n g :  Is the disk optically thick or thin in the continuum at  optical 
wavelengths? 

K .  B j o r k m a n :  It  is optically thin, at least in the direction perpendicular  to 
the disk. For a photon trying to travel radially outward within the disk, it 
would appear  optically thick. 

D .  B a a d e :  W. Hummel  recently presented persuasive arguments  tha t  disks 
of Be stars may  also be warped/t i l ted.  Do you find support ive evidence in 
your polar imetry? 

K .  B j o r k m a n :  Well, in some cases we do see a slight variability of the po- 
sition angle about  the intrinsic position angle of the disk. This might be 
interpreted as evidence for s tructure or warping in the disk. But  the effects 
are very small and wilt require bet ter  S/N observations and more detailed 
analysis before we can say anything conclusive. 

P. S tee :  Are you able to fit the continuum energy flux with the very thin-disk 
model? 
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K .  B j o r k m a n :  Yes. In fact, in mid-IR the thin-disk solution fits the contin- 
uum flux slightly bet ter  than the thick-disk solution. Although I did not have 
time to discuss this here, the flux fitting is discussed in detail in our paper 
(Wood et al. 1997). 

Bernhard Wolf, Andreas Kaufer and Dietrich Baade 

Karen Bjorkman and Derck Massa 
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A b s t r a c t .  Observational methods used in investigation of circumstellar disks of Be 
stars significantly changed during the last decade. While mostly the studies of line 
profiles in the optical and near-IR region were used in the 70th and 80th, the present 
progress is done also thanks to interferometric and polarimetric observations. These 
techniques enable to determine the geometrical parameters of the circumstellar 
disks directly for the first time. They are flattened and axially symmetric. Their 
H c~ emission region extends typically up to several tens of stellar radii. Systematic 
long-term spectroscopic monitoring helped to define and partly interpret the line- 
profile variability of emission lines on different time-scales. Variations on a time- 
scale of hours may appear after the matter is ejected during the outburst. The V/R  
variations with periods of the order of 10 years reflect the global disk oscillations. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Jaschek et al. (1980) defined a Be star  as a non-supergiant  B- type  star, whose 
spect rum has, or had at some time, one or more Balmer lines in emission. 
Because some other definitions include also supergiant  stars,  the adjective 
"classical" was later added to the stars tha t  meet  the Jaschek 's  narrower 
definition. 

The emission in optical, mainly Balmer and Fell,  lines and in the IR  
continuum originates in circumstellar disks around Be stars. In this paper ,  
I a t t empt  to summarize the recent results of observations of the disks and 
their main geometrical and physical properties. For more general reviews on 
Be stars or those directed to other aspects of Be stars see the proceedings of 
IAU Coll. 92 and IAU Symp. 162. 

2 O b s e r v a t i o n s  of  B e  star disks  

2.1 B a s i c  t y p e s  o f  e m i s s i o n  l ine  p ro f i l e s  a n d  t h e i r  v a r i a t i o n s  

Extensive observations of the Bochum group in the southern hemisphere and 
several other  groups in the north lead to the classification of the emission 
profiles of Be stars. Classification of the emission line spect ra  and their vari- 
ability was discussed e.g. by Dachs (1986), Hanuschik et al. (1988). In Fig. 1, 
examples of the prototype emission profiles are given. 

The type  of an emission line profile correlates with v sin i. The  winebott le 
profile can be expected mainly for pole on stars, double-peak for medium 
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Fig. 1. The typical emission H a  profiles of Be stars: a) wine-bottle symmetric 
(11 Cam on March 1, 1997), b) wine-bottle asymmetric (66 Oph on June 24,1994), 
c) double-peak symmetric (23 Tau on October 11, 1995), d) double-peak asymmet- 
ric (59 Cyg on November 1, 1994), e) shell symmetric (¢ Per on March 1, 1997) 
and shell asymmetric (~ Tau on March 4, 1997). Profiles from the top downward 
demonstrate the effect of increasing inclination angle i. Asymmetric profiles (right 
column) are generally variable. The symmetric profiles are stable or can appear 
at a given phase of variable profiles. All spectra have been obtained with the 2m 
telescope of the Ondfejov observatory. 

inclination and shell profile for equator-on stars. However, the inclination is 
not the only determining parameter .  The type can vary on a time-scale of 
years. This can be documented by the history of the first known Be s tar  ~ Cas. 
During a short interval between 1930 and 1942, the type of the emission profile 
changed at least nine times and all types shown in Fig. 1 were observed in 
H a - H 6. In 1942, the emission even disappeared and a quasi-normal B type  
spect rum was observed for several months.  

2 . 2  L o n g - t e r m  E / C  a n d  V / R ,  v a r i a t i o n s  

The E / C  variations, defined as the max imum H a emission expressed in units 
of the continuum flux, take place on a t ime scale as long as 10-20 years. The 
time-scale is longer for later spectral types (Hubert-Delplace, 1981). 
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The V / R  parameter  is defined as the ratio of the flux in the violet and 
red peaks of the double peak emission line. Most frequently it is used for H 
profiles. Their  V / R  variations appear in about three quarters of Be stars. The 
quasi-periods are in the range of 2 - 22 years and are strongly concentrated 
around 7 years. Lower amplitude variations on a time scale of tens of days 
- months may be superimposed, as in the case of 66 Oph (Stefl et al., in 
preparation).  The V / R  variability can cease for several years, as in 0/Cas for 
25 years. The quasi-periods do not depend on the spectral type or v sin i. 
They  can change from cycle to cycle (e.g. 28 Tau: 22 and 6 years; Gulliver, 
1977, Goraya and Tur, 1988). The shifts between V / R  variations of different 
Balmer lines exclude the Huang's (1973) model of apsidal motion of material  
in an elliptical orbit. We suppose that  the variations reflect the density waves 
in circumstellar disks (see Sect. 3). 

2.3 Transient periodicities 

The discovery and main properties of transient periodicities were reported 
by Stefl et al (1998). They were detected during the long-term monitoring of 
the Be stars 28 CMa, # Cen, and y Cen. The transient periodicities co-exist 
with the photospheric line-profile variations (periods 0.5-2 days) and differ 
by ~ 10 % from them. They are present for a few days (# Cen) up to a few 
months (28 CMa). The transient periodicities are either not or only weakly 
detectable in photospheric lines, attain significant power only in lines formed 
(also) above the photosphere and are indicated mainly in the line wings. 
They do not re-appear with the same period as at the previous epoch. In the 
case of # Cen, the transient periodicities excited during different outbursts  
fall in the interval + 10 %. We suspect that  transient periodicities reflect the 
processes in the region of star-disk interface, but  this interpretation is more 
than preliminary. 

2.4 Rapid V / R  variations 

Rapid V / R  variations are observed on a time scale of hours to a few days. 
Rivinius et al. (1998a) published the study of # Cen which contains proba- 
bly the most detailed observations of the phenomenon. The V / R  variations 
in the wings of He I lines have a temporary character. They appear  within 
1 - 3 days after the outburst,  last for 5-10 days and then V / R  converges to 
1. Periods from different emission episodes differ up to 10 ~0. Very prelim- 
inarily, the authors interpret the variations as a cloud ejected during the 
outbursts and merging into the disk. Rapid V / R  variations may reflect the 
same phenomenon as transient periods. 

2.5 Infrared, interferrometric and polarimetric observations 

The [12]-[60] vs. [12]-[25] colour diagram is consistent with free-free emission 
from the disk. IR excess decreases towards later spectral types (Gehrz et al., 
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1974), but  shows no clear correlation of IR excess vs. v sin/. Observations 
indicate correlations of V-[12] colour excess vs. spectral type and vs. H a net 
emission. 

The first star, for which the radius of the circumstellar disk was directly 
measured in the interferometric observations, was V Cas (Thorn et al. 1986, 
Quirrenbach et al. 1993). The main results were achieved with the GI2T in- 
terferometer of the Observatoir de la C6te d 'Azur and MKIII  interferometer 
of the Moat Wilson Observatory. For more detailed and up-to-date new im- 
portant  results see the contributions by Stee and Vakili in these proceedings. 

Be stars show a variable degree of polarization, but  the polarization angle 
is constant. This indicates that  the envelope is concentrated to a well defined 
plane and only negligible part  of the polarization comes from the polar re- 
gions. Magnitude of polarization is wavelength dependent. It is lower in the 
lines and downward of Balmer discontinuity. It  correlates with the 12 #m IR 
excess (Cot@ and Waters, 1987) and v sin i (Brown and McLean, 1977). The 
position angle depends only on the disk orientation. For a more complete 
summary of the polarimetric results see K. Bjorkman (this Coll.). 

3 G e o m e t r i c a l  a n d  p h y s i c a l  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  d i s k s  

Thanks to the recent interferometric and polarimetric observations, the long 
lasting discussion about sphericity of the Be envelopes was solved. The flat- 
tened disks are confirmed both by direct interferometric observations and by 
the correlation of interferometric and polarimetric positional angles. Their  
differences are very close to 90 ° in accordance with the model predicting 
scattering mostly in the equatorial plane of the disk. 

The angular radii a and flattening r of the selected Be stars in H a were 
measured interferometrically by Quirrenbach et al. (1997). Their  diameters 
derived with the help of Hipparcos distances are listed in Tab. 1. Although 
there are still only few measured stars for a statistics, a typical diameter of the 
circumstellar disk seems to be 20 - 30 stellar diameters. Thus, the interfero- 
metric observations confirmed typical diameters of the disks (~  20 R,)  found 
by Hanuschik (1986), who analyzed the H a emission profiles and applied the 
rotating disk model. 

The diameter of the disk depends on the spectral line selected for the 
interferometric measurements. The VLA interferometry of ¢ Per done at 
15 GHz (Dougherty and Taylor, 1992) gives the angular diameter of 111+16 
mas, it is 34 times the diameter measured in H a .  The positional angles 
from H a  and radio observations agree within the errors [(-33 4- 11) ° and 
(-32 4- 10) °, respectively]. This indicates that  the disk plane is well defined 
up to a distance of several hundred of stellar diameters. 

The inner radii of the disks were not measured so far. The spectroscopic 
observations indicate that  they are very different for different stars, change 
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Table  1. Interferometrically measured geometrical parameters of Be star disks: 
R,-  equatorial stellar radius (Harmanec, 1988), a - angular diameter, r - flattening 
(Quirrenbach et al., 1997), dnip  - Hipparcos distance (Perryman et al., 1997), D - 
disk diameter in solar and in stellar radius. 

[I Star [Spect. [ R.  ] a 

3.47 =t= .02 
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in the given star  with its emission activity and may even approach the stellar 
photosphere.  

The opening angel a cannot  be derived unambiguously, because it is im- 
possible to separate  the inclination and thickness of the disks. The  published 
results are inconsistent. Hanuschik (1996) derived a ~ 13 ° from the ob- 
served number  of shell stars, Waters et al. (1987) a ~ 15 ° by modelling the 
IR  excess. However, the wind compressed model of Bjorkman and Cassinelli 
(1993) requires a < 3°. 

The tilt angle e between rotat ional  axes of the star  and the disk was 
assumed to be zero. Only recently Hummel  (1998) published his s tudy of 
the Be stars "y Cas and 59 Cyg, in which he breaks this taboo.  Assuming 
a non-zero tilt angle increasing as the emission episodes develop, he could 
roughly model observed I) variations of the emission-line type, II) line width 
variations and I I I )  long-term brightness variations. His model suggests a non- 
zero tilt angel only as a temporal  effect in one emission episode for each of 
the two studied Be stars, but not as a general property.  The model also does 
not explain the physical origin of the tilt. According to Por ter  (1998), the Be 
star  disks may develop radiatively induced warps in their inner regions. I t  is 
possible tha t  the effects explained by Hummel  as variable tilt of the disk are 
in fact manifestations of the warps. The time-scale predicted for the warps is 
consistent with tha t  derived by Hummel.  

The densities of circumstellar disks were derived mainly from the IR  ex- 
cess (Waters et al. 1987) and by modeling the asymmetr ic  UV lines (Snow, 
1981). The former method indicates the relation p(r)  = p o ( r / R , )  - n  with 
logp0 = - (11 .0  - l l . 6 ) g / c m  3 and 2.0 < n < 3.5. The mass-loss MIR ,~ 
10 - s  M e / y e a r  and depends only weakly on luminosity. The  la t ter  method 
gives the mass-loss M u v  ,~ 10 -1° M e / y e a r  and it depends strongly on lu- 
minosity. Comparison of the both  methods indicates tha t  the mass-loss is 
strongly asymmetr ic  and that  the mechanisms responsible for the mass loss 
in the infrared and ultraviolet may be different. 
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4 D y n a m i c a l  s t r u c t u r e  o f  the  disks  

The Be star disks are quasi-Keplerian. Okazaki (1991) found that global (so- 
called one-armed) oscillations can proceed in the disks in a retrograde way. 
Papaloizou et al. (1992) and Savonije and Heemskerk (1993) derived that 
prograde modes can be excited by perturbation from a rotationally flattened 
rapidly rotating star. In the Okazaki's (1997) hybrid scenario, the one armed 
oscillation can occur in the disk due to perturbation by radiation pressure 
and rotationally distorted star. The former effect is dominant for early Be 
stars (B0 - B3), the latter for the later Be stars. 

The existence of one armed oscillations is supported by the following 
observational facts: 

• predicted periods agree with the observations (Okazaki, 1997) 
• line profiles calculated for m = 1 perturbation agree with observed line 

profile variability (Hummel and Hanuschik, 1997) 
• appearance of UV absorption components in 7 Cas is higher when V/R > 1 

(Telting and Kaper, 1994) 
• Observed correlation between V/R and long-term photometric variations 

(Mennickent et al., 1997) is consistent with the model of global oscillations 
and seems to support existence of prograde modes. 

• in the hybrid scenario, the period decreases with the increasing value of 
radiative parameter for earlier spectrM types and with larger deformation 
parameter towards later spectral types. As the result, the maximum in 
period vs. spectral type distribution should occur around B3. The statis- 
tics of the observed periods may agree with this prediction, although the 
scatter in observed periods is large and correlation by far not convincing 
(see Okazaki, 1997). 

5 F o r m a t i o n  of  the  B e  star disks  

The physical process responsible for the formation of disks is not known even 
after many decades of intensive studies of these objects and we cannot exclude 
that more than one mechanism is involved. 

It seems that the disks are formed mainly by sudden emission outbursts. 
Rivinius et al. (1998b) showed that the emission outbursts in the Be star 
tt Cen coincide with times of beating of photospheric periods derived from 
mode and line profile variations. Mass flow into the disk is then concentrated 
in relatively short time intervals after the outbursts. 

In some stars, the continuous mass outflow from the photosphere plays 
an important role in supplying material into disks. However, the formation of 
disks by the wind compressed model (Bjorkman and Cassinelli, 1993; Owocki 
et al., 1994) meets serious theoreticM and observational problems. 

Acknowledgement: The author thanks Drs. D. Baade, W. Hummel and 
Th. Rivinius for valuable comments on the manuscript. 
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D i s c u s s i o n  

H.  L a m e r s :  What  is the observational evidence that  the disk is tilted with 
respect to the equator? 
S. Stefl:  Hummel (1987) offers the hypothesis of non-zero and variable tilt 
angle and shows that  it can explain quite well the long-term variations of 
the width of emission lines, brightness and the type of emission profiles. This 
makes the hypothesis attractive, but  it is still not evidence that  the disk is 
really tilted. 

P.  S tee :  We have observed V Cas in He I A6678 and in the nearby continuum: 
we found that  the emission comes from inner regions, e.g., from regions with 
R ~ 4 R ,  (see Stee et al. 1998, A&A 332,268). Moreover, the He I A6678 emis- 
sion comes from smaller regions than the 0.6 #m continuum. These results 
are also confirmed by a recent paper by Moujtahid et al. (A&A, in press) 
from photometric observations. This is in contradiction with WCD models 
or concave models (see Hanuschick et al.) where you have no mat te r  very 
close to the star. 

S. Shore :  Given the similarity of the disks you are discussing to those of some 
binaries, such as w Ser, /~Lyr,  etc., what is known about  the UV absorption 
in the systems you have discussed? In particular, models for w Ser and other 
thick disk systems give strong Fe n/iIi ,  etc. absorption from the middle and 
outer disks. After all, whether binaries or single stars, one would expect tha t  
"disks are disks", right? 
S. Stefl:  I am not aware of any significant observational difference between 
disks of w Ser stars and classical Be stars. My personal opinion is tha t  in 
general the subordinate UV absorption lines of Fe n are weaker in the disks 
of Be stars. 
J .  B j o r k m a n :  UV polarisation observations of ~ Tau (a star for which in- 
terferometric observations indicate a thin disk) show large line blanketing 
around 1900/~ and 2100 A indicating the presence of Fe in and Fe II in the 
disk, close to the star. So indeed the physical conditions in Be star disks are 
similar to the systems you mentioned. 

A.  8apa r :  Has the fact that  tilted disks must have a changing (perturbed) 
plane of revolution, as in the case of artificial earth satellites, been taken into 
account? Can this effect destroy the unique plane of the disk? 
S. Stefl:  Yes, the effect of the per turbed plane of revolution was taken into 
account, but  it is not necessary to explain the observations. This effect can 
really destroy the plane of the disk. This is indicated by the equation for the 
first order secular perturbat ion of the nodal position in Hummel (1998). 



Evidence  for Az imutha l  A s y m m e t r y  
in Be  Star Winds  
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Abstract. Extensive IUE observations from 1987-96 have provided compelling ev- 
idence for azimuthal asymmetry in the winds of Be stars. Two identified types of 
wind/FUV flux behavior are briefly discussed. Interpretations based upon both 
nonradial pulsations and rotation of one or more active regions appear plausible. 

1 T h e  I U E  C a m p a i g n s  

During the lifetime of the IUE satellite we carried through 12 multiwavelength 
campaigns to investigate the wind behavior in Be stars that have shown 
periodic variability in their optical spectra and light. A typical campaign 
consisted of 24-72 hours of uninterrupted, repeated IUE observations that 
were supported by simultaneous ground-based photometry, high resolution 
spectroscopy, and polarimetry. Two principal objectives were to ascertain if 
the wind strength correlates with the continuum flux and if the optical light 
variability is a result of a modulation of the photospheric temperature. A 
list of the 15 program stars and some of their properties can be found in 
Peters (1998). Three classes of behavior were identified: 1) correlated cyclic 
variability in wind strength and FUV flux, 2) cyclic wind variability only, 
and 3) cyclic FUV flux variability only. The first two groups are discussed 
here. 

2 T h e  N R P  C a s e  

Five of the Be stars for which we achieved good simultaneous ground-based 
spectroscopy (A Eri, 28 Cyg, y Cen, ~ Tau, & 2 Vul) displayed nonradial pul- 
sations (NRP) with sectorial, ~ = - m  =2 modes (Hahula & Gies 1994) and 
the periods derived from the NRP analysis agreed well with those from the 
FUV flux/wind variations (cf. Peters 1998, Table 1). The optical line pro- 
file data confirm that in 28 Cyg (B3 IVe) and ~? Cen (B2 IVe) a hot crest of 
the ~=2 NRP mode crossed our line-of-sight when the star was brightest in 
the FUV. The latter stars also showed the strongest correlation between the 
wind strength and the FUV flux. Typical wind/photospheric behavior for this 
class of periodic Be stars is shown in Fig. 1 where the temporal variations 
in the strengths of the C IV wind and photospheric C III (A1247) and Si II 
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Fig. 1. The photometric, wind, and photospheric behavior of 28 Cyg during the 
1989 September campaign. The dashed lines are sine curve fits to the 1450 A flux 
and the EWs of the C Iv wind and C uI/Si n photospheric lines. 

(A1265) lines in 28 Cyg are plotted and compared with the FUV flux. A sine 
curve fit to the FUV light variations revealed a 10% modulation at  1450/~ 
with a period of ~646.  The amplitude of the FUV light curve increases with 
decreasing wavelength, implying that  the surface temperature  is modula ted  
by 500-750 ° . This interpretation is supported by the strength behavior of 
the temperature-sensitive photospheric C In and Si II lines (Fig. 1) tha t  will 
be anticorrelated for early B stars (cf. results for 7/Cen in Peters 1998). For 
28 Cyg and y Cen there is compelling evidence that  ongoing (retrograde) 
NRP produces a modulation of the surface temperature  and that  mass loss 
is enhanced over the hot crests. 

3 T h e  R o t a t i o n  C a s e  

For a few of the program stars (w Ori, ¢ Per, DU Eri, and EW Lac) cyclic 
variability in the wind was apparent but  there did not appear to be a strong 
correlation with the FUV flux. These Be stars typically show no evidence of 
NRP or cyclic variations in their photospheric temperatures and the period 
for the modulation of their wind lines is comparable to what  one would 
expect from stellar rotation alone. The periods seen in the stars undergoing 
NRP are shorter because the NRP motion is retrograde and for an / = 2  
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Fig. 2. Similar plot as in Fig. 1 for w Ori. No variability was evident in the FUV 
flux or photospheric lines, but the wind was clearly modulated with a period of 
~ld2 that is comparable to the star's expected rotational period. 

mode there are two crests / t roughs tha t  we see each rotat ional  cycle. The 
tempora l  f lux/wind/photospher ic  behavior observed in w Ori (Fig. 2) can be 
compared with the NRP objects 28 Cyg (Fig. 1) and ~ Cen (Peters 1998). 
The observations imply that  enhanced mass loss occurs from an active region 
on the star  tha t  sweeps past our line-of-sight with each stellar rotation,  but  
this region does not appear  to differ substantially in t empera tu re  from the 
surrounding photosphere. 

I extend my thanks to D. Gies, H. Henrichs, D. McDavid, and J. Percy 
who part ic ipated in most of the multiwavelength campaigns.  This project  was 
part ial ly supported by NASA grants NSG-5422, NAG5-1296, & NAG5-2313. 
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Discuss ion  

H .  L a m e r s :  In most stars where the equivalent width of C IV changes in 
phase with the FUV flux, you have direct evidence that  the ionisation is 
due to photoionisation rather than to Auger-ionisation. Do you see that  this 
correlation depends on spectral type? (You expect it to disappear in later B 
stars.) 
G.  P e t e r s :  It has yet to be determined whether the modulation in the wind 
is entirely caused by the changing FUV flux due to the NRP. Detailed mod- 
elling will have to be undertaken to find out whether the wind is entirely 
radiatively driven or if the NRP imparts significant amounts of mechanical 
energy to assist the acceleration of the wind. There is no apparent  correla- 
tion of the degree of FUV-wind variability with spectral type (nor v sin/) .  
The object with the earliest spectral type (2 Vul, B0.5IVe) showed one of 
the weakest wind modulations; at the other extreme, our coolest star ¢ Per 
(B IIIe-shell) displayed the greatest wind variation. 

R .  Ignace :  Can you comment on what the V / R  ratio (e.g., in Ha)  does or 
is expected to do for your three classes of Be stars? 
G.  P e t e r s :  In the NRP case one sometimes observes V / R  variations in the 
He I lines (also paralleled in Ha)  that  have the same period, and are in phase 
with the photospheric NRP. This is the so-called "searchlight effect", where 
the enhanced FUV flux from the hot crest produces greater ionization in 
the portion of the disk just above the crest. V / R  tends to be ~1.0 at NRP 
phases of 0.25 and 0.75, when the hot /cool  patches are aligned along our 
line-of-sight. A good example is 28 Cyg. In the other two cases one might 
see either short-term or long-term V / R  changes. Several of the Be-shell stars 
(e.g., 48 Lib, 4 Tau) display long-term V / R  variations in Ha  that  are likely 
due to precessing spiral density waves. I would think a fast-moving stream 
of material from an active region on a star (case 2) would make conditions 
favorable for generating such spiral waves. 

P. Koubsk:~:  ¢ Per is known to be probably the strongest Be-radio star. Is 
it possible tha t  there is a connection between the radio emission and the 
deviation of ¢ Per on the diagram you have just shown? 
G.  P e t e r s :  The radio emission would come from a large region of space; 
but  if, as the UV data  imply, there is an active region of mass loss in the 
photosphere (perhaps due to a magnetic field) a great deal of material could 
be built up at large distances from the star. 
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A b s t r a c t .  We observed a sample of several southern Be stars from 1995 to 1997 
typically for several months in each season using our spectrograph HEROS. One of 
these stars, /z Cen, was found to be in the process of continued gradual recovery 
of the Hydrogen emitting disk which had been lost from 1977-1989. During the 
monitoring period numerous line emission outbursts were observed. A generalized 
pattern of an outburst cycle is derived from observations of different circumstellar 
lines at times of various levels of emission from the disk. Relative quiescence in which 
mostly periodic varaibiltiy is seen, rapid decreases of emission (precursor), outburst, 
and subsequent relaxation can be distinguished as the main constituing phases, even 
though there are distinct differences between different groups of spectral lines. Based 
on this empirical phenomenology, a schematic picture of the associated ejection of 
matter into a near-stellar orbit is sketched and similarities between # Cen and other 
stars will be outlined. 

1 O b s e r v e d  v a r i a b i l i t y  

As a par t  for a search for multiperiodic line profile variability (Rivinius et al., 
1998a, 1998b, Stefl, this Volume, e.g.), we observed several southern stars  Be 
stars with our fiber linked spectrograph HEROS. HEROS covers more than  the 
entire optical range (3450 • to 8600/~) with a resolving power of 20 000. A 
detailed description of the instrument  is given by Kaufer  (1998). The  spect ra  
were taken typically at  least daily. The observations are summar ized  in the 
upper  par t  of Table. 1. 

P h o t o s p h e r i c  p e r i o d s :  For all four stars  we found coherent photo- 
spheric periods. The multiperiodicity of # Cen is disussed by Rivinius et 
al. 1998b. For ~/Cen Janot-Pacheco et al. presented a poster during this meet-  
ing in which they announced several periods. At least the previously known 
period 0.64 day and a period of 0.57 day is also present in our data.  Since the 
da ta  of Janot-Pacheco et al. was taken with a entirely different sampling and 
equipment,  we regard this as another  case of a multiperiodic Be star. In the 
case of w CMa only the well known 1.36 day periodicity could be  confirmed. 
For F W  CMa we were able to detect a previously unknown period of 0.83 
day, behaving spectroscopically similar to ~ CMa. 

With the exception of F W  CMa, these periods can also be  detected in 
the emission. In the case of 7/Cen this is clearly seen in Ha ,  while for /z  Cen 
this is revealed by the power distribution across the line profile, tha t  reaches 
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Fig. 1. The phased spectra of HeIA6678 of w CMa in 1997 and the results of a 
Fourier analysis 

a secondary max imum at the positions of the emission peaks. Most clearly 
this behaviour however is seen in w CMa (cf. Fig. 1). 

T r a n s i e n t  p e r i o d s :  For a description of this phenomenon please refer to 
Stefl's paper  in this Volume. 

R a p i d  d e c r e a s e s  o f  e m i s s i o n :  Jus t  a t  the very beginning of an out- 
burst,  the emission peak heights of the Balmer  lines in # Cen decrease. This 
decrease can be as strong as 30 % in H a  but  less in the higher Balmer lines. 
Simultaneous to the peak decay however, the broad photospheric wings are 
filled up, so tha t  the overall variation in equivalent width (EW) is not neces- 
sarily large. In fact, these wings increase in comparable  s t rength in all BMmer 
lines, so tha t  from Hf~ or H V on the EW actually decreases (counting emission 
as negative EW).  A similar event was seen in w CMa. Although the overall 
emission level is low in ~ Cen, a decrease might be seen in our da ta  prior to 
an outburst .  As fourth case found by inspection of our database  we mention 

CMa. 
Slow line width variations: During an outburst, the peak separation 

of optical thin lines like FeII),5169 may increase within a few days by more 
than 100km/s in the case of # C e n .  Afterwards, the peaks return to their  
initial positions gradually over the course of months.  This behaviour has 
been observed also for ~ Cen. There is also some indication for such an event 
in w CMa, but  due to the rather  narrow lines the variations are harder to 
detect than  for the more equator-on cases. 

As summarized in Table 1, only F W  CMa seems to exhibit a non-variable 
circumsteUar environment.  If this is however a t rue physical stabili ty or if the  
variations just can ' t  be observed under such a polar  orientation because of 
averaging effects, or because the strong emission (the highest in our sample),  
or even just because it is the least intense one observed by us cannot  be 
judged. 
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Table  1. The obtained number of spectra and observed variability types 

Object 
Sp. type 
Inclination 

Cen # Cen w CMa FW CMa 
B1.5Vne B2IV-Ve B2IV-Ve B2.5Ve 

equator on quite low low nearly polar 

1992 - 27 - - 
1995 46 96 - - 
1996 294 202 99 8 
1997 80 81 128 48 
Photosph. in absorption multi multi mono mono 
periods in emission yes yes yes no 

Circumst. Transient periods 
emission rapid decreases 
variability base width 

slow decay 

maybe yes yes no 
maybe yes yes no 

yes yes maybe no 
yes yes maybe no 

2 The  Proposed  Disk Scenario 

Considering the observations above, at  least for the cases of # Cen and ~/Cen 
we propose a, yet speculative, disk formation "fueling" scenario. 

Since the base width of an optical thin emission line is given by the ma-  
terial closest to the star, the variability of this width indicates tha t  the disk 
might  be usually detached from the stellar surface. Only during outburs t  
events, in which the disk is replenished, a considerable amount  of ma t t e r  is 
ejected to the close circumstellar environment.  (Outbursts  in # Cen seem 
triggered by the photospheric multiperiodicity cf. e.g. Baade,  this Volume). 
During the outbursts ,  one ore more clouds are ejected to close orbits, causing 
the transient periods. The emission height decrease/wing increase is produced 
by shielding of ionizing radiation towards the disk by some less dense pseu- 
dophotosphere (e.g. blue supergiant photospheres also exhibit broad emission 
wings in all Balmer lines, cf. e.g. Kudritzki,  this Volume). After a few days, 
ax i symmetry  is a t ta ined and the ejected material  (partly?) moves outwards 
and merges with the detached disk. During this process, the profiles re turn 
to their initial state. A more detailed description of this scenario based on # 
Cen da ta  only is given by Rivinius et al. 1998a. 
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D i s cu ss ion  

G.  K o e n i g s b e r g e r :  Wha t  is the t ime scale over which the periods you men- 
tion are coherent? Why is an explanation in terms of the presence of a binary 
companion excluded? How can the mechanism you describe for the variabili ty 
lead to such coherent periodicities? 
T .  R i v i n i u s :  At least ten years. The  observed multi-periodicity is hardly ex- 
plainable by a singly periodic physical process of orbital  motion. I am ra ther  
optimist ic for the cases of it Cen and 7/ Cen tha t  it is non-radial pulsation. 
For w CMa and F W  CMa there is less evidence, but  N R P  is still a mechanism 
to be considered. 

S. Shore :  It  seems tha t  you are asking for a lot of work to be done by a little 
cloud: i.e., to shield a local region and then maintain shielding after spreading 
out. Have you calculated the optical depths of the clouds? How much mass 
is involved? 
T .  R i v i n i u s :  We have not yet modelled this hypothesis, but  the broad wings 
observed during the initial phases of an outburs t  of # Cen (cf. Rivinius et 
al. 1998a) might indicate a dense layer tha t  starts  to get away from the 
central s tar  while in this layer t empera tu re  and density conditions as in late 
B supergiants prevail. 

Stanislav Stefl and Steve Shore 
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A b s t r a c t .  The class of B[e] supegiants is characterized by a two-component stel- 
lar wind consisting of a normal hot star wind in the polar zone and a slow and 
dense disk-like wind in the equatorial region. The properties of the disk wind 
are discussed using satellite UV spectra of stars seen edge-on, i.e. through the 
equatorial disk. These observations show that the disk winds are extremely slow, 
voo -~ 50 - 90km s -1, i.e. a factor of ~ 10 slower than expected from the spectral 
types. Optical emission lines provide a further means to study the disk wind. This 
is discussed for line profiles of forbidden lines formed in the disk. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Radiat ion pressure is accepted as the dominant  driving mechanism in the 
mass loss phenomenon of hot stars, especially in the upper  par t  of the Hertz- 
sprung-Russell (H-R) diagram. Likewise, the existence of an upper  boundary  
of stellar luminosities in the H-R diagram is a well established observational  
fact (Humphreys  & Davidson 1979) which in the hot stars is believed to be 
related to a stabili ty limit also caused by radiat ion pressure, i.e. the Ed- 
dington limit. There is now, however, increasing evidence tha t  in addit ion 
to radiat ion pressure also rotat ion plays an impor tan t  role in the mass  loss 
process in this par t  of the H-R diagram. 

If  rotat ion plays a major  role in the mass loss of massive stars, then effects 
on the circumstellar environment should be observable. I t  would modify the 
stability limit by reducing the effective gravity and thereby influence the mass 
loss process. The mass-loss rate  should then vary with stellar lat i tude and 
therefore lead to some kind of (observable) non-sphericity. 

In recent years observational evidence is indeed mounting tha t  many  hot 
supergiants in the upper  par t  of the H-R diagram exhibit axial symmet ry  
in their circumstellar environments.  Likewise, indication of non-spheri ty has 
been found in their descendants, the Wolf-Rayet stars. Hence, ro ta t ion  is 
certainly an impor tan t  paramete r  in these stars. 

Among the luminous stars the probably most  spectacular  object  is the 
Luminous Blue Variable (LBV) ~ Car for which recent HST images clearly 
showed a bipolar s tructure consisting of two polar lobes and an equatorial  
"disk". Other  LBVs like R 127 and AG Car also show signs of non-spherici ty 
(e.g. Clampin et al. 1993, Schulte-Ladbeck et al. 1994). A part icularly in- 
teresting group of stars are the B[e] supergiants, which most  probably  have 
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non-spherical stellar winds caused by rotation. The B[e] supergiants represent 
a post-main sequence evolutionary stage of massive (M ~ 8M®) stars. At 
this time 15 of these stars are known in the Magellanic Clouds (MCs), 4 in 
the SMC and 11 in the LMC (cf. Zickgraf 1998, and references therein). The 
observations strongly suggest that the B[e] supergiants are characterized by 
a two-component stellar wind comprising in particular a disk-like, slow and 
dense equatorial wind which is basically distinguished from the winds ob- 
served usually in hot supergiants in the same part of the H-R diagram. An 
empirical model suggested by Zickgraf et al. (1985) for this group of stars is 
described in Sect. 2. Spectroscopic observations of the disk winds in the satel- 
lite UV are discussed in Sect. 3. Optical emission line profiles of forbidden 
lines originating in the disk wind are discussed in Sect. 4. 

2 E m p i r i c a l  m o d e l  f o r  B[e] s u p e r g i a n t s  

Spectroscopically and photometrically B[e] supergiants are characterized by 
strong Balmer emission lines, narrow permitted and forbidden low-excitation 
emission lines of e.g. Fell, [FeII] and [O I], and by a strong mid-IR excess 
which is attributed to hot circumstellar dust with a typical temperature of 
1000K. Most B[e] supergiants have early-B spectral types. An important 
result of extensive spectroscopic observations in the optical and satellite UV 
region was that a subgroup of B[e] supergiants comprising the larger fraction 
(~ 70 - 80%) of these stars shows hybrid spectra (Zickgraf et al. 1985, 1986). 
This term means the simultaneous presence of both, narrow low-excitation 
lines and broad high-excitation absorption features of C IV, Si IV, and N v in 
the satellite UV and/or of He I in the optical region. The high ionization lines 
show wind expansion velocities typical for early B supergiants on the order 
of ~ 1000- 2000km s -1, in contrast to emission-line widths of not more than 
several 10km s -1. An example of this class of objects is R126 in the LMC 
which was investigated in detail by Zickgraf et al. (1985). 

The smaller fraction of B[e] supergiants does not show the signatures of 
a high velocity wind but only exhibits the narrow low-excitation emission 
lines. In most of these cases narrow and nearly unshifted absorption features 
of singly ionized metals similar to shell-type absorptions observed frequently 
in classical Be stars were found at high spectral resolution in the visual wave- 
length region. A typical instance of this class is R 50 in the SMC. 

These properties were explained by Zickgraf et al. (1985, 1986) in terms 
of a two-component stellar wind model consisting of a radiation-driven CAK- 
type wind as observed in all hot high-luminosity stars ( Castor et al. 1975) 
from the poles and an additional slow disk-forming wind from the equatorial 
region of the star. The model assumes that the hot and fast polar wind 
gives rise to the broad high-excitation absorption features whereas the low- 
excitation lines and the dust are formed in a cool, dense, and slowly expanding 
equatorial disk wind (Zickgraf et al. 1985). 
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The marked differences in the spectral appearance between individual 
B[e] supergiants are interpreted in this "unified" model by assuming differ- 
ent aspect angles between the stars' equatorial plane and the line of sight. 
In this picture stars showing the broad high-excitation absorption features 
are viewed more or less pole-on. Those stars only showing narrow emission 
lines or shell-type absorption lines but no signatures of a hot high velocity 
wind are supposed to be seen edge-on. Support for this model comes from 
polarimetric observations by Magalhaes (1992). He found significant intrin- 
sic polarisation for MC B[e] supergiants viewed edge-on according to their 
spectroscopic characteristics, viz. R 50 in the SMC, and the two LMC stars 
R 82 and Hen $22. These stars are the ideal targets to study the exotic disk 
winds. 

3 U V  o b s e r v a t i o n s  o f  t h e  d i s k  w i n d  

In order to study the properties of the outflowing disk winds we observed 
these three B[e] supergiants in the satellite UV (Zickgraf et al. 1996). The 
observations were carried out in 1991 with the International Ultraviolet Ex- 
plorer (IUE) in the LWP range ()~ = 1800 - 3200 •) using the high resolution 
mode of the spectrograph. Exposure times of up to 13 hours were required 
in order to obtain sufficient S/N ratio. Sections of the spectra are displayed 
in Figs. 1 and 2. 

Inspection of the spectra shows that they exhibit common properties, like 
e.g. narrow absorption features of singly ionized metals, in particular of Fe II. 
However, there are also individual characteristics which differ from one ob- 
ject to the other. Whereas in the spectrum of R 82 the emission components 
are absent or only weak with the exception of Mg II, R 50, and also Hen $22, 
exhibit much stronger emission components of the P Cygni profiles. The ab- 
sorption components of R 50 on the other hand are considerable weaker than 
in the two other stars, even for the Fe II of multiplet 1. This may partly be 
due to a combination of a low wind velocity and the resolution of the IUE 
spectra. The difference between R 50 and R 82 is surprising because in the 
visual wavelength region both stars exhibit very similar spectra (Muratorio 
1981, Zickgraf et al. 1986). A comparison of the spectra of R82 and HenS22 
with those of LBVs reveals certain similarities. This is especially evident in 
the case of t~ 82. The IUE UV spectrum of this star strongly resembles the 
spectrum of S Dor observed during outburst phase (cf. Leitherer et al. 1985). 

The wind velocities were measured from the blue edges of the absorption 
components. In the following all velocities are given relative to the systemic 
velocity taken from Zickgraf et al. (1986). The edge velocity measured for 
Hen $22 from the blue edges of the P Cygni absorption components of strong 
FeII multiplets 1, 62, and 63 is Vedge ,~ --120 kms -1. The centers of the 
P Cygni absorptions components of the strongest Fe II lines are blueshifted 
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Fig. 1. Section of the IUE-LWP spectra of HenS22 and R50. The spectra are 
dominated by numerous lines of Fe II. Some lines exhibit P Cygni profiles. "R" 
denotes reseau marks. 

with respect to the systemic velocity by Vex p = --60 km s -1. The absorption 
lines in the spectrum of R 82 are also shifted to the blue with respect to the 
systemic velocity, however, slightly less than for Hen $22. The edge velocity 
is Vedg e ~ --100 kms -1 for the strongest lines. The expansion velocity at 
the centers of these lines is Vex p = --40 km s -1 only. Although the absorption 
components of the P Cygni profiles of Fe II in the spectrum of R 50 are weaker 
than in the previous two stars we could nevertheless measure the expansion 
and edge velocities for several FeII lines. An edge velocity of Vedg e = --75 
kms -1 was determined from the blue edges of the strongest lines of FeII. 
The expansion velocity measured at the line centers of Fe IT is --27 km s -1. 

The edge velocities overestimate the terminal wind velocity due to turbu- 
lent motions in the winds. Improved values for the terminal velocities of the 
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Fig. 2. Section of the IUE-LWP spectra of R 82. The spectrum is dominated by 
numerous narrow absorption lines of Fe 1I, very similar to S Dot. 

winds were derived from line fits for the Fe II lines. We used the SEI method 
for the calculation of the line profiles (Lamers et al. 1987) which takes this 
effect into account. A disk geometry was assumed with a disk opening an- 
gle of 30 °. Turbulence velocities vD are on the order of 0.2 to 0.3v~.  The  
terminal  velocity is then v ~  --~ V e d g e  - -  2 V D. This leads to terminal  veloci- 
ties smaller than measured from the blue absorption edges, i.e for Hen $22 
v ~  -- 8 5 k m s  -1,  for R82 v ~  -- 7 0 k m s  -1, and for R50  v ~  = 5 0 k m s  -1. 

The results are summarized in Tab. 1. They  show tha t  the disk winds are 
ra ther  extreme compared to other object classes like LBVs, and B-A super- 
and hypergiants.  The velocities derived for the B[e] supergiants are about  a 
factor of 10 smaller than  expected from their spectral  types.  They  have even 
slower winds than the LBVs and the A-type hypergiants.  

Adopting a ratio v~/Vesc ~- 1.3 (Lamers et al. 1995) allows to es t imate  
loggeff and from this quanti ty with mass M _~ 2/3  MZAMS, F = /'rad ~-/"rot, 
where geff = (1 - F)ggrav. Frad and Frot are due to radiat ion pressure and 
rotation,  respectively. This leads to log geff value of 0.2 - 0.7. Rota t ion  at  a 
speed of g 220km s -1, i.e. 70-80% of break-up velocity, would be sufficient 
to cause these low effective gravities. 

4 E m i s s i o n  l i n e s  f r o m  t h e  d i s k  w i n d  

The propert ies  of the disk wind can also be studied using the emission line 
profiles of the low-excitation lines which originate in the disk. Of par t icular  
interest are forbidden transitions because they are optically thin and therefore 
radiat ion transfer does not complicate the interpretat ion of the line profiles. 
For this purpose selected lines, mainly forbidden lines of [OI ], [Fe II], IN II], 
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Tab le  1, Wind velocities of the B[e] supergiants as derived from the blue absorption 
edges, Vedge, and voo derived from the SEI line fits together with velocities obtained 
for LBVs and A-type hypergiants. Included are also average wind velocities of 
normal B- to A-type supergiants. 

Star Sp. type Vedg e Voo reference 
[kms - i ]  [kms -1] 

Hen $22 B[e] 0 - 0.5 120 85 Zickgraf et al. (1996) 
R82 B[e] 2 - 3 100 70 " 
R50 S[e] 2 -  3 75 50 " 
R71 LBV 127 Wolf et al. (1981) 
S Dor LBV 140 Leitherer et al. (1985) 
R 127 LBV 150 Wolf et al. (1988) 
R 45 A3Ia-O 200 Stahl et al. (1991) 
R 76 AOIa-O 200 

B0 1970 Panagia & Macchetto (1982) 
B1 830 " 
B5 500 " 
A0 185 " 

bu t  also pe rmi t t ed  lines of Fe[I,  were observed in a sample  of  MC B[e] super-  
giants with the coudd echelle spect rometer  (CES) at the  1.4m CAT at  ESO,  
La  Silla. The  spec t ra  have a spectral  resolution of R = 50 000, i.e. a veloci ty 
resolution of Av = 6 kin s -1 . 
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Fig.  3. Profiles of forbidden lines of R 126 (pole-on) and P~50 (edge-on), observed 
with a velocity resolution of 6 km s - i .  The profiles have been normalized to the 
maximum line flux. Note the complex structure of the profile of IN II] of R126. R50 
shows a split [O I] profile (Av = 15 km s- i ) .  

The  high-resolut ion spec t ra  showed tha t  the s t ruc ture  of the  line forming 
zone may  be ra ther  complex, p robab ly  more  complex than  assumed in the  
empirical  model  discussed in Sect. 2. As examples  line profiles of the  pole-on 
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star R 126 and the edge-on star R 50 are displayed in Fig. 3. The [NII] profile 
of R 126 is rather complicated. It is split in five components, one unshifted 
at the systemic velocity, and two on the red and the blue side, respectively. 
The [O I] and [Fe II] lines show only one component at the systemic velocity. 
The profile of [N II] can at least qualitatively be understood if the splitting 
of the blue and red component is neglected. R 126 is very likely seen pole- 
on. Assuming a radially expanding disk wind with a velocity on the order 
of 100km s -1, a disk opening angle of 30 °, and an inclination angle of 0 °, a 
velocity component perpendicular to the plane of the disk of about 50 kms -1 
would occur. The blue and the red emission components could then be formed 
in layers at the edges of the disk. Disk expansion perpendicular to the disk 
could also explain the observed absorption dip in Ha  (Zickgraf et al. 1985). 
The unshifted component of [N II], and the [O I] and [Fe If] lines should origi- 
nate close to the plane of the disk. Rotation could also play a role in the line 
forming region. R 50 shows a split line profile of [O I]. The line splitting is 
15 km s -1. It was interpretated by Zickgraf (1988) as being due to a rotating 
disk seen edge-on. Although the general appearance of the profiles can be 
qualitatively understood with the disk model the complex line profile of IN II] 
of R 126 indicates a more complicated structure than that  of a simple disk. 
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D i s cu ss ion  

M .  F r i e d jung :  Can rotation affect the line profiles? You might have a com- 
bination of rotational plus wind line broadening and the relation between the 
emission widths and the wind velocity could be coincidental. 
F.=J. Zickgraf :  Yes, rotat ion can affect the line profiles. I have in fact mod- 
elled emission-line profiles assuming a rotating disk in order to explain double- 
peaked profiles (Zickgraf 1988, in: Mass Outflows from Stars and Galactic 
Nuclei, L. Bianchi and R. Gilmozzi, Kluwer, p. 211). However, for the fitting 
of the UV P Cygni profiles we have assumed purely radial expansion. 

A. M a e d e r :  First, I would like to emphasise that  your two-component stel- 
lar wind is quite consistent with the prediction of the so-called von Zeipel 
theorem for rotating stars. Now, can you give estimates for the ratio of the 
polar to equatorial mass loss rates? This is quite important  for stellar evo- 
lution, because polar mass loss does not remove angular momentum while 
equatorial mass loss does. 
F . - J .  Zickgraf :  The mass flux ratio between the equatorial and polar wind 
is likely on the order of a factor of 10, maybe even higher. 

S. Shore :  You know that  there is another way to get displaced narrow lines: 
take j3 ~ 1 (say, 0.2 or so) and you will get narrow lines (e.g., slab calculations 
for MWC 560), so your assumption of ~ ~ 4 may be too restrictive. Also, 
why are you throwing away the absolute flux calibration of the IUE data? 
Normalisation can be very misleading. 
F.=J. Zickgraf :  The value fl ,~ 4 is suggested by the similarity of the B[e] 
spectra with those of A hypergiants for which fl ~ 4 was derived. The flux 
calibration was not thrown away. However, for the line fitting procedure we 
were primarily interested in the ratio of line flux to  continuum flux (F~, / Fc) 
rather than calculating absolute fluxes. 

A. Mof fa t :  In your cartoon you showed that  dust forms in the disk. Although 
no one knows (in detail) how to form dust in hot environments, all would agree 
that  you need high compression (plus shielding). So would this not suggest 
tha t  the disk is quite thin? 
F.=J. Zickgraf :  The assumption that  the density in the disk is constant per- 
pendicular to the plane of the disk is very likely too simple. It seems more 
reMistic to assume a density enhancement toward the mid-plane of the disk, 
i.e., a decreasing density perpendicular to the disk plane. Therefore, close to 
the mid-plane of the disk much higher densities could be found than implied 
by the simplified picture presented in the cartoon. 
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J .  B j o r k m a n :  Your Fe II mass-loss rate places a lower limit on the electron 
scattering optical depth in the disk. If Tes ~ 1 and the opening angle is about  
30 ° then the polarisation will be around 6 % or so. Is this consistent with 
polarisation observations of B[e] supergiants? 
F . - J .  Zickgraf :  The polarisation is as much as 2 - 3 % (cf. also Magalh~es 
& Rodrigues, these proceedings). 

P. S tee :  How do you determine the continuum level in order to obtain UV 
edges? Do you take into account the underlying photospheric lines in your 
simulations? We have developed a "two component" radiative wind model 
(these proceedings) where the wind is pushed by optically thin lines at the 

pole / eq equator and optically thick ones in the polar regions leading to a v ~  , v ~  
10 with v ~  ~ 100 - 200 km/s  and a mass flux ratio of ~ e q / ~ p o l ~  "" 30, in 
agreement with your observations (cf. Stee et al. 1995, A&A, 300, 219; Stee 
1998, A&A, in press). 
F . - J .  Zickgraf :  The normalisation was done in the two-dimensional order- 
wavelength space of the high-resolution IUE echelle spectra. Photospheric 
lines were not taken into account for the profile calculations. Photospheric 
Fe II is not expected to contribute significantly in early B supergiants. 

Franz-Josef Zickgraf and Immo Appenzeller 
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A b s t r a c t .  Polarization observations yield otherwise unobtainable information 
about the geometrical structure of unresolved objects. In this talk we review the ev- 
idences for non-spherically symmetric structures around Luminous Hot Stars from 
polarimetry and what we can learn with this technique. Polarimetry has added a 
new dimension to the study of the envelopes of Luminous Blue Variables, Wolf- 
Rayet stars and B[e] stars, all of which are discussed in some detail. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

In the past  few years there has been mounting evidence tha t  the mass loss 
in Luminous Hot Stars (LHS) is non-spherically symmetr ic  and this meet ing 
is in fact a tes t imony to that .  In addition, the abundance of free electrons in 
the winds of such objects makes Thomson scattering an impor tan t  opaci ty 
source. This combination of a symmet ry  and scat tered (hence polarized) light 
may result in an observed degree of polarization in the radiat ion we detect  
from LHS. Polarization observations carry then great potential  to explore the 
environment of LHS. 

In this talk we review the evidences for non-spherically symmetr ic  struc- 
tures around LHS from polar imetry  and what  we can learn from such da t a  
about  the physics of such structures. Recent related reviews include those of 
Bjorkman (1994) and Schulte-Ladbeck (1997). Several talks in this confer- 
ence also have direct bearing on the topic (K. Bjorkman,  Brown and Ignace, 
Eversberg et al., Rodrigues and Magalh~es, Schulte-Ladbeck et al.). 

2 S o m e  P o l a r i m e t r y  B a s i c s  

One great  asset of polarization observations is tha t  they yield diagnostics 
related to the geometrical s tructure of unresolvable objects. Generally, it can 
be said tha t  the polarization is the ratio between the scat tered flux and 
the total  flux from the object. The  polarization from a stellar envelope will 
depend in detail on the density and geometrical distribution of ma t t e r  around 
the star  (e.g., Wood et al. 1996). Techniques for measuring polarizat ion in the 
UV-optical-IR have greatly advanced in recent years (Roberge and Whi t t e t  
1996; Magalhaes et al. 1996). 

The polarimetric wavelength dependence may  be modified by any com- 
peting opacity and any unpolarized, diluting light from the s tar  and /o r  wind. 
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Examples include hydrogen bound-free and free-free opacities as well as line 
opacity such as from iron. Hydrogen recombination line emission tends to de- 
crease the polarization across corresponding features, such as Balmer lines. 
All this provides valuable wind diagnostics. Dust scattering can also play a 
role in the outskirts of evolved objects. The wavelength dependence of single 
dust scattering depends on the nature of the grains and their size. 

While this review will be concerned mostly with linear polarization, cir- 
cular polarization may also in principle arise from processes such as multiple 
dust scattering in an envelope or magneto-emission from stellar spots. Elec- 
tron scattering produces no circular polarization by itself. 

Intrinsic polarization may be detected from the time variability of the 
observed polarization. In addition, the scatter of the data points in the Q-U 
diagram (Q -- P.cos(20) and U = P.sin(20), where P--percent polarization, 
0--position angle) will tell whether there is a preferred plane of symmetry 
or not. Binary stars where the scattering envelope surrounds one of them 
will show up as loops in the Q-U diagram (Brown et al. 1978). Intrinsic 
polarization may also show up through spectropolarimetry. If the observed 
polarization varies across a line, such as Ha, the vector difference in the Q-U 
plane of the continuum and line polarizations will provide the position angle 
(PA) of the intrinsic polarization (e.g., Schulte-Ladbeck et al. 1992). 

3 O b s e r v a t i o n s  o f  L u m i n o u s  H o t  S t a r s  

3.1 L u m i n o u s  B l u e  Var iab les  

Luminous Blue Variables (LBV) represent an intermediate stage between OB 
and WR stars (Maeder 1996). Direct evidence for asymmetric outflows comes 
from imaging (cf. Nota, these proceedings). In this case, spectropolarimetry 
has been used to probe mass loss on small spatial scales. 

The P Cyg  nebula has been resolved by direct imaging by Leitherer 
and Zickgraf (1987). P Cyg shows stochastic changes in its optical linear 
polarization (Hayes 1985), with night to night changes of 0.2% and 6 ° in the 
polarization degree and PA, respectively. 

Taylor et al. (1991a) have obtained spectropolarimetry of P Cyg for 20 
nights during the 1989-1990 season. The observed polarization showed no 
preferred plane, consistent with random ejections of matter from the star. 
No correlation between increased line emission and polarization was observed. 
This was interpreted as a result from the time lag between these events, since 
about 40 d are required for a mass ejection to travel out to a distance of about 
3 R,,  within which the polarization is thought to be produced. 

Further constraints on P Cygni's envelope came from UV spectropo- 
larimetry with WUPPE (Taylor et al. 1991b). A broad dip in the polarization 
around 2600-3000/~ suggested the existence of an absorptive opacity by FeII 
lines in the envelope. High resolution imaging of P Cyg (Nota et al. 1995; 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of circumstellar wind of R127 (Schulte-Ladbeck et al. 1993). 

Nota, these proceedings) shows that the structure of the envelope is indeed 
clumpy, nicely consistent with the structures seen much closer to the star in 
the polarimetry data. 

The Large Magellanic Cloud LBV R 127 has been observed for spec- 
tropolarimetry by Schulte-Ladbeck et al. (1993). The intrinsic polarization, 
indicated by the line effect at Ha, showed a level around 1.5% and was sug- 
gestive of electron scattering with possible FeII depression from within the 
envelope. The polarization was variable but with PA values restricted within 
a 'cone', with the interstellar value as apex, in the Q-U diagram. 

The observed nebula (Clampin et al. 1993) is about 2 pc in size and ~ 104 
yr old. There are symmetric enhancements in the (coronographic) image along 
a direction ~ 90 ° from the polarization PA value. The suggested geometry for 
R127 (Schulte-Ladbeck et al. 1993; Fig. 1) is then that of a mass ejection in 
a preferred plane. The present geometry (from imaging) is defined by events 
taking place very close to the star (from polarimetry). 

A few other LBV have been observed polarimetrically. In AG Car (Lei- 
therer et al. 1994; Schulte-Ladbeck et al. 1994b), the geometry of the neb- 
ula shows an alignment with the PA derived from spectropolarimetry, with 
broad, polarized wings across Ha suggesting electron scattering. In HR Car 
(Clampin et al. 1995) the PA from imaging and that from polarimetry are 
actually the same, about 30% However, we note that, according to Weis et al. 
(1997), the bipolar nebula has actually its axis at PA~125 ° and the imag- 
ing and poIarimetry data are again consistent. Further monitoring of these 
objects to confirm the ejections in a preferred plane would be highly desirable. 

In summary, polarimetry indicates that LBV may show either stochastic 
ejections (P Cyg) or, more commonly, a preferred plane for mass loss. In any 
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case, the geometry present in the observed nebulae is already present in (and 
presumably imposed by) the wind very close to the star. Possible sources for 
this density contrast have been conjectured by Nota et al. (1995) but it is 
not possible yet to discern among them. 

3.2 Wolf-Rayet  Stars 

Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars are the polarimetrically best studied class among 
the LHS (e.g., Robert et al. 1989; Moffat and Robert 1991; Drissen et al. 
1992). For (presumed) single WR stars, there is a range in the observed 
variations of optical linear polarization: (a) WN stars vary more than WC 
ones in a given subclass; (b) Cooler sub-types (i.e., slower winds) vary more, 
although a few (~20%) WR show no variability; (c) Polarization variations 
have time scale of days and are wavelength independent; (d) Most WR show 
no preferred plane, but there are a few exceptions. Intraday variability is still 
poorly known. 

For b ina ry  WR stars, cyclic variations of polarization with binary phase 
are often seen. This is due to the O-star light scattered offthe dense WR wind. 
Mass loss rates can be derived (St.-Louis et al. 1988) as well as the inclination 
of the systems (Brown et al. 1978), providing important information about 
WR masses. 

Circular polarimetry has been looked for in EZ Cma (Robert et al. 1992) 
with negative results, suggesting that the star does not show activity related 
to strong magnetic fields. 

Harries et al. (1998) performed a spectropolarimetric survey of 16 WR. 
Their data are consistent with a distribution of intrinsic polarizations biased 
towards small values, with only ~ 20% of stars with P > 0.3%. Radiative 
transfer models suggest equator-to-pole density contrast of 2-3. Combining 
their results with literature data, for a total of 29 stars, the 5 known objects 
with 'line effects' cluster around the .high mass loss & luminosity part of 
the/~/-L diagram (Fig. 2). Also, the M values from radio and optical are in 
good agreement, suggesting that the wind structures have density contrast 
independent of radius. 

The results of Harries et al. (1998) seem to suggest that the global wind 
asymmetries in WR winds arise only in the fastest rotators (Ignace et al. 
1996). Specially in view of the distribution of 'line effect' stars in the M-L 
diagram, we feel that this is also supported by the fact that rotating stars 
evolve towards higher luminosity (Fliegner et al. 1996). 

As the O component screens the WR envelope in an eclipse, the observed 
polarization may change dramatically and it can be used to model the WR 
wind (e.g., St-Louis et al. 1993; Rodrigues and Magalh~es 1995). Spectropo- 
larimetry across eclipses holds also great potential for probing the ionization 
structure of the wind. 
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Fig. 2. Spherical (filled symbols) and non-spherical (open symbols) WR stars in 
the M-L diagram (Harries et al. 1998). 

3.3 B[e] Superg ian ts  

These objects show evidence of a two-component wind: a hot, fast polar wind 
and a denser, slow equatorial wind (see Zickgraf, these proceedings; de Aradjo 
et al. 1994). Magalh~es (1992) showed that the Magellanic B[e] supergiants 
do present intrinsic polarization, lending further support to the model put 
forward by Zickgraf et al. In addition, the higher intrinsic polarization values 
were all associated with objects spectroscopically found to be edge-on. The 
polarization of these systems, Pedge-on, correlated some with the average 
electron density Ne of the envelopes but it correlated somewhat better with 
the IR [K-L] dust excesses. 

Magalh~es (1992) pointed out however that in the IR we tend to detect 
the larger grains, which are poor scatterers in the optical and might not 
polarize; instead, electrons closer to the star might be operative. Interestingly, 
the Pedge-o,~ -- Ne correlation of Magalh~es (1992) with the AV16/R4 (a 
binary, Zickgraf et al. 1996b) point removed becomes actually the tightest 
one. Spectropolarimetry of the most highly polarized object ($22, Schulte- 
Ladbeck and Clayton 1993) showed that electron scattering is indeed present, 
at least for that object. Monte Carlo scattering models (Melgarejo et al. 
1999) suggest that homogeneous disks fit the polarization data for B[e] stars 
well. This is consistent with the very slow winds observed and modeled by 
ZickgrM et al. (1996a) from spectroscopic data, providing another interesting 
link between the different types of observations. 
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Three Magellanic B[e] stars have shown variability in polarization ($22, 
Schulte-Ladbeck and Clayton 1993; S18, Schulte-Ladbeck et al. 1994a) and 
photometry and spectroscopy (R4, Zickgraf et al. 1996b) similarly to LBV 
stars. While further scrutiny may show others to be variable too, Gayley & 
Owocki 1995 have shown that the B[e] class actually extends to luminosities 
much lower (log L/L® ~ 4) than their supergiant counterparts (log L/L® 
5.5 - 6.0). 

3.4 Other Objects  

Lupie and Nordsieck (1987) showed that OB stars have intrinsic polarization. 
An on-going spectropolarimetric survey of OB supergiants is being conducted 
by Karen Bjorkman (Bjorkman 1994). The observed random PA values sug- 
gest that instabilities in an otherwise spherical wind (rather than in a disk) 
are the cause of the variations. The less luminous Be stars, which show disks, 
are discussed by K. Bjorkman elsewhere in these proceedings. 

Another class of LHS is the Ofpe/WN9 stars, of which ten or so are known 
in the Magellanic Clouds. They may be O stars in transition to the WR Stage 
that experience an LBV stage with Ofpe/WN9 characteristics in quiescence 
(Crowther and Smith 1997). R127 (section 3.1) has actually become an LBV 
from an Ofpe/WN9 object (Stahl et al. 1983). Pasquali et al. (1997) showed 
that HDE 269445 has a two component wind. Undoubtedly this class as a 
whole would be a prime target for polarimetric studies. 

4 C o n c l u s i o n s  

Imaging and spectropolarimetry data indicate that non-spherically symmet- 
ric winds about LHS are the norm. In addition to the suggested systematic 
observations, other new polarimetric techniques, such as using the Hanle ef- 
fect in the UV for sensitive detection of magnetic fields (Nordsieck and Harris 
1996) look promising. In addition, the new generation of large aperture tele- 
scopes such as Gemini and VLT will offer polarimetric capabilities that will 
be important particularly for the study of objects in the Magellanic Clouds. 
At the same time, detailed envelope modeling is just becoming possible es- 
pecially due to Monte Carlo techniques, providing an important feedback on 
theoretical models. The next few years are bound to witness the coming of 
age of polarimetry of Luminous Hot Stars and the tapping of its full potential. 

AMM thanks the SOC for the invitation and acknowledges support from 
Fapesp (grants 97/11299-2 and 98/04267-0) and CNPq. CVR has received 
financial support from Fapesp (grants 98/1443-1 and 92/1812-0). 
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D i s c u s s i o n  

H. Henr ichs :  What about O stars? 
M. Magalh~es:  The work of Lupie and Nordsieck (1987) showed that 6 0 B  
stars (out of 8, mostly supergiants) had intrinsic polarisation. Their polari- 
metric variability correlated directly with the average Ha equivalent widths 
and inversely with v sin i. From the detected variability they concluded that 
the wind structures in the envelopes were short lived and formed at different 
distances from the stars. 
In the on-going spectropolarimetric survey of hot stars at the University of 
Wisconsin conducted by Karen Bjorkman, the OB supergiants show signif- 
icant polarisation variability, with 9 out of 18 objects showing the effect in 
more than one observation. The observed random position angles again ba- 
sically agree with the above conclusions. 

R.  Schul te -Ladbeck:  I was thinking about how the B[e] polarisation might 
help us learn about disk properties. Currently, observations of the linear po- 
larisation have two problems: firstly, the only spectropolarimetric data set is 
that of Schulte-Ladbeck & Clayton. In this case, the H2 line effect allows us to 
estimate the interstellar polarisation so that we may determine the amount 
of intrinsic polarisation. All other stars have only broad-band polarimetry 
and the interstellar polarisation correction is less secure. 
Secondly, the only public-user polarimeter on the southern hemisphere is on 
the AAT. The throughput of the system, unlike HPOL, does not remain high 
shortward of 4000 •. Therefore no data exists for the polarisation variation 
across the Balmer discontinuity. One might try in the future to obtain mea- 
surements across the Paschen jump. 

Claudia Rodrigues and M£rio Magal~,es 
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Abs t rac t .  We have modelled the observed random variation in broad band inten- 
sity and polarization of some isolated Wolf-Rayet stars assuming that their winds 
have localized, enhanced density regions (blobs). Our model is based on a Monte 
Carlo code that treats all Stokes parameters of the radiation bundle. This study 
indicates that the blobs must have sizes comparable to the stellar dimension and be 
near the base of the envelope. These blobs can be interpreted as a variable structure 
of large geometric cross section causing the observed polarimetric and photometric 
variability. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars can present random fluctuations in broad band flux 
and polarization and also in spectral line profiles. The broad band variations 
can reach 10% in flux (Antokhin et al. 1995; Marchenko et al. 1998) and 0.5% 
in polarization (St.-Louis et al. 1987; Drissen et al. 1987; Robert  et al. 1989). 
The changes in the spectral line profiles can be divided in two types. One of 
them is the small moving bumps which appear in some optical emission lines 
(Robert 1994). They may be associated to small-scale instabilities intrinsic 
to a radiative wind (Owocki 1994; Gayley & Owocki 1995). The discrete 
absorption components (DACs) are also present in W R stars (e.g., Pr inja  
& Smith 1992). They comprise a larger portion of the profile and may be 
associated with a large amount of mass (Massa, Prinja & Fullerton 1995 and 
references therein). These structures may have an external origin (relative to 
the wind) as, for instance, rotation, binarity and /o r  photospheric processes 
(Owocki 1994). 

2 T h e  m o d e l  

To study the random variability in WR stars, we have assumed that  the 
envelope has regions of enhanced density which we call blobs. Our goal is to 
constrain the physical characteristics the blobs may have in order to explain 
the observed broad band variability. We have soIved the radiative transfer 
in an electron scattering envelope using the Monte Carlo code described in 
Rodrigues (1997). 
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The blobs have been assumed spherical and immersed in a spherical enve- 
lope. The density law of the envelope can be chosen among many analytical 
expressions. The density inside the blob follows the same law as the enve- 
lope, but  it is multiplied by an arbi t rary factor which introduces the density 
enhancement.  We are able to t reat  an arbi t rary number of blobs as well. The  
only source of radiation is a spherical central source emitting isotropically. 
The use of a Monte Carlo code has allowed us to consider optically thick 
envelopes characteristic of WR winds. 

The photopolarimetric variability may arise in two situations: (1) if the 
wind changes from a homogeneous configuration to an inhomogeneous one; 
(2) if the wind is always inhomogeneous, bu t -wi th  a moving blob whose 
relative position to the source and /or  to the line of sight is variable. 

3 R e s u l t s  

The code provides us with values of the flux, linear polarization and its posi- 
tion angle as a function of the line of sight under which the system is observed. 
In order to simplify the analysis, each model has been characterized by only 
two values: the minimum flux normalized to tha t  of a homogeneous envelope, 
AI; and the maximum polarization, AP.  In doing that ,  we have assumed 
that  the flux variation is caused by extinction so that  a decrease in flux can 
only happen if the blob is in the line connecting the source and the observer. 
In general, the blob also scatters light to any direction and this can produce 
an increase in the flux (relative to the homogeneous case). However, this 
increase in our model barely reaches 1%. 

We find that  the variation in flux does not constrain the physical proper- 
ties of the blob. An extinction of 10% is achieved for practically any model 
by simply adjusting the optical depth of the blob. On the other hand, most 
models tend to produce a polarization smaller than that  observed. A value 
of ~ 0.5% is only obtained for very specific conditions: blobs of dimensions 
similar to the star and which are near the base of the envelope. An example 
of a model which fits the observed values is presented in Tab. 1. The blob 
in this model covers an solid angle of 0.32 steradians, which is equivalent to 
2.5% of total  solid angle of the envelope (47r). 

The  interpretation of these results is that  the blobs should have a large 
geometric cross section (blob radius ~ stellar radius) in order to produce the 
observed values of polarization. A structure having a smaller cross section 
could not produce 0.5% of polarization. This result does not depend on the 
blob density. 

4 C o n c l u s i o n s  

This work has shown that  the structure causing polarization must be rela- 
tively large, with its size similar to that  of the star. This does not necessarily 
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Table  1. An example of a model which reproduces the random broad band vari- 
ability of Wolf-Rayet stars 

Parameter Value 

Radius of the envelope 10 R, 
Optical depth of the envelope 2.0 

Optical depth of the blob 5.0 
Blob position 3 R, 

Radius of the blob 1 R, 

AI  11% 

A p  0.55% 

Blob mass 1% of the mass of the envelope 

mean tha t  there must  be a single huge blob, but  tha t  the average enhance- 
ment  of the density is spread over an large area of the wind. In a for thcoming 
paper,  we will also s tudy how these results correlate with the spectral  varia- 
tions observed in W R  stars. 
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D i s cu ss ion  

M.-M.  MacLow:  How would your results change if your blobs were sheets 
instead of spheres; that is, partial shells with, e.g., much less than one stera- 
dian solid angle coverage? 
C. Rodr igues :  For optically thin structures, the geometric depth may be 
important; for instance, spherical blobs have more scattering material than 
partial shells of the same cross section. However, for optically thick struc- 
tures, only the cross section is important (see below). 

J.  Brown:  I would like to comment that Richardson, Brown, & Simmons 
treated the same problem analytically but for small blobs and small optical 
depth. We found that, in this case, the only way to make the polarisation 
variations small enough compared to the photometric variations was for the 
blobs to be very dense and to produce significant emission (which you ne- 
glect). It would be interesting to check whether your high 7 blobs really do 
not contribute much to the total emission. 
C. Rodr igues :  You are right in the sense that the emission of the blobs 
(and also from the envelope) must be considered. But in your work you have 
considered that the photometric variations were caused by scattering out of 
the line of sight of the blobs; i.e., they represent an increase in flux relative 
to a "homogneous envelope". In this case AI /AP must be around 1 based on 
the scattering properties of electrons. In our work, we have considered AII to 
be caused by extinction. In that case, AII is always greater that Ap. 

J .  Cassinelli:  You say that the change in polarisation depends on the angular 
size of the blob. However, isn't there also a strong dependence on the optical 
depth AT of the blob (or shock fragment)? 
C. Rodr igues :  In the optically thin regime, the polarisation grows with an- 
gular size and optical depth. However, for optically thick blobs, only the cross 
section is important because in this case multiple scattering occurs. In other 
words, for optically thick blobs only the region facing the WR photosphere 
"produces photons" which have been scattered only once. These are the pho- 
tons producing polarisation. 

P. Veen: The 10 % flux variation of WR stars is wavelength dependent, being 
higher in the violet. What extinction law is expected in your model? 
C. Rodr igues :  Our model does not predict any wavelength dependence on 
extinction since we do not consider emission and/or absorption in the enve- 
lope. However, these processes may be included and a wavelength dependence 
can thus arise. 

J .  B jo rkma n :  You point out that the problem you have producing polarisa- 
tion variations as large as 0.5 % is caused by not having enough surface area 
in the blob. Could you solve this problem by having three or four blobs? 
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C. R o d r i g u e s :  Partially. If you have two blobs in opposite directions you can 
enhance the polarisation. But if you think about  randomly oriented blobs the 
polarisation may decrease with a higher number of condensations because we 
are approaching a more "symmetric" configuration. 

A. Mof fa t :  I was somewhat surprised to hear you say that  photometr ic /po-  
larimetric broad-band observations are not seeing the same thing as the spec- 
troscopic observations. After all, both have similarities: e.g., t ime scales, ran- 
domness, etc. On the other hand, our recent spectroscopic analysis of clumps 
(cf. my talk) shows that  they are not optically thick, contrary to your broad- 
band clumps. 
C.  R o d r i g u e s :  We suggest that  the relatively large sizes of the blobs pro- 
ducing polarisation seems to indicate that  they are not the small instabilities 
expected to arise in radiatively driven winds (which may be related to the 
sub-peaks present in the optical emission lines). More probably, the polari- 
metric variation may be related to spectroscopic features caused by large-scale 
strucures. Maybe the small and large-scale structures are not uncorrelated, 
but  have the same physical origin. 
About the optical thickness of the blobs: there must be a relatively high den- 
sity contrast  for a measurable polarisation to exist. If the density contrast  is 
decreased, the blob size must be increased in order to get the same amount  
of polarisation. Anyway, we think that  the structures causing the sub-peaks 
in the emission lines are not the carriers of the polarisation. They are very 
small and even with a considerable density contrast they can be optically 
thin. 
S. Owocki :  It may be true that  while continuum polarisation is most sensi- 
tive to large-scale blobs, the line-profile bumps are easier to detect for more 
localised, smaller-scale blobs. Overall, the wind may have a continuous dis- 
tr ibution of scales. 
A. Mof fa t :  I agree. In fact, we do not have serious enough constraints on 
clump parameters to be able to give meaningful interpretations of polarisation 
variability. We might have to wait for a direct resolution of the wind by 
interferometry. 
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A b s t r a c t .  In the past decade, the increasing sophistication of the high resolution 
techniques from the ground, and the advent of HST have allowed a systematic 
study of the outflows around evolved massive stars. It has been established (Nota 

Clampin 1997) that most LBVs and Ofpe/WN9 stars are surrounded by associ- 
ated circumstellar nebulae which have been ejected in some previous phase of their 
evolution. These nebulae are the fossil record of the interactions of previous winds 
and of the violent ejections in which the stars most likely have shed their outer 
layers. The study of the morphology, kinematics and chemical composition of the 
ejected material has allowed us to gain deep insight in the ejection and shaping 
mechanism. 

1 A r e  o u t f l o w s  i s o t r o p i c ?  

In this paper,  I will review the observational evidence for the isotropy, or lack 
thereof, of outflows from luminous, evolved stars. I will be mainly concen- 
t ra t ing on the large scale structures of nebulae around LBVs and O f p e / W N 9  
stars, in the Milky Way and in the LMC. In order to establish whether  the 
distribution of ejected material  is isotropic or not, we s tudy a) the morphol-  
ogy of the ionized and neutral material ,  from direct images in the optical  and 
IR, b) the kinematics of the gas, which provides information on the nebular  
expansion motions. 

In te rms of morphology, LBV and Ofpe /WN9 associated nebulae always 
show the presence of a preferential symmet ry  axis. In Figure 1, we show three 
examples of the most  "bipolar" nebulae, where such terminology is drawn 
from the PN classification. In such a structure,  two expanding bubbles can 
be distinguished, aligned with a preferential axis, associated with a narrow 
waist. ~? Carinae (Davidson et al. 1997; Schulte-Ladbeck et al. 1988b) is the 
t ex tbook  case of such a morphological type (Figure 1, left panel). The  nebulae 
around HR Carinae (Hutsem@kers & Van Drom 1991a; Clampin et al. 1995; 
Weis et el. 1997; Nota  et al. 1997; Hulber t  et al. 1998) and the LBV candidate 
HD168625 (Hutsem@kers et al. 1994; Nota  et al. 1997; Robber to  & Herbs t  
1998) are also bipolar, al though in these two cases the morphology is less 
visually striking. In the case of HR Carinae, the nebula is much older, and 
only the southern bubble is visible, and fragmented.  As we will discuss later, 
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the kinematic data  confirms presence of a truly bipolar outflow. In the case 
of HD168625, the compact elliptical nebula in the center is likely to be the 
"wais t"  of the bipolar distribution. Such a waist is resolved into a horn shaped 
structure in mid-IR images obtained by Robberto & Herbst (1998). 

Fig. 1. Three examples of galactic extreme bipolar nebulae, in the light of Ha:  ~l 
Car (courtesy of R. White), HR Car, HD168625. In all images, North is up and 
East to the left. 

Most of the remaining known nebulae display much milder asymmetries. 
AG Carinae (Smith et al. 1997; Trams et al. 1996; Schulte-Ladbeck et al. 1994; 
Leitherer et al. 1994), R127 (Walborn 1982; Stahl 1987; Clampin 1993; Smith 
et al. 1998) and Wra751 (Hu et al. 1990; Hutsem~kers &: van Drom 1991b; 
de Winter et al. 1992) are three representatives of the more conspicuos class 
of nebulae where a preferred axis can still be noted but  the overall symmetry  
is elliptical (Figure 2). 

Fig. 2. Examples of elliptical nebulae in the light of Ha: AG Carinae (galactic), 
R127 (LMC), Wra751 (galactic). In all images North is up and East to the left. 
The images are not equally scaled. 
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AG Carinae and R127 are remarkably similar: AG Carinae is galactic, _~ 
36" × 36" in size, while R127 is in LMC, and its apparent size is much smaller 
(-~ 8" x 9") (Figure 2: left and middle). Both nebulae are quite old (several 
tens of thousand years). In both cases it is possible to note the presence of a 
preferred axis (the major  axis of the ellipse) and of two symmetrical regions 
of enhanced brightness, aligned with the minor axis. 

In the currently accepted scenario that  ejected nebulae are shaped by 
interacting winds (Nota et al. 1995; Frank, Balick & Davidson 1995; Garc~a- 
Segura et al. 1996), the ratio of the density in the equatorial waist with 
respect to the polar region ultimately defines the observed morphology. 

The fast blue supergiant wind is more effective at sweeping a region where 
the density is low, producing a more elliptical nebula when the density con- 
t rast  is lower, and a more exteme bipolar nebula when the density contrast  
is higher. It is also interesting to note tha t  all nebulae in Figure 1 are rela- 
tively young (100-5000 yrs) while the nebulae in Figure 2 are ten times older 
and more, indicating that  evolution also plays a role in the formation of the 
currently observed morphologies. 

Kinematical studies of these nebulae have subsequently confirmed what  
had been previously proposed on the basis of morphological considerations 
alone. For all known LBVs and Ofpe/WN9 associated nebulae, detailed kine- 
matical studies can be found in the literature. In Figure 3, we show the 
kinematical maps for the two extreme cases: a bipolar outflow on the left 
panel (HR Carinae, Nota et al. 1997) and an expanding shell, on the right 
panel ($61, Pasquali et al. 1998). In both maps the radial velocity (reduced 
to the heliocentric system, in km s -1) is plotted as a function of position 
with respect to the star (in arcseconds, east to the left, west to the right). In 
the case of $61, the data  (filled dots) are modelled with a spherically sym- 
metrical expansion law (empty circles). For most nebulae around LBVs and 
Ofpe/WN9 the kinematic maps fall in between these two extreme cases. 
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It is worth mentioning at  this point the case of the WNL star  Wra 124 
which is surrounded by a large clumpy nebula, studied at high resolution 
both from the ground (Sirianni et al. 1998) and with HST (Grosdidier et al. 
1998). On the basis of morphology alone it is difficult to establish the neb- 
ular structure: while the inner nebula seems to be dominated by a bipolar 
morphology (Sirianni et al. 1998), the large scale HST images reveal a miriad 
of fragmented clumps, arches and filament with no apparent  overall struc- 
ture (Grosdidier et al. 1998). However, the study of the kinematic properties 
help to discriminate at least two motions: an expanding shell and a super- 
imposed bipolar outflow (Figure 4). Most likely, even more complex motions 
are present in the circumstellar environment of Wra 124. 
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Fig. 4. Radial velocity map of the M1-67 nebula (left panel). The bipolar outflow 
is seen as the residual to the elliptical model of the expanding shell. The regions 
defining the bipolar outflow are marked on the Ha image of the nebula (right panel). 

1.1 T h e  e x c e p t i o n :  P C y g n i  

Although P Cygni is the prototypical Luminous Blue Variable, its surround- 
ing nebula is certainly not the protypical LBV nebula: it is the only one to 
display a true spherical symmetry, and a highly nonhomogeneous distribution 
of clumps within a spherical envelope (Figure 5: left panel). The  kinematic 
information (Nota et al. 1998) confirms the suggested scenario: in Figure 5 
(right panel) we show the radial velocity map obtained with the long slit 
positioned at 8" N, intercepting the four brightest clumps in the northern 
hemisphere (B, D, F, H - Nota et al. 1998). While the overall profile is remi- 
niscent of a spherically expanding shell, a more complex structure is dicernible 
in the line profile of the line Fe[II] A 4287. The clumps appear to be both  at 
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the surface and inside the expanding shell. This finding is in agreement with 
Skinner et al. (1998) who, on the basis of radio data,  concluded tha t  1) the 
circumstellar environment of P Cygni is very clumpy, 2) the clumps appear  
randomly distributed, and 3) in close proximity to the central star they are 
variable with timescale of days. 
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Fig. 5. Image of the P Cygni nebula in the light of Ha (left panel); a subset of the 
long slit image centered on the Fe[II] A4287 line (right panel). Note the complex 
structure of the nebular line, projected onto its corresponding kinematic profile. 

2 T h e  c o n n e c t i o n  b e t w e e n  l a r g e  s c a l e  s t r u c t u r e  a n d  

t h e  s t e l l a r  w i n d  

For a number of LBVs, a connection has been found between the large scale 
s t ructure of the nebulae, up to a few parsecs from the star, and the s tructure 
of the stellar wind. In the case of AG Carinae, for example, Leitherer et al. 
(1994) noted that  the stellar spectrum in the optical and the UV wavelengths 
is dominated by the effects of a massive stellar wind. They  detected two 
wind components: a slow dense wind, where the bulk of the recombination 
radiation is emitted, and a faster, less dense wind, visible in the absorption 
components of the UV P Cygni profiles (with velocities up to -1000 km s- I ) .  
At the same time, Schulte-Ladbeck et al. (1994) found very large variations 
of the polarization with time, along a preferred direction which is aligned 
with the major  axis of the optical nebula (Figure 2, left panel). These two 
independent observations seem to indicate that  the asymmetries noted in the 
ejected nebula are also present in the stellar wind, very close to the star. 

Spectropolarimetry of the LMC LBV R127 in UBVRI, Ha,  [Nil] has also 
shown large intrinsic continuum polarization (1-1.5 %) indicating both  the 
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presence of a substantial quantity of free electrons in the wind and a very large 
deviation from spherical symmetry very close to the star. Again, the direc- 
tion of the polarization vector matches the nebular symmetry axis (Schulte- 
Ladbeck et al. 1993) from the optical images (Figure 2: middle panel). 

Spectropolarimetry has proven to be a fundamental diagnostic tool also in 
cases where no asymmetries are present. Well before any images of the neb- 
ula around P Cygni had been obtained, Taylor et al. (1991) gathered optical 
spectropolarimetric measurements of P Cygni and found intrinsic polariza- 
tion variable with time, on a short time scale, indicating that the scattering 
material lied close to the star. Moreover, they found a variation in the posi- 
tion angle of the polarization vector, indicating no preferential direction, and 
therefore they ruled out a spherically symmetric wind or an axisymmetric 
shell. When the first optical images of the nebula were obtained (Barlow et 
al. 1994; Nota et al. 1995), it was clear that spectropolarimetry had proven 
right: the nebula was composed of clumps, distributed within a spherically 
symmetrical envelope, withot any preferential axisymmetry. A few years later, 
Skinner et al. (1998) found that the radio emission close to the star is also 
highly inhomogeneous, with timescales of a few days. The connection between 
the stellar wind structure and the outer nebula holds for P Cygni, although 
in the context of a completely different morphological structure. 

3 A n e w  r e s u l t :  t h e  true R 1 4 3  n e b u l a  

R143 was identified by Parker (1993) as a LBV. R143 was believed to be 
surrounded by a circumstellar nebula, whose morphology was significantly 
different from all other observed LBV nebulae: three filaments (the "fingers) 
emerged from the star, ending in unresolved clumps (Figure 6, left panel): a 
very different morphology from all other known LBV nebulae. 

From the discovery paper, it was not clear whether the nebula and the 
central star were physically associated: inspection of the surrounding region 
showed that R143 was located in an extended HII region, rich in gas and dust. 
Smith et al. (1998) therefore took long slit spectra to assess the nature of the 
nebula and found the three fingers not to be associated with the central star, 
both in terms of their kinematics and chemical composition, but to belong 
to the underlying HII region. However, they did find a compact nitrogen 
enriched region (Figure 6, right panel), in close proximity to the star, with a 
spatial extension of 2-4", which was subsequently resolved in HST/WFPC2 
images as a small compact nebula most likely recently ejected by the central 
LBV (Schulte-Ladbeck et al. 1998a). 

4 C o n c l u s i o n s  

In this paper, I have reviewed the current observational evidence related to 
anisotropic outflows in LBVs and Ofpe/WN9 stars. Most luminous stars in 
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Fig. 6. Ha image of the R143 circumstellar region (left panel). The N/H ratio is 
shown in the right panel as a function of position with respect to the star, indicating 
the presence of a nitrogen enriched region in close proximity to the central star. 

these two categories are surrounded by spectacular circumstellar nebulae of 
ejected material. With the notable exception of one object, P Cygni, all neb- 
ulae display some level of axisymmetry, ranging from the true bipolar mor- 
phology of 77 Carinae, to the more frequent elliptical nebulae. The kinematic 
information available confirms the morphological evidence that  the outflows 
are not isotropic. In a few cases, using spectropolarimetric techniques, it has 
been possible to associate the structure of the stellar wind with the large 
scale structure of the ejected nebulae: in all these cases, a close analogy has 
been shown. In this context, ejected nebulae have shown to be truly the fossil 
record of the history of their previous winds. Hydrodynamical  models have 
been able so far to reproduce qualitatively, quite successfully, the morphology 
of these nebulae. The time is now ripe to proceed to a quantitat ive applica- 
tion of the models, with the objective of reconstructing the nebular origin, 
and therefore, the evolutionary history of the central stars. 
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Discuss ion 

K.  Weis:  For the sake of completeness I would like to comment that  Weis et 
al. (1997, A&A 320, 568; April 1997) already showed the bipolar s tructure of 
the nebula around HR Car before Nota et al. (1997, ApJ 486,338; September 
1997). 

S. Shore :  It is worth noting that  for several LBVs the bolometric luminosity 
remains constant. This implies that  the outflows are, if not spherical, at least 
optically thick right down near the star. 
MWC 560 has not been mentioned at this meeting, but is well known to show 
a detached absorption line. Yes, it is a symbiotic and L ~ 103L®, but  don' t  
hold that  against it! 

Antonella Nota and Anna Pasquali 
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Abs t rac t .  In this review we present theISO 1 imaging ofnebulae around Luminous 
Blue Variables. Three LBVs have been imaged with ISO: HR Car, AG Car and the 
LBV candidate G79.29+0.46. The ISOCAM instrument did not resolve the nebula 
around HR Car. However some nebular emission lines are seen in the spectral energy 
distribution of this source. A proper deconvolution of the images may resolve the 
nebula. For AG Car and G79.29+0.46 the nebula is clearly resolved. The structure 
and intensity distribution of the nebular emission is dependent on the wavelength, 
indicating a separation between the ionised matter and the dust in the nebulae. 
Some model calculations are presented for the G79.29+0.46 nebula. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

1.1 L B V  n e b u l a e  

Most Luminous Blue Variables (LBVs) are surrounded by nebulae (see Smith, 
1994 and Nota and Clampin, 1997 for reviews). These nebulae are thought 
to be the result of the interaction between the strong LBV wind and a sur- 
rounding medium that is due to an older mass loss phase of the star. Most 
of the galactic LBV nebulae have been discovered using optical imaging. For 
the more distant LBVs (e.g. in the LMC) the presence of the nebulae has 
been inferred from optical spectroscopy. In some cases these nebulae have 
been confirmed by Hubble Space Telescope images. 

Using optical imaging in emission lines (Ha) the mass of the ionized mat-  
ter in the nebula can be determined. The ionized masses are typically a few 
solar masses (Nota and Clampin, 1997). Most nebulae display some degree 

1 Based on observations with the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO). ISO is an 
ESA project with instruments funded by the ESA member states (especially the 
PI countries: France, Germany, The Netherlands and the United Kingdom) and 
with the participation of ISAS and NASA 
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of bipolarity, which strengthens the interacting wind model for the formation 
of the nebulae. In this model the correlation between nebular mass and age 
points to the formation in subsequent mass loss episodes. Abundance stud- 
ies of the nebula (Smith et al., 1997) and studies of the dust content of the 
nebulae (Waters et al., 1998) indicate that  they are expelled in a Red Su- 
pergiant (RSG) phase. In that  case the interacting wind model would point 
to interactions between the current LBV wind and the remnant  of the RSG 
wind. 

The dust in LBV nebulae has been discussed by Hutsem~kers (1997) and 
Waters et al. (1998). The dust masses seen in these nebulae range from 0.0003 
to about  0.04 solar masses. Hutsem~kers (1997) finds a correlation between 
stellar luminosity and nebular dust mass. Large grains seem to dominate in 
the nebulae, and give rise to the observed dust scattering in AG Car and 
HD168625 (Viotti et al., 1988 and Hutsem~kers et al., 1994). Waters et al. 
(1998) find evidence for crystalline silicates in a number of LBV nebulae from 
ISO SWS spectra (see also Waters et M., this volume). 

1.2 IR imaging  o f  L B V  n e b u l a e  

Not many imaging observations in the infrared spectral region have been pub- 
lished. Most IR imaging has been done at near-infrared wavelengths (2.2 #m, 
e.g. McGregor et al., 1988; Hutsem~kers et al., 1994). At these wavelengths 
the nebular emission is mostly due to scattering of stellar radiation by the 
dust grains in the nebula. Only at longer wavelengths beyond 10 micron di- 
rect imaging of the nebular dust content is possible, since here the thermal 
continuum of the dust starts to dominate (e.g. Humphreys and Davidson, 
1994). 

Most LBVs in the galaxy and in the Magellanie Clouds have been detected 
by IRAS, however the spatial resolution of tha t  instrument was too low to 
resolve the nebula. For AG Car McGregor et al. (1988) find extended emission 
from the nebula at 50 and 100 #m using the KAO. For the LBV candidate 
G79.29+0.46 (Higgs et al., 1994) IRAS maps at 12, 25 and 60 micron resolving 
the nebula were published by Waters et al. (1996). Recently some LBVs have 
been imaged using ground based instrumentation. Voors et al. (1997) discuss 
TIMMI images of HR Car at 10 and 12.8 #m. Their  images show a small 
(15") clumpy nebula. The most prominent features seen in the 10 micron 
image are an arclike structure about  3" SE of the star and a bright blob 
about 1.5" NW of the star. Interestingly enough the ionized mat te r  seen in 
this image and the optical images (Clampin et al., 1995) show that  the dust 
and ionized gas close to the star is more clumpy than the gas distribution 
further away. Voors et al. estimate the age of the inner nebula to be around 
850 years. 

Robberto and Herbst (1998) in a recent paper show IR imaging of the 
LBV HD168625 at 2.16, 4.7, 10, 11.6 and 20 #m using a new instrument on 
UKIRT (MAX). These high resolution images (pixel size of 0.265 by 0.265 
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arcsec) clearly resolve the nebula around this star at both wavelengths. They 
conlude that the IR emission of this nebula comes from a geometrically thin 
layer of dust on the outer edges of the lobes seen in the nebula of this star. 
They also conclude that the dust in the nebula around this star consists of 
large grains. 

Unfortunately all ground based imaging observations of these stars at 
longer wavelengths are hampered by the presence of the earths atmosphere 
making the observations of these sometimes faint nebulae very time consum- 
ing. 

1.3 ISO imaging o b s e r v a t i o n s  o f  LBVs 

The Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) was an ESA satellite launched in 
November 1995. It consisted of a 60'cm superfluid helium cooled telescope 
and a complement of 4 spectroscopic and photometric instruments for the 
wavelength range from 2 to 200 #m (see Kessler et al., 1996). The satellite 
worked for more than 2 years, and was finally switched off after the helium 
ran out in May 1998. Two ISO instruments were used for imaging: The ISO- 
CAM instrument for the wavelength range 2 to 17 #m with a pixel size of 
1.5 to 6 arcsec (see Cesarski et al., 1996) and the ISOPHOT instrument for 
the longer wavelengths (20 to 200 #m) with a resolution of between 10 and 
60 arcsec, using a raster scanning mode (see Lemke et al., 1996). 

Only a few LBVs have been imaged using ISO. The main reason for this 
is that the resolution of the instruments was not very high (the diffraction 
pattern of the telescope was about 8 arcsec wide at 10 #m), so only the 
largest nebula could be resolved, and also the sensitivity of especially the 
ISOCAM instrument was so high that the central star of many of these neb- 
ulae would completely saturate the detectors, since no coronographic mode 
was available. Only HR Car, AG Car and G79.29+0.46 have been imaged 
using ISOCAM. For those observations the Circular Variable Filters (CVFs) 
of ISOCAM were used as narrow band filters to minimise the risk of satu- 
ration by the central star. For G79.29+0.46 mapping using the ISOPHOT 
instrument was performed as well at longer wavelengths by Wendker and 
Molthagen (1998). 

2 D i s c u s s i o n  o n  i n d i v i d u a l  o b j e c t s  

2.1 H R C ~  

The observations of HR Car were performed using ISOCAM, with the CVF 
set at 8 wavelenghts (8.689 #m, 8.993 #m (Ar III), 11.480 #m, 12A10 #m, 
12.820 #m (Ne II), 13.530/~m, 15.580/~m (Ne III) and 15.960 #m). Staring 
mode was used with a 6 arcsec pixel field of view, giving a total field of 
180 by 180 arcsec. The observations were performed on February 19, 1996. 
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The da ta  were processed using the CAM Interactive Analysis (CIA2). The  
nebula is not clearly resolved, al though there is a hint for non sphericity 
towards the SE of the s tar  (corresponding to the arc observed by Voors 
et al. in the T I M M I  images). A spectral  energy distibution of the central  
source and the surrounding area however clearly shows the nebular [Ne II] 
emission line at 12.82 #m,  indicating tha t  the nebula is seen in the images. 
Also the continuum slope of the surrounding area is different compared  to 
the continuum of the central source (see Trams et al., 1996). Unfor tunate ly  
at this t ime no point spread function for the CVF of ISOCAM is available, 
therefore no deconvolution of the images can be performed to increase the 
resolution. A proper deconvolution may be able to resolve the nebula in this 
c a s e .  

2.2 A G  C a r  

The observations of AG Car were performed using the same settings as the 
observations for HR Car. These observations were performed on February 17, 
1996. Contour plots of the resulting images are given in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Contour plots of the ISOCAM images of AG Car. North is to the top and 
East is on the left. Contours are for 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100, 200, 300, 
400, 500, 750 and 1000 mJy. The wavelengths of the images are from top left to 
bottom right: 8.689 #m, 8.993 #m, 11.480 pm, 12.410 #m, 12.820 pro, 13.530 #m, 
15.580 #m and 15.960 pm. 

The ring nebula is clearly seen in the CAM images. Also the bipolar  
s t ructure  tha t  is clear in the optical images is found in the IR. The nebula 

2 CIA is a joint developement by the ESA Astrophysics Division and the ISOCAM 
consortium led by the ISOCAM PI, C. Cesarsky, Direction des Sciences de la 
Materie, C.E.A., France. 
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is especially strong in the [Ne II] line at 12.82 #m.  Interestingly the bipolar 
structure is strong in the continuum, i.e. in the thermal dust emission. Images 
of the [Ne II] line emission (with the continuum subtracted) and the PAH 
emission band (the image at 11.48 ttm includes part of  this band) show a clear 
difference in geometry. The ionized gas emission is more ring like, whereas 
the dust particles are concentrated in the bipolar structure. This is similar to  
the images shown by Nota  et al. (1995), who show a clumpy bipolar nebula 
in the visual continuum and a smooth  ring like structure in the H a  image. 

2.3 G79 .29-} -0 .46  

The nebula around the LBV candidate G79.29+0.46 is about  3 arcmin in 
diameter (Higgs et al., 1994). This is too  large to fit in a single ISOCAM 
frame. We therefore observed this star using a 3 by 3 map with half a beam 
step size and 6 arcsec pixels. This gives a total field of view of 360 by 360 
arcsec. The images were obtained at ten wavelengths.  Apart from the ones  
mentioned above we also obtained images at 10 and at 17 #m.  The images 
are shown as contour plots in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Contour plots of the ISOCAM images of G79.29+0.46. North is to the 
top and East is to the left. Contours are for 0, 10~ 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100, 
200 and 500 mJy. The wavelengths of the images are from top left to bottom 
right: 8.689 tern, 8.993 #m, 10 #m, 11.480 #m, 12.410 #m, 12~820 tim, 13.530 ttm, 
15.580 #m, 15.960 tim and 17 #m. 

The ring nebula is clearly seen in our ISOCAM images. Also some struc- 
ture in the nebula is seen. The nebula is c lumpy with very striking holes in 
the ring nebula on the north and southern side at all wavelengths.  Since these 
holes are seen at all wavelenghts, they cannot  be the result of  an ionisation 
difference, but must be due to a difference in column density. Furthermore 
comparing the ISO images with larger IRAS maps of this area of the sky, the 
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holes are seen towards the highest density in the Interstellar medium (the 
object is close to a molecular cloud that  shows up as a clear rise in 60 ttm 
flux). This points to the fact tha t  the nebula is probably the result of an 
interaction between (asymmetric) winds instead of an interaction between a 
wind and the local ISM. 

The [Ne II] line emission image and that  of the PAH emission were com- 
pared with the radio map presented by Higgs et al. (1994) and the 25 #m 
map presented by Waters et al. (1996) and Wendker and Molthagen (1998). 
The [Ne II] emission coincides with the radio (free-free) emission and that  the 
PAH emission coincides with the 25 #m emission (dust). Where the [Ne II] 
image and the radio image show bright areas, the PAH and 25 #m image 
show weaker emission. This is consistent with an ionisation of the nebula by 
the central star, since in that  case in the dusty areas the UV radiation is 
shielded and therefore the ionisation of the nebula would be lower. 

In the spectral energy distributions we calculated for this star, we can see 
that  apart  from the presence of the [Ne II] line in the nebula, there is also 
[Ne II] emission on the position of the central star. Furthermore the contin- 
uum at longer wavelengths is not stellar, but  more nebular in shape (similar 
to HR Car). We therefore conclude that  a small and unresolved nebula is 
present in G79.29+0.46 very close to the star (probably within 6-10 arcsec 
radius). 

3 A m o d e l  f o r  G 7 9 . 2 9 ~ 0 . 4 6  

We have simulaneously modeled the central star G79.29+0.46 and its dusty 
ring nebula. The low surface gravities and dense winds of LBV stars are 
expected to yield a significant increase of the stellar radius - starting at 
near IR wavelengths - due to free-free processes. We have modeled these 
processes in a consistent manner, using the most recent version of the non- 
LTE model atmosphere code ISA-Wind of de Koter  et al. (1993,1997). This 
code treats the photosphere and stellar wind in a unified manner,  i.e. it 
makes no artificial separation as is done in core-halo approaches. The adopted 
stellar parameters are L=  3 x 105 L®, placing the star at 1800 pc, and a core 
radius of 45 R®. To fit the slope of the near IR continuum up to i 1 0  #m 
a mass loss of 1.3 x 105 M ® / y r  was required. The terminal velocity was 
set at 100 km/sec,  consistent with the width of Ha  (see Voors et al., 1999, 
in preparation). This model yields a peak strength in H a  about  30 times 
continuum, in fair agreement with observations. The slope of the velocity law 
was set at ~ = 1. Indeed, these parameters imply a wind that  is so dense that  
at a thermalization optical depth 1/vr3 at the center of the V band (see de 
Koter  et al., 1996) the flow velocity is already 6 km/sec. In other words, the 
stellar photosphere is formed in the wind - G79 shows a so-called 'pseudo 
photosphere' .  The resulting stellar radius is 65 R®, yielding a Te~ -- 16.6 kK. 
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The observed and predicted energy distributions are presented in Figure 
3. For the fits of the energy distribution we also used the ISO SWS spec t rum 
from Morris et al. (1998, in preparation).  The model fits bo th  the optical  and 
IR continuum very well, when assuming an extinction E(B-V) -- 3.9. Also 
the absorption at 10 #m, due to interstellar amorphous  silicates, is in good 
agreement.  Note the absorption at 3 # m  and the broad absorpt ion between 
± 6  and 8 #m are not reproduced by the model. These are likely due to water  
ices. At 4 #m there is also absorption due to CO2 ices. These ices are probably  
located in the foreground radio source DR15. 
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Fig. 3. Left: observed and predicted energy distribution from our model of the 
stellar atmosphere and the nebular dust shell. Right: Observed and fitted azimuthal 
integrated intensity profile for the G79.29+0.46 nebula. 

The  circumstellar material  has been modeled assuming an optically thin 
dust shell, irradiated by the unified model. We have assumed the mater ia l  
to be composed of amorphous olivine grains. The  grains are distr ibuted in 
size from 0.01 to 0.1 micron following a power law distribution with index 
m = -3.5. We require this model to fit both the energy distribution as well 
as the azimuthally integrated intensity profile as obtained from ISOCAM 
at continuum wavelengths 8.689, 10.0, 11.480, 12.410, 13.530, 15.960 and 
17.0 #m. This last constraint yields a firm grip on the geometrical extension of 
the dust shell. We find an inner and outer radius of the dust of 2.48 x 10 is and 
1.10 x 1019 cm respectively. The density distribution in the shell is assumed 
to be proport ional  to r -2. The dust tempera tures  range between T = 6 1  (large 
grains) and 64 K (small grains) at the inner boundary  to T = 3 8  to 40 K at  
the max imum radius. 

The model tha t  fits the ISOCAM & IRAS points best contains a dust  
mass of 0.15 M®. Assuming a dust to gas ratio of 0.01, the nebula contains 
15 M® of material .  The adopted stellar luminosity implies tha t  G79 would 
have s tar ted out the main sequence as a 40 M® star. Evolutionairy tracks of 
Meynet  et al. (1994) show tha t  when such a star  leaves the main sequence 
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and starts its secular redward motion it first reaches Weft : 20 kK when it has 
lost 4-7 M®. After a brief RSG phase, the star again increases in tempera ture  
as progressively deeper layers are exposed due to mass loss. As it now passes 
Weft = 20 kK on its blueward motion, the star has already lost ±21 M®. Near 
and during the RSG phase the star therefore looses some 14 M®. Taking the 
derived shell mass at face value, this would imply G79 is most likely a post- 
RSG star. The star will likely evolve into a WNL star. 

The azimuthally integrated ISOCAM images also allow one to derive in- 
formation on the geometry of the dust region. ISOCAM images show the dust 
region is fairly circular in shape. So, the dust may be in a spherical shell or in 
a more flattened disk-shape geometry, which we view pole on. Figure 3 shows 
the radial intensity profile at 13.5 #m. The observations are represented by 
the solid line. The dotted line gives the radial intensity of our spherical sym- 
metric model. The ISOCAM resolution of 6" at 15 #m convolves the intensity 
of the central star out to several tens of arcsec. In the model this par t  of the 
intensity profile is excluded. The observations peak at 90", which corresponds 
to the distance of the inner radius of the shell, where the density, tempera-  
ture and line of sight through the dust region are largest. At smaller distances 
from the core, the model intensity drops of to twice the emission of a radial 
column. If the observed emission drops below this limit - as is the case in G79 
- this means that  the dust distribution can not be spherical. The dust must 
be concentrated towards the equatorial plane, i.e. the geometry should be 
disk-shaped. We are currently investigating the precise geometrical distribu- 
tion of the dust. Beyond 90", the intensity drops as the line of sight through 
the shell/disk decreases. The reasonable fit of our model to this par t  of the 
intensity profile suggests that  in the inner radial segment of the dust shell 
(from 90" to 140") the density distribution is reasonably well represented by 
the adopted r -2 dependence. 
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Discuss ion  

G. K o e n i g s b e r g e r :  In those cases where the nebula has a "horseshoe" 
shape, do you have an estimate for the density contrast required so that  
there is greatly reduced emission in certain portions of the shell? 
N.  T r a m s :  The density contrast required would be similar to the contrast  
required to explain the empty central part  of the nebula. This is rather  high 
(1/10 to 1/100). The interesting thing in G 79 is that  the highest density ISM 
is on the side of the gap in the nebula, therefore excluding the possibility of 
a nebula due to swept-up ISM. 

M . - M .  M a c L o w :  Couldn't  a thin shell seen in projection (e.g., with AR/R 
N 12, appropriate for an adiabatic shock) produce an observed circular shell 
with an apparently empty interior? 
N.  T ra ms :  We have just started doing model calculations for the shell seen 
in G 79. The first calculations show that  a thin spherical shell with a thickness 
of about 1/10 of its radius still produces significant emission in the central 
area. 
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Abstract .  Radio diagnostics for outflows from hot stars are reviewed and three 
well-studied examples (WR 140, 7/Car and MWC 349) are discussed in some detail. 
The three systems are very different and their radio properties axe diverse, but in 
each case, the radio data provide strong evidence for the presence of equatorially- 
enhanced outflows. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Radio observations provide a powerful tool for the s tudy of hot stars. Radio 
emission can penetra te  the clouds of dust which tend to obscure the locations 
of massive stars, and are capable of high spatial  resolution. On the other 
hand,  there are some notable limitations to what  radio observations can do. 
We first discuss the general properties of radio emission from hot stars  and 
then discuss three examples in more detail. 

Two very different emission mechanisms are responsible for radio emission 
from hot stars, and both arise in their outflows. The  most  common is thermal 
#ee-~ee or bremsstrahlung, which is responsible for the classic s tel lar-wind 

~ 2  r ~ - -  1 .5  radio emission. The opacity for this mechanism varies as '~e i v -2,  where 
ne is the electron density, T the electron t empera tu re  and v the radio fre- 
quency. The fact tha t  the opacity decreases as frequency increases, while 
density in an outflow decreases with radius, leads to a fundamental  prop- 
erty of free-free radio emission from stellar winds: higher frequencies probe  
deeper into the stellar wind. For a constant-veloci ty wind (ne c( r -2)  the ra- 
dius of the optically thick surface, which limits how deeply we can see, scales 
with frequency as v -° '7.  The combination of this scaling of opt ical ly- thick 
source dimension with frequency and the v+2-dependence of the b lack-body  
emission law produces the classic v °'6 spectrum of a constant-veloci ty  f ree-  
f ree-emit t ing stellar wind (Olnon 1975, Panagia  & Felli 1975, Wright & Bar- 
low 1975). This law does not require a spherical ly-homogeneous outflow: the 
outflow can be asymmetr ic  and maintain the v °'6 spect rum as long as wind 
motion is radial and the t empera ture  and ionization s ta te  remain unchanged 
with radius (Schmid-Burgk 1982). 

The  second mechanism is nonthcrmal synchrotron emission, more familiar 
from supernova remnants  and quasars. I t  is impor tan t  in hot stars because of 
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the facility with which shocks can form in the powerful winds: the character- 
istic speed of a hot star wind is generally in excess of the ambient sound speed 
in the wind, so that  any significant velocity fluctuation, such as a fast knot 
overtaking a slower one or two winds colliding, has the potential  to result 
in a shock. Once a shock forms, electron acceleration apparently takes place 
(by an as yet not completely understood mechanism). A high Mach-number  
shock produces a characteristic power-law energy distribution of spectral in- 
dex -2, which results in a u -°'5 radio flux spectrum (in the opt ical ly- thin 
limit believed appropriate to these sources). A detailed model for nonther- 
mal emission from a single-star wind carrying random shocks was worked out 
by Rick White (1985). Note that  the acceleration must take place at some 
distance from the star: the powerful radiation field of a hot star can quench 
shock acceleration close to the star where the inverse-Compton mechanism 
depletes energy from a high-energy electron faster than a shock can supply 
it (Chen & White 1994). This is a mild problem for models in which the 
magnetic field in the synchrotron source is a stellar field carried out  by the 
wind, since it will diminish with distance from the star. An alternative is for 
the magnetic field also to be generated in the shocks as a byproduct  of the 
plasma turbulence there. 

2 M W C  3 4 9  

MWC 349 is one of the most extreme galactic members of the class of lu- 
minous B stars showing forbidden emission lines, known as B[e] stars. These 
stars are characterized by very strong Balmer lines, forbidden FeII lines and 
very strong emission from hot dust at infrared wavelengths. These features 
are assumed to derive from the combination of a very dense equatorial disk, 
which provides the Balmer emission and the dust, together with a powerful 
ionized polar outflow which is responsible for the forbidden lines (e.g., see 
the review by Conti 1997). 

MWC 349's radio spectral index of +0.6 was the prime evidence for the 
correctness of the stellar-wind outflow interpretation of the radio emission. 
However, the original model of a spherically-symmetric outflow had to be 
abandoned when VLA observations showed remarkable structure in the radio 
emission (Cohen et al. 1985, White & Becket 1985). A high-spatial-resolution 
image of the 8 GHz radio continuum is shown in Fig. 1. It is seen to break up 
into two sets of curved "horns" on either side of the star with much weaker 
emission between. The peak brightness temperature  in the horns is 104 K, 
while it drops to 4400 K at the inferred position of the star. The interpretat ion 
of this image is tha t  the outflow from MWC 349 has low velocity but  high 
density in the equatorial plane (the low-brightness region between the horns), 
and higher velocity but  lower density in the polar directions (the directions 
of the horns). The density is so high in the equatorial plane tha t  the gas 
there has completely recombined and is neutral, while in the polar directions 
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Fig. 1. The positions of different velocities in the masing 232 GHz H30a recombi- 
nation line (White et al. 1998) plotted over a greyscale display of the 8 GHz VLA 
continuum image of MWC 349 (data from Rodrlguez & Bastian 1994), showing 
the relationship of the line emission in the disk to the continuum emission from 
the polar outflow. Note that the bulk of the material in the equatorial plane is 
believed to be neutral and hence produces little microwave emission, whereas the 
polar outflow is believed to be ionized. 

the gas is still ionized and thus can be optically thick at the t empera tu re  
characteristic of a photo-ionized wind. 

MWC 349 is also famous among radio astronomers as the first source to 
show masing (and recently, lasing) recombination lines (Mar t ln -P in t ado  et 
al. 1989, Strelnitski et al. 1996). It  has long been recognized tha t  populat ion 
inversion occurs in Hydrogen level populations in photoionized sources, due 
to the fact tha t  a recombining electron generally re-enters  the energy-level  
ladder at  the top, and the ra te  of transitions increases as it drops down 
the ladder to lower energy levels. However, populat ion inversion sufficient to 
produce a significant amplification was first seen in MWC 349, and seems to 
occur there for all A n  = 1 transitions with n < 36 ( f  > 135 GHz).  At 232 
GHz the I-I30a line shows two very strong features at +32 km s -1 and -16 
km s -1,  and Fig. 1 also shows the positions of different velocities within this 
recombination line, from a recent observation with the BIMA array (White 
et al. 1998). These da ta  confirm tha t  the masing recom line arises in the 
equatorial plane, not in the bipolar horns where the continuum emission is 
strongest. The  posit ion-velocity diagram across the disk is consistent with 
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the masing emission arising at a constant-radius surface, presumably where 
the continuum becomes optically thick. Such masing lines promise to be a 
valuable diagnostic for hot star winds in the future: they are strongest at 
millimeter and far infra-red wavelengths where dust obscuration is low and 
high spatial resolution can be achieved, and the line data  can be used to 
derive kinematic information for stellar outflows. 

3 W R 1 4 0  : H D  1 9 3 7 9 3  

This remarkable system demonstrates that  a wealth of information on the 
outflows from hot stars can be gained even from radio da ta  in from a system 
which is spatially unresolved. WR 140 consists of a (secondary) WC7 Wolf- 
Rayet (WR) star and an 04-5 star (primary) in a highly elliptical orbit with 
a period of 7.9 years. Early radio surveys of WR stars revealed that  WR 
140 was a strong and interesting source with a nonthermal spectrum, and 
subsequent observations have only reinforced this view (e.g., Becker & White 
1985, Williams et al. 1990, White & Becker 1995). However, at  a distance of 
1.3 kpc the major  axis of the orbit, 29 AU, subtends just  2 millarcseconds, 
which is barely feasible with VLBI techniques, and to date only radio light 
curves are available. 

White & Becket (1995) monitored the radio emission from W R 140 at 
three frequencies (1.4, 5 and 15 GHz) with the VLA every month for 8 years. 
The light curves show a wealth of structure. The basic model is that  the non- 
thermal emission arises due to synchrotron emission from energetic electrons 
accelerated in the shock where the powerful winds from the two stars collide. 
There is also some free-free emission from the winds, and the nonthermal 
radio emission is modulated by free-free absorption as the location of the 
shock changes with respect to the winds. The shock strengthens near perias- 
t ron and weakens near apastron. The orientation of the orbit is such that  the 
O star is closest to us during most of the orbit; the WC7 star passes between 
us and the O star just after periastron, at phase 0.01. The O star wind has 
a terminal velocity of 3100 km S - 1  with M -- 1.8 x 10 -6 M® yr -1,  while 
the WR wind has a velocity of 2600 km s -1 with 3)/ --- 6 x 10 -5 M® yr -1. 
In principle, to model this system one needs to know all the physical propo- 
erties of the binary orbit and the winds, and understand the shock physics 
and its variation with stellar separation, electron acceleration at the shock, 
the source of magnetic fields and absorption in the wind; conversely, all these 
phenomena affect the radio light curves. 

The light curves are plotted in Figure 2. Free-free absorption should be 
largest at the lowest frequency and the 1.5 GHz light curve is consistent with 
this expectation: it shows no significant flux except for a narrow peak near 
phase 0.8. At 5 GHz the peak is much broader, with only weak emission just 
after phase zero when the strong wind of the WR star is between us and the 
wind-interaction region. The 15 GHz emission, which should suffer the least 
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Fig. 2. The radio light curve for WR 140 plotted against orbital phase over the 
7.9-year orbit at each of three wavelengths. Filled circles are VLA data taken 
every month by White & Becket (1995); open circles represent other data compiled 
by Williams et al. (1990) covering more than one cycle, indicating that the light 
curve repeats almost perfectly from one cycle to the next. (Figure provided by Rick 
White.) 

absorpt ion and therefore best represent the intrinsic emission profile, peaks a t  
phase 0.70, somewhat  earlier than the 1.5 GHz peak: between phases 0.70 and 
0.85 the 15 GHz flux drops while the 1.5 GHz emission rises. From phase 0 to 
0.5, the spectral  index is positive, consistent with thermal  free-free emission. 

The fact tha t  there is any 1.5 GHz emission detected at  all is difficult 
to explain, since the parameters  for the W R  wind imply tha t  it should be 
optically thick at 1.5 GHz well outside the binary orbit. Williams et al. (1990) 
showed tha t  a model with spherical ly-symmetr ic  winds could not explain the 
light curves and argued that  the shadow of the O star  creates a cavity in 
the W R  wind where the opacity is great ly reduced. White  & Becker (1995) 
argued tha t  even the O star  wind will be optically thick and absorb any 20 cm 
emission behind it; they suggest instead tha t  the W R  wind is confined to an 
equatorial plane inclined with respect to the orbital  plane. In this geometry  
the W R  wind sweeps across the position of the O star  twice per orbit; one of 
these occasions is presumably at phase 0.70, where the radio flux is maximum.  
Thus in this system an equatorial ly-enhanced wind for the W R  star  is not 
resolved directly but is inferred from the light curves. 

4 T/ C a r i n a e  

Carinae as a radio source shows an interesting amalgam of the propert ies  of 
the two previous examples. Like MWC 349, the radio emission from 7/Car  is 
entirely thermal  free-free emission (ignoring some nonthermal  emission from 
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Fig. 3. Contours of 8 GHz radio emission overlaid on the HST image of the core of 
the ~1 Carina nebula, at three different epochs. The resolution of the radio data is of 
order 0.3". The bipolar lobes of the Homunculus nebula are seen in the lower-left 
and upper-right corners; the "equatorial skirt" lies just above the diagonal running 
from the upper left corner to the bottom right corner. 

features in the outer nebula) but like WR 140 the emission is apparent ly 
strongly influenced by the binary nature of the system. 

Figure 3 shows how the spatial distribution of radio emission from U Car 
evolves over the 5.5 year cycle discovered by Damineli (1996). The period is 
believed to represent the orbital period of a binary system consisting of an 
LBV star and an O star in a highly eccentric orbit, with our line of sight, 
when projected onto the orbital plane, coinciding almost exactly with the 
major  axis of the orbit (Damineli, Conti & Lopes 1997, Davidson 1997). The  
radio light curve shows a large variation over the 5.5-year cycle, from 0.7 
Jy  at 8.8 GHz in 1992 June (corresponding to periastron for the binary, i.e., 
the time of minimum excitation in the optical spectrum noted by Damineli) 
to 3 Jy in 1995 (near apastron) and back down to 0.9 Jy in January 1998 
(periastron again). 

The images show that  the changes in the radio flux are due to the ap- 
pearance of extended emission which is not present at periastron (White et 
al. 1994, Duncan et al. 1995, Duncan, White &: Lim 1997). The radio spec- 
t rum of all of this emission is consistent with thermal free-free emission: the 
brightest sources have brightness temperatures  of 104 K, and the weaker ex- 
tended emission has the fiat spectrum expected of optical ly-thin free-free 
emission. In addition, we observe recombination-line emission from the ex- 
tended emission, implying photo-ionized gas. The  implication is tha t  all of 
this additional emission comes from gas which is neutral when the binary is 
at periastron, and ionized when the system is near apastron. 

The location and kinematics of the gas indicate its nature: it lies almost 
entirely to the north-west  of the star, and the recombination line da ta  indi- 
cate that  all the gas is blue-shifted with respect to the systemic velocity. The  
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lobe of the Homunculus nebula which is projected to the nor th-west  of the 
star is known to be receding from us, so the velocity of the radio-emitting 
gas is inconsistent with a location there: instead, it must be in the equato- 
rial skirt. Material in the skirt which appears projected to the nor th-west  
of the star should indeed be moving towards us. We argue that  the gas in 
the outflow from ~ Car (estimated to be 10 -3 M® yr -1 at 500 km s -1) is so 
dense that  it recombines quite close to the star(s), and hence most of the gas 
surrounding the system is neutral. The ionizing photons from the LBV star 
never penetrate  very far through its massive outflow. Near periastron the hot 
companion star is also enveloped in the outflow of the LBV star, but  away 
from periastron the LBV is on the far side of the O star and ionizing photons 
from the O star can reach gas in the equatorial skirt in our direction, ioniz- 
ing it and causing it to produce radio emission. When periastron approaches 
the LBV wind again cuts off the ionizing flux from the companion and the 
neutral gas recombines and vanishes from the radio images. 
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Optical Interferometry 
of Non-spherical Winds 

Farrokh Vakili, Denis Mourard, Philippe Stee, and Daniel Bonneau 

Observatoire de la C6te d'Azur, Fresnel-GI2T, F-06460 Caussols, France 

Abs t rac t .  Optical Long Baseline Interferometry (OLBI) combined with spectral 
resolution is capable to sounding the stratification of lumiaous star winds. In this 
paper we review some few, yet unique results obtained on P Cyg and Be stars from 
OLBI observations. We also examine the prospects for studying hot stars winds 
offered by optical synthesis arrays presently under construction. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

High angular resolution has always opened up new vistas in astronomy and 
this is particularly true for studying the physics of hot luminous stars and 
their winds. While the HST has sharpened our view of the nebulosities around 
LBV's, WR and other exotic objects (see the superb results presented dur- 
ing this colloquium), zooming into the immediate surroundings of their cen- 
tral engines will need sub-mas spatial resolution only achievable by means 
of OLBI. Hopefully, the planned operation of more than 10 interferometers 
within 10 years, working at both the visible and IR wavelengths (for more 
details see SPIE proceedings 1998) will offer the tools to improving our un- 
derstanding of the mechanisms producing massive stars photometric,  spec- 
trometric and polarimetric variability. 

2 S p e c t r a l l y  r e s o l v e d  i n t e r f e r o m e t r y :  h o w  i t  w o r k s ?  

Michelson interferometers recombine the stellar light from widely separated 
telecopes in a central focal plane where the estimate of the so-called fringe 
visibility informs about the angular extent of the source in the direction 
of the interferometric baseline. The fringes are classically analysed through 
a chromatic filter which has the property to average the angular extent of 
the source over the filter bandpass. In this process and in the case of a 2 
telescope interferometer any information about the position and asymme- 
t ry  of the celestial source is lost unless one can record simultaneously the 
fringe signal from a pointlike reference source within the interferometric field 
of view. It was recognized in early days of modern OLBI (Labeyrie 1980) 
that  measuring the fringes of an emission line star through a spectrograph is 
similar to having such a reference provided the star is unresolved at the con- 
t inuum wavelengths. In this way it becomes possible to derive both  the size 
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and position of the emitt ing regions around a s tar  as a function of Doppler-  
shift accross its spectral  lines. We call this technique Interferometric  Doppler  
Imaging (IDI) by analogy to classical spectroscopic Doppler- imaging where 
the tempora l  changes of line profiles are replaced by relative spatial  positions 
obtained from the interferometer. For technical aspects of IDI  we invite the 
reader to see Vakili et al. 1997 and recall tha t  IDI  can achieve sub-mas super- 
resolution on the kinematics of hot s tar  winds with optical interferometers  
using decametr ic  baselines. 

l m a s  

P Cyg august4th 1994 

4- * E a s t  

28R. 

.v 

Fig. 1. Schematic morphology of P Cyg according to GI2T spectrally resolved 
interferometry in '93. The Hc~ and Hei6678 emitting envelopes given in units of 
stellar radius (76 4- 15R G corresponding to 0.4 mas for a distance of 1.8 kpc). The 
projected position of the H~ emitting blob detected by the GI2T is at 4 stellar radii 
to the south of the central star BUT its E.-W. position (noted by ?) is unknown. 
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3 A s y m m e t r y  i n  t h e  w i n d  o f  P C y g  

The prototype LBV star P Cyg constitutes a favorite target for spectrally 
resolved OLBI. Following earlier attempts, the GI2T-team was able to suc- 
cessfully observe P Cyg in August,1994 in both Ha and Hei6678 lines with 
an effective spectral resolution of 1.7 A. Based upon robust calibrations on 
a number of reference stars, Vakili et al. 1997, estimated the equivalent uni- 
form disk diameter of P Cyg in Ha as 5.52 + 0.47 mas corresponding to 28 
stellar radii at a distance of 1.8 kpc. By sampling the interferometric signal 
across Ha using spectral windows of 3.4 A wide, starting from the blue and 
finishing in the red wings of the line, an asymetrical structure was discovered 
at RV = - 2 0 8  kms -1. The north-south projected position of this structure, 
presumably a bright blob in P Cyg's wind, was found at 4 stellar radii to the 
south of the central star (Fig. 1). Vakili et al. gave also a rough estimate of 
the Hei6678 emitting envelope as 12.5 stellar radii on the order of the dis- 
tance of the detected blob and argued about possible relation of asymetries 
at the basis of P Cyg wind and the fine structures at larger distance from 
the central star detected by HST coronography (Nota et al. 1995). 

4 I n t e r f e r o m e t r y  o f  B e  s t a r  d i s k s  

OLBI observations of Be star disks have been made so far by 3 different in- 
terferometers (see Vakili et al. 1994 and references therein). Following earlier 
observations from the I2T and GI2T interferometers in the southern France 
(Thom et al. 1986, Mourard et al. 1989) Quirrenbach and colleagues carried 
a systematic survey of the brightest northern hemisphere Be stars up to the 
4th visual magnitude (see Stefl's review in these proceedings). The survey 
was made using earth-rotation synthesis possibilities offered by the Mark ItI 
interferometer at Mount Wilson (Quirrenbach et al. 1997). These remarkable 
observations proved that the extent of Be star envelopes exceed tens of stel- 
lar radii and are indeed flattened disks with an excellent correlation of their 
elongation positionnal angle and spectropolarimetric measurements. 
The Mark III group gave the extent of Be star disks through a lnm fil- 
ter which was narrower than their Ha emission for a number of them, thus 
masking their envelope highest RV regions. Also no information was given on 
the relative position and extent of emitting iso-radial velocity regions inside 
the envelope. Thus, despite its excellent sensitivity, Mark III could not de- 
termine any departure from azimuthal symetry of Be star equatorial disks. 
This shortcoming can be particularly misguiding in the case of binary Be 
stars (¢ Per) or those objects which exhibit indirect evidence for azimuthal 
asymetry (¢ Tau, see below) or co-rotating structures inferred from X-ray 
and UV spectroscopy (Smith et al. 1998). Despite this, Mark III observations 
provide a solid ground upon which future interferometric work aiming to map 
Be star disks by means of aperture synthesis imaging can be built. 
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Based on a radiative transfer model, more recent studies of 3' Cas in Ha  (Stee 
et al. 1995), HI3 and Hei6678 (Stee et al. '98) give the most complete picture 
of ~/ Cas envelope constrained from GI2T spectrally resolved observations 
(Stee et al. these proceedings). 

N o r t h  
~ Tau 93 1 ~ . ~  . 

Disk ~, ...... 

N o r t h  

Tau 94 58 o 

0,5 mas  

W e s t  

o i s k  '-,... ...... 

Fig. 2. ¢ Tau's long term variability representation according to GI2T. In November 
'93 Ha has a VR----.57 profile and the extra R emission in the disk originates in a 
region whose N-S projected position is at 0.7 mas South of the central star. In 
October '94 VR----1.26 and this region has a N- projected position at 0.5 mas North 
of the central star. The elongation angle of the envelope projected on the sky is 
at 58°West from the North. The curved arrows marked Disk and Bulge depict the 
absolute direction of rotation of ~ Tau's disk and the density wave inside this disk 
(prograde motion). 

4.1  P o l a r i m e t r y  A N D  i n t e r f e r o m e t r y  o f  ~/ C a s  

In principle there is no obstacle to equip the focal instrument of an inter- 
ferometer by polarimetric optics. Added to spectral resolution, a polarimeter 
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enables OLBI to study the extent and position of emitting regions of the 
wind as a function of wavelength AND of polarization, either linear or cir- 
cular. Pilote experiments of this kind on the GI2T (Rousselet-Perraut et al. 
'97) have been carried on ~/Cas in '94 using quite simple polarizing filters. 
Although these observations failed to detect any noticeable effect between 
linear polarizations of this star, they determined its angular size in natural 
light at A=660nm and AA=3.4nm) as 2.9 -t- 0.5mas. This extent is somehow 
larger than the value usually admitted in the litterature (Stee et al. 1995). If 
confirmed by future interferometric observations they it would mean that the 
continuum emission of the envelope (free-free, free-bound, scattering) would 
be larger than classically thought (Waters et al. '92). 
The difficulty of spectro-polarimetric interferometry is due to their optical 
complexity which demand numerous and stringent calibrations of internal ef- 
fects in order to attain the desired and unbiased accuracies to determine any 
polarization effect from stellar origines. This difficulty is somehow counter- 
balanced by the interferometric angular resolution of local polarized struc- 
tures of the star's wind otherwise averaged over its extent when using clas- 
sical spectropolarimetry at low spatial resolution. To better understand this 
property, one can think of the special case of a dipolar magnetic star having 
identical rotation and magnetic axes perpendicular to observer's line of sight. 
No Zeeman signature could be observed by spectropolarimetry whilst an in- 
terferometric signal could in principle be detected from the different spatial 
locations of a+ and a_ components of a the star across its spectral lines. 

4.2 The  case of the  Be eclipsing b inary  ~ Lyr 

The Be star fl Lyr, also known for its strong radio emission, is a puz- 
zling eclipsing binary (BOV+B6IIp) whose resolution constitutes a challing- 
ing problem to optical interferometers. In a coordinated multi-site/technique 
campaign organized on '94, the GI2T-team (Harmanec et al. 1996) could find 
the existence of jet-like structure perpendicular to the accretion disk around 
the B0V component. This conclusion came from the fact that, although the 

Lyr complex remained unresolved as a binary system by the GI2T, its Ha 
flow was partially resolved in the north-south direction without any net de- 
pendence on the orbital phase. 
In a recent paper the University of Winconsin team (Hoffman et al. 1998) 

reported the analysis of UV and visual spectropolarimetric data on ~ Lyr 
between '92 and '94. They found the continuum polarization to be at 90 ° of 
the Balmer lines polarization which remained constant whatever the orbital 
phase thus confirming the bipolar nature of the Ha emission discovered by the 
GI2T-team. The complex morphological picture of fl Lyr derived from these 
observations predicts significantly different spatial locations of the emitting 
regions in the continuum and spectral lines AND as a function of polariza- 
tion and orbital phase. Indeed these locations could be determined from IDI 
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observations on the GI2T which has a Wollaston-based polarimeter coupled 
to its spectrograph (Mourard et al. 1998). 
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Fig. 3. Top: long term Ha V/R variability of ¢ Tau. The continuous line corresponds 
to the fit of an amplifying sine wave after 1988. Bottom: photometric data from 
the Hipparcos mission. Note the relatively good correlation between the V/R and 
photometric cyclicities. 

4.3 Interferometry and long term Be variability 

One of the long standing problems of Be stars (Teltiug et al. 1994) has been 
their observed cyclic V/R variability (V/R: Violet to Red intensity ratio of 
spectral emission profile wings). The V/R cycles are on the order of a few 
years, rarely exceed ten years and can be followed/preceeded by active pe- 
riods where the Be star presents LBV-like eruptions (Marlborough 1997). 
Plausible scenarios accounting for V/R cyclicity have only recently emerged 
from theoretical studies of global oscillations of Be star equatorial disks (Pa- 
paloizou 1992, Okazaki 1997). Following our earlier suggestion (Vakili et aL 
1994) to check such theories against OLBI observations and using GI2T in- 
terferometry of ~ Tau on November '93 and October '94, we determined the 
apparent motion of a prograde density wave in the equatorial disk of this Be 
shell star (Fig. 2). For our epochs of observation ~ Tau presented Ha V/R 
values of 0.57 and 1.26 (derived from the GI2T's spectrograph itself) which 
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nicely agreed with those of Guo and co-workers' spectroscopy until '93 (Guo 
et al. 1995). Using these data, we derived a 3.1 years cycle for ¢ Tau's V/R 
variability in the range of the predicted values by the one-armed oscillation 
theory. We used the 58 ° elongation angle of ~ Tau given by the Mark III in- 
terferometer (Quirrenbach et al. 1997) and phasing our interferometric data 
of '93 and '94 with the V/R cyclicity, determined the absolute positions of 
the enhanced density region across the equatorial disk of this Be shell star. 
The scaled geometry of ~ Tau projected on the sky plane is depicted in Fig. 2. 
Our GI2T findings agree surprisingly well with Hipparcos photometric data 
obtained during '92 and '93. Indeed, the partial eclipse expected to occur 
when the high density equatorial region passed behind the central star of 

Tau, thus increasing its apparent magnitude (Mennickent et al. 1997) is 
visible on Hipparcos wide band photometry (Fig. 3). 
This isolated result clearly shows that patrol OLBI observations must be ap- 
plied to other objects, specially to pole-on Be stars like y Tau, for which V/R 
variability cannot, or very hardly, be detected by spectroscopy. However, in 
order to interpret OLBI observations in terms of physical parameters of these 
stars, adequate models including hydrodynamics and radiative transfer cou- 
pling should produce interferometric observables from monochromatic maps 
across emission lines (Stee et al. 1995). 

5 D i s c u s s i o n  

The few results outlined above demonstrate that a number of important dis- 
coveries can be foreseen from the operation of optical synthesis arrays like the 
VLTI, CHARA and the Hawaii Keck interferometer in the coming decade. 
Meanwhile, the use of a full-fledged GI2T and its spectro-polarimetric focal 
instrument should bring new insights to the understanding of hot luminous 
stars and the physics of their winds. Hereafter is a non exhaustive list of 
problems that OLBI could adress: 
a)Determination of the size of Be underlying (flattened?) stars: this is pos- 
sible by spectrally resolved interferometry of photospheric absorption lines 
using earth-rotation synthesis (a 3 telescope interferometer is more efficient). 
b)Detailed imaging of Be star equatorial disks and their kinematics: this 
is better done using the dignosis value of optically thin FeII emission lines 
(Hanuschick '96) and also carrying simultaneous visible and infrared OLBI. 
c)The role played by NRP and magnetic activity in the variability of massive 
star winds: this is possible with mas resolution to sound the inner regions of 
the wind in Balmer series and spectral lines of He, Si, O, C, etc.. 
d)Multiplicity of massive stars: interferometry can detect unseen companions 
and "weight" the individual masses. For close binaries the detailed geometry 
of the system can be mapped as a function of orbital phase to better under- 
stand mass exchange mechanisms for instance. 
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e)Direct detection of inhomogenities at the basis of massive star winds (like 
for P Cyg): this probably needs OLBI observations to be alerted by spec- 
t ro /pho tomet ry  to follow the spatial change and location of the inhomogene- 
ity until its effect, if any, becomes observable at lower spatial resolutions 
achievable by HST or adaptive optics on 4-8m class ground telescopes. 
f)Last but not least, for a number of luminous hot stars OLBI can di- 
rectly determine parameters like R and L of the Wind-Momentum Relation 
l ~ I v ~ R  °'5 c< L x as defined by R. Kudritzki during this colloquium. 
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for Magnetic  Fields in Hot  Stars 
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Abst rac t .  Attempts at achieving direct detections of magnetic fields in hot stars 
are reviewed. The techniques used in these observations and their analysis are 
described, with emphasis on the physical situations to which they are relevant. 
Results of projects carried out in the last couple of years are reported, and prospects 
for future investigations are briefly considered. 

1 Introduct ion 

As emphasized in many contributions at this meeting, an increasing number 
of observations of hot stars provide indirect evidence that  magnetic fields 
must be present in those stars. Such observations include, for instance, rota- 
tionally modulated winds in O stars, X-ray emission in Be stars, and transient 
features in the profiles of absorption lines in the visible spectrum of Be stars. 
This has triggered, in the last few years, an intensification of the efforts to- 
wards direct detections and measurements of magnetic fields in those stars. 
In this contribution, I review the current status of our knowledge in this area. 

2 Diagnosis  Methods  and Brief  History 

Stellar magnetic fields are accessible to direct observation through the Zee- 
man effect that  they induce in spectral lines. The most straightforward mani- 
festation of this effect is the splitting of the lines into several components. The 
wavelength separation of adjacent split components depends on the atomic 
properties of the levels involved in the considered transition, but  typically is 
of the order of 4.6710 - t3  ~2 (H}, where A is the nominal wavelength of the 
transition (expressed in/~) and (H) is the mean magnetic field modulus (in 
G), tha t  is, the line-intensity weighted average over the visible stellar hemi- 
sphere of the modulus of the magnetic vector. Hence for a line at, say, 5000/~, 
the separation of magnetically split components per kG of field strength is 
of the order of 10 -2 ~ or, in velocity units, 0.6 km s -1. Not only can this 
effect be observed only in spectra recorded at sufficiently high resolution 
of stars with fairly considerable and uniform 1 magnetic fields, but  also it 

1 If there is a wide dispersion of field strengths over the stellar surface, the con- 
tributions to the observed line coming from different parts of the stellar surface 
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may easily be smeared out through broadening of the magnetically split line 
components by other effects such as, primarily, Doppler effect due to stellar 
rotation and/or local atmospheric motions. In the kind of stars considered 
in this meeting, such motions are often quite significant and ruin virtually 
every chance of direct observation of magnetic line splitting. 

In principle, even when magnetic line splitting cannot be directly ob- 
served, it remains possible to detect stellar magnetic fields from observations 
of the differential broadening effect tha t they  induce in lines of different mag- 
netic sensitivity. This approach has been successfully applied to a number of 
stars, mostly either active late-type stars or magnetic Ap and Bp stars. But 
again, its suitability for the study of the stars of interest at this colloquium 
is limited. Indeed, although it should in principle be possible to diagnose the 
magnetic field from only two lines of very different magnetic sensitivity, in 
practice, our ability to do this is limited by the uncertainties introduced by 
possibly unrecognized effects that may alter the shapes of either of the two 
lines and may be misinterpreted as due to a magnetic field. This possibility 
appears especially critical for hot stars with extended atmospheres, where 
different lines are often formed at different depths, possibly in different ve- 
locity fields, with different departures from LTE, etc. The usual workaround 
is to use a larger number of lines (ideally, a statistically significant sample) 
for the differential magnetic broadening study. This workaxound is bound 
to be much less successful for hot stars than for solar-type or Ap stars, the 
spectra of which contain an incomparably larger number of lines suitable to 
magnetic field diagnosis. 

Therefore, the best chances for a successful diagnosis of the magnetic 
fields of hot stars rest on the exploitation of the polarization induced in the 
spectral lines by the Zeeman effect. To first order, the result of the latter is a 
shift in the wavelength of the centre of gravity of a line between observations 
performed in right and left circular polarizations (RCP and LCP, resp.). The 
order of magnitude of this shift is 9.34 10 -13 A2 (Hz), which at first glance is 
similar to the separation of adjacent components of resolved lines. However, 
there are two differences. First, rather than splitting within a line, the effect 
is, in the present case, the global shift of a whole line. The latter is much 
easier to detect than the former, because in particular other effects affecting 
the line shape are essentially similar in both circular polarizations, hence do 
not mask the magnetically induced differences between the latter. Yet, while 
the magnetic splitting is proportional to the mean field modulus (H}, the ob- 
served wavelength shift between RCP and LCP is proportional to the mean 
longitudinal field (Hz). The latter is the line-intensity weighted average over 
the visible stellar disk of the component of the magnetic vector along the 
line of sight. Due to its vectorial nature, this average will differ from zero 

will be characterized by different line splittings, which once integrated over the 
visible stellar disk may broaden the split line components to such an extent that 
they are no longer resolved. 
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only provided that the star's magnetic field has a suitable large-scale organi- 
zation: for complex field structures (e.g., such as in the sun), where the star 
is covered by a large number of small regions where fields of opposite po- 
larities but similar strengths prevail, the contributions of these small regions 
to the disk-integrated spectral lines average out to a large extent, so that 
the lines show no net wavelength shift between RCP and LCP. Admittedly, 
in some circumstances (thanks, e.g., to different rotational Doppler shifts of 
regions of different field polarities), higher-order effects may still detectable 
as differences between the line profiles recorded in RCP and LCP: this possi- 
bility, which anyway involves significant additional complexity, will be briefly 
considered later in this contribution. 

The observation of global wavelength shifts between spectral lines recorded 
in RCP and LCP (and the related applications, such as Balmer line photopo- 
larimetry: see Landstreet 1982) has been so far the main source of stellar 
magnetic field measurements. The vast majority of the stars in which defini- 
tive magnetic field detections have been achieved through this technique are 
Ap and Bp stars. These stars have magnetic fields which, in first approxima- 
tion, are nearly dipolar; the dipole axis is generally inclined at some non-zero 
angle with respect to the stellar rotation axis. This simple dipolar field struc- 
ture is a very favourable one for the observation of a global wavelength shift 
of disk-integrated spectral lines between RCP and LCP. 

The lower temperature limit of the magnetic Ap star phenomenon lies 
around spectral type F0 and is understood to result from the onset in cooler 
stars of significant convection in outer layers. There is no such discontinuity 
in the stellar physical properties towards the high temperatures: therefore it 
appears rather natural, in a first step, to try to detect magnetic fields in hot 
stars through the techniques that have been successfully applied for Ap and 
Bp stars. In particular, the hottest magnetic Bp stars currently known are of 
spectral type B1, and there is no reason to believe a priori that large-scale 
organized magnetic fields and/or chemical photospheric peculiarities should 
not exist in higher-temperature stars. It has, more plausibly, been argued that 
there must be less detections of such phenomena in the hottest B stars and in 
O stars than in lower-temperature stars as a result of the combination of the 
smaller total number of OB stars and of the increased difficulty to detect fields 
and spectral anomalies in them, due to the specific characteristics of their 
spectra (low density of spectral lines, broadened and/or distorted by various 
dynamical effects). Accordingly, all the early attempts at detecting magnetic 
fields in hot stars have aimed at determining their mean longitudinal mag- 
netic field from the wavelength shifts of their spectral lines between opposite 
circular polarizations. H.W. Babcock had investigated approximately a dozen 
Oe/Be stars in his seminal survey of stars in search of magnetic fields (Bab- 
cock 1958): two of them only showed fairly doubtful hints of the presence of a 
magnetic field. Among the various attempts made since Babcock's work until 
the last couple of years, some of the best ones (with measurement uncertain- 
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ties of the order of 100 G or less) include the work of Barker et al. (1981) 
on the O4ef star ~ Pup, Landstreet's (1982) investigation of a sample of ap- 
parently normal upper main-sequence stars, and the study of a sample of Be 
stars by Barker et al. (1985). Neither of these (nor any of the contemporary 
works not explicitly listed here) yielded any definite field detection. 

3 R e c e n t  S e a r c h e s  f o r  M a g n e t i c  F i e l d s  i n  H o t  S t a r s  

Not only do the attempts at magnetic field detections in hot stars described 
in the previous section all aim at exploiting the same manifestation of the 
Zeeman effect, but also they all were made using basically only two types of in- 
struments. One is the original Babcock-type photographic Zeeman analyzer, 
through the use of which two high-dispersion stellar spectra corresponding to 
incoming light of opposite circular polarizations are simultaneously recorded 
next to each other on a photographic plate. The other is the Balmer line pho- 
topolarimeter, which transmits alternatively to a photomultiplier tube RCP 
and LCP light issued from a narrow region of the wing of a Balmer line of 
hydrogen, isolated by use of an interference filter. The difference between the 
signals corresponding to incoming RCP and LCP is computed on the fly by 
the electronics associated with the photomultiplier tube, which is equivalent 
to measuring the wavelength shift of the line between the two polarizations. 
While the Babcock-type analyzer suffers from the inherent limitations of the 
photographic plate in terms of noise, the achievable ratio between polari- 
metric signal and noise in Balmer line photopolarimetry is limited by the 
smallness of the former, as a result of the fact that Balmer lines are very 
broad in early-type stars. 

In recent years, however, a number of new instruments have entered into 
operation, through which high resolution spectra are recorded simultaneously 
in two mutually orthogonal (circular or linear) polarizations on a CCD, hence 
combining the strengths of the Babcock-type and Balmer line analyzers and 
overcoming their limitations to a large extent. Several of these new instru- 
ments have been used by various groups for studies of magnetic fields of hot 
stars: the Zeeman analyzer of the ESO CASPEC spectrograph (described by 
Mathys and Hubrig 1997), the polarimeter built in Meudon for use on vari- 
ous spectrographs (Donati et al. 1997), the MuSiCoS spectropolarimeter at 
the Pic-du-Midi Observatory (Donati et al. 1998), and the William-Wehlau 
spectropolarimeter (Eversberg et al. 1998). 

In parallel, new methods have been developed for the analysis of the data, 
which allow one not only to interpret the global wavelength shift of lines be- 
tween RCP and LCP, but also to exploit the additional information that may 
exist in differences between the shapes of the lines in the two polarizations. 
These techniques have already proved successful in works on other types of 
stars. The Zeeman-Doppler imaging (Semel 1989) has allowed Donati et al. 
(1990) to achieve the first spectropolarimetric determinations of magnetic 
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fields in active late-type stars. The moment technique (Mathys 1988) has 
proved quite effective in providing new constraints on the geometrical struc- 
ture of the magnetic fields of Ap and Bp stars (Mathys 1993). A first glimpse 
of the large potential of the least-square deconvolution method has been given 
by Donati et al. (1997). On the basis of these positive results, these new tech- 
niques appear very promising for studies of hot star magnetic fields. They 
only start to be applied in such studies, but this is undoubtedly one of the 
ways to go for the future. Yet, until now, most of the results obtained with 
the new generation instruments have followed from the classical approach of 
measuring the wavelength shifts of lines between RCP and LCP. These recent 
results are briefly reviewed below. 

The hot star for which the largest number of attempts at detecting a 
magnetic field have been made in the last few years is definitely the O7V star 
01 Ori C. The interest for this star has been triggered by the reports by the 
Heidelberg group that it shows a phenomenology very similar to that of mag- 
netic oblique rotators of the Ap and Bp group, such as, in particular, periodic 
variations of line intensities. This raised high hopes that 01 Ori C might be 
the first representative of the long sought after hot extension of the magnetic 
chemically peculiar A and B stars into the O spectral type class. Should 
this be the case, the star would logically be expected to harbour a strong, 
roughly dipolar magnetic field. However, the attempts made by Donati and 
Wade (1998) with MuSiCoS, Eversberg et ai. (1998) with the William-Wehlau 
polarimeter, and myself with various collaborators using CASPEC (Mathys 
et al., in preparation), all yielded null measurements of the mean longitudinal 
field, with typical uncertainties of the order of 250 G. Donati and Wade com- 
pute that, for a dipolar field geometry, this corresponds to an upper limit of 
the polar field strength of 1.6 kG. Incidentally, these authors also detected a 
strong circular polarization of the continuum, which definitely does not arise 
from a magnetic field but whose origin remains for the time being an enigma. 
Another promising candidate, the 07.5 giant ~ Per, whose wind undergoes 

cyclical variability, has been observed at the CFHT through Balmer line pho- 
topolarimetry by Henrichs et ai. (1998), who failed to detect a longitudinal 
magnetic field with l a  error bars of the order of 70 G. 

Lex Kaper and myself conducted a search for magnetic fields in a sample 
of 10 fairly slowly rotating O stars of various types, using CASPEC spectra. 
We determined the longitudinal fields with, in the best cases (half of the 
sample) l a  uncertainties of the order of 250-300 G, but we failed to achieve 
any definite detection. Some marginal measurements (between 2 and 30) 
suggest that weak fields might nevertheless possibly be present, which could 
become detectable through a fairly modest improvement (say, a factor of 2) 
of the measurement accuracies. A more detailed account of this work will be 
given in a forthcoming paper. 

The above-described investigations of O stars were aimed at detecting 
global fields with sufficient organization at the scale of the whole star: in that 
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respect, they were quite similar to the older studies such as those mentioned 
in Sect. 2. In such a study based on Balmer line photopolarimetry,  Barker et 
al. (1985) had derived an upper limit of 250 G for the longitudinal field of 
the Be star A Eri. However, these observations hardly constrain the possible 
existence of localized magnetic fields, which are often assumed to be respon- 
sible for the occurrence of transient phenomena in the spectrum of this star, 
such as ephemeral "dimples" or weak emissions in the line He I A 6678 and in 
other He I lines. H this interpretation is correct, detection of such localized 
fields should in principle be achievable by observations of the line transients 
that  they trigger, since the latter should indeed arise from the location of 
the confined magnetic spot, without dilution from the rest of the stellar disk. 
An a t tempt  to apply this approach, made by Myron Smith and myself with 
CASPEC, was severely hampered by bad weather conditions, and the small 
number of observations that  could actually be performed did not allow us to 
follow any transient from its appearance to its disappearance. However, some 
transients were observed for part  of their existence. The analysis of these data  
is still in a rather preliminary stage. So far no clear evidence of detection of 
a magnetic field has been obtained, but final, more quanti tat ive conclusions 
require further analysis work. 

A definite detection in a class of stars not previously known to harbour  
magnetic fields has been achieved by Donati (1998), who applied the least- 
square deconvolution technique to measure a longitudinal field of the order 
of 50 G in the Herbig Ae star HD 104237, thereby confirming the reality of 
a marginal detection achieved earlier (Donati et al. 1997). However, Herbig 
Ae stars are admittedly somewhat cooler than the vast majori ty of the stars 
of interest at this meeting. 

4 P r o s p e c t s  a n d  S u g g e s t i o n s  f o r  F u t u r e  W o r k  

The almost entirely negative outcome of the at tempts  made so far to detect 
magnetic fields in hot stars with non-axisymmetric and /o r  variable winds 
may seem discouraging. Should one jump to the conclusion that  these stars 
do not have magnetic fields and give up all a t tempts  to detect the latter? 
In my opinion, this would be premature: there are a number of reasons to 
believe that  magnetic fields may indeed be present in hot stars although they 
have so far escaped detection. 

On the one hand, magnetic fields have definitely been observed in a num- 
ber of helium peculiar stars between spectral types B1 and B6. These stars 
do have t rapped circumstellar plasmas and non-asymmetric winds governed 
by their magnetic fields (Shore 1998 and references therein). Their  mass-loss 
rate may be lower than in the most extreme objects discussed in this collo- 
quium, but  they certainly have much in common with the latter in terms of 
underlying physics. Yhrther interest arises from the fact tha t  some at least 
of these stars may not be just  oblique magnetic rotators,  as widely accepted 
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in the classical view that  their group constitutes a hot extension of tha t  of 
the magnetic Ap stars, but that  instead they may be the first examples of 
an entirely new class of magnetic stars, in which the observed magnetic vari- 
ations are due to stellar pulsation and not the result of the changing aspect 
of the visible stellar hemisphere as a result of stellar rotation. Arguments 
supporting this view come from the fact tha t  the magnetic variations of the 
B2p He strong star HD 96446 are inconsistent with the oblique ro ta tor  model 
(Mathys 1994). 

On the other hand, the upper limits derived so far for the magnetic fields 
of hot stars are not yet low enough to be inconsistent with the magnetic field 
intensities advocated to explain various observational manifestations taken 
as indirect evidence of the presence of fields. Achievement of bet ter  sensi- 
t ivity in searches for magnetic fields may well allow detections to be finally 
made. While for cooler stars, such improvement has often been achieved by 
the simultaneous consideration of more spectral lines, in the present case, it 
should rather  come from higher signal-to-noise single line observations. Po- 
tential progress may also come from detailed studies of the polarized line 
profiles, in the eventuality that  the fields of hot stars have structures sig- 
nificantly more complex than those of the magnetic Ap and Bp stars. In 
summary, there remain a wealth of directions to be explored, and whether 
they eventually lead to magnetic field detections or not, they will without 
doubt yield new and deeper insight into the physics of the considered stars. 
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Discuss ion  

T. Eversberg:  The Landstreet equation is used for absorption-line stars. Is 
it reasonable to apply this formalism to emission lines coming from expanding 
winds? 
G. Mathys :  Yes, polarisation effects due to the magnetic field are similar 
in emission or in absorption. However, emission likely originates from higher 
layers than absorption. Due to magnetic flux conservation, magnetic fields in 
regions where emission lines are formed should be weaker than in the regions 
of formation of absorption lines: accordingly, it is probably even more difficult 
to detect a magnetic field in emission lines than in absorption lines. 

C. Rodrigues:  Why couldn't cyclotron emission explain the high circular 
polarisation of 01 Ori C? 
G. Mathys :  To achieve the observed level of continuum circular polarisa- 
tion by a cyclotron effect, the magnetic field would be so strong that the 
lines would be badly distorted: this is not observed. 

P. Stee: Maybe the proper technique will be to observe with the VLTI in 
polarised light, because the global polarisation can be zero whereas locally 
you can have a polarisation of 100 %. 
G. Mathys :  I agree. 

A. Moffat:  What is the typical S/N you have in your spectra to search for 
circular polarisation? Why not go for several 1000? 
G. Mathys :  The spectra that I discussed have S/N ratios of ,-~400. It is 
limited by the instrumental configuration used, in particular the inter-order 
scattered light of the non-dispersed echelle format. For hot stars, the broad 
wavelength coverage provided by this format is not a strong asset, since only 
very few diagnostic lines are available in any case. Accordingly, it might be 
preferable to observe a single line or a very limited number of lines in a 
restricted wavelength range with a standard spectrograph. The instrumental 
signature in the latter can probably be handled better, which would allow 
one to achieve higher (very high) S/N, which of course is desirable. 
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A b s t r a c t .  We present Hc~ observations of the inner region of the HR Carinae 
nebula. The inner nebula looks clumpy and material appears to be present only to 
the east of the central star. A jet-like filament stretches away from the central star 
to the southeast. 

HR Car, one of the few known galactic Luminous Blue Variables (LBVs), 
was originally reported to be surrounded by an "arc-shaped" nebula with a 
jet-like feature by Hutsemdkers & Van Drom (1991). Later imaging revealed 
a bipolar morphology. Filamentary structure is evident over the 19" × 37" 
extent of the bipolar lobes with the SE lobe most prominent (Weis et al. 1997, 
Nota et al. 1997). Spectroscopic observations of the SE lobe show blue-shifted 
radial velocities up to 100 kin s -~ while the NW lobe shows red-shifted radial 
velocities of the same magnitude. The bipolar nebula is oriented at 125-135°E 
of N in the plane of the sky-it  is tilted between 40°and 60°into the plane of 
the sky. The innermost part  of the nebula was first identified by Clampin et 
al. (1995) as the "waist" of the bipolar nebula-similar to the corresponding 
feature found in ~? Car. Figure 1 (left) shows the nebula as seen from the 
ground with coronography (Clampin et al. 1995). Figure 2 (left) shows the 
model of the bipolar nebula including the equatorial waist (adapted from 
Nota et al. 1997). 

Ha  images of HR Car were obtained during 1996 using the HST instru- 
ment configuration of WFPC2+F656N.  Observations were separated in t ime 
such tha t  the nominal roll of HST had changed by 22 °. Multiple exposures at  
each epoch were combined to remove cosmic rays. The complex background 
caused by the bright central source was first modeled and then subtracted.  
Field stars were used to rotate and align the images from the two epochs. By 
combining two images with different orientations we were able to remove the 
HST secondary spider shadows from the images and were forced to mask out 
only the central region of the image where the CCD was saturated. 

LFrom the most recent HST observations of HR Car, the inner nebula 
appears clumpy. Figure 1 (right) shows the innermost 17" of the HR Car 
nebula as seen by W F P C 2 - t h e  central star is centered in the circular masked 
region. We have measured four of the largest clumps of material in the waist; 
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the clumps have masses of: A-0.07, B-0.02, C-0.01, D-0.04 M®. The four 
clumps account for about half of the total mass, 0.40 M®, of the inner nebula 
based on integrated H a  measurements. Figure 2 (right) shows the individ- 
ual clumps. The apparent "clump" marked with an asterisk is actually a 
previously identified star (Hutsem@kers & Van Drom 1991). 

Fig. 1. Inner HR Car nebula: (left) ground-based image of HR Car bipolar nebula. 
(right) HST WFPCII image of HR Car inner nebula. 

The inner nebula is arranged asymmetrically around the central s ta r -  
material is visible only to the east of the central star. The visible material 
appears roughly elliptical in shape shape with a size of 3" × 6" and an 
orientation roughly E of N. The asymmetric distribution of material near 
the central star is curious but  not inconsistent with it being the waist of the 
bipolar nebula. If the visible portion represents only part  of the waist, an 
elliptical fit to the structure of the complete waist agrees with the equatorial 
plane being tilted into the plane of the sky about  58°-consistent with the 
range of tilts for the lobes of the bipolar nebula (see figure 2). In addition, 
the orientation of the elliptical fit on the sky (30 ° ) is in gross agreement with 
the polarization results of Clampin et al. (1995). 

The expansion time scale of the inner nebula is comparable to that  of 
bipolar nebula. The nebular expansion velocity is 100 km s -1 yielding a 
dynamical time scale of 5 x 103 years for the bipolar nebula (Nota et al. 
1997). The dynamical time scale for the clumps in the inner nebula (about 
3" away from the central star) is about  1.6 × 103 using an average velocity of 
50 km s -1 taken from previous spectroscopic observations of the nebula (Nota 
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et al. 1997). The agreement of these two time scales is, in turn, consistent 
with the identification of the inner nebula as the waist of the bipolar nebula. 

A jet-like filament (JLF) is evident emanating from the direction of the 
central object. The filament extends to at least 8" from the central star and 
has an orientation of 140°E of N-both the JLF and the bipolar nebula are 
arrayed in the same direction in the plane of the sky. This filament points 
directly at the rather unusual "fork-shaped" filament associated with the SE 
lobe of the bipolar nebula-apparently bisecting the tines of the fork. Previous 
spectroscopic measures that coincide with the location of the JLF show high 
velocity blue-shifted components along the filament of 50-100 km s -1 up to 
10 " away from central object (Nota et al. 1997). Figure 2 shows the location 
of the JLF in the sky as welt as in the model of the nebula. 

Fig. 2. HR Car Nebula Model: (left) Schematic of bipolar nebula. (right) Identifi- 
cation of major clumps and jet-like filament in HR-CAR waist. 

R e f e r e n c e s  
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Discuss ion  

N. Trams:  The TIMMI images of HR Car (Voors et al. 1997) I showed in 
my talk yesterday show not only the small inner nebula, but also evidence 
for emission from the other side of the central star, which would be coming 
from the backside of the "waist" of the bipolar nebula. 
R. Waters :  The HST images nicely confirm the presence of the asymmetric 
inner nebula, which was discovered by Voors et al (1997). The IR images 
show the innermost part of the nebula (< 2 ") and clearly demonstrate that 
the orientation of the inner nebula is similar to that of the outer nebula. 

Peredur Williams and Stephen White 
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Abs t r ac t .  We introduce a new polarimeter unit which, mounted at the Cassegrain 
focus of any telescope and fiber-connected to a fixed CCD spectrograph, is able to 
measure all Stokes parameters I,  Q, U and V photon-noise limited across spectral 
lines of bright stellar targets and other point sources in a quasi-simultaneous man- 
ner. We briefly outline the technical design of the polarimeter unit and the linear 
algebraic Mueller calculus for obtaining polarization parameters of any point source. 
In addition, practical limitations of the optical elements axe discussed. We present 
first results obtained with our spectropolarimeter for three prototype hot-star. 

1 The  polar imeter  unit  

The newly built Wil l iam-Wehlau-Spectropolarimeter  (WWS) 1, a collabora- 
tion between the University of Western Ontario,  Brandon University and 
Universitd de Montrdal, consists of two rota table  quarter-wave plates (QWP, 
as retarder)  and a Wollaston prism (as beam-spl i t ter  and double-beam po- 
larizer), leading light from stellar point sources via a double fiber-feed into a 
fixed CCD slit spectrograph.  
Figure I shows the basic design of the polar imeter  unit. 
The  WWS is designed to be mounted at the ~ f /8  Cassegrain focus of medium 
or large size telescopes. The principle light track: 

Input  aper ture  (pinhole) --~ Collimator --~ Glan-Taylor  pr ism (removeable, 
produces 100% linearly polarized light) --~ Two rota table  Q W P ' s  (achromatic,  
PC controlled) -~ Wollaston prism (beamsplit ter)  -+ Camera  -+ Twin optical 
fibers -+ Spectrograph slit -~ CCD. 

1 The original PI for this instrument, William H. Wehlau, unfortunately passed 
away in February 1995. We wish to express our deepest respect for his high level 
of competence and leadership during the planning and early construction stages 
of the spectropolarimeter that now carries his name. 
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collimator Glan-Taylor Wollas~n 
prism prism camera 

telescope \ (removable) (fixed) I 
f°xcus \ / ~ / °rdinary beam 
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/ I " ~ ' - [ ~ '  ~ , ~  I ~  . - ' y  tothe 
~ ? L _ _ : ~ - - t "  \ spectrograph 

qu,arter-wave extraordinary beam 
plates 

aperture (independently rotatable) 

Fig. 1. Simple sketch of the William-Wehlau-Spectropolarimeter. 

The independent rotation of the QWP's  relative to the Wollaston prism 
determines the polarization components that  are being measured. The spec- 
t ra  of the light from each fiber are imaged so that  they are parallel and 
adjacent, with sufficient space between them on the CCD detector  of the 
spectrograph. The two components can be combined over an observing se- 
quence to obtain all four Stokes' parameters,  tha t  fully define the polarization 
of the light. When the light is dispersed by the spectrograph, the polarization 
of the starlight may be calculated as the wavelength-dependent quantities 
I(A), Q(A), U(A) and V(A) via the Mueller calculus. For a full description of 
the instrument, the Mueller calculus and the data  reduction, we refer to Ev- 
ersberg (1998a, PASP, in press). We refer to Serkowski (1974, in: Methods of 
Exp. Phys, Vol. 12, Chap. 8) and the references therein as a basic source for 
the description of the Mueller calculus and different optical devices in this 
nomenclatura. 

2 T e c h n i c a l  p r o b l e m s  a n d  f i r s t  r e s u l t s  

We report  some basic problems with our instrument: 

M i n o r :  S L I G H T  D E P E N D E N C E  OF RETARDATION T ON Q W P  POSITION 

ANGLE ¢. The QWP frames (worm-gears) as well as some QWP crystal layers 
are tilted with respect to the instrumental optical axis. This introduces a 
wobbling effect which can be corrected with a parametric  fit for T(¢). This 
is clearly a manufacturing problem and airspaced QWP's  are recommended 
to remedy this problem. 

M a j o r :  Stochastic broadband polarization variability Q, U and V due 
to small variations in overall illumination of the two fibers, whose spatial 
surface sensitivities are never perfectly uniform (see also Donati et al. 1997, 
MNRAS, 291,658, who report  the same problem). As a consequence we can 
neither measure absolute values for Q, U and V nor the polarization angle 
at the sky. Smoothness of fiber apertures can possibly remedy this behavior. 
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Fig .  2. Lef t :  T o p  p a n e l :  Position angle dependence of the re tardat ion T(¢) with 
100% linear input  polarization (Glan-Taylor prism). C e n t e r  p a n e l :  X 2 fit with 
fixed r = 87.5 °. B o t t o m  p a n e l :  Parametr ic  fit with ~-(¢) as indicated. R i g h t :  
Seven consecutive sequences of ~y Cas during one night at Mont M~gantic Observa- 
tory. 

The position angle dependence of the re tardat ion T(¢) and a parametr ic  fit is shown 
in Fig. 2 (left). An example for consecutive sequences of Stokes Q, U and V is also 
given in Fig.2 (right). 
As a consequence, we cannot estimate the exact continuum polarization. For this 
reason we simply subtracted a fit to the original individual 
Stokes Q, U and V spectra  in each sequence and thus neglected broadband po- 
larization, when combining sequences to get rectified mean q(A), u(A) and v(A) 
spectra. 
We confirm previous results by Poeckert & Marlborough (1977, ApJ,  218, 220) for 
the Be star  -y Cas, find a feature in Stokes v consistent with the measured magnet ic  
field of Be = 28000 G, in the Ap star  53 Cam (Borra & Landstreet  1977, ApJ ,  
212,141) and report  newly observed line effects in q and u in the W R + O  star  
~,2 Vel (Eversberg et al. 1998b, submit ted  to ApJ) .  

F ig .  3. Lef t :  Stokes q, u and v for the Be  star  7 Cas. C e n t e r :  Stokes v for the 
Ap star  53 Cam. R i g h t :  Stokes q, u and v for the W R ÷ O  binary ,y2 Vel. Nightly 
average intensity spectra are at the bo t tom of each panel. 
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Discuss ion  

H .  H e n r i c h s :  How does your instrument  compare with the MUSICOS po- 
lar imeter  in te rms of efficiency and throughput?  
T .  E v e r s b e r g :  You have to remember  tha t  MUSICOS uses an echelle spec- 
t rograph.  Considering this, the efficiency and throughput  is comparable.  Of 
course, we lose light with the fibers, but  to use a polar imeter  at the cassegrain 
focus and measure in high resolution mode we need them to feed a coud@ spec- 
t rograph.  

F .  Vaki l i :  The next step to spectropolarimetric  observations is to add spatial  
resolution. With  this in mind, we have equipped our GI  2T optical interfer- 
ometer  with polarimetric equipment.  
T .  E v e r s b e r g :  Exactly. This is already shown by the B jo rkman/Qui r renbach  
paper  and I think tha t  this should be developed further. 

R .  I g n a c e :  In your test  observations of 53 Cam, the V feature appears  to be 
a marginal  detection to my eye (i.e., the error bars are large compared  to the 
feature). If you did not know a magnetic  field was present, would you claim 
to have detected one from your data? And to what  confidence level? 
T .  E v e r s b e r g :  As far as I remember,  the result is f rom a 5-hour exposure 
and for this a high level of confidence is not reachable. John Rice modelled our 
observations, but  I do not know the result so far. In general, as I mentioned 
in my talk, we need big telescopes for detecting circular polarisation in an 
accurate  way. 

Thomas Eversberg and Gautier Mathys 
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1 Introduct ion 

Merits and limitations are discussed of using an inferential inverse, as opposed 
to the usual model-fitting, approach to diagnose stellar wind structure.  We 
aspire to encourage the stellar wind community to use inversion ra ther  than 
forward modelling by making it clear what inversion means, when and why 
it is valuable, and by giving examples of successful applications. 

A sub-discipline of astrophysics advances beyond the discovery era as 
the quality of data  moves from single numbers (flux, colour, size) to well 
measured functions or data  strings g(y) (e.g., light curves or spectra where g 
is flux and y is time or wavelength). As the precision ~g/g and the resolution 
~y/y improve, we progress from data  gathering and qualitative description to 
quantitat ive modelling in terms of some relevant source model function f (x ) ,  
describing source "structure" in some sense. In general g(y) and f(x) do not 
correspond one-to-one but rather f maps to g in a "convolved" (sometimes 
complex and non-linear) way through the radiation processes, while f itself 
may be a combination of important  source properties. Here we consider only 
the simplest situation (though our arguments can be generalised) where the 
relationship is of the linear integral form 

g(y) = IC[.f(x);y] = f f(x)g(x,y)dx,  (1) 
JD (Y) 

where the operator function/C represents the emission physics which we as- 
sume known. The diagnostic problem is to determine as much as possible 
about  f(x) within the noise and resolution limits of the data  g(y) and the 
smearing effect of K(x, y). 

2 F o r w a r d  and Inverse Approaches 

The forward approach to (1) is to formulate some parametric  empirical or 
(deductive) physical "model" for f(x) and adjust parameters to yield the 
best fit to g(y). This is the approach mostly, and often solely, used in astro- 
physics. Its principal merits are simplicity and the ability to deal readily with 
problems where ~ is complex or even where (1) is nonlinear, such as in full 
radiative transfer. When data  are of moderate accuracy and resolution, it is 
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the sensible approach. It suffers, however, from insufficiently recognised dan- 
gers of non-uniqueness of the f(x) it yields. Though a "best" fit parametric f 
can always be found, a wide range of f ' s  may yield a statistically acceptable 
fit, a possibility which should always be assessed by finding the confidence 
band of f within the errors. Moreover, the parametric form adopted for f 
may be restrictive, thereby giving a narrow parameter confidence interval on 
f(x) that  seems very good, whereas a wholly different parametric form of f 
might fit the data  equally well. In Popperian terms, the data  is not providing 
a critical test of the model hypothesis, goodness of fit being highly misleading 
(Craig and Brown 1986). 

In the inverse approach, no parametric restriction is placed on f(x) but 
rather we invert (1) to infer a model f inductively from g or, formally 

f(x) = ]~--1 [g(y); X], (2) 

though an explicit form for ](:-1 may not exist. In practice g is measured as a 
discrete data  vector g and f is similarly represented by f while ~ is replaced 
by a matrix K so that  (1) and (2) become 

g -- Kf ;  f -- K-lg .  (3) 

This inverse formulation is valuable first because (2) yields an unrestricted 
solution for f(x) from g(y) alone, based solely on data  rather than assump- 
tions (other than in the adopted form for the radiation process K).  Second, 
the non-uniqueness in f becomes fully transparent since, if g is not model 
sensitive, ]C is correspondingly near singular and )E -1 produces large magni- 
fication of errors in g when data are inverted to yield f ,  whose spread is then 
explicit. 

These advantages are only achievable when data  are of sufficient resolu- 
tion and accuracy for (2) and (3) to be really meaningful. This situation is 
reached only at quite advanced stages of astrophysical studies. For example, 
the inversion of the bremsstrahlung spectral problem by Brown (1971) (when 
data had typically 10% accuracy and 30% resolution) only recently became 
tenable via large, high resolution, Ge detectors with accuracy and resolution 
of order 1% (cf., Thompson et al 1991). The magnified errors in f caused by 
]~-1 must be suppressed by incorporating some a priori smoothing condition 
on the inversion (cf., Craig and Brown 1986), but this is under our explicit 
control and not hidden in parametric assumptions. The main limitation is 
that  simplifying assumptions may have to be made to formulate the inverse 
problem explicitly. 

3 E x a m p l e s  

Here we simply list a few examples of stellar wind structure problems in 
which the inverse approach has been shown to be valuable. 
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a) Polarisation and Stellar Occultation of Non-axisymmetric Disks: Fox and 
Brown (1991) showed how the 2-D density structure of rotating disk fea- 
tures such as CIRs could be inferred from time variability of the Stokes 
Parameters of scattered stellar continuum emission. 

b) Spectropolarimetric Line Profiles of Disk Scattered Stellar Lines: Brown 
and Wood (1994) inverted the equations for the profiles of scattered stel- 
lar lines to yield the velocity structure of rotating or expanding disks. 
The complicating effect of thermal smearing of these profiles (Wood and 
Bjorkman 1995) can be dealt with as an extra convolution. 

c) Polarimetry and Spectrometry of Episodic Mass Loss: Brown and Wood 
(1992), Calvini et al (1995), and Piana et al (1995) derived variations in 
rate and oblateness of stellar mass loss transients by deconvolving these 
from light curves of continuum scattering polarisation and absorption line 
strength. 

d) Mean Wind Velocity Structure v(r) from Line Profiles: Shapes and inten- 
sities of wind emission profiles depend on v(r). Brown et al (1997) and 
Ignace et al (1998a,b) obtained line profile inversions in several cases, 
including stellar occultation which improves the inversion. 

With ever better stellar wind data in the temporal and spectral domains, 
the value of inverse diagnostic techniques over model fitting has reached the 
stage where they should be more fully exploited. 

Acknowledgements-This work is supported by PPARC Standard and Visitor 
Grants and by a NATO Collaborative Research Grant. 
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D i s cu ss ion  

A. Sapar :  The inverse solution of the radiative transfer equation in its inte- 
gral form belongs to the class of ill-posed problems in mathematics  and its 
application is in the present case limited to optically thin media. What  are 
the maximum values of optical depth for which the method can be applied 
successfully? 
J .  B r o w n :  Most inverse problems in radiative transfer are (because of the 
e -~ factor) like the Laplace transform, whose inversion is indeed very ill- 
posed. Even severely ill-posed problems can be solved by regularisation meth- 
ods, so the issue is not really that  of a maximum optical depth but ra ther  
what is the best resolution achievable for the source function. For the Laplace 
problem this is only 2 or 3 points per decade for typical da ta  accuracies. 

John Brown and Huib Henrichs (Joseph Cassinelli in the background) 
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Abs t r ac t .  Numerous models have been developed during the last two decades 
which try to fit a small number of "classical" observables as closely as possible (i.e 
Ha  line profile and continuum energy distribution or polarization data). Neverthe- 
less, little has been done to include High Angular Resolution Observations (HARO) 
in simulations in spite of the fact that such data can strongly constrain radiative 
wind models. In the following, we shall review recent results coming from HARO of 
active B stars and we shall focus on our radiative wind model for active hot stars 
which integrates these measurements. 

In order to interpret  HARO, we have built a lat i tude dependent  radiat ive 
wind model which produces both spectroscopic, photometric ,  and interfero- 
metric  synthetic da ta  tha t  have been compared to our interferometric obser- 
vations. The line force in our model is the same as tha t  used by Friend & 
Abbot t  (1986), but  we introduce a varying contribution of thin and thick lines 
from pole to equator  by adopting lati tude dependent radiat ive parameters .  
We have performed a numerical calculation for parameters  characterist ic of 
the Be star  7 Cas. Our main results are summarized in Table 1 (from Stee 
1996). This model indicates that  a radiative wind, driven mainly by optically 
thin lines at the equator,  is a likely scenario for 7 Cas. This is discussed 
in greater depth in Stee et al. (1995). We have also studied the rotat ional  
component  of the wind in the envelope of q, Cas and we have found tha t  it 
must  be close to Keplerian rotat ion (Stee, 1996). A global picture of ~/ Cas 
circumstellar environment is shown in figure 1. 

We have carried the first spectrally-resolved observations of ~/Cas in the He I 
A6678, and H/3 emission lines using the GI2T (Stee et al., 1998). We con- 
cluded tha t  the Hi3 emitt ing region must  be smaller than  8.5 stellar radius 
and close to 2.3 stellar radii in He I A6678. This is, for He I A6678, smaller 
than  the nearby continuum extent. These results confirmed the ~/Cas basic 
parameters  for this star  obtained by Stee et al., 1995 (see Table 1). A picture 
of 7 Cas as a function of line and wavelengths is shown in figure 2. 
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T a b l e  1. Parameters and results for 7 Cassiopeiae (from Stee 1996) 

Parameters 
Spectral type B0.5IVe 
Effective temperature 25000 K 
Mass 16 M® 
Radius 10 R® 
Stellar angular diameter 0.45 mas 
Luminosity 3.5104 L® 
Vsin i 230 km s -  1 
Inclination angle i 45 ° 
Results 
Polar terminal velocity 2016 km s -~ 
Polar mass flux 1.7.10 -v  Mo yr -1 sr -1 
Equatorial terminal velocity 200 km s-1 
Equatorial mass flux 5.1.10 - s  Mo yr -1 sr -1 
Mass loss rate 3.2 • 10-7MQ yr -1 
Ha  major axis 17 stellar radii 
Ha  oblateness 0.72 
Ha  extension 4 mas 
Mass of the disk 6.4 • 10 - s  M o 

A model for y Cassiopeiae 

Optically lhid[ lines 

Y~t rmUatlve ~'iod (20(~lkm/~) 

U.V lines 

Kepl~iaa 
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F i g .  1. A p ic ture  of  "y Cas c i rcumste l la r  env i ronmen t  f rom a compar i son  

be tween  our  rad ia t ive  wind mode l  and  high angula r  reso lu t ion  observa t ions .  
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Finally our results show that a lemniscat-shaped circumstellar envelope (ax- 
isymmetric thin envelopes at the inner edge and thick at the outher rim) is 
completely inappropriate for 7 Cas (see for instance hydrostatic disks models 
proposed by Hanuschik, 1996). Moreover, a theoritical study by Stee (1998) 
on B[e] supergiant disks seems to discard the "wind-compressed disk" (WCD) 
model proposed by Bjorkman & Cassinelli (1993) as a possible senario for the 
envelope of these supergiants. 

], 

Stellar lle 6678 480 am 650 m III~ He~ 

2R 2:3R : 2'8R 3.5R <~.SR 18R 

0,45 0.51 0~3 0,78 <151 4.0S {m~a} 

Fig. 2. A schematic view of V Cas as a function of wavelength from our 
model according to GI2T observations. These envelope wavelength dependent 
shapes are projections onto the sky plane. The generic "slide-calliper" mimics 
the N-S orientation of GI2T's baseline. 
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D i s c u s s i o n  

T.  E v e r s b e r g :  Wha t  is the principle idea to solve the baseline accuracy 
problem on very large scales like the ear th 's  orbit? 
P. S tee :  The technique (which is effectively applied on ground-based inter- 
ferometers: Mark III ,  P T  I at Palomar,  etc.) is a nano-metr ic  laser-metrology, 
which in addition to a "dual feed" possibility (a bright reference s tar  in the 
field of view) make micro-arcsecond interferometry foreseeable in the next 
decade. 

A.  C h a l a b a e v :  Your model is in contradiction with the major  observational 
discovery made by the Petrov group, namely tha t  the envelope of 0/ Cas is 
not centered on the B star, but on an unseen object.  
P. S tee :  The  results presented by the Petrov group in the thesis by Sanchez 
are not really convincing; it is not possible to explain these observations 
with any model, even if 7 Cas is not centered on the B star. Concerning 
the new results you mentioned: I am not aware of them, as they are not yet 
published in any refereed paper.  However, having a photocenter  displacement 
with respect to the star  does not mean tha t  the ma t t e r  is not centered on 
the star. 

Michael Marlborough, Philippe Stee and Farrokh Vakili 
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Abstract.  We discuss the wind-compressed disk (WCD) model and its ability to 
produce disks in the outflows from rapidly rotating stars. In particular, we discuss 
the recently discovered non-radial force components that may inhibit the formation 
of the disk and present preliminary investigations of the ionization distribution and 
associated line profiles in the WCD model. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Perhaps the most compelling cases for aspherical mass loss in luminous hot 
stars are the Be and B[e] stars. Be stars are near-main-sequence stars that 
have circumstellar disks as evidenced by their double-peaked Ha profiles as 
well as their intrinsic polarization properties (see K. Bjorkman; these pro- 
ceedings). Another class of stars possessing circumsteUar disks are the LMC 
B[e] supergiants identified by Zickgraf et al. (1985, 1986). Like Be stars, B[e] 
stars have a two-component outflow (a high speed, high ionization state wind 
in combination with a dense, low speed, low ionization state disk). In addi- 
tion to Be and B[e] stars, there have been suggestions that some Wolf-Rayet 
stars have equatorial density enhancements (to explain their intrinsic polar- 
ization), and the bi-polar shape of the nebula surrounding the LBV r/Carinae 
(the so-called homunculus) can also be explained by the presence of a pre- 
existing disk in the LBV wind (Frank et al. 1995). How such disks may form 
is not entirely clear, but Be stars are rapid rotators. In their study of rotating 
stellar winds, Bjorkman and Cassinelli (1993) have shown how rotation can 
naturally lead to the production of a dense equatorial disk via a mechanism 
they call the Wind-Compressed Disk (WCD) model. 

2 W i n d  C o m p r e s s i o n  

In a rotating two-dimensional axisymmetric model, the wind streamlines do 
not spiral outward on surfaces (cones) of constant latitude, as is often as- 
sumed. Instead they bend toward the equator due to the centrifugal and 
Coriolis forces. 

Consider the forces acting on the fluid. For an axisymmetric geometry, the 
pressure gradient only has r- and 0-components. Although the 0-component 
is large at the stellar surface (to enforce hydrostatic equilibrium), it drops 
rapidly beyond the sonic radius. The other forces are gravity and radiation, 
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Fig. 1. Orientation of the orbital plane for a streamline originating at a polar angle 
80. The streamline labeled (a) is a case with a high rotation rate and the streamline 
labeled (b) denotes a low rotation rate. (Figure from Bjorkman and Cassinelli 1993.) 

which are central forces. Thus, beyond the sonic point, there are no external  
torques, so both the 0- and C-components of the velocity are determined by 
angular momentum conservation and the streamlines are free particle t rajec-  
tories corresponding to the external forces (radiation and gravity).  

2.1 O r b i t a l  P l a n e  

Much can be learned about  the location of the streamline by utilizing the 
fact tha t  gravity and radiation are central forces. Like a Keplerian orbit,  
the streamline lies in an orbital plane, containing the center of the star, the 
initial location, and velocity vector, Vo (see fig. 1). To find the streamline 
trajectories,  we simply rotate  the Friend and Abbot t  (1986) 1-d solution in 
the equatorial plane up to the initial lati tude of the streamline and adjust  
the rotat ion velocity by V~ot --+ Vrot sin 00. 

Figure 1 shows two trajectories labeled (a) and (b), tha t  correspond to 
different initial conditions. Trajectory (a) has a slow initial acceleration and 
occurs when there is a large rotat ion rate. Trajectory (b) has a fast initial 
acceleration and occurs when there is a slow rotat ion rate. Note tha t  as 
t ra jec tory  (a) orbits around the star, it has a decreasing altitude, z, and 
eventually crosses the equator. 
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2.2 Di sk  F o r m a t i o n  

Unlike a non-rotating stellar wind (where the streamlines are radial) the fluid 
elements in a rotating wind tend to orbit the star. Thus material from high 
latitudes orbits toward the equator where it collides with material from the 
opposite hemisphere. Since the flow velocities are supersonic, this collision 
results in a pair of shocks above and below the equatorial plane. Between 
the shocks, the shock compression produces a thin, dense, wind-compressed 
disk. Thus the primary effect of rotation is not to change the total  mass loss 
rate from the star; instead it redistributes the mass loss such that  most of 
the mass lost from the stellar surface is funneled into the small solid angle of 
the equatorial disk (typically the opening angle, HWHM, of the disk is only 
about 3°), which results in the equatorial disk being about  100 times more 
dense than the polar outflow. 

To form the shock-compressed disk, the star must rotate  fast enough that  
the streamlines a t tempt  to cross the equator. Thus there is a minimum stellar 
rotation speed, above which a disk forms, and the rotation threshold depends 
on how rapidly the wind is accelerated. Below this rotation threshold there 
is still some compression toward the equator, but it only produces a mild 
density enhancement (typically less than a factor of 10). To distinguish these 
two classes of equatorial density enhancements, we call the rapidly rotat ing 
shock compression disks "WCDs", while the cases with rotat ion speeds below 
the disk formation threshold, we call "wind compressed zone" (WCZ) models. 

2.3 B i s t a b i l i t y  M e c h a n i s m  

Although rotat ion typically does not appreciably change the mass flux from 
the stellar surface, there is an important  exception that  occurs for B[e] stars. 
This exception is the bistability mechanism discovered by Pauldrach & Puls 
(1990) in their study of the mass loss from P Cyg (see Lamers; these proceed- 
ings). They were studying the effect of lowering the surface gravity (i.e., in- 
creasing the stellar radius) on the mass loss rate from the star. They found for 
an effective temperature  of 19000K, that  when the surface gravity dropped 
below loggefr = 1.6, there was a sudden increase in the mass flux (about a fac- 
tor of 3) and a corresponding decrease in the wind terminal speed. This was 
at t r ibuted to the wind becoming optically thick in the photoionizing Lyman 
continuum, which produces a shift in the ionization balance that  changes the 
number of optically thick driving lines in the wind. 

This discontinuity in the terminal speed has now been observed in B 
supergiants by Lamers, Snow, & Lindholm (1995). They find that  earlier 
than l o g T ~  = 4.3 the data  are consistent with v~/Vesc = 2.7, and later 
than that  v~/vesc drops to 1.3. They also find that  there may be a second 
bistability jump at log Te~ = 4.0 where v~/v~sc becomes as small as 0.7. 

Since B[e] stars have effective temperatures near the bistability jump, 
Lamers & Pauldrach (1991) investigated how it may effect the outflow from 
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B[e] stars. They supposed that  the star is rapidly rotating and gravity dark- 
ened and estimated the hydrogen Lyman column density as a function of 
latitude. They found that  the star could be optically thin in the polar re- 
gions and optically thick in the equatorial latitudes. Thus the bistability 
jump could occur at some mid latitude, producing denser slower outflow in 
the equatorial zones, which they argue could be responsible for the B[e] phe- 
nomenon. Since the bistability jump is not that  large, the density contrast  
from pole to equator in their models is probably at most about  a factor of 
10. 

Lamers and Pauldrach did not include the 2-D wind compression effects 
mentioned above. Although we will not a t tempt  to quantitatively combine the 
bistability mechanism with the wind compressed disk model, it is nonetheless 
interesting to explore how the two models may interact with each other. If 
bistability occurs at low latitudes, then the outflow originating at low lati- 
tudes has a smaller-than-expected terminal speed and larger mass flux. This 
implies that  the low latitude flow will be more slowly accelerating, which will 
increase the wind compression effects and lower the threshold stellar rotat ion 
speed for forming a disk. On the other hand, wind compression effects increase 
the low latitude densities, which increases the Lyman column density for two 
reasons. First, the larger density increases the recombination rates, which 
lowers the hydrogen ionization fraction and increases the Lyman bound-free 
opacity. Second, the increased optical depths in the equator prevent the pho- 
toionizing flux from reaching the equator and redirect it poleward, since the 
light will tend to diffuse out the path of least resistance. Decreasing the pho- 
toionizing flux also increases the Lyman bound-free opacity, so both  these 
effects imply that  the bistability mechanism will occur more easily in the 
presence of wind-compression effects. Since wind-compression enhances the 
likelihood of bistability and bistability enhances wind compression, there is 
now the possibility of feedback that  will enhance the disk density even more 
than one would naively think. Whether  or not such a runaway could occur 
requires detailed computations that  we will not at tempt.  Here we will merely 
use bistability as a mechanism for motivating the possibility tha t  the low 
latitude outflow may have terminal speeds as small as v ~ / V e s  c : 1.3. 

2.4 Di sk  F o r m a t i o n  T h r e s h o l d  

Since the disk is formed from the low latitude outflow, we use the low lati tude 
terminal speed, v~/Vesc = 1.3, to determine the disk formation threshold, 

(Yrot~ : {0.3 (~--3), 
Vcrit / th 0.8 (Z = 0.8), (1) 

where ~ is the velocity law exponent (i.e., v = vo + [v~ - v0][1 - R/r]~). 
Since we do not know how rapidly a bistable wind accelerates, we have chosen 
both a slow (fl = 3) and a fast (/~ - 0.8) acceleration to illustrate the possible 
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range. Using a typical supergiant escape speed (240 km s -1) to determine the 
critical speed Ycri t  = Yesc/V~, the required rotation speed to form a WCD is 

(Vrot)th = { 40kms-1 (/~ = 3), 
l lOkms -1 (/~ = 0.8). (2) 

These values imply that it is relatively easy to form a disk, especially if the 
wind is slowly accelerating (~ = 3). 

2.5 Non-radia l  Forces 

Recently, Owocki, Cranmer, & Gayley (1996, OCG) have questioned whether 
or not a WCD can form in a line driven wind as originally proposed by 
Bjorkman & Cassinelli. The radiation force that drives the wind has non- 
radial components arising from three effects: 1) The penetration probability 
]~ = [1 - -  e x p ( - - T ) ] / 7 - ,  where the Sobolev optical depth r c< 1/Idv/dl I. Since 
the velocity gradients are asymmetric with respect to the radial direction, the 
absorption of stellar photons produces a retarding torque that reduces the 
rotation of the wind. 2) Similarly, the absorption asymmetry also produces 
a 0-component of the force directed away from the equator. 3) A rotating 
star is oblate and gravity darkened. Although the pole is brighter than the 
equator, the increased solid angle subtended by the equator causes the net 
radiative flux vector to have a 8-component away from the equator. All three 
of these effects produce a non-radial component of the force that reduces 
the amount of wind compression. Although these non-radial forces are an 
order of magnitude less than the radial component of the radiation force, 
they are comparable to the net radial force, because the radiation force only 
marginally exceeds the force of gravity. Consequently, OCG find that the 
non-radial forces produced by these three effects inhibit the formation of a 
WCD. However, we should also keep in mind that non-radial forces are not 
necessarily bad; it depends on their direction. For example, if the terminal 
speed were to increase toward the equator instead of decreasing (as usual), 
then the direction of the non-radial forces would be toward the equator, 
enhancing the disk (see Puls; elsewhere these proceedings). 

OCG use the Castor, Abbot, and Klein (1975, CAK) parameterization 
of the line driving force as modified by Abbot (1982), which uses a (pho- 
tospheric) core and (optically thin) halo approximation for the photoion- 
ization balance of the wind. In OCG's calculation of the WCD inhibition, 
they assume that the wind is smoothly accelerating (so that the Sobolev 
approximation determines the radiation force) and that the CAK parame- 
ters (k, cq 5) are constant throughout the wind. As we discussed earlier, an 
optically thick disk redirects photoionizing radiation away from the equa- 
torial regions producing lower ionization states. There is also observational 
evidence for latitudinal ionization gradients in the winds of rapidly rotating 
stars (Bjorkman et al. 1994), and in the next section we will see that the 
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wind can dramatically increase its ionization state as the wind moves away 
from the star. This position dependence of the ionization balance implies tha t  
the CAK force parameters are not constant throughout  the wind as assumed 
by OCG. Although changing the force parameters (k, (~, (f) will not alter the 
direction of the non-radial force, it could seriously change its magnitude. For 
example, if the ionization balance shifts to drastically decrease the radiation 
force shortly after the wind is initiated, then gravity will dominate thereafter,  
and a WCD will form. Similarly if the wind driving lines become optically 
thin, the escape probability is isotropic, so there would no longer be any 
non-radial force components (unless the star is oblate). Finally if the wind is 
clumpy and not smoothly accelerating, the radiation force is no longer deter- 
mined by the Sobolev approximation; it is determined instead by the physical 
geometry of the clump. The acceleration of the clump depends inversely on 
its mass; thus, if the clump is massive enough and forms close enough to the 
star (so that  its outward velocity is less than the escape speed), then grav- 
ity would dominate, causing the clump to orbit/fall  into the disk according 
to the WCD mechanism. The above issues indicate that ,  to determine when 
and where WCDs form, it is essential that  we perform detailed calculations 
of the wind dynamics and ionization to determine how the CAK parameters  
(k, c~, (1) change with location in the wind. 

3 W C D  I o n i z a t i o n  

To begin a preliminary investigation of the ionization distribution within the 
WCD model, we employed MacFarlane's NLTE wind ionization code, which 
is a spherically symmetric model using the Sobolev approximation for the 
line transfer (MacFarlane et al. 1993). For this initial a t tempt  to calculate 
the 2-D ionization distribution, we used a piecewise spherical approximation; 
i.e., a series of spherically symmetric models, one for each latitude. 

3.1 Ionization Distr ibut ion 

Figure 2 shows the ionization fraction of N v, C w, and Si Iv throughout  
the wind of a B2.5 IV star rotating at 80% critical with an X-ray emission 
measure of 1053 am -3, which corresponds roughly to L x  ~ 103° ergs -1, 
the maximum B star X-ray luminosity observed by ROSAT (Cohen et al. 
1997). Note that  as the wind moves away from the star, Si IV is rapidly 
ionized (between 1 and 2 stellar radii). At large radii, Si vI and Si vii  are the 
dominant states. Similarly, there is a latitudinal ionization gradient. Since 
Si IV is below the dominant state, it is enhanced in the denser equatorial 
regions. Conversely N v, which is above the dominant state, is enhanced at 
the poles and destroyed near the equator. Finally although C IV is mostly 
produced close to the star (from 1.1 to 2 stellar radii), it does persist to large 
radii (albeit at somewhat low levels). It is also enhanced near the equator,  
but  destroyed in the disk. 
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Fig. 2. WCD Ionization Fractions. Shown are the ionization fractions, q, of N v 
(top), C Iv (bottom left), and Si Iv (bottom right) as a function of position, 
l o g ( r / R  - 1), and co-latitude, 0. 

3.2 L ine  P r o f i l e s  

Figure 3 shows the UV resonance line profiles associated with the WCD ion- 
ization fractions shown in Figure 2. These profiles were calculated using a 
Monte Carlo simulation that  properly accounts for non-monotonic velocity 
fields and any associated non-local coupling of the diffuse radiation between 
common point surfaces in the WCD model. It also includes a realistic line 
blanketed stellar photosphere for the lower boundary. Note that  the Monte 
Carlo simulation includes stellar rotation and that  the small spectral features 
in the calculated profiles are rotationally broadened photospheric features and 
are not "statistical noise" in the simulation. 

The solid profiles are for edge-on (i = 90 °) observers, while the dashed 
profiles are for pole-on (i = 0 °) observers. Note that  the blue edge of C IV 
and N v is quite sharp (because the ions persist to large radii) and that  the 
polar edge velocity is larger than the equatorial. This is because the terminal 
speed of the wind decreases toward low latitudes. On the other hand, Si Iv 
has a shallow return to the continuum without a sharp blue edge and no 
emission. Surprisingly, the polar edge velocity of Si Iv is s m a l l e r  than the 
equatorial edge velocity (opposite to the trend with C iv and N v). This 
peculiar behavior is a result of two factors. First, Si IV is destroyed close to 
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Fig. 3. WCD Line profiles. Shown are the resonance line doublet profiles of N v 
(top), C IV (middle), and Si Iv (bottom) for a pole-on observer (dotted line) and 
an edge-on observer (solid line). Shown below each profile is the input stellar pho- 
tospheric spectrum. 

the star, which explains the shallow return to the continuum without  a sharp 
blue edge. I t  also explains the lack of emission as a result of occultat ion by 
the star. Second, Si Iv is below the dominant  ionization stage and is enhanced 
near the equator.  Thus Si ]v persists to larger radii in the equator  than  in 
the pole. As a result it can absorb to higher velocities in the equator  than  in 
the pole despite the fact tha t  the wind terminal  speed is lower in the equator.  
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4 C o n c l u s i o n s  

The ionization distribution clearly shows a large sensitivity to location in 
the wind. In particular the rapid ionization destroying Si Iv close to the 
star while creating Si VII far away implies that  the CAK line parameters are 
very likely to change quite dramatically. In general we expect that  the large 
increase in ionization state implies that  most strong lines will exist in the 
EUV where there is very little stellar flux. The remaining lines in the Balmer 
continuum are likely to be weak optically thin lines. Thus we speculate that  
the line driving will shift from strong lines to weak lines causing a decrease in 
the CAK parameter a quite close to the stellar surface. Whether this could 
remove the disk inhibition by non-radial forces remains to be seen. 
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Discuss ion  

A. Fe ldmeie r :  You mentioned that  the azimuthal velocity law in the disk is 
non-Keplerian. Can you actually specify v¢(r)? Shouldn't  it drop faster than  
l / r ?  
J .  B j o r k m a n :  It depends on how the low specific angular momentum mate- 
rial mixes as it is added to the disk. Numerical simulations by Owocki show 
that  v¢ in the equator does in fact fall as l / r ,  so this mixing must not be large. 

A. M a e d e r :  The simple application of the wind momentum-luminos i ty  re- 
lation, 1~I voo = L/c,  suggests an enhanced equatorial mass loss rather than 
the opposite. This is because the local luminosity on the right side goes like 
the effective gravity, while the terminal velocity goes like the square root of 

geff. 
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J .  B j o r k m a n :  As you suggest, using the yon Zeipel theorem to obtain the 
radiat ion flux vs. lat i tude can cause the polar mass loss ra te  to be  larger 
than  the equatorial one. Stan Owocki has studied this effect and the results 
depend on the value of the CAK parameter ,  which determines the scaling of 
the mass flux vs. radiative flux. He finds tha t  indeed the polar mass loss ra te  
can exceed the equatorial  one. 

H .  H e n r i c h s :  Since Be-star  disks are time-variable, your new considerations 
tha t  make the disk exist or not strongly improve the chances tha t  the WCD 
model is applicable to such systems. May I encourage you to consider the 
implications of these "other effects", in particular what  the relevant t ime 
scales are to build up or destroy a disk. 
J .  B j o r k m a n :  Since the model is a t ime-independent model, any t ime de- 
pendence must be put  in by hand. For example, one can vary the input 
parameters  to get t ime variability. The t ime scale for variability is the radial 
flow time scale in the disk which is of the order of a few days. Any longer 
t ime scale would have to arise from the input parameters .  

Alexander Fullerton and Derck Massa (Jon Bjorkman in the background) 
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Abs t rac t .  The present state of modelling radiatively driven stellar winds from 
rapidly rotating stars is reviewed. Various processes affecting the actual, still con- 
troversial wind structure are highlighted, in particular non-radial line-forces and 
gravity darkening, and useful scaling relations are provided. The importance of ac- 
counting for consistent NLTE line-forces depending both on the actual density struc- 
ture and radiation field (as function of latitude and radius) is stressed, and some 
independent test calculations confirming earlier numerical results are reported. 

1 G e o m e t r y  a n d  b a s i c  a s s u m p t i o n s  

In the following, we consider a spherical co-ordinate system with unit vectors 
(ee, e¢, er),  where the polar unit vector e0 is directed towards the equator 
(right-handedness). The co-ordinate 0 denotes the co-latitute, i.e., 0 = 0 
at the pole. Our basic assumption concerns the symmetry of the system, 
which we require to be axisymmetric. Thus, all derivatives with respect to q~ 
vanish identically in the equations of continuity and momentum (comprising 
gravity and radiation forces) and the hydrodynmical variables (p, v0, v¢, vr, p) 
become a function of (0, r, t) only. The plasma is considered as isothermal at 
temperature  Teff, which closes the system (5 variables, 5 equations) if the 
appropriate boundary conditions including stellar rotation are specified. 

2 1 - D  s o l u t i o n  i n  e q u a t o r i a l  p l a n e  

The basic effects of rotation on a radiation driven wind can be studied most 
simply by considering only particles in the equatorial plane (cf. Friend & 
Abbot t  1986 and Pauldrach, Puls L: Kudritzki (PPK) 1986). With the as- 
sumption of a purely radial line acceleration, the angular momentum re- 
mains conserved (only central forces), and the rotational speed is given by 
v¢(r) = Vrot (R. )R. / r .  Thus, the usual equation of motion is modified by the 
centrifugal acceleration only, which leads to an effective gravity of G M(1  - 
/ ' ) / r  2 (1-  ~2 R./r), where F accounts for the Thomson-acceleration and g2 is 
the ratio of rotational speed at the surface Vrot (R.) to the break-up velocity 
Vcrit = Vesc/x/~, with Vesc the photospheric escape velocity. 

Without  rotation, the mass-loss rate of radiation driven stellar winds 
scales as (cf. PPK,  Kudritzki et al. 1989, Puls et al. 1996) 
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Fig. 1 .  Influence of rotation on /~/ and voo for particles in the equatorial plane. 
Stellar model: "generic Of V star" (cf. PPK) with V c r i t  : 690 km/s. Fully drawn: 
exact solutions; asterisks: scaling relation for ~/ (Eq. 2); dashed: new scaling re- 
lation for Voo (Eq. 4, ~3 = 0.8); diamonds: simple scaling relation for voo (Eq. 3); 
triangles: scaling relation for voo by Friend & Abbott (1986) 

1~ o ( (kL)  1/~' (M(1 - F))  1-1/~', a '  -- a - 6 (1) 

with luminosity L and the usual force-multiplier parameters (k, a,  6). Since 
the critical point of the equation of motion (determining M) remains close 
to the stellar surface if the so-called "finite disk correction factor" is included 
into the radiation force (PPK),  i.e., R./rcrit ~ 1, the only difference induced 
by rotation is the modification of the effective mass by roughly a factor of 
(1 - Y22). Thus, we expect the mass-loss rate to scale with 

/~r(/2) =/~/(0)(1 - f22) 1-1/~' (2) 

A comparison with the "exact" solution obtained from the code developed 
by P P K  confirms the validity of this expression (Fig. 1). Since the scaling 
law for the terminal velocity (without rotation) suggests a proport ionali ty 
voo c( Vesc o( (M(1 -- F))  1/2, the most simple idea to include rotat ion is 

Voo(/2) = Voo(0)(1 - ~2)½ (3) 

A slightly more refined investigation accounting for the change of /~r  and 
the decreasing influence of the centrifugal support  in the outer  wind leads 
to a more complicated expression, where x = voo(f2)/Voo (0) results from the 
solution of the non-linear equation 
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V2sc ~ V2sc 
x 2 ---- (1 -- f22)t-"'x2~-~ (1 + 2~3v~(0)' 2/3v2(0) ' (4) 

which collapses to Eq. 3 for small values of Vesc/Voo(O) and cf. (~ ~ 0.7. . .  1.3 
is the exponent of the typical velocity law valid for radiation driven winds). 
A comparison of both relations with the exact solution as well as with the 
expression provided by Friend & Abbott (1986) is given in Fig. 1. 

3 W i n d  c o m p r e s s e d  d i s k s  a n d  z o n e s  

The details of rotationally induced wind compressed disks (WCDs) and wind 
compressed zones (WCZs) (Bjorkman & Cassinelli 1993) are reviewed by J. 
Bjorkman elsewhere in this volume. The basic idea follows again from the 
assumption of purely radial line forces. Thus, the specific angular momentum 
is conserved not only for particles in the equatorial plane, but for all parti- 
cles, and their motion is restricted to the orbital plane to which they belong 
(tilted by an angle of co-latitude 00 from which they start). Furthermore, 
pressure forces are negligible in the supersonic region, and the free flow of 
the particles can be simulatedby a corresponding 1-D treatment as above, 
however, of course, with a centrifugal acceleration modified for the actual 
azimuthal velocity in the orbital plane, re(r) = v¢(O = 7r/2, r)sin00. Thus, 
the mass-loss rates and terminal velocities for particles starting at 0o follow 
the same scaling relations as above, however with ~2 replaced by (~  sin 0o)2: 
M increases and v~ decreases towards the equator! In the course of the par- 
ticles' motion, their azimuthal angle q~(r) in the orbital plane is changing, 
and they are deflected towards the equator. If ~ becomes larger/equal ~r/2, 
the particles would cross the equator, where they collide supersonically with 
particles from the other hemisphere: finally, a wind compressed disk is formed 
by this process. (For further consequences, cf. Bjorkman, this volume.) If we 
assume a/~-law for the radial velocity component, vr (r) = voo (1 - b / r )  ~ with 
b derived from the minimum velocity at r = R,, we find for the asymptotic 
azimuthal angle 

1 R, vrot(R,)sinOo(l_~,)l-Z, (5) 
4~(r -+ c~) = /3-  1 b v~(0o) : 

which immediately suggests that disk formation or a significant compression 
towards the equator can occur only under the following conditions (~5~ has to 
be large): large vrot, small v~, fiat velocity field, i.e., large ft. It is important 
to realize that models with a typical velocity law (~ = 0.7. . .  0.8) give rise to 
only weak compression factors unless the ratio v~/vrot is extremely low. 

Using the same assumptions as outlined above (radial line force), Owocki, 
Cranmer & Blondin (1994) confirmed the analytical WCD model by perform- 
ing time-dependent hydrodynamical simulations. Their results were, except 
from some interesting details, in good agreement with the predictions by 
Bjorkman ~ Cassinelli. In order to obtain a compressed disk, however, they 
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had to use a fairly small value of c~' = 0.35, (a = 0.51,(~ = 0.16), since for 
larger values the radial velocity gradient became too large to lead to disk 
formation, in agreement with the above constraints. 

4 N o n - r a d i a l  l i n e  f o r c e s  

All results derived so far rely on the assumption of purely radial line-forces, 
implying the conservation of angular momentum. The line acceleration, how- 
ever, is a vector quantity, defined per line by (in the Sobolev limit and ac- 
counting for an optically thin continuum) 

grad(r) _ 2L(r)  L I * ( n ) n l  --e--'--~s(~'")dw" r s ( r , n )  = :~L(r))~ (6) 
cp(r) o  s(r,n) ' In" V ( n v ( r ) ) l '  

where )(L is the frequency integrated line-opacity, wc the solid angle sub- 
tended by the stellar disk, I ,  the stellar intensity, TS the Sobolev optical 
depth and the denominator of Ts contains the directional derivative of the 
local velocity field. From Eq. 6, it is obvious that  non-radial components of 
grad are present under two conditions: either the stellar intensity depends on 
direction (next section), or Ts depends on direction. Note, that  in the latter 
case f o r / ,  = c o n s t  only optically thick lines induce non-radial components, 
which are then proportional to asymmetries in the derivative. Speaking in 
physical terms, the resulting accelerations depend on the differences in both 
intensities and optical depths along the various contributing lines of sight. 

Let us first consider the azimuthal component g$. For this quantity, the 
directional derivative can be written as f r  + sin qa rf°(v~/r)~ where f r  is the J \  O r  2 '  

usual symmetric radial component,  and sin ~o is proportional to the azimuthal 
component of n (defined in the same sense as ~). Thus, the direction of the 
resulting azimuthal acceleration depends only on the sign of O(vv/r)/Or, 
which is negative in all cases of rotational laws slower than solid rotation. As 
a result, even for a symmetric core intensity (i.e., only radial fluxes), optically 
thick lines induce an acceleration antiparaUel to e~, i.e., a spin-down of the 
wind and loss of angular momentum. This effect was firstly investigated by 
Grinin (1978). For a further discussion, see Owocki et at. (1997) and Owocki, 
this volume. 

With respect to go, the argumention is analogous. The decisive term 
in the velocity gradient inducing the required asymmetry is given here by 
r°(V~/r) + ~roo, where the second term is the important  one. As long as 
the radial velocity law at the equator is slower than in polar regions - an 
almost inevitable consequence of rotation due to the reduced escape velocity 
o( ( 1  - ~22 sin 2 0 )  1/2 - ,  this gradient is negative, implying a larger total  
directional derivative (including the symmetric radial component) towards 
the pole than towards the equator: Again, go is anti-parallel to co!  Note, 
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that  this direction could be only reversed if the radial expansion at the pole 
were slower than at the equator. 

Finally, by summing up the contribution of all lines (via folding with 
the line-strength distribution function), a polewards acceleration is created 
which is sufficient to stop the equatorwards motion predicted by W C D / W C Z -  
models and actually reverses its direction. This result (for details see the 
"stopping length analysis" by Owocki et al. 1997) is the so-called "inhibi- 
tion effect" (Owocki et al. 1996, Bjorkman, this volume), which inhibits the 
formation of a wind-compressed disk due to the reversal of the (supersonic) 
velocities vo, which are directed towards the equator only under the assump- 
tion of purely radial line-forces. 

5 D i s t o r t i o n  o f  the  surface and gravity d a r k e n i n g  

Because of the centrifugal acceleration c< sin O, the surface of the star be- 
comes distorted. The degree of deformation can be calculated by using an ap- 
propriate Roche potential (Collins 1963, Collins & Harrington 1966). Some 
applications are given by Cranmer & Owocki (1995) and Petrenz & Puls 
(1996). Moreover, von Zeipel's theorem may be used (for a discussion, see A. 
Maeder, this volume), which relates the flux and thus the effective temper- 
ature with the effective gravity as function of O. In consequence, the poles 
become hotter and the equator cooler than the average Teff appropriate for 
the stellar luminosity. This change in the radiation field has a number of 
consequences: at first, the ionization/excitation balance becomes a function 
of co-latitude due to the varying radiation field (next section). Second, the 
polar wind plasma is irradiated by a larger flux compared to the equatorial 
one, which enhances the radiative acceleration and thus the expected mass- 
loss from this region. For a wind with typical exponent cd = 0.5 illuminated 
by a uniformly bright disk, the mass-flux varies as 

M(O) o( (1 - ~2 2 sin 2 0)  -1 a '  = 0.5, uniform disk (7) 

(cf. Eqs. 1, 2), i.e., increases from pole to equator. If one accounts for gravity 
darkening, however, L 1/a' -~ (F(O)R2.(O)) 1/~' ,~ (geff(O)R2.(O)) 1/c*', an 
additional dependence on [Meff(1 - /2 2 sin 2 O)] 1/a' is created. In total, we 
find 

/~/(O) oc (1 - J7 2 sin 2 0)  +1 with gravity darkening (8) 

(of. Owocki et al. 1997, 1997a). Thus, the inclusion of gravity darkening 
(increased polar radiation flux) can reverse the situation and leads to a larger 
polar mass-flux. 

Finally, the absorbing lines at mid-latitudes are irradiated by an asym- 
metric intensity, where the polar contribution is stronger and hotter than  
the equatorial one. This effect partially counteracts the optical depth effect 
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Fig. 2. Radiation driven wind models for a rapidly rotating B-star (see text). 
Model paramters (mean values): Te~ = 20,000 K, log 9 = 4.1, R. = 4R®, 
vest --= 690 kin/s, Vrot = 350 kin/s, line force parameters: k = 0.61, a = 0.51, 
5 = 0.16 --+ M = 3 • 10-1°Mo/yr. 
Hydrodynamics: ZEUS-2D (Stone K: Norman 1992). Lower boundary: rotationally 
distorted, stair-casing (Owocki et al. 1994) plus "no slip boundary condition". 

(cf. Eq. 6) and leads to a meridional acceleration go being smaller than  in 
the uniformly bright disk case, however still sufficiently large to induce a 
poIewards directed velocity. 

As a brief summary and as an independent confirmation of the various 
numerical models published so far, Fig. 2 shows three different wind models 
for a rapidly rotating B-star calculated by one of us (P.P.) using the ZEUS-  
2D-code (Stone ~z Norman 1992), accounting for rotational distortion of the 
surface (for details, see caption). The first one (left) displays the formation 
of a wind-compressed disk, if only radial line-forces are accounted for. The 
second one (middle) demonstrates the inhibition effect, if non-radial forces are 
included and a uniformly bright stellar disk is assumed. This model shows 
the largest mass-fiux still at the equator (Eq. 7). Model 3 (right) accounts 
additionally for gravity darkening: Now, the mass-flux is highest at the poles 
(Eq. 8), and the polar velocities (arrows, on scale) are smaller than for Model 
2, in agreement with our reasoning from above. 
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In all calculations performed so far, the total  line force was calculated within 
the force-multiplier concept, where the corresponding parameters were as- 
sumed to be constant throughout the wind, i.e., independent both  of r and 19 
and taken from tables designed to cope with the 1-D situation. One has to 
remember, however, that  these parameters are (or more precisely: should be) 
the result of consistent NLTE-calculations, which are affected by at least two 
processes: i) The O-dependence of both density and illuminating radiation 
field can have a significant effect on the ionization stratification, which in 
turn leads to a variation of the force-multiplier parameters  with respect to 
co-latitude. As an example, Fig. 3 displays the ionizing radiation field for the 
rapidly rotating B-star wind model discussed above, when gravity darkening 
is included. The differences with respect to 19 are largest (.'~ 5000 K) close 
to the surface, where the ionization is controlled by the local radiation field 
e< Teff(19). At larger distances from the surface, the plasma "sees" radiation 
from all angles between pole and equator, so that  the radiation temperatures  
converge to similar values for r --+ c~. ii) Second, the assumption of constant 
force-multiplier parameters as function of r is rather questionable even for 
a uniformly bright disk (cf. Kudritzki et al. 1997). Fig. 4 displays the be- 
haviour of a for a spherical wind in dependence on the optical depth variable 
t c< p/(dv/dr) and different "mean densities" logne/W.  The overall t rend of 
a becoming smaller for decreasing t reflects the decreasing influence of opti- 
cally thick lines on the acceleration, if the wind plasma becomes thinner in 
the course of its outward trajectory. The reader may note, however, tha t  the 
specific behaviour of act ) varies strongly with spectral type and mean wind 
density (i.e., in concert with the dominant ions): one finds also cases with a 
increasing with decreasing t at first, before this behaviour is finally reversed. 

Presently, incorporation of these effects into a consistent 2-D description is 
under way in our working group. A number of simulations for rapidly rotat ing 
O-star winds with significant mass-loss have been performed, to demonstrate  
operation of the basic algorithms. Before specific results can be published, 
however, some final test calculations have to be undertaken. Especially in 
those cases as displayed in Fig. 4, when a is decreasing with t, a number 
of interesting effects are to be expected, since then the acceleration of the 
outer wind (low a) can become too small for the mass-loss rate created at 
the wind base (larger a ) . -  Hopefully, the final simulations will help to answer 
the question concerning the "real" wind structure of rapidly rotat ing winds as 
function of spectral type and luminosity class. Note, however, tha t  magnetic 
fields if present with sufficient strength (cf. Mathys, this volume) could again 
alter the conclusions. 

One of our final goals is the incorporation of continuum optical depth ef- 
fects which in the B-supergiant domain can induce the so-called "bi-stability" 
mechanism (Pauldrach & P u l s  1990). The decisive quantity which controls 
this behaviour is the optical depth in the Lyman continuum, which - for 
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Fig. 3. Ionizing radiation temperature for a rapidly rotating B-star wind model (cf. 
Fig. 2) including gravity darkening, averaged over illuminating disk, as function of 

and height over surface. 

Fig. 4. NLTE-force multiplier parameter a as function of optical depth variable 
t o(p/(dv/dr) for a one-dimensional wind with Tef~ = 20000 K and different "densi- 
ties" log ne/W---11.5 (asterisks), 11.0, 10.5, 10.0, 9.5 (triangles). Illuminating pho- 
tospheric spectrum from Kurucz fluxes (Kudritzki & Springmann, priv. comm.). 

rotating stars and accouting for gravity darkening - depends sensitively on 
rotationally induced variations of wind density and radiation temperature 
and thus becomes a strongly varying function of O (Lamers & Pauldrach 
1991; Lamers, this volume, however also Owocki et al. 1997). Due to this 
behaviour, the bi-stability effect is thought to be responsible for the B[e] 
phenomenon (Lamers & Pauldrach 1991) if the star rotates close to break-up 
and has a rather large (undisturbed) polar mass-loss. It has to be seen if the 
observed bimodal B[e] wind structure (e.g. Zickgraf et al., this volume) can 
be actually explained by simulations accounting for consistent line-forces. 
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Discuss ion  

N. La nge r :  The von Zeipel theorem is based on assumptions which do not 
hold for the luminous stars you consider. It should not be applied to these 
stars. 
J .  Pu ls :  We are well aware of this problem. In our present philosophy, how- 
ever, we regard the temperature difference we obtain from the von Zeipel 
theorem as a sort of maximum effect which has to be investigated. 
A.  M a e d e r :  Corrections to the von Zeipel theorem due to the non-cylindrical 
rotat ion and the fact that  real stars are not barotropic are leading to still 
higher polar flux; thus this would even reinforce the polar mass flux. 
J .  Pu ls :  So, we even have to correct our previous maximum temperature  
difference argument. In this case, the resultant structure would be even more 
elongated in the polar direction. 

Joachim Puls, Gloria Koenigsberger and Wolfgang Glatzel 
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Abst rac t .  Recent work on numerical modelling of radiation-driven disk winds is 
summarised and discussed in the context of extreme B emission line stars. 

1 M o t i v a t i o n  

Bright disks are found in many astrophysical settings: around young stars, 
in AGN, in interacting binaries and, indeed, they probably occur in the ex- 
treme B emission line stars typically classified as B[e] stars. Such disks may 
shine either by virtue of radiative energy generation due to accretion, or as 
a consequence of reprocessing light from a luminous central object tha t  falls 
upon them. In either case, radiative momentum is available to direct a flow 
away from the disk surface. Just as luminous spherical stars can power signif- 
icant mass loss via radiation pressure, provided the stellar luminosity exceeds 
,-~ 0.001LE (where LE is the Eddington luminosity), so too may a circumstel- 
lar disk. The challenge, that  has only recently been met, is to demonstrate  
how this is realised within the more complex disk geometry. 

Our work in this area is now described in three published papers: namely, 
Proga, Stone & Drew (1998); Drew, Proga & Stone (1998) and Oudmaijer  et 
al. (1998). In this short contribution we draw attention to those aspects of 
this work most relevant to the study of luminous hot stars. It  complements 
the efforts in recent years to explain the origin of circumstellar disks in terms 
of either wind compression (see Bjorkman, this volume) or 'bistability' (see 
Lamers this volume). Our philosophy is that  we do not a t tempt  at this stage 
to explain both circumstellar disks and the flows associated with them - 
instead we assume that  an optically-thick, geometrical/y-thin disk exists and 
then numerically model the radiation-driven outflow that  may arise from 
it. Our models will accordingly apply directly where circumstellar disks are 
nearly Keplerian, and a product  of non-radiative dynamical processes (e.g. 
accretion, or excretion as a result of pulsation or prior stellar dynamical 
evolution). 

2 M e t h o d  

Over the past decade or so, there have been several onslaughts on the disk 
wind problem. The majority have been semi-analytic t reatments  (e.g. Vitello 
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&: Shlosman 1988, Murray et al. 1995) tha t  achieved little predictive power. 
Our approach owes most  to the pioneering work of Icke (1981). We have 
adopted a numerical approach similar to his in order tha t  approximat ion  of 
the truly multi-dimensional character of the problem be kept to a minimum. 
We have moved on from Icke's electron-scattering models in tha t  we t rea t  
line-driving using a CAK-like parameter isat ion of the radiative acceleration 
(see Proga  et al. 1998 for details). The hydrodynamical  code we have used 
is a version of ZEUS-2D (Stone • Norman 1992) in which the third spa- 
tial dimension is accounted for by ax isymmetry  and conservation of angular  
momentum.  
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Fig. 1. The velocity field (left) and grey-scale density map (right) for a model 
of an evolved B star with a Keplerian circumstellar disk, described in the text. 
The rotational axis of the disk is along the left hand side vertical frame in each 
panel, while the disk midplane is along the bottom horizontal frame. The vertical 
and horizontal spatial scales are both expressed in units of the stellar radius. To 
emphasise the density changes in the outflow, we set the greyscale upper limit to 
saturate at 10 - l a g  cm -a. Note that the left panel omits the rotational component 
of the velocity. 

In our more recent models, calculated for two early B-star  examples (Drew 
et al. 1998, Oudmaijer  et al. 1998), the surfaces of both  the circumstellar  
disk and star  are included in the calculations as mass-losing and radiant  
boundaries. Purely to ease gridding of the computat ional  domain, the s tar  is 
assumed to be non-rotat ing (this is a convenient ra ther  than  a shaping feature 
of the models). However, an assumption tha t  is essential to the outcome is 
tha t  the circumstellar disk is optically-thick - only because of this is the disk 
able to reprocess the starlight incident upon it and become a dynamical ly 
significant source of radiation. Gayley (this volume) presents an independent 
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discussion of how the CAK force responds to an irradiated surface. In advance 
of the appropriate full disk atmosphere calculations, we make the simplest 
assumption that  the disk re-emits starlight falling upon it isotropically (cf. 
Kenyon & Hartmann 1987). 

3 R e s u l t s  

Figure 1 shows the calculated density and velocity field obtained for the case 
of mass loss driven from a disk and evolved B star (taken from Oudmaijer et 
al. 1998). Note that  the disk surface flux due to reprocessing of starlight falls 
off as R -3 in essentially the same manner as in a self-luminous accretion disk. 
This trend may be compared with the R -2 overall decline in gravity. Hence 
regardless of whether the disk shines by its own light or starlight, radiation is 
most effective at driving mass loss from the inner disk. This shows up in the 
illustrated model as a peak in mass flux (pvr) along streamlines emanating 
from within two stellar radii at a polar angle of 70 °. 

In brief, we find that  a radiation-driven circumstellar disk wind is typi- 
cally a slower, denser flow than the flow originating directly from the stellar 
surface. This difference can be seen as a consequence of the changed inner 
boundary condition - the stellar wind component is launched from the sub- 
critically rotating photosphere, while the disk wind is launched from Keple- 
rian orbits in the equatorial plane beyond the stellar surface. A new result, 
tha t  is at once both reassuring and very striking, is that  the integrated disk 
wind mass loss rate can be shown to be within a factor of two of the CAK 
prediction for its spherically-symmetric equivalent (Proga, in preparation).  
Observationally the significance of such disk winds would be that  low equato- 
rial wind speeds can be easily explained, as might high pole/equator  density 
contrast (depending on how the details of spectral line transfer work out). 
The results presented in Oudmaijer et al. (1998) are, in effect, a possible nu- 
merical realisation of Zickgraf et al.'s (1985) conceptual model for B[e] stars. 
A next step for us will be to discover whether these models can be converted 
into synthetic line profiles reminiscent of real systems. Work is in progress. 
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Discuss ion  

A. F e l d m e i e r :  I am wondering why your model prefers a wind from inner 
disk regions. For outer disk regions, the increase in the flux with height due to 
illumination by inner hot regions should be more pronounced, and should help 
the gas to overcome the linear increase of gravity with height. Furthermore,  
both  g and Fdi~k go essentially as ,~ 1/r  2. 
D.  P r o g a :  In the ideal a-disk considered in the models, the effective tem- 
perature  declines as (disk radius) -3/4. Hence the luminosity per unit area  
falls off as the cube of the radius - more quickly, therefore, than  gravity. 
I l lumination by inner hotter  regions is not enough of an effect to overcome 
this. 

Janet Drew and Daniel Proga 
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A b s t r a c t .  For the modelling of the radiation fields in stellar winds and the re- 
sulting forces new efficient algorithms are presented. In the first one, the radiative 
transfer equation for moving 3D media is solved analytically with the assumption 
that the source function is known, eg. from the solution of the NLTE rate equa- 
tions. For a wind with inhomogeneities an a-posteriori error controlled finite element 
code is described that takes scattering explicitly into account. Finally, we present 
possibilities for the accurate inclusion of an arbitrary number of spectral lines in a 
deterministic and in a stochastic way. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

I t  is now well known for more than twenty years tha t  radiat ive t ransfer  is of 
crucial importance for stellar winds from hot stars (Lucy and Solomon, 1970; 
Castor,  Abbot  and Klein, 1975) since it essentially determines the thermo-  
dynamical  s tate of the mat te r  involved and the force tha t  acts on every 
volume element. Unfortunately, the radiative transfer equation differs from 
the hydrodynamic  equations tha t  describe the winds in tha t  it is usually an 
integral-differential equation and therefore may involve the coupling of very 
distant regions. Hence special techniques for the solution have to be invoked, 
in part icular  if many  lines are present and /o r  the geometry is not simple. 
Since 'classical methods '  (cf. Kalkofen, 1987) either involve many  severe sim- 
plifications or are by far too expensive computat ional ly  new types of solutions 
of the transfer  equation are required. 

In this contribution some analytical and numerical solutions of the t rans-  
fer equation in moving media will be reviewed tha t  are relevant to stellar 
winds and tha t  have recently been obtained in Heidelberg in an interdisci- 
plinary effort. 

In the next section the transfer equation is given and interpreted as an 
equation in configuration®frequency®direction space. This allows a very con- 
venient specific formulation e.g. for rotat ing winds not only of the t ransfer  
equation itself but also of the solutions if the source if given. In section 3 
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a finite element algorithm is described that  allows the accurate solution for 
coherently scattering media with arbi t rary density and tempera ture  distribu- 
tions. Section 4 is devoted to the inclusion of many lines and the correspond- 
ing evaluation of frequency integrated quantities relevant for hydrodynamics.  
We close with brief discussion and outlook. 

2 T h e  R a d i a t i v e  T r a n s f e r  E q u a t i o n  a n d  i t s  A n a l y t i c a l  

S o l u t i o n  f o r  R o t a t i n g  W i n d s  

We base our discussion on the transfer equation for unpolarized time indepen- 
dent radiation (cf. Oxenius, 1986, for a derivation and its inherent limitations) 

dI(s) 
ds = -X(s ) ( / ( s )  - S(s)) (1) 

with I = specific intensity, s = vector in ray direction n =, u = frequency, 
X = extinction coefficient, S = source function. If the medium is static the 
coordinate system for s can be positioned in such a way that  s reduces es- 
sentially to a scalar s. Frequency and angles can be considered then just as 
parameters.  

In order to take velocities/3 = (/3, (x,/3y (xflz (x)) (x = geometrical coordi- 
nates (x, y, z)) we apply a Lorentz transformation to Eq. 1 (cf. Baschek, et al., 
1997a). The resulting general expression is very complicated but  it becomes 
very convenient if advect ion/aberrat ion terms as well as terms involving/3n 
with n > 1 are neglected. For the relativistically invariant intensity in terms 
of the logarithmic wavelength 

it reads 

~-=lnA (2) 

n -  VI (x ,  n, ~) + n .  V ( n . / ~ ( x ) ) I ( x ,  n, ~) 

-- -X(X, ~)(I(x,  n, ~) - S(x,  ~)) (3) 

The solution of Eq. 3 can either be derived from the s tandard solution of 
Eq. 1 

with 

~0 $ 
I(s)  : exp( -T(0 ,  s))I(0)  + exp(--T(S', s))x(s')S(s')ds' (4) 

~ S 
T(S',S) = , X(s")ds" (5) 

and I(0)  is the incident intensity and the subsequent application of the appro- 
priate Lorentz transformation to this solution or the solution can be obtained 
directly from Eq. 3 by means of characteristics. In both cases the solution is 
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given by Eq. 4 but all integrals have to be considered as path integrals (cf. 
Wehrse and Baschek, 1998) along the curve g(s) = (Xo + ns, n .  ~(Xo + as)). 

It is now straightforward to use the velocity field for a rotating wind using 
a Cartesian coordinate system 

v(x, y, z) = v ~ p ( V %  2 + y2 + z2)(x, y, z ) ' /~ /x~  + y2 + z ~ + 

Vro,(V/~ ~ + y'~ + z~)(~, y, 0 ) ' / V ~  + y2. (6) 

The results will be presented and discussed in detail in a separate paper 
(Wehrse and Miiller, 1998). 

3 N u m e r i c a l  S o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  T r a n s f e r  E q u a t i o n  f o r  

A r b i t r a r y  3 D  G e o m e t r i e s  

Whenever the wind is clumpy a finite e lement  algorithm is advantageous 
since it takes the inhomogeneities into account in a natural way. Kanschat 
(1996) has developed a corresponding code for the transfer equation 3 with 

1 - ~ 4  S = eB + ~ p(n, n ' I(x,  n')dw' 
7r  

(B =Planck function, p =phase function, co =solid angle). The code employs 
unstructured grids that are adaptively refined by means of an aoposteriori 
error estimate which is obtained from the solution of the dual problem. In 
this way it is guaranteed that the numerical solution of the transfer equation 
does not deviate from the exact analytical one by more than a prescribed 
value and simultaneously the computation time is minimized. An additional 
reduction of the CPU time is achieved by the use of a variant of the conjugate 
gradient method in place of the usual Jacobi iteration (A or approximate A 
iteration in the astronomical literature): since in this scheme the unknowns 
are eliminated according to the absolute value of corresponding eigenvalue 
starting with the largest one, convergence problems for optically thick media 
are completely avoided. The code is written in C++ in order to reduce the 
book-keeping concerning the interaction of the various cells and is designed 
for multiple instruction parallel! machines but runs also on workstations. In 
spite of the high numerical efficiency the machine requirements are quite high 
since always all radiative couplings have to evaluated. Therefore, the CPU 
time and memory vary strongly with required accuracy and the dimension 
and the complexity of the medium. Typical values are in the range of a few 
Gigabyte and several hours on an IBM SP2. 

Fig. 1 shows, as an example, the radiative accelerations in an inhomoge- 
neous medium that is illuminated from below. Note that the forces seem to 
compress the regions of higher density. Consequences for stellar winds appear 
to be obvious but firm conclusions cannot be drawn before this transfer code 
is coupled with a hydrodynamic one. 
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Fig. 1. Example for the complex behavior of radiative forces in an inhomogeneous, 
static scattering 2D medium with small thermal emission that is illuminated from 
below (Kanschat, 1996). Only one frequency is taken into account. The shading 
indicates the density distribution and the arrows indicate strengths and direction 
of the radiative acceleration. Differential motion, wavelength dependent extinction 
and thermal emission would introduce additional complications. 

4 M a n y  L i n e s  

Since it seems tha t  the winds from hot stars are not accelerated by just  a 
few lines but  by the combined action of all lines (cf. Kudri tzki 's  contr ibution 
in this volume) it is impor tant  to include in simulations the line absorpt ion 
as completely as possible; in particular,  weak lines should be represented 
adequately. Unfortunately, even very fast present-day computers  do not allow 
such a representat ion if the well known solutions of the transfer equation are 
employed. 

In our search for alternative methods it turned out (Baschek et al., 1997b) 
tha t  the solution of eq. 3 for a layered moving medium can easily be expressed 
in te rms of the spectral thickness 

¢(~) = X(~')dx'. (7) 
o 

The spectral  thickness is much bet ter  suited for the evaluation of integrals 
over wavelength than  the extinction coefficient itself since it is much smoother  
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due to integration; in fact; in most cases it can be well approximated by a 
piece-wise linear function. Since, in addition, it was found that  the integral 
over the Planck function over an arbi t rary wavelength interval can conve- 
niently be expressed in terms of poly-logarithmic functions, the computat ion 
times for total  fluxes and radiative accelerations could be reduced by more 
than 5 dex with a loss in accuracy of only 1 percent. 

As an alternative to this deterministic approach we also developed a 
method in which the line positions are assumed to follow a Poisson process 
with mean density p(~)(Wehrse et al., 1998). The line strengths and broad- 
ening parameters may be correlated with wavelength and may obey some 
suitable distribution, as e.g. 

p(~,i?) = pof(vg) (8) 

where f is a suitable function to describe the line strengths and widths (com- 
bined in the parameter  ~9). The expectation values of the specific intensity 
for a shell of geometrical thickness z < < R with constant acceleration w is 
then given by 

L (I) = IP(dI) (9) 

= ( I o ) -  exp - w  w ' 
- - W Z  

( (,L )) +S(z ,~)  - S(O, ¢ - wz) exp - - -  X((~)d(~ (10) 
W i - -wz  

where the crucial term 

with 

tg(~, 7/) = exp 

(12) 
In these expressions we have splitted the extinction coefficient in an contin- 
uum (subscript c) and a line contribution (subscript 1). $ s the combined set 
of wavelengths and line parameters; the three arguments of the line absorp- 
tion coefficient X indicate the actual wavelength, the line parameters,  and the 
center of line. The general formula for ~2 given here looks rather complicated; 
in actual cases, however, one integration can often be performed analytically 
so that  quite handy expressions can be obtained. Fig. 2 gives as an example 
the expectation value of the intensity emerging from a rotating stellar wind 
under the assumption that  the invidual lines have a (~-function profile. 
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Fig. 2. Typical expectation value of the comoving frame specific intensity from an 
rotating wind as a function of latitude 8 and longitude ¢. Spectral lines are included 
in a stochastic description, see text. 

5 D i s c u s s i o n  a n d  O u t l o o k  

In this contribution some powerful new methods for the modelling of radia- 
tion fields in non-spherical wind have been discussed. Up to now they have 
been applied to rather  simple situations only in order to understand the way 
radiation fields operate  in such complicated systems as non-spherical and ro- 
ta t ing winds. The next step will be the proper  determinat ion of the opaci ty 
input data,  in part icular  the distribution functions mentioned in the previous 
section. 
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and W. v. Waldenfels for their continuous collaboration on radiat ive t ransfer  
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D i s c u s s i o n  

J .  B j o r k m a n :  One of the more difficult aspects of radiation transfer is that  
the opacity depends on the radiation field. In the model you presented, the 
opacity constants are independent of the radiation field. How would one mod- 
ify your model to account for these effects? 
R .  W e h r s e :  In the analytical solutions for moving media presented here it is 
indeed assumed that  the source function is known in advance. However, the 
solutions can also be used advantageously in NLTE calculations by inserting 
them into the rate equations. 
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Abs t rac t .  The Sobolev approximation for supersonic flows creates an effective 
opacity distribution that is nonisotropic, because the line-of-sight velocity gradient 
is different in different directions. To better understand the importance of this 
phenomenon in a simplified geometry, we consider line-driven flows in the plane- 
parallel zero-sound-speed limit, and solve for the wind driven by radiation with an 
arbitrary angular distribution. One conclusion, surprising at first glance, is that the 
acceleration component normal to the surface is independent of both the strength 
and angular profile of the driving radiation field. The flow tilt and overall mass-loss 
rate do depend on the character of the radiation field. Also interesting is that mass 
loss through a surface may be generated or enhanced by irradiation that originates 
above the surface. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The theory of radiatively driven mass loss, as grounded in the line-driving 
formalism developed by Castor, Abbott ,  and Klein (1975; hereafter CAK), 
has proven remarkably successful in explaining the general characteristics of 
stellar winds from hot, luminous, OB-type stars (e.g., Kudritzki 8z Hummer  
1990). In recent years there has developed considerable interest in applying 
this theory toward modeling radiatively driven mass flows in more complex 
geometries. Here we consider a plane-parallel atmosphere for simplicity, but  
include the effects of external irradiation superimposed against the intrin- 
sic upwelling flux. In contrast with previous studies (Friend & Castor 1983; 
Drechsel et al. 1995), we include the component of radiation reflected by the 
illuminated surface. 

2 V e r t i c a l  A c c e l e r a t i o n  

The momentum equation we apply normal to the surface is simply the stan- 
dard CAK expression, and it leads directly to the surprising conclusion (see 
Gayley, Owocki, & Cranmer 1998 for details) that  the vertical acceleration is 
completely independent of the strength and angular distribution of the driv- 
ing radiation field. This is a consequence of the assumption that  the mass-loss 
rate stabilizes only once it achieves its maximum possible value, a general- 
ization of the CAK "critical point" conditions. The overall magnitude of the 
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driving intensity, as well as the total opacity, are then relevant only for fixing 
the mass-loss rate, while the angular character of the radiation also influences 
the azimuthal tilt of the flow. 

3 A z i m u t h a l  F o r c e  E q u a t i o n  

To consider tilted flows, we must include the transverse from equation, which 
contains no gravity terms and involves different angular moments of the ra- 
diation field. Since the vertical acceleration is already known, we form the 
ratio of the transverse acceleration to the vertical, and after various con- 
stants in the radiative driving cancel, we are left with the essential angular 
moments. These moments depend on the angular anisotropy of the Sobolev 
opacity, so must be solved simultaneously with the wind dynamics to achieve 
self-consistency. The result is a nonlinear equation for the non-vertical flow 
direction, and its solution also determines the mass-loss rate. 

4 R e s u l t s  f o r  a n  E x t e r n a l  P o i n t  S o u r c e  

The results for the simple example of irradiation from an external point 
source coupled with an intrinsic upwelling flux are shown in Figure (la).  An 
interesting conclusion from this figure is tha t  the flow solution tends to align 
nearly perpendicular to the incident rays. Physically, this occurs because 
a wind that  is perpendicular to the incident photon stream presents zero 
line-of-sight velocity gradient. Therefore, the downward photons slip easily 
through the wide frequency gaps between lines, whereas the upward reflected 
or intrinsic flux can couple strongly to the steep velocity gradient, support ing 
the mass-loss rate. This "bootstrap" quality is common in line-driven flows. 

5 P o t e n t i a l  E f f e c t s  o f  F i n i t e  S o u r c e  S i z e  a n d  D i s k  

W i n d s  

A perpendicular flow direction can only be defined for nearly parallel external  
irradiation, such as from a point source. If the external source is distributed, 
as for a nearby binary companion or the central source for a disk wind, 
the nearly perpendicular solution may cease to exist. Figure lb  shows the 
parameter  regimes for the various solutions for a spread external source. 
Notice the tendency for the solution to bifurcate to high tilt and low mass 
loss. 

Although plane-parallel atmosphere models differ in fundamental  ways 
from the physics of winds in other geometries, such as disk winds, our results 
may provide useful insight into the complexities induced by nonisotropic 
opacity in a broader context. For example, the blank region in Fig. ( lb)  
indicates that  no ablation occurs for strongly external illumination from a 
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Fig. 1. a) Left: mass-loss-rate (gray scale) and flow direction (arrows) for outflow 
driven in part by irradiation from an external point source. The plot depicts a 
two-dimensional parameter space, with the external-to-intrinsic flux ratio at the 
bottom and the direction cosine to the external point source at the right. The flow 
direction is defined relative to an imaginary stellar surface at the right of the figure. 
b) Right: similar format to (a), except that the external source is spread from 0 to 
the maximum direction cosine indicated at the right. 

distributed source with #max > 0.34, since then there is simply too much 
downward pressure through which the wind cannot negotiate a path.  This 
suggests it might prove difficult to use irradiation from a central source to 
drive a dynamically self-consistent wind from a disk inside about  3 times the 
source radius. 

6 C o n c l u s i o n s  

We stress tha t  the two key elements tha t  lead to surprising results in our 
models are the non-isotropic quality of the opacity, and the requirement for 
self-consistency between this opacity and the flow dynamics.  Models which 
neglect either of these aspects may miss impor tant  characteristics of the en- 
suing flow. 

This work was supported by NASA grants NAG5-4065, NAGW-2624, and 
NGT5-40024. 
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D i s cu ss ion  

A. Sa pa r :  According to Sobolev theory, photons absorbed in a thin acceler- 
ating layer do not scatter monochromatically, but  survive complete frequency 
redistribution and scatter in equal amounts to both sides of the scattering 
layer, thus giving to it their momentum before scattering. Backscattering ef- 
fects can play a role only in the case of partial redistribution; but this is not 
the Sobolev scheme. 
K .  G a y l e y :  The statement is correct, but  the implication is not. Our models 
are purely within the Sobolev scheme and require no backscattering. All 
forces are due to the interaction of the non-isotropic Sobolev opacity with 
the incident continuum. The key is that  the flow solution is dynamically 
self-consistent. 

Bodo Baschek and Rainer Wehrse 
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A b s t r a c t .  We present the effects that inhomogeneities have on radiating atmo- 
spheres. It is shown that nonuniformities in a medium induce a reduction of the 
effective opacity which subsequently increases the Eddington Luminosity. The most 
striking effect however that arises from the dependence of the opacity on the inho- 
mogeneities, is the possibility of a phase transition, where the atmosphere energet- 
ically favors exciting horizontally propagating waves due to large fluxes. 

Atmospheres with a large radiative flux are extremely interesting as they 
are impor tan t  for the behavior of objects such as luminous stars, novae or 
accretion disks. Moreover, they exhibit many  effects in radiative hydrody-  
namics. We summarize here two of them. We first show tha t  the effective 
bulk opacity of an inhomogeneous medium is changed and tha t  this can sub- 
sequently induce a phase transition in a very luminous atmosphere.  

The  impor tan t  effect tha t  arises when a system becomes inhomogeneous 
is the change of its effective opacity. Shaviv (1998a) has shown tha t  the 
effective opacity relevant for the calculation of the average radiat ive force 
is not necessarily a simple mass or volume weighted average of the effective 
opacity. Instead,  the opacity per unit mass is generally given by: 

tc~n ff = (Hnmp} I ((H} (p}). (1) 
It  is found by comparing the total  radiative force on the system with the to ta l  
flux. For small ampli tude per turbat ions of the form 5p /p  = ~ cos(kx - wt) ,  

the effective opacity becomes1: t ; •  ~ ~ ) / ( 1  + ,52) ,  where y is a constant  
tha t  depends on the wave type and on the form of the opacity. If for example  
t~m c( p ~ T  f~ and T c( p" then optically thin and thick waves respectively have 
(Shaviv 1998b): 

"thi,~ = -- [ ( a (a  + 1) + ~#2(/~ _ 1) + 2(a  + 1)Z#] /4 .  (2) 

"thick = [(a + 2)(a  + 1) + Z#2(]~ + 1) + 2(a  + 1)Z#] /4 .  (3) 

Evidently, the bulk opacity can under various circumstances be reduced. 
We now show tha t  this induces a phase transition. To see it, we calculate 
the a tmosphere ' s  energy when a per turba t ion  is added to it. If  we find tha t  
the homogeneous equilibrium is not a minimum of the energy when small 
adiabatic  per turbat ions  are added, then it will be unstable as the lat ter  will 
grow. The  system will then have a new equilibrium state. 

i The expression is accurate only for small amplitudes; since we wish to qualita- 
tively analyze also large ones and strong fluxes, we choose an expression that 
correctly gives the quantitative behavior, namely, that ~/~ --+ 0 for (i >> 1. 
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For simplicity, we assume tha t  the relative per turbat ion  is not a function 
of height and tha t  the a tmosphere  resides on a rigid surface. Although gen- 
erally not the case, these assumptions simplify the derivation as the specific 
energies become independent of height and of global energy changes in the 
system (e.g. a star) as a whole when the opacity is changed. 

The  basic equation is the hydrostat ic  equation with the radiat ion forces: 

-~zdP = C2T dzdP = ( - g  + grad)P with grad : g(O)rad neZno " (4) 

Here CT the isothermal speed of sound and ,(0) is the unper tu rbed  accel- Yrad 
eration due to radiation. The lat ter  is changed from its unper tu rbed  value 
when the opacity has corrections due to inhomogeneities. After integration, 
one finds tha t  p = P0 exp ( - g e z / c ~ r z ) ,  with geI~ = g - grad. Even if the at-  
mosphere is perturbed,  the total  mass of it per unit area - ~ should be con- 
strained to remain the same. Using this condition we find tha t  po = 27gely/c 2.  

Two terms contribute to the total  energy when a wave of ampl i tude 
is excited. The first is the acoustic energy in the wave per unit area. I t  is 
A = (e/2)Z~2c~, where e is a constant tha t  depends on the type  of wave. 
The second is the potential  energy. It  is composed of the interaction with 
both  the gravitat ional  and radiation fields. For an optically thin a tmosphere ,  
one finds after proper integration tha t  (Shaviv, 1998b): 

where we have introduced Fo - the ratio between the radiat ion pressure 
gradient and the unper turbed Eddington Limit. For small amplitudes,  we 
have: 

U + A - U(Fo = O, 5 = O) ~ ZCT2 (1 - F0) ] (6) 

Evidently, the total  energy of the system is quadratic in the ampli tude of 
the perturbat ions.  However, the coefficient of the second order t e rm can be 
either positive or negative depending on the value of Fo, if ~ is positive. For 
small values of -Po, the sign is clearly positive and a zero ampli tude wave is 
clearly the least energetic, however, above the critical value of: 

Feri, = 1/(1 + 2(p/e)),  (7) 

it is apparent  tha t  by exciting a small ampli tude wave, the to ta l  energy of the 
system will be lowered and thus more favorable! Moreover, the most  favorable 
excitation or the one tha t  is excited first when the flux is increased, is the 
one tha t  has the lowest -Petit. In other words, the least stable mode is the one 
tha t  has the lowest e to ~ ratio - a larger opacity change with a lower energy 
excitation cost. 

We also see tha t  one cannot find the equilibrium from the linear or small 
ampli tude analysis. Although eq. 5 is quanti tat ively valid only for small am- 
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plitudes (52 << 1), we can use its qualitative behavior to understand what 
happens at large amplitudes as well. This behavior can be seen in figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. The total energy of an atmosphere for different Fo (fluxes) when g, CT, E and 
2v = 1 (according to eq. 5). For values of Fo that are less than the critical value, the 
minimum of the total energy is at the origin. When Fo is larger, the minimum energy 
is obtained for a finite amplitude wave. The inset depicts the equilibrium value as 
a function of Fo. It is of course accurate only for small amplitudes• The dotted line 
represents the unstable equilibrium of 5~q = 0 that exists for F¢~it < Fo < 1. 

W h e n / ' 0  is smaller than the critical value, the equilibrium amplitude is 
0. When Fo is larger, the total energy has a minimum for a finite amplitude 
of 5 given by: 

(.o..-,): (.o 
It approaches 0 for Fo -~ F+u. Namely, it is similar to a second order phase 
transition: The order parameter 5 is continuous but its derivatives are not. 

We have seen two interesting characteristics of radiative hydrodynamic 
flows. First, inhomogeneities can decrease the effective opacity of a medium, 
and second, that  this change can reduce the potential energy of the sys- 
tem and induce a phase transition. The effects have interesting implications 
to luminous objects. They affect phenomena like wind acceleration, change 
characteristics such as the Eddington luminosity and induce both spatial and 
temporal  variability. A numerical simulation exhibits the qualitative results 
found here. A more general treatment can be found in Shaviv (1998b). 
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D i s cu ss ion  

S. Owock i :  In your simulation, you eventually find only one horizontal struc- 
ture in the periodic box. In a real star, what  sets the limiting horizontal scale? 
N.  S h a v i v :  From the analytical t rea tment  we know tha t  different wave- 
lengths are preferred for different opacity laws. Often, as was the case in 
the simulation, the preferred scale is ~ 2nHp. Since the horizontal extent  is 
roughly that ,  the periodic condition forces a wavelength tha t  is exactly the 
width of the box. A larger horizontal extent gives a simulation tha t  results 
in two wavelengths in the box. 

S. Shore :  What  is the effective viscosity of your calculations? In other words, 
what  is your effective Reynolds number?  
N .  Shav iv :  The viscosity is of course limited by the finite resolution of the 
simulation (100xl00) .  An increase in the resolution reduces the viscosity 
and could theoretically introduce more phenomena.  This is why an analytical  
t rea tment  is done as well. 

Nir Shaviv and Achim Feldmeier 
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Abs t rac t .  We discuss the evidence for the existence of bi-stable stellar winds of 
early type stars, both theoretically and observationally. The ratio between the ter- 
minal wind velocity and the escape velocity drops steeply from about 2.6 for stars 
with Teg > 21 000 K to about 1.3 at Teff <: 21 000 K. This is the bi-stability jump, 
which is due to a change in the ionization of the wind and in the wind driving lines. 
The mass loss rate increases across the jump by about a factor 2 to 5 from the 
hotter to the cooler stars. The mass flux from rapidly rotating stars can also show 
the bi-stability jump at some lattitude between the pole and the equator, with a 
slow high density wind in the equatorial region and a faster low density wind from 
the poles. This might explain the disks of rapidly rotating B[e] stars, formed by the 
Rotation Induced Bi-stability mechanism. We discuss the RIB mechanism and its 
properties. We also describe some future improvements of the model. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The concept of bi-stability of the winds of early type stars was first described 
by Pauldrach and Puls (1990, hereafter P&P) based on their calculations of 
the line driven wind of P Cygni. They showed that  the wind of a star with 
Te~ = 19 300 K can be either dense and slow if the wind is driven by lines 
in the Balmer continuum, or fast and less dense if the driving is due to lines 
in the Lyman continuum. The change occurs over a small range of Te~ or 
gravity because the optical depth in the Lyman continuum is very sensitive 
to T and p in the wind near Teff- 20 000 K. The change from the fast to the 
slow wind solution is called the bi-stability jump. Lamers et al. (1995) found 
in a study of the terminal velocities of stellar winds that  the bi-stability jump 
also occurs for normal OB supergiants near about type B1, where the ratio 
v~/Vesc drops steeply from about 2.6 for the hotter stars to 1.3 for the cooler 
stars. Lamers and Pauldrach (1991, hereafter L&P) showed that  the same 
bi-stability may occur in the wind of a rapidly rotating early-B star between 
the hotter pole and the cooler equator. This will lead to a fast low density 
wind from the pole and a slow dense wind from the equator, i.e. a disk like 
structure. This mechanism is called the Rotation Induced Bi-stability or RIB. 
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2 T h e  b i - s t a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  w i n d s  o f  n o r m a l  s t a r s .  

Fig. la  shows the ratio voo/Vesc from Lamers et al. (1995) as a function of 
Teff for normal OB supergiants. There is a clear jump near Teef - 21 000 or 
spectral type B1. (A similar jump in voo/Ves¢ may be present near 10 000 K). 
Fig. lb  shows the same data  but  now in terms of v~  versus vest in different 
T~ff-intervals. The jump coincides with a drastic change in the ionization of 
the wind: stars on the "hot  side" of the jump have strong CIV and weak CII 
wind lines, and the situation is reversed for stars on the "cool side" of the 
jump (see Fig. 8 of Lamers et al. 1995). 
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Fig. 1. Left: the observed ratio vow~ Vesc for supergiants as a function of Teg. Notice 
the jump near Te~ --~ 21 000 K, and possibly also near Teg -~ 10 000 K. Right: the 
same data plotted as voo versus Vesc (from Lamers et al., 1995). 

The bi-stability model predicts that  the mass loss rate should also show a 
jump, with M increasing by about a factor 2 to 5 when v ~  decreases (P&P 
and L&P). The counteracting behaviour of M and v~  indicate that  the wind 
momentum loss/1)/v~ is approximately invariant across the bi-stability jump. 
This may be expected as the ratio between the radiative momentum loss, 
L/c ,  and the wind momentum loss hardly changes across the jump. It should 
be said that  observational support for this s tatement is presently meagre, 
mainly because of the difficulty in deriving mass loss rates from UV lines 
with uncertain degrees of ionization. 

Vink et al. (1999) have calculated the mass loss rates as a function of 
Teff for stars with log L/L® = 5.0, using de Koter 's  ISA-WIND and MC-WIND 
codes (de Koter  et al. 1993 and 1997). The first program solves the  statistical 
equilibrium and radiative transfer equations for extended atmospheres and 
winds, with H, He, C, N, O and Si in non-LTE. The mass loss rate M, and 
the velocity law, specified by /3  and v~ ,  are input parameters.  The second 
program calculates the total radiation pressure due to the continuum and 
lines, including about  10 ~ of the strongest lines, mainly of the iron group 
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elements. The mass loss rate is found by requiring that the radiative mo- 
mentum input into the wind is equal to the wind momentum (see Abbott  & 
Lucy, 1985 and Lucy & Abbott, 1993 for details). Fig. 2a shows the mass loss 
rates as a function of Te~ for wind models with values of v~/Vesc= 2.6, 2.0 
and 1.3 respectively. From the observations we know that the ratio Vc~/Ves c 
decreases steeply from 2.6 to 1.3 near 21 000 K. Adopting these ratios we find 
the variation in mass loss rate as shown in Fig. 2b. This figure shows a steep 
increase i n / ~  of about a factor five between Teff= 26 000 and 20 000 K. This 
is due to a change in the driving lines in this temperature range (Vink et al. 
1999). 
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Fig. 2. Top: the predicted mass loss rates as function of Teff for a grid of models 
with three values of voo/v .... Bottom: the mass loss rate as a function of Teff, for 
winds with the observed ratio voo/vesc-=-2.6 if Te~ > 21 000 and 1.3 if Te~ < 21 000 
K (from Vink et al., 1999). 
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3 Rotat ion-Induced Bi-stabil ity 

P&P and L&P showed that  line driven winds from early-B stars can change 
from low density and high velocity to high density and low velocity if the 
optical depth of the wind in the Lyman continuum becomes larger than about  
unity. The basic idea of the RIB model is that  the same transition can occur 
in the wind of a rotating early B star between the pole and the equator.  This 
is because the reduction of the effective gravity and Ten between the pole and 
the equator due to rotation enhances the optical depth in the wind from the 
pole to the equator. If the optical depth changes from a value smaller than  
unity at the pole, to a value larger than unity at the equator, the bi-stability 
jump will occur at some intermediate latitude. If this happens, the equatorial  
wind will be slow and dense, whereas the polar wind will be fast and tenuous. 
This is very similar to the observed characteristics of B stars with outfiowing 
disks. An attractive feature of the RIB mechanism is that  it is expected to 
work only for early B stars, because the models and the observations show 
that  the bi-stability can occur around Ten about 20 000 K. (The exact value 
of Ten, where the bi-stability jump occurs, depends on luminosity, gravity 
and rotational velocity.) 

Figure (3) illustrates the nature of the wind predicted by the RIB model 
for B[e] supergiants. This picture is quite similar to the empirical model of 
these stars derived by Zickgraf et al. (1986). 

THE ROTATION INDUCED BI-STABILITY MODEL 

~'k< 1 
stellar wind large v® 

low p 
high ianiza~ion 

Fig. 3. A schematic picture of a rapidly rotating B[e] supergiant formed by the 
bi-stability mechanism. The wind is optically thin, (TL < 1) in the polar regions, 
and so the wind there has a high velocity, high ionization state and low density. The 
wind is thick (Vn > 3) in the equatorial region so the wind there has a low velocity, 
lower ionization, and a higher density. (From Lamers and Pauldrach, 1991) 
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Since the bi-stability depends on the optical depth of the wind in the 
Lyman  continuum, we consider the various effects of stellar rotat ion on the 
wind parameters  and optical depth, following L&P. 

The net surface gravity, gnet, is given as a function of the polar  angle 0 
on the star  by 

GM,(1  - 
gnet(8) --  - ~ ) ' 2  Fe) (1 co2 sin 2 0) (1) 

with 0 = 0 and 7r at the poles and 7r/2 at  the equator  and with co < 1 defined 
by 

w-~ _ _  - ~ - - ~ /  R ,  a 
Vrot vrot GM,~I*'--- V¢) VGM,-'~---- .F~) (2) 
Vcrit 

We ignore the rotational distortion of the star, so R(0) = R , .  According to 
the von Zeipel theorem the radiative flux at the stellar surface is proport ional  
to the local gravity, so 

Teee4(0) ~ gnet(8) '~  (1 - w 2 sin 2 0) (3) 

The changes in gravity and radiation tempera ture  as a function of 0 affect 
the wind in several wws .  
(a) The wind speed in the radiation driven wind theory is proport ional  to 
the escape speed. Consequently, the wind speed at 0 is 

v~(O) ~ Vest(0) ~ x/R,  gnet(O) ~ (1 - co' sin = 0) °'~ (4) 

So the wind speed decreases from the pole to the equator.  
(b) In the piecewise spherical model tha t  we consider here, the mass flux 

of a radiation driven wind, Fm, depends on the local radiative flux, i.e. on 
Teff(0) 4, and on the local effective gravity g~ff. From the mass loss calculations 
of Vink et al. (1999) for log L/L® = 5.0 and for different masses and effective 
tempera tures  we find tha t  in the range of 20 000 < Teff < 30 000 K the mass 
flux c~n be wri t ten as 

Frn ~ {Tef f4 (8 )}  1"66 gnet--l"2 ~ (1 - w 2 sin 2 0) +0.5 (5) 

This means tha t  the mass flux decreases slightly from the pole to the equator.  
(c) The Lyman continuum flux is very sensitive to the Teff. The brightness 

t empera tu re  in the Lyman  continuum scales as TL ,-~ Teff 1'6 for early-B stars 
(Kurucz, 1979). The fraction of neutral  H is inversely proport ional  to the 
photo-ionization rate  Ri = 41r f ~  (J~,/hu)a,,du, which varies as Ri ~ T 9"7 
in the range of 15 000 < TL < 20 000 K, corresponding to about  20 000 < 
Teff < 25 000 K. So we find tha t  the ionization rate  of neutral  H is 

Ri ~ Teee 15~ ~ (1 - co2 sin 2 0)a.9 (6) 

(d) The optical depth in the Lyman  continuum through the wind, rL, is 
proport ional  to the column density of neutral  H. As this is determined by 
ionization and recombination, TL is proport ional  to p2ce/Ri, where c~ ~ T -° '5  
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is the recombination rate. Accounting for the dependence of the optical depth 
on both the ionization and recombination rate and on the column density, 
we find that  the optical depth of the wind in the Lyman continuum varies 
with polar angle approximately as 

{ Fm(O)~ 2 a {Fm(O)~2Teff-16"° "~ (1 -w2s in2O)  -4"1 (7) 
v (O) J v (O) J 

This relation implies that  an early B star tha t  is rotat ing will have a larger 
wind optical depth in the Lyman continuum in the equatorial region than  
near the polar region. The difference will be a factor of 16 for a star tha t  is 
rotating with w = 0.7 and a factor of 3 if w = 0.5. 

In this estimate we have assumed that  the velocity law v ( r ) / v ~  is con- 
stant for all polar angles. If the velocity law is slower (larger f~) for lower 
temperatures,  as suggested by the study of velocity laws of B-stars (Rivinius 
et al. 1997), the optical depth will depend even stronger on ~ than given by 
eq. (7). 

P&:P and L&:P have shown that  the bi-stability jump occurs when the 
optical depth of the wind in the Lyman continuum at a wavelength of 600/~ 
reaches a value of TL --~ 1 (see Fig. 1 of L&P), where TL is the optical depth 
of the wind from infinity to the sonic point. 

This implies that  the half opening angle is given by the condition 

(1 - w 2 sin .). 0) -4"1 = 1/TL(pOle) 

or  

(8) 

  cs,n{l l } 
Fig. 4 shows the half opening angle of the RIB-disk of a B-type supergiant 

of Teff=20 000 K, M ,  = 35M®, L = 5 × 105LQ as a function of w for different 
polar mass loss rates defined by Mpole = 4wR2,F~(pole). The polar optical 
depth of the wind in the Lyman continuum at 600 ~ is about  0.05 i f  Mpo le  : 
2 × 10-6MQ yr -1. This is a typical value for the polar mass loss rate of B[e] 
stars (Zickgraf et al., 1986). 

4 C o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  f u t u r e  w o r k  

The RIB model uses the properties of rotating stars such as the yon Zeipel 
theorem to show that  the bi-stability jump of a rotat ing star may occur 
between the pole and the equator. This will lead to a high density and low 
velocity wind from the equator and a low density and high velocity wind from 
the pole. The density contrast is about  a factor of ten. This contrast  is similar 
to what is observed for the BIe ] supergiants. So the RIB mechanism might  
explain the winds and disks of B[e] stars if the stars are rapidly rotating. An 
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Fig. 4. The half opening angle of the disk of a star with Te~=20 000 K, M -- 35Mo, 
L = 5 x 10SLo as a function of w for different polar mass loss rates: log(Mpo~e) = 
-5.2 (upper curve), -5.4, -5.6, -5.8 and -6.0 (lower curve) respectively. The observed 
polar mass loss rate of B[e] stars is log(Mpole) -~ -5.7. 

a t t ract ive feature of the RIB mechanism is tha t  it is expected to work only 
for the early-B stars, which agrees with the spectral  types of the B[e] stars! 

The mechanism described by L&P and in this paper  is very descriptive 
and simplified. The major  simplification is the piecewise spherical concept, 
where we use the information about  the dependence of the mass flux on the 
local quantities Teff(0) and geff(8) derived from the observations and theory 
of winds from normal,  slowly rotat ing stars. We are presently s tudying the 
formation of disks by the RIB mechanism in a bet ter  approximat ion where the 
radiation pressure is calculated from the proper  distribution of the radiat ion 
over the surface of the s tar  (Pelupessy and Lamers,  in preparat ion).  

The disks produced by the RIB mechanism are ra ther  wide, with full open- 
ing angles on the order of 90 degrees or more. Possibly the wind compression 
effect (B]orkman and Cassinelli, 1993 and Bjorkman,  these proceedings) will 
compress the disks to smaller opening angles. The differences between the 
RIB and the Wind Compressed Disk model (WCD) are: 
(a) In the RIB model the disk is due to the higher equatorial  mass  flux, 
whereas in the WCD model the disk is due to the compression of the wind 
towards the equator. 
(b) The  RIB model can give at  most  a factor of ten density contrast  f rom 
equator  to pole and works for B supergiants with high mass loss rates. The  
WCD model can produce a higher density contrast,  by an orbital effect tha t  
is independent of mass loss rate. 
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The combination of the bi-stability mechanism and the WCD mechanism will 
result in even higher density contrasts: the bi-stability producing a higher 
mass flux from the equator, and the WCD effect concentrating the flow to- 
wards the equator. 

The formation of disks by the RIB mechanism depends on the stellar 
rotation. Maheswaran and Cassinelli (1994) have calculated the rotat ion his- 
tory of massive stars as a function of mass loss rate for different mass loss 
mechanisms. They have shown that  if there is no significant increase in angu- 
lar velocity inward from the surface during the main sequence and the early 
supergiant phase, then the equatorial rotation rate will be extremely small 
before the star reaches the B[e] phase and the star will be an almost non- 
rota tor  during all subsequent evolution phases. The existence of B[e] stars 
shows that  this is not the case and the stars survive the main sequence phase 
and the early supergiant phases with sufficient angular momentum in the 
envelope. Hegel and Langer (see Langer, these proceedings) have shown that  
massive stars returning from the red supergiant phase by contraction will ro- 
ta te  almost rigidly, because of the short convection turn-over time. This will 
result in a speeding up of the star when it moves to the left. So we expect tha t  
a massive star can have a B[e] disk in two phases: the most rapidly rotating 
stars may immediately become B[e] stars when they evolve off the main se- 
quence. Mildly rotating stars can devellop a B[e] disk when they return from 
the RSG phase with a significantly smaller mass and angular momentum 
than during the first crossing. 
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Discuss ion  

M. F r i e d jung :  What  is the wind velocity? Taking S 22, which I studied some 
years ago, you see narrow, optically thick Fe II lines in the optical without P 
Cygni components. On the other hand, the Balmer lines have P Cygni com- 
ponents at about 100 km/s.  This seems also to be the case for the optically 
much thicker UV Fe sc ii lines. If the disk is edge on, you must have a very 
slow non-classical wind in the plane of the disk. 

R .  Ignace :  Using the von Zeipel theorem, Owocki et al. indicated tha t  1Q 
geff, in contrast to g-1.5 that  you use. This will make TL(O) a less-sensitive eft 
function of latitude, and the disk opening angle may not be such a strong 
function of the rotation. 
S. Owocki :  I agree. Henny seems to be overlooking the flux dependence of 
the mass-loss rate variation. This will work against the equatorial increase in 
density for the bi-stability jump. 

A.  M a e d e r :  Your bi-stability model predicts that  there should be a discon- 
t inuity in the mass-loss rates (for slowly rotating stars) around 20 000 K. Do 
we observe it? 
H.  L a m e r s :  This requires a mass-loss s tudy of early B stars based on P 
Cygni profiles. It has not been done yet, probably because we do not know 
the ionisation structure of the winds of B supergiants. 

E.  Ve r dugo :  What  does the jump between the B supergiants and the A 
supergiants mean? Is it real? 
H .  L a m e r s :  The figure showing v~  versus Ve~ indeed suggests a second bi- 
stability jump near 10 000 K. However, this depends on the observations of 
only a few stars, with Te~ ~ 10 000 K. So at the moment we can say that  
v~/Ves¢ decreases as Ten decreases between B and A stars, but  whether it 
does so discontinuously remains to be confirmed. 

G.  K o e n i g s b e r g e r :  If a star 's wind is exactly at the bi-stability limit, can 
it flip from one state to another? 
H .  L a m e r s :  Yes. This was proposed for P Cygni by Pauldrach and Puls 
(1989). They suggest the following scenario: if the star is on the cool side of 
the bi-stability limit, the high mass loss rate will result in strong wind blan- 
keting. This will heat up the photosphere and move the star to the hot side of 
the bi-stability limit. The  decreased mass-loss rate will then reduce the blan- 
keting, the atmosphere will cool and the star will cross the bi-stability jump 
again. They estimate the fluctuation time, i.e., the time to build up and de- 
stroy the blanketing layers, to be of the order of one month or so for P Cygni. 

K.  G a y l e y :  In the absence of bi-stability, the gravity darkening would in- 
crease the mass loss through the polar region. Are you saying that  in spite 
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of that ,  bi-stability will reverse tha t  effect? Will mass loss then peak at an 
intermediate angle where the transit ion occurs? 
H .  L a m e r s :  There are two opposing effect: (a) the increase of Teff to the 
pole, which implies a higher flux (Frad "" T4); and (b) the increase of geff 
towards the pole. The first effect results in an increase of the mass flux; the 
second in a decrease to the pole. If  Fm ~ gnetM - 3 -1 .5  F +1'5 (as suggested rad  
by the models) then the two effects cancel because of the von Zeipel effect: 
Frad ~ T 4 N g. Subtle effects may affect the M(G) dependance either way. 

Henny Lamers and Stan Owocki 
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A b s t r a c t .  Here we explore three types of models in which the combination of 
magnetic fields with line driving forces leads to faster winds than line forces alone. 
The fields can change the flow geometry; they can couple with rotation and transmit 
angular momentum; and they can carry transverse Alfv@n waves. All three can lead 
to a deposition of momentum beyond the critical point and accelerate winds. Some 
history of the attempts to use magnetic fields to understand hot star winds is 
discussed and several new models for magnetic rotator B[e] winds are presented. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

There  are several lines of evidence tha t  magnetic  fields play a role in hot 
s tar  winds. The  co-rotating interaction region (CIR) models of Cranmer  
and Owocki (1996) require a longitudinal dependence of the wind properties,  
which can arise natural ly in stars with significant magnetic  fields. There  are 
correlations between H a  and He II  4686/~ tha t  form at  the base of winds and 
the wings of UV line profiles that  form far from the s tar  (Kaper  et al. 1996). 
The  X-rays from OB stars show anomalies tha t  require a mul t i -component  
wind structure (Cohen et al. 1997). All of these can be taken as evidence tha t  
fields near the star  affect conditions far out in the wind. In this paper,  we will 
focus on just  one question: How can a combination of magnetic wind forces 
and line driven wind forces lead to fas ter  outflows than  would arise from line 
forces alone? We review three basic effects of fields: a geometrical effect, a 
rotat ional  effect, and a transverse Alfv@n wave effect. 

First, let us briefly summarize the history of magnetic  modelling of the 
winds of luminous hot stars. In 1979, it became clear for the first t ime tha t  
Wolf-Rayet stars have a "wind momentum problem",  i.e. the ratio of the wind 
momen tum to the radiative momentum,  ~ = M v ~ / ( L . / c ) ,  is much larger 
than  unity- by factors as high as ~ = 30 to 50. Currently it is widely thought  
tha t  the problem can be explained by multiple scattering of radiat ion (Gayley 
et al. 1995), but  when first discovered the m omen tum ratio seemed to pose 
an insurmountable problem for radiation driven wind theory. Because of this 
difficulty with radiation driven wind theory Ha r tmann  and Cassinelli (1981) 
and Cassinelli (1982) investigated whether magnet ic  forces could explain the 
winds. Since the momen tum excess in the wind was so much greater  than  the 
radiation field, the effects of radiation were ignored and the focus was on the 
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effects of fields alone. Both magnetic rotator  models and Alfv~n wave driven 
wind models were found capable of driving the wind of a W R star having 
]1~/= 2 x 10 -5 M®yr  -1 and voo~ 1800 kms  -1. 

The rotating models were based on the fast magnetic rota tor  theory of 
Har tmann and MacGregor (1980). To drive the WR wind it required the star 
to have a field of 20,000 G and be rotating at 95% critical, both a field and 
a rotation rate which seemed implausible. 

The Alfv~n wave driven wind theory developed by Har tmann and Mac- 
Gregor (1982) required the same large field, a wave flux of 1.1 × 1014 ergs 
cm -2 sec -1 , assuming a damping length of 1 R. .  In this model both the field 
and the wave luminosity (= 1/3 L. )  seemed excessive. 

During the subsequent decade, Maheswaran and Cassinelli (1988, 1992) 
developed upper and lower limits on surface fields based on virial theorem 
considerations, and the submersion of surface fields by the effects of circu- 
lation currents. Models combining radiation and magnetic forces were also 
developed and these will be discussed below. Missing throughout  the history 
of the subject have been observational detections of magnetic fields. This 
appears to be the area that  should show the greatest improvement in the 
future. 

2 F l o w  T u b e  G e o m e t r i c a l  E f f e c t s  

MacGregor (1988) investigated the effects of non-spherical expansion on ra- 
diation driven winds. Seemann (1998) has also investigated the effects of flow 
tube geometry for luminous magnetic rotators. In the geometrical model of 
MacGregor, there is a velocity change that  arises from a modification of 
the conservation of mass equation. Normally we use p(r)v(r )r  2 = constant  
to eliminate the density from the wind momentum equation. However, for 
the case of a non-radial outflow, MacGregor uses p(r)v(r)r2f(r)  = constant,  
where f(r)  is illustrated in Figure 1. The factor arises in the case of the solar 
wind in coronal hole regions, where the base of the tube is constricted by 
neighboring closed field regions. 

The factor f(r)  appears in the wind momentum equation both in the gas 
pressure gradient p - l d p / d r  and in the CAK line driven wind acceleration 
term (p - l dv ( r ) / d r )  ~. 

The results of the non-radial divergence factor are as follows: 
a) the flow tube geometry can lead to an increase of the flow speed by a factor 
of two to three relative to the pure CAK wind case, for example increasing 
the wind speed from 1500 k m s - l t o  3000 kms  -1. This increase appears to 
be more than enough to account for the most extreme velocity differences 
needed to explain discrete absorption components (DAC's) as proposed in 
the CIR models. 
b) the mass loss rate remained unchanged from the CAK result in MacGre- 
gor's models. This is explained by the fact that  although the flow tubes mod- 
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S 

Fig. 1. The non-radial flow tube ge- 
ometry used by MacGregor (1988). 
This particular case led to an enhance- 
ment of the wind speed by a factor of 
three. 

ified the location of the CAK critical point, the actual velocity distribution 
in the subcritical point region was not changed significantly. In other  words, 
the flow tube effect is an example of the "afterburner" effect (Cassinelli and 
Castor, 1973, Leer and Holzer, 1978). This states that  momentum changes 
concentrated in the region beyond the critical point affect the terminal ve- 
locity but not the mass loss rate. If the momentum is also deposited in the 
subcritical region it will affect the mass loss rate as well. (see Ch 3, Lamers 
and Cassinelli, 1998) 

3 L u m i n o u s  M a g n e t i c  R o t a t o r  T h e o r y  

The basic physics explaining how an open magnetic field emerging from a 
rotat ing star will affect the mass flux, and the radial and azimuthal com- 
ponents of velocity was developed for the solar wind by Weber and Davis 
(1967). The equations describing how radiation forces can drive a flow from 
a luminous star were developed by Castor, Abbott ,  and Klein (1975, CAK). 
Luminous Magnetic Rotator  (LMR) theory concerns the combination of the 
forces t reated in these two papers. Cassinelli (1998) has recently reviewed the 
development of the theory in a sequence of papers by Friend and MacGregor 
(1984), Poe and Friend (1986), and Poe, Friend, and Cassinelli (1989). 

There are three domains of magnetic rotator  theory. A star can be a slow 
magnetic rotator (SMR), a fast magnetic rotator (FMR), or a centrifugal 
magnetic rotator (CMR). The defining characteristic of an SMR wind is tha t  
the magnetic field and rotation have almost no effect on the values of either 
the mass loss rate or wind terminal velocity. So, for an SMR, the values for 
_~/and v~  are completely set by the primary mechanism. However, even for 
an SMR wind there is a transfer of angular momentum from the star to the 
wind, which leads to a spin down of the star. 
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In the case of a FMR wind, the deposition of the momentum occurs mostly 
in the region beyond the inner critical point, and thus the terminal velocity 
is increased, but with little change in the mass loss rate. 

Centrifugal magnetic rotator theory was developed by Hartmann and 
MacGregor (1982), regarding mass loss from rapidly rotating protostars. The 
magnetic field causes solid body rotation out to the inner critical point. Thus, 
there is a simple modification owing to centrifugal forces to the hydrostatic 
density distribution, and this causes M to increase. The terminal velocity of 
a centrifugal magnetic rotator is given to a very good approximation by the 
speed at the fast critical point,vM, called the Michel velocity 

VM3 ~- (R,4Q2Br,o2/M) ~vc~ 3. (1) 

Note here that the terminal velocity is fully determined by the basic 
parameters at the base of the wind, the rotation rate, $2 (which determines 
the mass loss rate M), and the magnetic field at the surface of the star. So 
unlike /~/, the value of v~ depends explicitly on the field strength; given a 
rotation rate, the higher the field the faster the wind. 

Radiation also plays a role in increasing the velocity of the wind along the 
FMR portion of the track in the M versus v~ plot. Because of the velocity 
gradient effect, the radiative acceleration is enhanced by the effects of the 
strong magnetic field. There is an increase the radiation force because in 
Sobolev line transfer theory the larger the velocity gradient the larger the 
amount of stellar radiation that is Doppler shifted into the line absorbing 
region per unit length in the wind. Thus, the magnetic rotator forces make 
the stellar radiation field more effective, per spectral line, in driving a wind. 

These effects are illustrated in figures 2 and 3 for the case of a B[e] star 
(as originally treated by Cassinelli et al. 1989). We compare a non-rotating 
star with one rotating at 60% critical and with one that is rotating at that 
rate but which also has a magnetic field of 500 G. Though radiation remains 
the dominant force throughout the wind, the extra acceleration caused by 
the magnetic force desaturates the radiation force, making it more effective 
at driving much faster winds than would be achieved otherwise. 

4 A l f v 6 n  W a v e  A m p l i f i e d  W i n d s  f r o m  H o t  L u m i n o u s  

S t a r s  

There are many similarities between Alfvdn wave driven winds and magnetic 
rotator winds. In the case of the magnetic rotators centrifugal forces and the 
Lorentz force associated with the curvature of the field lines transmit mo- 
mentum to the wind. In the Alfvdn case the origin of the force is presence of 
an oscillation at the base of the field lines, this then leads to the deposition 
of momentum both by a centrifugal force and a Lorentz force as the wave 
disturbance propagates through the plasma. The basic process as applied to 
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Fig. 2. The distribution, as a function of radius, of 5 forces per unit mass: thermal, 
magnetic, centrifugal, gravitational, and line radiation, for a B[e] star which is 
assumed to rotate at 60% critical speed. Panel (a) shows results for a model star with 
no magnetic field, resulting in a terminal velocity of 1200 kms -1, and a mass-loss 
rate of 6.6 x 10 -6 Mo yr -1 . The arrow indicates the inner critical point. For Panel 
(b), on the right, Bmo=500 G, and we see the added magnetic force leads to a 
steeper velocity gradient near the Alfv@n radius resulting in a visibly increased 
radiation force. Both the inner and Alfv@n critical points are indicated. This highly 
magnetic model has a terminal velocity of 2000 km s-  1, much faster than the panel 
(a) model, and a mass loss rate (7.9 x 10 -6 Mo yr -1) that  is only slightly larger 
than the panel (a) model, as is characteristic of models in the FMR regime (from 
Friend and MacGregor, 1984). 

coronal  winds is described by Holzer, Fl&, and Leer (1983). In the  case of  
the sun, Alfv~n waves are considered responsible for driving the  fast (~  800 
km s -1)  outflows from coronal  hole regions. The  mechan i sm was p roposed  for 
explaining the  outflows of red giants by H a r t m a n n  and MacGrego r  (1982). 
However Holzer et  al. (1983) criticized the  model  because it depended  too  
sensitively on the  wave damping  length. This  is because the  winds of red 
giants  are slow, while the forces tend to  lead to fast winds. In the  case of  ho t  
stars the flow speed produced by the Alfv@n waves is not  a problem because 
the  winds t end  to  be fast in any case, and we are using the  waves to  p roduce  a 
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Fig. 3. The radial velocity distribution for three B[e] models: Curve a) shows the 
velocity distribution for a mCAK (Friend and Abbott (FA) 1986) model for a star 
with no rotation or magnetic field. Curve b) is for a FA model that includes rotation. 
Note this reduces both the velocity near the star and the terminal velocity (which 
scales as Vesc). Curve c) is for a rotating magnetic model. Near the star the model 
is similar to the purely rotating model, but farther out near the Alfv@n point the 
wind is accelerated by magnetic force effects. 

wind tha t  is even faster than can be produced by radiat ion alone. The Alfv@n 
wave forces have been combined with radiat ion forces by Dos Santos, Ja tenco-  
Pereira, and Opher  (1993), specifically to explain the Wolf-Rayet m o m e n t u m  
problem tha t  was discussed in the introduction. Dos Santos et  al. considered 
W R  outflows with Alfv@n waves and the modified CAK forces. Unfor tunate ly  
they also included the effects of the non-radial spherical outflow discussed in 
section 2, so it is not possible to isolate the Alfv@n wave effects. The Alfv@n 
models lead to the following conclusions: 
a) The  mass loss rate  is determined by the average of the square of the t rans-  
verse wave ampli tude (!(~V¢) 2) This is analogous to the centrifugal magnet ic  
ro ta tor  case in which M is determined by the (transverse) rotat ion velocity 
at  the base of the magnetic tubes. 
b) The terminal  velocity is determined by the magni tude of the B-field, as 
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most of the deposition of momentum occurs beyond the inner critical point, 
but  near the Alfv~n radius. This again is analogous to the CMR case in which 
the magnetic field determines v~ .  
c) Dos Santos et  al. could achieve WR wind conditions with a magnetic field 
of less than 1000 G. The model had sufficient momentum to achieve a mo- 
mentum ratio of ~ ~ 10. Furthermore the model had an energy flux of less 
than about  1 percent of the radiative luminosity. 

The combined Alfv~n wave plus line driven wind model has not been 
pursued recently perhaps because: a) It is not clear what would produce the 
oscillations at the base of the winds, b) Transverse motions in general may 
be strongly damped by the interaction with the radiation forces (Owocki and 
Rybicki, 1986). Whether  this is a problem or not is unclear as an unknown 
damping force is incorporated in the equations in any case. c) It is also 
not clear whether the Dos Santos et al. solution crossed mCAK type critical 
points, and this is a major problem and concern of any model that  uses line 
driving forces. 

5 Summary 

Our goal has been to investigate whether the combination of radiation and 
stellar magnetic fields could increase the terminal velocity of the wind from 
a hot luminous star. We have shown that  there are three ways tha t  this can 
be done: 1) a non-spherical divergence of area in flow tubes defined by open 
field geometries, 2) fast magnetic rotator  forces 3) Alfv~n wave forces, at  least 
in combination with non-spherical geometries. We have indirect evidence for 
the presence of fields as given by fast wind slow wind collision effects and 
the dependence of wind properties on the rotation of the star. What  is most 
seriously needed is direct observational information about  field strengths and 
field geometries. Several of us have been studying the Hanle effect (Cassinelli 
and Ignace 1996, Ignace Nordsieck and Cassinelli, 1997,1998). This effect 
requires high-resolution polarimetric observations in the far-ultraviolet, and 
only a rocket experiment has been approved thus far. There is no doubt  tha t  
magnetic fields are capable of producing the general fast wind slow wind phe- 
nomena or rotational modulations that  are inferred from observations. The  
problem is tha t  there remain too few observational/diagnostic constraints to 
guide more detailed theoretical modelling. Here we have focussed on changes 
that  fields can induce regarding the terminal velocity. In principle the fields 
can also lead to a mass-loss rate that  varies across the face of a hot star. 
Perhaps it is possible to distinguish between the two effects, and this will 
provide a bet ter  understanding between forces acting primarily at the base 
of the wind and those operating beyond the wind critical point. 
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Discuss ion 

$. Owocki: In a paper with George Rybicki in 1985, we showed that hori- 
zontal velocity perturbations in a line-driven wind will be strongly damped 
by the line-drag effect. This suggests that radially propagating Alfv@n waves, 
with horizontal velocity fluctuations, should be strongly damped. 
J.  Cassinelli: Thanks for reminding me about that. It would be good to 
consider specifically the case of transverse Alfv@n waves. 
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I t .  H e n r i c h s :  Can you make a quanti tat ive est imate of the magnet ic  field 
needed to provide the link between H a  and the UV fast wind? 
J .  Cass lne l l i :  Sure, if you can tell me the velocity contrast  needed to provide 
the observed DAC. Tha t  velocity difference can be used in conjunction with 
the 1Q versus v ~  plot of Luminous Magnetic Rota tor  theory. The larger the 
B field, the greater  the difference in velocity between a fast magnet ic  ro ta tor  
and the m C A K  velocity associated with a non-magnetic  longitude sector. 

Joseph Cassinelli, Jon Bjorkman and Richard Ignace 
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A b s t r a c t .  The upper main sequence chemically peculiar (CP) stars display evi- 
dence of trapped circumstellar gas and nonspherical outflows. These stars are also 
known to possess strong magnetic fields that are often highly inclined to the rota- 
tional axis. Their phenomenology can be understood by using the oblique rotator 
model, which has successfully accounted for the observed behavior of the cooler 
CP stars. This paper reviews some features of the oblique rotator model, in which 
the magnetic field is assumed to provide a rigid framework for the structuring of 
the stellar and circumsteltar gas. Corotation of circumstellar plasma is enforced out 
to the Alfven radius in the magnetic equatorial plane, while for the hotter stars, 
a radiatively driven wind emerges from the magnetic polar caps. Some observable 
consequences of the model axe discussed, especially the Ha and ultraviolet reso- 
nance line absorption and emission periodic variability that has been observed in 
the He-peculiar stars and nonthermal radio emission. Magnetospheres may also be 
present in O stars, e.g. O 10r i  C, and in the Herbig Ae/Be stars. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The  phenomenotogical oblique ro ta tor  model is actually as old as mathe-  
matical  as t ronomy itself, having been introduced by Eudoxus (ca. -350) to 
explain the planetary motions (see Neugebauer 1983). For more recent appli- 
cations, however, the history dates back to the explanation of variable stellar 
spectra  and magnetic fields observed in the upper  main sequence chemically 
peculiar (CP) stars (Deutsch 1958, 1970). In its most  basic form, the model  
contains only two adjustable geometric parameters  tha t  permit  t ransforma-  
tion between the magnetic and observer 's  frames. The magnetic  fields in the 
CP stars are frozen into the stellar envelope and not actively generated by 
contemporaneous dynamos. The field thus provides a rigidly ro ta t ing  I co- 
ordinate system. The first pa ramete r  is i, the inclination of the rotat ional  
axis to the line of sight. This is trivially derived, since model a tmosphere  
studies and paral lax measurements  combine to provide the stellar radius and 

1 The stability of the surface features is attested to by the longterm regularity 
of the photometric variations of a few Ap stars, especially c~ 2 CVn, which has 
maintained the same period since it was first observed photometrically early in 
this century (Pyper 1966). 
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thus v~q = 50.6(Rstar/R®)(P/days)-lkm s -1, where P is the rotat ion pe- 
riod in days and R ,  is the stellar radius. 2 The other model parameter  is 
/~ = cos -1 & • t3, the obliquity of the magnetic field symmetry axis, t3, to 
the rotational axis, &. For CP stars, although the mechanism is not thor- 
oughly understood (Moss 1990) 3 , the field is inclined to the rotat ion axis. We 
can therefore write the simple coordinate transformation of rotat ion matri- 
ces, 7~, as x = ~(w)7~(i)T~(~)x'. Here x '  is the magnetic coordinate system 
and x is the observer's frame, which is centered on the visible hemisphere 
and over which all averages are taken including the limb darkening, A(O). 
For an unresolved surface, the model treats all quantities distributed over 
the photosphere by averaging over the surface brightness, given by the series 
expansion: 

= (1)  
Im  

where 0 and ¢ are the meridional and azimuthal angles, respectively, and Y~m 
is a spherical harmonic of order (l, m). Thus,Q(8, ¢) transforms into a mean 
quanti ty tha t  is a function only of phase: 

< q(~) >= f dY2Q(O, ¢)A(9)~(0, ¢) (2) 

where ~2 is the subtended solid angle, A and ~ are normalized in the observer's 
frame, and • is the rotational phase. This is essentially the basis for Doppler 
imaging since, for a rigid rotator,  each point on the surface maps to a position 
in the line profile whether due to velocity alone or to the Zeeman effect and 
velocity acting together (Deutsch 1970; Mihalas 1973; Mesessier et al. 1979; 
Rice et al. 1989). Doppler imaging using maximum entropy reconstructions of 
stellar surfaces have been successful in providing statistically robust,  model- 
free snapshots of elemental and flux distributions (cf. Hatzes et al. 1989; 
Piskunov and Rice 1993 and refs. therein), although the resultant map is hard 
to quantitatively associate with any feature of the magnetic field geometry 
or polarity (see however Semel 1989). 

The line of sight (longitudinal) magnetic field, Beg, varies due to the 
rotat ion and the obliquity is provided by measurements of r = Beff,+/Beff,-, 
the ratio of the projected magnetic field extrema (e.g. Borra, Landstreet ,  and 
Mestel 1982). The combination of field distribution and velocity shifting of 
the Zeeman components produces the cross-over effect that  yields important  
model information (e.g. Mathys 1995). Finally, restricting the distribution 
to a dipole in the magnetic frame, an axisymmetric distribution produces a 
double minimum in the light curve that  corresponds to magnetic equatorial 

2 Additional support for this picture comes from measurements of the phasing 
and variations of pulsation of the rapidly oscillating Ap stars (roAp) (e.g. Kurtz 
1990). 

3 This obliquity is also observed for virtually all planets in the Solar System, al- 
though the explanation is equally elusive there. 
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crossing, so that cos(A~/2) = cot i cot/~, where A¢ is the phase separation 
of the mimima. This simplification in the geometry is especially important 
for diagnosing and modeling magnetospheres. 

2 M a g n e t o s p h e r e s  

There are several signatures of magnetospheres in the CP stars. In the He- 
strong stars, Balmer line emission is modulated with the rotational phase (e.g. 
Nakajima 1985; Bolton 1994). The periodic Ha variations in the 07 V star 01 
Ori C (Stahl et al. 1996) seem to be similar. The best studied case, HD 37479 
= a Ori E, which is not axisymmetric in either the magnetic or rotational 
frame (e.g. Hunger et al. 1993; Bolton 1994; Groote and Hunger 1997), also 
shows periodic shell-like absorption on the highest Balmer series lines when 
Ha is strongest. Some He-weak stars also display variable Ha emission that  
is modulated on the rotational phase (see Shore et al. 1998 and refs. therein) 
(especially HD 79158 = 36 Lyn and HD 35502). It therefore seems that many 
of the hotter members of the He-weak sequence of chemically peculiar stars 
possess magnetospheres. 

The unambiguous evidence of magnetospheric plasma is the detection 
of enhanced, variable C IV and Si IV resonance line absorption in the CP 
stars (Shore 1987; Shore, Brown and Sonneborn 1987; Shore et al. 1990; 
Shore 1990). This behavior has also been detected in the O7 V star 01 Ori C 
(Walborn and Nichols 1994). The phase relation for the variable CP star line 
profiles clearly shows that the strongest absorption occurs when the magnetic 
equator crosses the line of sight. The profiles are only moderately variable in 
symmetry, indicating that the gas is constrained to corotate to large distance 
- the extent can be determined by the occultation of the magnetospheric gas 
by the stellar disk (Fig. 1). The geometry is usually dipolar, but here one star 
deserves special mention: HD 37776. This is the only known He-strong star 
with a predominantly quadrupolar surface field (Thompson and Landstreet 
1985). The C IV variations, although precisely periodic over the magnetic 
cycle, do not correlate well with the projected line of sight field strength. 

A clue to the geometry of the circumstellar plasma comes from the slowly 
rotating He-strong stars: the stars that show emission (HD 5 and HD 96446) 
have constant strong magnetic fields while those showing strong, constant C 
IV absorption, HD 60344 and HD 133518, show no detectable fields 4 (Shore 
and Brown 1990). 

In addition, a number of CP stars are nonthermal radio emitters (Linsky, 
Drake, and Bastien 1992; Leone, Umana, and Trigilio 1996). Phillips and 
Lestrade (1988) have even used VLBI to place limits of about 6R, on the 

4 At this meeting, Mathys mentioned observations of HD 96446 that seem to 
present a problem for the simple unified picture I have just described. This star 
shows periodic variations of the magnetic field that are not consistent with the 
geometry implied by the emission line profile and hint at a non-dipolar geometry. 
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size of the emission regions in HD 37017 and HD 37479, two prototypical 
He-strong stars. For the He-weak and Si stars, Linsky et al. (1992) obtained 
many detections, while Drake, Linsky, and Bookbinder (1994) find for a sam- 
ple of 23 candidates that no non-magnetic CP stars are radio sources and 
therefore argue that such stars lack magnetospheres. Linsky et al., concen- 
trating exclusively on radio measurements, find a general scaling for the 6 
cm luminosity, L6cm ~ ]~I2/5B~1/3, where B is the surface field, M is the 
mass loss rate, and w is the rotational frequency. There is considerable un- 
certainty in the mass loss rates for the He-weak stars compared with the 
He-strong stars so their scaling relation is only preliminary. One advantage 
of the UV resonance line measurements is that it provides direct information 
about the density and velocity of the material in the circumstellar plasma. 
The implicated mechanism for emission is gyrosynchrotron radiation (Linsky 
1993). Haynes and Goertz (1984) suggested that the emission is powered by 
reconnection at the Alfven surface. The formation of a compact disk, of the 
sort discussed by J. Bjorkman and Cassinelli at this meeting, results from 
compression in the magnetic equatorial plane, with outflow and heating oc- 
curring due to the resulting pressure gradient from the equatorial collisions. 

For cooler B stars, a centrifugally driven wind is also a possible source for 
circumstellar plasma (Mestel 1968) since the He-weak stars do not possess 
strong radiatively driven winds with which to supply the circumstellar gas. 
In this case, the rapidly rotating magnetic stars might then be expected to 
show more circumstellar gas, and there should be a strong dependence of the 
density of the magnetospheric gas on the rotation frequency and magnetic 
field strength (Mestel 1968; Nerney and Suess 1987; Shore and Brown 1990). 
It is therefore something of a surprise that we do not see any evidence for so 
simple a picture among the helium-weak and silicon stars. For the He-strong 
stars, the periods are pretty uniform, from about 1 to 10 days. The He-weak 
stars show a larger range of rotational periods with which the magnetospheres 
are not well coretated; e.g. HD 5737 = a Scl has a 21 day period and displays a 
similar variability to HD 142301, which has a period of ~1.5 days. In addition, 
the magnetospheric C IV strength seems not to depend on magnetic field 
strength or oblique rotator parameters. 

Theoretically, the magnetosphere is a closed surface whose extent is the 
Alfven radius (e.g. Dressier 1983; Michel 1991). This is related to the intrin- 
sic properties of the star through .R A '~ B 1/3 (fvoo)l/61~-l/6w-1/3R,, where 
fvo~ is the fraction of the terminal velocity of the wind (cf. Shore 1987, 1993). 
As observed for the outer planets, such as Jupiter (Dressier 1983), the circm- 
stellar plasma is forced into approximate corotation out to RA, and inertial 
effects concentrate matter into a disk in the magnetic equatorial plane. This 
should lead to formation of a current sheet. In light of the outflow that is 
expected in the hottest stars, this sheet could evolve by driven reconnection. 
Because its symmetry plane does not coincide with the rotational equator, 
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the plasma is forced into a periodic oscillation on the rotational timescale. For 
planetary magnetospheres, which are strongly interacting with the solar wind, 
this produces reconnection in the magnetotail  with at tendant  acceleration of 
electrons (cf. Nishida 1984). It is thus reasonable to expect reconnection to 
occur in CP star magnetospheres, leading to sporadic variations of the radio 
emission and local heating due to turbulence. In addition, the backward flow- 
ing particles will dissipate their energy in the stellar atmosphere, producing 
an auroral ring - a region in a planetary atmosphere that  is strongly heated 
by particle precipitation from the current sheet - and providing the hot ions 
that  are responsible for C IV absorption in the cooler He-weak stars. 

A fundamental difference between stellar and either Solar System mag- 
netospheres or those in cataclysmic variables is the absence of external  flows 
in the isolated star case. The CP stars are self-structured, in the sense that  
the heating and shear is due to internal processes, such as stellar winds and 
reconnection. To date, the most comprehensive models for heating and dy- 
namics of the t rapped circumstellar plasma in magnetic CP stars has been 
by Babel and Montmerle (1997a, 1997b), following formalism by Havnes and 
Goertz (1984), who use an analogy to the terrestrial magnetosphere. Babel 
and Montmerle successfully explain the X-ray emission from HD 34452 as 
arising from shocks within the magnetosphere. A problem with this picture 
may be that  this star does not show enhanced C IV absorption, while other 
stars that  do show this are not X-ray emitters. 

As an example of the generic behavior expected for the Ha  emission, I 
show in Fig. 1 the variation of the line profile with phase for a simple model 
with a disk-like distribution for the emission j (0  r) .~ P2(01) '~ where P2 is 
the Legendre polynomial in the magnetic frame and n is a free parameter  
describing the flattening of the magnetosphere (Shore and Brown 1990). Fig- 
ure 2 shows the integrated emission strength as a function of phase. The 
parameters were chosen to reproduce the variations of 01 Ori C (Stahl et al. 
1996). The width of the line provides the Alfven radius and requires at least 
a kilogauss field to maintain corotation to around 4R,.  Such a field has not, 
however, been detected, although Babel and Montmerle (this meeting) argue 
that  a much weaker field can yield the observed X-rays. The integrated flux 
curve is generic (Fig. 2) and any oblique magnetospheric distribution will 
produce the same behavior. The C IV lines, however, indicate a very thick 
region and again require a large field to maintain the structure. Yes, this is 
a puzzle. 

3 N o n - s p h e r i c a l  M a s s  L o s s  

In the hottest  stars, radiation pressure is expected to drive outflows. Tha t  
is what much of this meeting has been about. The imposition of a strong 
magnetic field, however, necessarily renders the flow aspherical. The magne- 
tosphere is a "dead zone" for outflow, so any mass loss can only occur from 
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latitudes whose field lines close outside the Alfven surface. This restricts the 
opening cone for the flow to A9 = sin -1 (R,/RA)I/2. Heating may  be provided 
by p lasma turbulence or by shocks. Nonthermal  radio emission is observed 
in several stars, notably the strongest  field He-strong stars (especially HD 
37479 = a Ori E), but it also extends to the cooler He-weak stars  with the 
strongest fields. While the He-strong stars appear  to show rotat ional  emission 
modulat ion,  this is not as clear for the He-weak emitters.  5 

The strongest case for a collimated outflow is HD 21699 (Brown et al. 
1985). This He-weak Si star  is unique in showing the strongest C IV absorp- 
tion when the strongest magnetic pole is in the line of sight. In addition, the 
absorption is strongly asymmetric ,  which is not seen in any of the variable 
magnetospheric  stars, and the terminal  velocity is consistent with corotat ion 
out to RA. This star  is a member  of the a Per  cluster so its age is known and 
the s tar  is clearly on or near the ZAMS, but  not pre-main sequence. 6 Among 
the He-strong stars, HD 58260 and HD 96446 show only nonvariable, asym- 
metric emission. There is an extended red wing but the blueward side of the 
line is t runcated at the rest wavelength. Shore and Brown (1990) schemati-  
cally model this as a combination of a magnetosphere and polar outflow (see 
their fig. 10). 

For collimated flows, the solid angle of the polar cone is relatively small 
so the normal  P Cygni emission line wings are absent. The simplest models 
(Kunacz 1984; Brown et al. 1985; Shore et al. 1994) produce only absorpt ion 
troughs whose radial velocity and depth change with rotat ional  phase. The  
absorption disappears for transverse presentation of the flow to the line of 
sight. Thus, for orthogonal rotators  such as the He-strong stars  HD 60344 
and HD 133518, there is no contribution from the wind to the line profile. 
The weakness of the emission wing may also explain the pbserved profiles in 
some of the Herbig Ae/Be,  such as AB Aur. 

A c k n o w l e d g m e n t s :  I wish to thank the SOC for their kind invitation to 
this wonderful meeting and Jacques Babel  7, Joe  Cassinelli, Henny Lamers ,  
Gauthier  Mathys,  Stan Owocki, and Steve White  for discussions during the 
sessions. Some of the work reported in this review is par t  of a larger s tudy of 
the helium peculiar stars with David Bohlender, Tom Bolton, and Pierre 
North. IUE observations of the helium peculiar stars were suppor ted  by 
NASA through NAG5-2612 to IUSB. 

5 Linsky et al. find variable radio emission but the data set to date is too sparse 
to permit accurate phasing of the detections. 

6 Many stars in this intermediate spectral range that show anomalous C IV ab- 
sorption turn out to be Herbig Ae/Be stars (cf. Imhoff 1994). These may show 
the combined effects of outflow and magnetospheres, but they have yet to be 
modeled within this picture. 

7 ... even though we disagree on the nature of 91 Ori C. 
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Discuss ion  

H.  H e n r i c h s :  Could it be that  your 01 Ori C magnetic field measurements 
were taken around a phase when the field was small? 
G.  M a t h y s :  No magnetic field was detected in 01 Ori C in about  a dozen 
observations distributed in phase: this rules out the possibility of null mea- 
surements by chance. 

G.  M a t h y s :  The observations of the He-strong star HD 96446 could probably 
be easily modelled, as you claim, if the star were an oblique rotator.  However, 
as mentioned in my talk, the magnetic observations would in this case imply 
that  HD 96446 should have an unrealistically small radius of less than 2 Re .  
Therefore, the oblique rotator  model must be questioned for this star. 
S. Shore :  This could be evidence of t rapped polar oscillations, analogous to 
the roAp stars. Since HD 96446 should have i and/~ ,-- 0 (aligned, low incli- 
nation), it could be showing this (if the star can have an overstable mode or 
modes). Then the same should be seen for the emission line He-strong stars; 
but  the He-strong stars with only C w steady absorption should not  show it. 

S. W h i t e :  I would like to comment that  we see the magnetosphere in radio 
observations as well: a small number of stars have been observed over several 
rotational periods and they show a clear signal in the circular polarisation 
of the underlying rotating magnetic field (work by Jeremy Lim et al., in 
preparation).  
S. Shore :  Both the He-weak and He-strong stars show this sort of emission. 
What  we have found in the Sco OB 1 sample is tha t  the strong radio emitters 
are also strong magnetosphere stars. There are lots of ways of accelerating 
particles in these dynamical structures, especially K-H instabilities in the 
boundary between the t rapped and outflowing plasma. But the radio emission 
could also be the clue to the heating required to produce the excess ionisation 
in the coolest stars. 
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Abs t rac t .  We consider the effect of large scale magnetic fields on the circumstellar 
environment of hot stars. In these stars, magnetic fields of order of 100 G lead to 
magnetically confined wind shocks (MCWS) and then to the existence of large X- 
ray emitting region. MCWS lead also to the presence of corotating cooling disks 
around hot stars. 

We discuss the case of 01 Ori C, which is perhaps the hottest analog to Bp stars 
and consider the effect from rotation and instabilities. We finally discuss the case of 
the Herbig Ae-Be HD 104237 and show that MCWS might also explain the X-ray 
emission from this star. 

1 M a g n e t i c a l l y  c o n f i n e d  w i n d  s h o c k s  

Magnetic fields certainly play a major role in the wind variability, also X- 
ray variability, of hot stars (i.e. Fullerton, Henrichs this meeting). The  O7V 
star e 1 Ori C is perhaps one of the most impressing case. It presents a strong 
periodic variability in the wind absorption and emission lines (e.g. Stahl 1996) 
and an X-ray variability with the same period (Gagn~ et al. 1997). These 
variations are interpreted as a possible signature of a strong magnetic field. 
In Babel & Montmerle (1997b), and based on the MCWS model developed 
by Babel & Montmerle (1997a, BM97a) for Bp stars, we modelised the wind 
of tP Ori C in presence of a dipolar magnetic field. 

The main effect of a dipolar field is to confine the wind component from 
the two hemispheres towards the magnetic equator, where the components 
collide leading to a strong shock. We modelise then the postshock region 
postshock region and X-ray emission from 81 Ori C (BM97b). We compute 
the X-ray emission spectra from each point of the magnetosphere, the 3-D 
absorption by the surrounding "cold" wind and by the interstellar media, 
and convolve with the detector effective area. The theoretical and observed 
ROSAT HRI count rate are shown in Fig. 1. The observed X-ray luminosity 
and variability are well explained by the MCWS model and by an oblique ro- 
ta tor  provided that  a dipolar magnetic field with B~ = 270 - 370 G (strength 
at the pole for r = R.)  is present. This value is much lower than the lower 
limit of 1.6 kG obtained by Donati & Wade (1998). 

The variability is well explained by an oblique rota tor  model and by 
eclipses caused by the cooling disk and the star, and by the varying ab- 
sorption from the "cold" wind. In Fig. 1, we also see tha t  H a  emission has 
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Fig. 1. Theoretical ROSAT HRI count rate for the MCWS model (closed case) 
for a magnetic field of 370 G, and for various angles i and/3 (see BM97b). The 
points are for the HRI observations by Gagn@ et al. Is also plotted (dotted line) the 
ligntcurve of Ha emission in arbitrary vertical units (Stahl et al. 1996). 

a variability quite similar to the X-ray one. We also note tha t  some features 
in the Ha  lightcurve, like the two minima around phase 0.5, are strongly 
reminiscent of those predicted by the MCWS model for the X-ray lightcurve. 
This strongly suggests that  the Ha  emitting region is located close to the 
X-ray emitting region and thus close to the cooling disk (see also Shore in 
this meeting). This also indicates an inclination angle i between about  30 ° 
and 50 ° with/3 + ] ~ 90 ° (note the typo in BM97b). 

2 Ins tab i l i t i e s  and  effect  f rom r o t a t i o n  on M C W S  

Rotation and instabilities play also an important  role in the expected X-ray 
emission and structure of the MCWS. 

MCWS are expected to be quite instables as: 

- The flow balance can make the height of the cooling disk grow so much, 
tha t  the disk pressure against the wind becomes larger than the wind 
ram pressure. We expect then transient phases of downflows towards the 
stellar surface (see BM97a). 

- The stagnation locus between the flows from the two hemispheres is 
largely instable. Indeed, in the absence of large rotation, a small asymme- 
t ry  in the wind flows from the two hemispheres may prevent the building 
of the stagnation disk at the equator and lead also to downflows, the 
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wind from one hemisphere quenching the smaller wind from the other 
hemisphere. 

- Magnetic reconnection may also lead to "flaring" events in the outer parts 
of the cooling disks. 

This may explain the strong and time variable continuum circular polarisation 
observed by Donati ~z Wade (1998). 

Rotation cause effects mostly in stars with small mass loss rates like Bp 
stars. In these stars, it hase two effects: 

- It affects directly the wind flows at the wind base. This leads first to com- 
plex mass loss spots with various shapes like: ring, lunated or elongated 
spots at the stellar surface (Babel, in preparation) and thus to warped 
disks cooling disks around these stars. 

- It modifies also directly the structure of the postshock region around 
these stars increasing sometimes largely the X-ray emission (BM97a). In 
oblique rotator models, this make also the cooling disk move out of the 
magnetic equator and lay between the magnetic and rotation equators. 

3 C o n c l u s i o n  

Magnetic field of order of 100 G have very large effects on the wind from 
hot stars, leading to MCWS, thus to X-ray emission, and circumstellar disks. 
Stars like 01 Ori C or Bp stars are thus expected to present a large range of 
variability going from X-ray spectral variability to circumstellar signatures. 

Recently, Donati (1998) detected a longitudinal field of order of 50 G in 
the Herbig Ae-Be HD 104237. This star present also an X-ray emission with 
a cool component around 0.3 keV and an hotter one not well constrained 
but above 1.6 K e V  (Skinner & Yamauchi 1996). Using the wind observed 
parameters from HD 104237 and the value of the detected magnetic field, 
the MCWS model (for a dipole) explains both the X-ray luminosity and the 
temperature of the cool component. While this star shares little properties 
with Bp stars, the magnetic field being certainly much more complex and the 
origin of the wind being not known, the X-ray emission might be a signature 
of wind shocks at the top of magnetic flow tubes. 

R e f e r e n c e s  
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D i s cu ss ion  

G.  M a t h y s :  If the 270-370 G magnetic field value required by your model 
refers to the polar field strength, the corresponding observable mean longitu- 
dinal magnetic field should be on the order of 100 G; the exact value depends 
on the geometry of the observation. Its definite detection by the kind of 
techniques described in my talk would accordingly require the measurement 
uncertainties to be ~10 times less than achieved so far. Hence your model is 
fully consistent with the constraints currently available. 

T .  Bergh~ifer :  You mentioned our work from 1994. This paper was entitled 
"Are late B stars intrinsic soft X-ray emitters?". We still owe the community 
a final answer. The answer is "no"! It is true that  we found 10 % of all B 
and A stars in the Rosat all-sky survey. The detection rate of Bp and Ap 
stars is the same. If the X-ray production is related to the magnetic field, one 
would expect to see higher luminosities for Bp /Ap  stars, or at least a higher 
detection rate. Many of the detected late B /A  stars show radial velocity 
changes and suggest X-ray emitting companions. So what? 
J .  B a b e l :  As mentioned in your paper devoted to IQ Aur~ we expect tha t  
most Ap stars have small mass-loss rates, which are not sufficient to lead 
to an X-ray luminosity detectable in the RASS. Significant winds are only 
expected during short phases on IQ Aur or in hot ter  Bp stars. For the latter,  
the observations of GHz radio emission due to gyrosynchrotron emission from 
mildly relativistic electrons at the same time as wind signatures, magnetic 
fields, and X-ray emission much larger than in normal B stars give us much 
confidence that  the X-ray emission is intrinsic (statistically). I agree, how- 
ever, that  for an individual object like IQ Aur we cannot be completely sure 
tha t  the X-ray emission is intrinsic. 
Finally, as has been shown, the model we propose has a much larger applica- 
tion than for Ap stars, as it shows the general consequence of the magnetic 
confinement of the wind from hot stars on the X-ray luminosity. 
S. Shore :  To come to your defense, let me add to what I discuused in my 
talk, i.e., that  there is an aspherical wind so there must be a strong shearing 
interface between the magnetospheric plasma and the wind flow. The result is 
certainly some non-thermal heating. In fact, this must be present in order to 
explain the C Iv and other high-ionisation lines in the first place. The shear 
flows, tearing modes, shocks, etc. that  result can accelerate the electrons for 
the radio sources and generate Alfv@n waves for heating. Whether  you can 
reach 106 K or only a few times 104 K is in question. 
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Abs t rac t .  Variability is a fundamental property of O-star winds. One of the major 
breakthroughs in this field of research has been the recognition that wind variability 
is cyclical in nature. This suggests that stellar rotation is an important piece in the 
unsolved puzzle of the wind-variability mechanism. The current idea is that Coro- 
tating Interacting Regions (CIRs) are responsible for the observed wind variability. 
These conclusions are based on detailed and extensive monitoring of ultraviolet 
resonance lines formed throughout the stellar wind, and subordinate lines like Ha 
which probe the regions close to the star. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The P Cygni profiles of strong ultraviolet resonance lines (e.g., of N v, Si Iv, 
C Iv) have proven to be a powerful tool in the study of the supersonically 
expanding winds of hot stars. The blue-shifted absorption troughs trace the 
wind material in front of the star, allowing a direct measurement of the ve- 
locity distribution of the accelerating plasma. The most prominent features 
of wind variability are the so-called discrete absorption components (DACs), 
which migrate through the profile from red to blue on a timescale of hours 
to days. Obviously, DACs cannot be observed in saturated P Cygni profiles; 
however, the steep blue edges of these profiles often show regular shifts of 
up to 10% in velocity. Edge variability is most probably related to the DAC 
behaviour, but  the precise phase relation has not been unraveled yet. The  
P Cygni emission, centered at rest wavelength, is constant with time. This 
is what one would expect in the case of relatively modest variations in the 
stellar-wind structure. However, the intervening material has to cover a sig- 
nificant fraction of the stellar disk in order to give rise to a noticeable change 
in P Cygni absorption. 

Because of their specific shape DACs are readily recognized in single 
snapshot spectra. In ultraviolet spectra obtained with the Ultraviolet Inter- 
national Explorer (IUE), Howarth & Prinja (1989) detected DACs in more 
than 80% of a sample of 203 galactic O stars. Taking into account tha t  satu- 
ration of P Cygni profiles in O stars with very dense stellar winds prohibits 
the detection of DACs, one must conclude that  the occurrence of DACs is a 
fundamental property of O-star winds. 
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The key problem is to understand why DACs start to develop and how 
they evolve. Extensive monitoring campaigns with the IUE satellite (e.g. 
Prinja et al. 1992, Howarth et al. 1993, Massa et al. 1995 (MEGA cam- 
paign), Kaper et al. 1996, 1998a) have resulted in a detailed quantitative 
description of wind variability in about a dozen bright O stars. For a given 
star, the DAC behaviour results in a characteristic variability pattern, which 
undergoes detailed changes from year to year. 

In search for the origin of DACs, spectral lines of different strength can 
be used to probe the stellar wind at various depths. The UV resonance lines 
form throughout the stellar wind up to the outer regions where the wind has 
reached its terminal velocity. Strong subordinate lines (like N Iv 1718/~ and 
Ha) are formed closer to the star where the density is higher, because the pop- 
ulation of the lower level of the transition (which is not the ground state) is 
proportional to p2. Monitoring of these lines would tell us whether wind vari- 
ability sets in already close to the star. A complication is that both emission 
and absorption changes might contribute to the variability, and projection 
effects have to be taken into account. Whether or not the formation of DACs 
is triggered by variations at the photospheric level has to be investigated 
with help of high-resolution (both in wavelength and time) spectroscopy of 
deep photospheric lines. Therefore, coordinated ultraviolet and optical spec- 
troscopic monitoring is required to study the relationship between variability 
in different lines in order to reveal the eventual "photospheric connection". 

2 Q u a n t i t a t i v e  a n a l y s i s  D A C  b e h a v i o u r  

A detailed analysis of time series of ultraviolet spectra from a sample of 
10 bright O stars has been presented by Kaper et al. (1996, 1998a). The 
migrating DACs are isolated from the underlying P Cygni profiles using a 
least-absorption template constructed from the datasets. Fits with exponen- 
tial gaussian functions, with the known doublet separation and ratio in os- 
cillator strength as fixed parameters, yield DAC parameters like the central 
velocity and column density, which are studied as a function of time. The 
DACs start at low velocity as broad absorption features and accelerate, while 
narrowing, until an asymptotic velocity (Vasymp) is reached. This velocity is 
systematically lower (by 10-20%) than the maximum "blue edge velocity" ob- 
served in saturated P Cygni lines, which has historically been identified with 
the terminal velocity, v~, of the stellar wind. The proposed solution is that 
Vasymp measures the "real" v~ and that the additional blueshift in saturated 
P Cygni lines is caused by small-scale structure in the stellar wind (e.g. due 
to shocks resulting from the instability of radiation-driven winds, cf. Owocki, 
Feldmeier, this volume). In some stars, V~symp systematically changes from 
event to event. Taking into account optical depth effects, this might explain 
the gradual changes observed in the steep edge in saturated profiles. 
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Fig .  1. Dynamic quotient spectra  showing the variability of the ultraviolet  Si IV 
resonance doublet and subordinate N IV line, and the optical H a  line in the O7.5III 
star  ~ Per. The UV and optical da ta  were taken simultaneously during a period of 
more than 10 days of continuous observations. The N Iv line indicates the appear-  
ance of a strong DAC, whose subsequent evolution is registered by the Si Iv doublet .  
Also the H a  line exhibits a clear increase in absorption at low blue-shifted velocities 
down in the  base of the  wind. Close to line center the  variations are much more 
complicated due to projection effects, a varying amount  of incipient wind emission, 
and photospheric variations (from Henrichs et al. 19981. 

As is found  to  be  t rue  in severa l  O s ta rs ,  t he  DACs  reach  a m a x i m u m  
co lumn dens i ty  a t  a ve loc i ty  of a b o u t  0.75 voo a n d  subsequen t ly  fade  in 
s t reng th .  W h e n  DACs  are  m e a s u r e d  in more  t h a n  one r e sonance  d o u b l e t ,  
cons i s ten t  resu l t s  a re  ob ta ined ,  s u p p o r t i n g  the  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  t h a t  D A C s  a re  
due  to  changes  in wind  dens i ty  a n d / o r  ve loc i ty  r a t h e r  t h a n  changes  in t h e  
ion iza t ion  s t r u c t u r e  of  t he  s te l la r  wind.  T h e  change  in Ncol sugges t s  t h a t  t h e  
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covering factor of the absorbing material in the line of sight changes as a 
function of distance from the star. 

A key issue is the recurrence timescale of DACs; they repeat on a timescale 
comparable to the estimated stellar rotation period. Fourier analyses per- 
formed on the datasets clearly reveal this periodicity (Kaper et al. 1998a). In 
Tab. 1 the observed "wind periods" (corresponding to the DAC recurrence 
timescales) are listed for a sample of O-type stars. The stars are ordered 
according to the estimated maximum rotation period: 

Pmax =50.6(vsini)-l ( R-~@) days, 
where R ,  is the stellar radius. The table shows that  stars with a shorter DAC 
cycle end up higher on the list, consistent with the interpretat ion that  this 
cycle relates to the rotation period of the star. 

3 Coordinated H a  monitoring 

Also subordinate lines, formed relatively close to the star, show signatures of 
wind variability. Prinja et al. (1992) and Henrichs et al. (1994) demonstrated 
that  for some stars DACs appear as well in the N IV line at 1718 A, in concert 
with the DACs observed in the UV resonance lines (Fig. 1). Strong subor- 
dinate lines axe present in the optical spectrum as well (e.g. He I 5876/~, 
Ha) .  In his survey of a dozen OB supergiants Ebbets (1982) found dramatic  
changes in shape and strength of Ha,  but  the t ime sampling of his observa- 
tions was too irregular to permit the timescales (1-10 days) to be est imated 
reliably. Kaper et al. (1997) obtained coordinated UV and Ha  observations 
for a number of bright O-type stars and demonstrated that  the H a  variability 
is directly linked to the DAC behaviour in the UV resonance lines. The H a  
line yields the same wind period (Tab. 1) and can thus be used to measure 
the cyclical appearance of DACs in UV resonance lines. 

An extensive campaign of coordinated UV and optical observations of 
the O7.5III star ~ Per was carried out in October 1994 (Henrichs et al. 1998). 
The wind period of 2 days is very apparent in both the resonance and the 
subordinate lines; the strong DACs in the Si Iv doublet are accompanied by 
phases of enhanced blue-shifted absorption at low velocities in the N IV and 
Ha  lines. The Ha  observations were obtained at 7 different observatories 
spread over the northern hemisphere. The core of the Ha  line shows much 
more complicated variations, probably because of varying amounts of wind 
emission (also from the regions outside the line of sight) and variations deep 
down in the photosphere (De Jong 1998). 

4 H a  campaign 

In order to test the hypothesis that  0-s tar  winds are modulated by the rota- 
tion of the underlying star, we monitored a large sample of O stars (38) for 
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Table  1. Measured "wind" period in O star spectra compared to the estimated 
maximum rotation period (based on the stellar parameters listed by Howarth gz 
Prinja (1989) and references therein). Runaway stars are indicated by (R). Ref- 
erences: 1) Kaper et al. 1998a; 2) Prinja et al. 1992; 3) Howarth et al. 1993; 4) 
Fullerton et al. 1992: from He I 5876 /~; 5) Prinja 1988; 6) S tah le t  al. 1996; 7) 
Kaper et al. 1997; 8) Kaper et al. 1998b. 

Name Sp. Type v sin i R Pma× Pwind (days) Reference 
(Walborn) (kms -1) (Ro) (days) UV Ha 

Oph (R) 09.5 V 351 8 1.2 0.9 3 
68 Cyg (R) 07.5 III:n((f)) 274 14 2.6 1.4 1.3 1,7 

Per (R) 07.5 III(n)((f)) 200 11 2.8 2.0 2.0 1,7 
Cep (R) 06 I(n)fp 214 19 4.5 1.3 1.2 1,7 

¢ Pup (R) 04 I(n)f 208 19 4.6 0.8 0.9 2,8 
HD 34656 07 II(f) 106 10 4.8 1.1 1 
15 Mon 07  V((f)) 63 10 8.0 > 4.5 1 
63 Oph 07.5 II((f)) 80 16 10.2 > 3 5 
HD 135591 O7.5 III((f)) 65 14 10.9 3.1 8 
A Ori A 08 III((f)) 53 12 11.5 ,~ 4 2.0: 1 
81 Ori C 06-04 var 50: 12: 12: "15.4" 15.4 6 
19 Cep 09.5 Ib 75 18 12.1 4.5 ~ 5 1,7 
# Nor 09.7 Iab 85 21 12.5 6.0 8 
a Cam (R) 09.5 Ia 85 22 13.2 5.6 8 

Ori A 09.7 Ib 110 31 14.3 "-~ 6 6 1,8 
10 Lac 09 V 32 9 15.3 -~ 7 1 
HDl12244 (R) 08.5 Ib(f) 70 26 18.8 6.2 8 
HD57682 (R) 09 IV 17 10 29.8 > 6 8 
HD 151804 08 Iaf 50 35 35.4 2-3,7.3 4,8 

Ha-profile variations (Kaper  et al. 1998b). Most (75%) of the monitored O 
stars, excluding the known short-period spectroscopic binaries, exhibit  line 
profile variations in Ha.  Fig. 2 presents the ampli tude of H a  variability (ex- 
pressed as the intergral of the t ime variance spect rum (TVS), Fullerton et al. 
1996) as a function of H a  equivalent width. The open symbols correspond to 
spectroscopic binaries, the closed symbols are single stars. The main-sequence 
stars (circles) do not show any indication of (wind) variability, though many  
of them are known to have variable DACs in their UV resonance lines. This 
is probably due to the low density of their winds causing any variations 
to remain below our detection threshold. The main-sequence binaries have a 
strong TVS spectrum, because the intrinsically constant  line profile is moving 
back and forth due to orbital motion. With increasing luminosity (triangles: 
giants; squares: supergiants) the H a  equivalent width gets more negative (in- 
cipient emission due to stellar wind) and the variability ampli tude gets larger. 
This indicates tha t  the variability in the H a  line is mainly due to variations 
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Fig.  2. The amplitude of Ha  variability shown as a function of Ha  equivalent width. 
The single main-sequence stars (closed circles) do not exhibit wind variability. The 
spectroscopic binaries (open symbols) have relatively large variability amplitudes, 
because of the radial-velocity variations resulting from orbital motion. The Ha  
profiles of stars with stronger stellar winds (triangles: giants; squares: supergiants) 
have a larger contribution of wind emission (negative EW) and a larger variability 
amplitude. The main-sequence stars 0 t Ori C and HD57682 have strongly variable 
Ha  emission. The largest variability amplitude is observed for the SB2 29 CMa 
which includes a strong shock resulting from the stellar-wind collision. 

in the stellar wind which are more easily detected in strong stellar winds. In 
close, massive binary systems the collision of the two stellar winds can result 
in an additional variability component (Thaller 1997). 

For 41% of the single Ha-variables a wind period could be determined 
(Tab. 1), which is in all cases consistent with (an integral fraction of) the 
expected stellar rotation period. For those O stars we monitored in Ha and 
for which a DAC recurrence timescale is known, the UV and Ha wind periods 
are equal (within the measurement accuracy). 

5 O n  t h e  o r i g i n  o f  c y c l i c a l  w i n d  v a r i a b i l i t y  

Several models have been put forward to explain the observed properties of 
DACs. The cyclical nature of wind variability indicates that stellar rotation 
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must play an important  role. Most promising is the CIR model proposed 
by Mullan (1984, 1986), recently worked out by Cranmer & Owocki (1996). 
In this model, s tructure in the stellar wind is caused by the interaction of 
fast and slow streams that  originate at neighbouring locations on the stellar 
surface. Due to the rotation of the star the streams are curved, causing fast 
wind material to collide with sl0w material in front. The  interaction region 
has a spiral shape and corotates with the star, though not the wind material 
itself which mainly flows in the radial direction. Prinja & Howarth (1988) 
suggested such a spiral-shaped, large-scale structure to be present in the 
wind of 68 Cyg. The coordinated UV and Ha  observations in Kaper  et al. 
(1997) strongly support  the CIR model. Comparison between model and 
observations suggests that  wind streams with relatively slow speed interact 
with a faster ambient wind, rather than high-speed streams in a slow wind 
(Cranmer & Owocki 1996). Therefore, Vasyrn p might be somewhat lower than 
the v~  of the ambient wind. The systematic difference in Vasymp measured 
in some stars could be due to a difference in aspect angle of the CIR, or to a 
difference in contrast (velocity difference fast and slow wind), or both. 

In order to work, the CIR model needs a certain structure imposed at 
the stellar surface to produce flows with different kinematic properties. Two 
candidate physical mechanisms are: (i) non-radial pulsations (NRP), or (ii) 
surface magnetic fields. NRP are detected in several O stars (Fullerton et al. 
1996, Henrichs, this volume). De Jong et al. (1998) have recently shown that  
also ~ Per (Fig. 1) is a non-radial pulsator. The period and corresponding 
"pat tern speed" of the NRP are, however, not consistent with the observed 
wind cycle of 2 or 4 days. Our working hypothesis is that  the outflow prop- 
erties at the base of the wind are influenced by a magnetic field anchored 
in the star. The presence of surface magnetic fields is difficult to prove with 
direct observational methods (Mathys, this volume). Spectropolarimetric ob- 
servations to detect a surface magnetic field in ~ Per were not conclusive 
(Henrichs et al. 1998) and resulted in an upper limit of 70 G. The search for 
the photospheric connection is the subject of current investigations. 
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Discuss ion 

E v e r s b e r g :  Could the different terminal velocities for DACs be due to tem- 
perature differences on the stellar surface? 
K a p e r :  It might well be that  the velocity contrast between fast and slow 
streams in the wind is different at different areas above the stellar surface, 
resulting in different values for Va~ymp. In the models of Cranmer & Owocki 
(1996), the difference in outflow properties is due to a difference in luminosity 
(bright spot). 

Mof fa t :  Do you have any constraints on the lifetime of the spot or whatever 
it is on the surface that  causes DACs? 
K a p e r :  Our long-term studies show that  the characteristic DAC pat te rn  is 
clearly identifiable in all our datasets obtained over a period of several years. 
Detailed differences are found from year to year, suggesting a long-term vari- 
ation on the order of months. 

V e r d u g o :  You've said that  the mechanism producing the DACs is close to 
the stellar surface in the region where Ha  is formed. Then, how do you explain 
that  stars which don' t  show any variability in the Ha  line present DACs in 
their spectra? 
K a p e r :  I think this is due to the low density of the winds of main-sequence 
stars. The Ha  line strength is proportional to p2, while the strength of the 
resonance lines showing the DACs is proportional to p. 



X-Ray  Evidence  for Wind  Instabil i t ies  
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Hot stars are known to emit X-rays with L x / L b o l  "~ 10 -7 for O stars, 
falling to -., 10 -9 for B3 stars. These stars also lose mass at large rates 
through their high-speed winds. Over the years, several types of product ion 
mechanisms have been proposed to explain the X-ray emission from O stars, 
with source locations ranging from very near the stellar surface to very far 
from the star. A coronal X-ray source was originally proposed (Cassinelli and 
Olson 1979) to explain the presence of anomalously high ionization stages 
observed as P Cygni line profiles in the UV spectra of O stars. At the other  
extreme, Chlebowski (1989) suggested that  the X-rays of O stars originate 
far from the star, and are produced by the interaction of the stellar wind with 
circumstellar matter.  A model in which shocks forming due to instabilities in 
the line-driven winds of O stars was proposed by Lucy (1982), and studied 
in detail by Owocki et al. (1988), Cooper (1994), and Feldmeier (1996). In 
this case, the X-ray emission originates in a large number of shock-heated 
regions distributed throughout  the wind. The shocked-wind model has also 
been shown to be consistent with the X-ray emission from early-B stars, such 
as ~- Sco (MacFarlane and Cassinelli 1989). However, it appears difficult for 
shocked wind models to explain the X-ray emission from B3 and later stars 
because of their presumed low mass loss rates (Cohen et al. 1997). 

Here, we discuss evidence that  suggests that  the X-rays we observe from 
hot stars originate from shock-heated plasma created by radiatively-driven 
wind instabilities. The observational evidence for this comes from observa- 
tions at a variety of wavelengths, including: moderate-resolution X-ray spec- 
tra,  EUV line emission, and UV P-Cygni profiles. The lack of significant 
bound-free absorption due to an overlying cool wind (Cassinelli et al. 1981; 
Corcoran et al. 1993) suggests that  a significant fraction of the X-rays must  be 
emitted from regions significantly above the base of O star winds. A detailed 
analysis of the dependence of the wind ionization distribution and resulting 
O vI P Cygni profile on the X-ray source distribution for ( Pup was carried 
out by MacFarlane et al. (1994). They found tha t  the UV O vI profile was 
not consistent with: (1) models in which the X-ray source was located at 
a radius much above ,~ several stellar radii; and (2) coronal models, unless 
the mass loss rate for ~ Pup is a factor of -~ 3 to 5 lower than the value 
deduced from radio observations. More recently, EUVE observations of the 
B2 II star e CMa (Cassinelli et al. 1995), along with a combined analysis of 
its ROSAT and EUVE data  (Cohen et al. 1996), indicate the presence of a 
moderate amount  of wind attenuation for this relatively low mass-loss ra te  
star, as well as a mult i temperature plasma X-ray source. Thus, at a variety 
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of wavelengths, observations and analysis provide significant evidence for a 
shocked-wind X-ray source for O and early-B stars. 

D i s cu ss ion  

S. Owock i :  In your model of ~ Pup,  although you may  need to have the X- 
rays begin close to the star, the X-rays one sees come from quite far away, 
e.g., r > 10R, .  This suggests tha t  the radial fall-off of your assumed X-ray  
source should also be an important  parameter .  Thus, if you vary this, you 
might be able to match  the observed X-rays with a source tha t  has less effect 
on the inner ionisation. 

A.  M o f f a t :  In your model, you assume homogeneity of the wind. However, 
we know tha t  hot-s tar  winds are highly clumped (e.g., Eversberg et al. 1997 
on ~ Pup).  This might have a strong effect on your models. In fact, the clumps 
may themselves be the source of the X-ray flux via shocks. 
J .  M a c F a r l a n e :  At present, this is a shortfall in our modelling. It  would 
indeed be good to do calculations to study the effect of clumping. 

Thomas BerghSfer and Ronny Blomme 
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1 X - r a y  e m i s s i o n  o f  O s t a r s  

X-ray surveys carried out with the Einstein Observatory (Chlebowski et al. 
1989) and ROSAT (BerghSfer et al. 1996) have shown that all O stars are soft 
X-ray emitters. Since O star winds are opaque at soft X-ray energies the stars 
or their photospheres cannot be the origin of the observed X-ray emission, 
thus, this emission must be produced in their stellar winds. Obviously, the 
X-ray emission is connected to dynamical processes present in the winds of O 
stars; steady-state computations for O star winds which are able to explain 
many of the observational features cannot predict any X-ray emission. 

Lucy & White (1980) suggested the presence of hot gas in the stellar winds 
which is produced in shocks developing from the growth of instabilities in the 
winds; supersonic wind flows in O stars are known to be intrinsically unstable. 
Numerical simulations confirmed this scenario. However, so far these simu- 
lations are limited to one or two dimensions and are not able to explain for 
instance the observed X-ray luminosity of O stars. 

Further support for a model of shock-heated gas in the winds of O stars 
came from the analysis of the ROSAT PSPC spectrum of ~ Pup (O4IM). 
This spectrum demonstrates that the X-ray emission is "self-absorbed" by 
the stellar wind. Based on a detailed modelling of the X-ray opacity and an 
assumed "uniform" distribution of X-ray sources in the stellar wind, Hillier 
et al. (1993) were able to explain the observed spectrum of ~ Pup. 

On the other hand, however, shocks should statistically occur and the to- 
tal number of visible shocks and their X-ray output should be time variable. 
X-ray variability studies provide the only method to study the dynamical 
processes involved in the X-ray production in O star winds and to derive 
important input parameters needed for model simulations (e.g., occurrence 
rates and cooling times of shocks). As a result, long term variability studies 
by BerghSfer & Sehmitt (1994a, 1994b, 1995) demonstrated that X-ray vari- 
ability on all observable time scales is generally not common for O stars. So 
far, only for the O supergiant ¢ Orionis a moderate increase in X-ray count 
rate has been found (BerghSfer & Schmitt 1994c). Here we present results 
obtained for the prototype 0 star ~ Pup. 
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2 X - r a y  and wind variability o f  ~ Pup 

Pup is one of the most studied O stars in the sky. Variability has been re- 
ported for this star on different time scales. A 5 d period has been attributed 
to rotational modulation. Several authors found evidence for periodic line 
profile variations on time scales between 2 and 8 h at different epochs. These 
are attributed to non-radial pulsations (NRP) of the photosphere. A reoccur- 
rence time of 19.2 h for the so-called discrete absorption components (DAC) 
in UV wind lines has been detected during the IUE MEGA campaign. Si- 
multaneous ROSAT and Ha observations provided evidence for correlated 
variability in the X-ray and Ha emission of ~ Pup (BerghSfer et al. 1996). 
The period of 16.7 h detected in both data sets has been attributed to a pe- 
riodic modulation of the wind density at the base of the wind which extends 
out to the X-ray emitting regions in the wind. 

To further investigate these small but significant periodic variations in 
the X-ray flux of ~ Pup we obtained a long observation with the BeppoSAX 
X-ray satellite. In order to demonstrate the long term stability of the X-ray 
flux of ~ Pup we show in Fig. 1 the long-term X-ray light curve of ~ Pup in the 
energy band 0.9-2.0 keV. Together with the BeppoSAX LECS observation 
we show data points obtained with the Einstein Observatory, ROSAT PSPC, 
and ASCA SIS; all count rates were converted to ROSAT PSPC counts/s 
taking into account the effective areas of the different detectors. As can be 
seen the X-ray flux of ~ Pup is constant over a time scale of about 16 years, 
the deviations from the best fit constant model (dashed line in Fig. 1) are 
small. 
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Fig. 1. Long term X-ray light curve of ~ Pup in the energy band 0.9-2.0 keV 

A detailed analysis of the ~ Pup data obtained with BeppoSAX will be 
published elsewhere. Here we provide first results of a timing analysis. Em- 
ploying the same methods described in BerghSfer et al. (1996) we carried 
out a search for periodic variations in the BeppoSAX observations of ( Pup. 
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Above 0.9 keV both data  sets obtained with the LECS and MECS detectors 
show a period of 15 h. As an example we show in Fig. 2 the BeppoSAX LECS 
(0.9-3.0 keV) light curve when folded with a 15 h period. The solid curve 
shows the best fit for a sinusoidal model. 
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Fig. 2. BeppoSAX light curve of ¢ Pup in the energy band 0.9-3.0 keV when folded 
with a 15 h period. The solid curve shows the best fit sinusoidal model. 

The BeppoSAX observations of ~ Pup  provide evidence for a 15 h period 
in the X-ray flux of this star. This period is significantly different to the 16.7 
h period detected in the ROSAT observations 5 years before. However, both  
periods are of the same order as the 19.2 h reoccurrence time of DACs ob- 
served in 1995. This strongly supports the idea of a quasi-periodic variability 
of the wind of ~ Pup triggered by NRPs. The observed modulation of the 
wind density also provides a perfect trigger mechanisms for the unstable wind 
to form shocks and hence produce the X-ray emitting hot gas. 

T.W.B. acknowledges the support  from the Alexander von Humboldt  
Stiftung (AvH) by a Feodor-Lynen Fellowship. 
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On the Variable Winds  of B A  Supergiants  

Eugene Chentsov 

Special Astrophysical Observatory, 357147 Nighnij Arkhyz, RUSSIA 

A b s t r a c t .  The manifestation of instability and nonhomogeneity of the atmospheres 
and winds of/?Ori, HD 168607, 6 Cas and other highly luminous B7-A3 stars are 
considered on the basis of visible and near-infrared spectra obtained with CCD- 
echelle spectrometers of the 1-m and 6-m telescopes SAO RAS. Changes in the 
profile shapes, radial velocities and differential shifts of lines create an impression 
that unstable disk- or ring-shaped structures may exist at the wind bases of super- 
giants such as fl Ori. In the process of destruction they occasionally produce more 
or less radial flows of escaping and infalling gas. It looks that, as the luminosity 
increased, the geometry and kinematics of the wind simplify. The wind becomes 
more symmetrical, the sings of compression diappear and even in the lower layers 
steady (at least over an interval of several years), although unstable expansion is 
observable. 

I shall restrict myself  to presenting my observational da ta  on spectroscopic 
manifestat ions of variability and nonhomogeneity of winds. The objects in- 
clude supergiants and hypergiants from B7 to A3. The spectra  in the visible 
and near- infrared regions were obtained with the CCD-echelle spectrometers  
on the 1 -m and 6 - m  telescopes of SAO RAS. 

I am going to s tar t  with/~ Ori B8 Ia. Our set of Ha  profiles is noticeably 
smaller than  the unique Heidelberg (Kaufer et al. 1996b) or Toledo (Morri- 
son et al. 1998) sets, but  shows the same characteristic of supergiants B7- 
B9: double-peaked Be-emissions predominate  instead of the expected P Cyg 
profiles. High-velocity absorptions are seen more rarely, and not only b lue-  
shifted but  also red-shifted. I t  seems tha t  discrete absorption components  of 
resonant lines of ex t ra-a tmospher ic  UV can be blue-shifted only. 

Is it possible tha t  at the wind base there is some disk-  or r ing-  shaped 
formation? Being unstable, such a formation could, therefore, give rise to 
more or less radial structures such as jets, f ragments  of loops or spirales. 

Is it possible tha t  this shows up also on the t ime scales? While wind UV 
DACs can be seen for several months,  cyclic changes of Ha  and HZ profiles, 
tha t  are formed in relatively compact  areas, often last only 1-2 weeks. The  
H~ profile keeps looking like Be for all this t ime, al though it can also show 
some weak high-velocity details. At times the radial velocities of photospheric 
lines vacillate almost  in synchrony with the velocities of main H-absorpt ions .  

Occasionally, however, there are events tha t  take more t ime and, perhaps,  
space. One of these events was observed in the fall of 1993. Ha  and H~ ab- 
sorptions were clearly bifurcated. At velocities of around - 1 0 0  and +70 km/s ,  
components  of Ha  can be seen for up to 40 days. HZ,s interval is shorter.  
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During this time, judging by the absorptions of HeI and FeII, photospheric 
layers complete several pulse cycles. Fig. 1 displays the evolution of the Ha 
profiles, obtained through dividing them by the "photospheric" one. With no 
allowance made for the radial velocity of the star as a whole, the October  pro- 
file can be described as a direct P Cyg profile. By December it slowly evolves 
into the shape resembling the inverse P Cyg profile. The spherical-symmetric 
expansion and compression axe absent. It seems that  the column of escaping 
mat ter  on the line of sight is replaced by the column of mat te r  falling towards 
the star, as a result of its axial rotation (Israelian et al. 1997). 

It is more difficult to account for the behaviour of photospheric absorp- 
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Fig. 1. Ha profiles of /30ri  in the fall of 1993 divided by the "photospheric" one. 
The radial velocity of stellar center of mass (dashed line) was determined by the 
use of its visual companion. 

tions. Their  formation area is involved in pulse-like movements and for the 
strongest lines it even approaches the base of the wind. Fig. 2a demonstrates 
the relation between radial velocity for the line core and central residual in- 
tensity. The differential shifts of the lines are quite real. It would seem that  
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they reflect the radial gradient of the velocity in the atmosphere. The outer 
layer, where the lines of FeII are formed, is moving outwards with respect to 
the deeper layer, where the HeI lines are formed. The intermediate layers are 
represented by the SII, NeI, SiII, MgII lines and show intermediate velocities. 
In that  case why is it so that  the strongest FeII lines that  are formed higher 
than the weaker ones show a positive but not negative shift relative to the 
weaker lines? This unexplained effect persists at any phases of pulsations and 
wind distortion of the profiles. The profiles show significant changes, while 
the equivalent width changes only slightly. A system of macroscopic ascend- 
ing and descending streams would be able to produce this kind of variability. 

But perhaps the described effect is a peculiarity inherent in t30ri. Let 
us shift in temperature and luminosity. HD 183143B7Ia is hotter and more 
luminous. Its Ha emission is quite intense without even dividing it by the 
photospheric profile and the asymmetry of this emission, and, very likely the 
shell as well (i.e. wind) is less than in fl Ori. The wind of HD 183143 is more 
stable than that  of ~ Ori. However, the radial velocities are higher along the 
strong absorptions than along the weaker ones, as is also the case with fl Ori 
(Fig. 2b). 

On the other hand, is it possible that  the unaccounted errors in the 
effective wavelengths can account for this? Let us now look at cooler objects 
with a more developed FeII spectrum. In the case of HD 21389 A0 Ia (Fig. 2c) 
as compared to ~ Ori, the only difference is the relative extent of the chains 
of the HeI and FeII absorptions. The right end of the FeII chain persists in 
bending upward. For older supergiants, such as vCepA2.5Ia ,  we can find 
moments, when shifts disappear but their HeI lines are already rather weak 
(Fig. 2d). r~ Leo A0 Ib can completely liberate us from methodical anxiety. It 
is a supergiant of lower luminosity, in which case all measurable absorptions 
produce the same velocity (Fig. 2e). 

6 Cas is in the same spectral class as v Cep, but its luminosity is higher. 
This hypergiant can give us finally confident evidence for the positive gradi- 
ent of the atmospheric velocity (Fig. 2f). We can even call it, by analogy with 
the Balmer progression, "iron progression". 

It will be recalled that  we are talking about the central parts of the pro- 
files only. But the wings, especially the blue wings, of the FeII lines in the 
spectrum of 6 Cas are more deformed when the line is deeper, regardless of 
what is going on in the atmosphere. The local depressions of the blue wings 
of FeI142) are seen for the corresponding velocities in Ha and H z. They are 
displaced along the profiles, increasing the velocity of expansion in synchro- 
nism (Fig. 3). In 200 days this velocity grew from 50 to 180 km/s  (Chentsov, 
1995). This phenomenon is known in O-supergiants, it was revealed by Hei- 
delberg monitoring of hypergiants of early subclasses B (Rivinius et al. 1997) 
and in HD 92207 A0 Iae (Kaufer et al. 1996a). If I am not mistaken, 6 Cas is 
so far the coolest hypergiant that  exhibits it. 

The hypergiant HD 168607B9.4 Ia0 returns us to fl Ori temperature but 
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Fig. 3. Changes with time of radial velocities for 6 Cas. Open circles: He and Ha, 
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at higher luminosity. Its photosphere is represented not only by HeI, CII, 
SII lines, but also by FeII absorptions with excitation potentials over 10 eV. 
Other lines of FeII are symmetrical and stationary emissions and represent 
the extended tenuous shell. FeII lines with low excitation potentials have the 
wind profiles characterized by split absorptions that are clearly seen also in 
Balmer lines (Fig. 4). In the atmosphere the absorptions reveal gradual in- 
creasing of the expansion velocity with height, whereas above it, in the wind, 
components of any depths show the same fixed velocities (Fig. 5). Do they 
propagate as in the case of 6 Cas? We are able to observe HD 168607 no more 
than once or twice a season. Our modest statistics show, however, that radial 
velocities more or less uniformly fill the interval between - 10 and - 130 km/s. 

Thus, the concept of stable and spherically symmetric wind has the 
grounds to be rejected for the supergiants. It may still be able to serve us in 
the case of the hypergiants, even if with some reservation. As the luminosity 
increases, the kinematics and geometry get more simple. The wind becomes 
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Fig. 4. The coincidence of the positions of three components of Ha, HZ and FeII 
5169 for HD 168607. 

more symmetrical. The signs of compression disappear, even at the wind 
base. The continuous (at least for a few years) although unstable expansion 
is seen. This can serve as support for the methods of "extragalactic stellar 
astronomy" being developed by Kudritzki (1997). 
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D i s cu ss ion  

A.  F u l l e r t o n :  Have you been able to est imate the acceleration of the DACs 
in the H a  profile of 6 Cas, e.g., in terms of a fl-law? 
E.  C h e n t s o v :  The mean acceleration can be est imated easily: Avr N 100-  
150 k m / s  per 200 d, i.e., 0 .5 -0 .7  k m / s  per day. I did not es t imate  ~, but  it 
seems tha t  the nature  of these events is the same as in the case of O super- 
giants and B hypergiants.  

A.  M o f f a t :  Do you find any periodicities and if so, which ones? 
E.  C h e n t s o v :  I have found no strict periodicities, but cyclical changes in 
vr were detected. They are pulsation-like: 1 - 2  weeks for fl Ori and 1 - 1 . 5  
month  for 6 Cas. Characteristic times for the HVAs of ~ Ori are nearly 40 d; 
for the DACs of 6 Cas, 100-150 d. 
A.  K a u f e r :  Maybe it is worth mentioning tha t  in our extended t ime series of 
fl Ori in the spring of 1994 we found an HVA event about  110 days after your 
observations in the au tumn of 1993, which revealed a very strong HVA. This 
t ime difference is quite consistent with one rotat ional  cycle of this envelope 
structure.  

Nevena Markova and Eugene Chentsov 
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A b s t r a c t .  We discuss why B supergiant winds are particularly well suited for 
wind studies, and present or refer to dynamic spectra which suggest the presence 
of disks, bifurcated winds, shock formation, rotationally modulated winds and the 
spontaneous generation of wind enhancements. They underscore the strength and 
richness of wind variability in B supergiants and the challenges these phenomena 
present to theoretical studies of stellar winds. 

1 W h y  B I s  a r e  w e l l  s u i t e d  f o r  w i n d  s t u d i e s  

B supergiant (BI) winds are ideal for studying wind variability because: 1) 
their wind lines are often well-developed but  unsaturated; 2) their wind lines 
cover a range of ionization, close to the dominant  stage of the wind (often 
C I ]  - N v, and Si II! & Iv); 3) their winds are less chaotic than  O stars,  
making coherent features easier to identify and track; 4) their winds have 
lower terminal  velocities, so individual structures evolve more slowly and 
the Si IV )~A1400 doublets are decoupled; 5) their strong UV photospheric 
lines are excellent Te l /  - luminosity diagnostics, and 6) the strongest UV 
photospheric lines sample the wind-photosphere interface, often displaying 
wind behavior. 

2 T h e  o b s e r v a t i o n s  

Over its lifetime, I U E  obtained 15 good t ime series of 10 BIs, with t ime 
coverages of ~ 1 - 30 days, and sampling rates from 30 min. to once a day. 
Four of these have been described in detail by Massa et al. (1995 - evidence 
for v = 0 structure),  Prinja et al. (1995), Fullerton et al. (1997 - evidence for 
Co-Rotat ing Interact ion Regions), Howarth  et al. (1998), Pr inja  et al. 1997 - 
a 2-component  wind and disk structure),  Massa et al. (1998, 1999 - evidence 
for a photospheric - wind connection). Pr inja  et al. (1999) will provide a 
complete overview of all these series. Here we demonst ra te  a few common 
aspects of them and concentrate on ionization structure.  

UV wind line variability in BIs can imply line of sight optical depth varia- 
tions up to 10 over localized wavelengths and a factor of 2 or more integrated 
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Fig .  1. Dynamic spectra of a 1993 t ime series of HD 150168. This star is an SB1 
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Fig .  2. Dynamic spectrum of 1995 ("MEGA") data for HD 64760. The 16 days of 
spectra are arranged relative to the 4.8 day period determined by Fullerton et al. 
(1997). The spectra are differences from the series mean spectrum. 

over the entire profile. These  variations can occur as n o r m a l  D A C s ,  which  
appear at intermediate  v and narrow as they  propagate  to  higher v; b o w e d  
a b s o r p t i o n s ,  which appear at in termediate  ve loc i ty  and propagate  b lueward 
and redward s imul taneous ly  and are thought  to  be related to  CIRs; and o t h e r  
a b s o r p t i o n s ,  which often s imply  appear over a large range of ve loc i ty  all at 
once.  In addit ion,  the  features often ex tend  to  v = 0 suggest ing  an origin on 
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stellar surface and, when the extent of the series is adequate,  often r e c u r ,  
usually on the rotat ion timescale - also suggesting surface features. Finally, 
when lines from different ions are compared,  we see i o n i z a t i o n  s t r a t i f i -  
c a t i on ,  which means tha t  related structures occur at  different velocities in 
different ions - often just  an optical depth effect, and i o n i z a t i o n  v a r i a b i l -  
i t y  which implies that  the ionization s ta te  of a specific feature changes with 
time. 

All of the previous effects can be seen in the accompanying figures. Figure 
1 of the B1 Iab-Ib  s tar  HD 150168. Near the beginning of the series, there 
is a max imum in N v which correponds to a minimum in Si Iv - ionization 
variability. Near day 4, a bowed structure shows appears  with its min imum 
in N v lagging the Si IV minimum - ionization stratification. Figure 2 is for 
HD 64760, "phased" on a 4.8 day period. Notice tha t  the N v da ta  appear  to 
have nearly twice the frequency of the Si IV data  - ionization variability. 

3 C o n c l u s i o n s  

BI wind activity is rich and varied, with similar structures occurring in very 
different stars and different structures occurring in same star  at  different 
times. The variability evolves smoothly, and several lines of evidence point to 
surface features as the origin of much of the activity, a l though some features 
are difficult to reconcile with this interpretation.  We have also detected pho- 
tospheric line variability which is only sometimes associated with variabili ty 
in the the wind lines. 
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Discuss ion  

A.  K a u f e r :  Do you see any relation between the "bananas" and the much 
more slowly evolving DACs in the CIR picture? 
D.  M a s s a :  The DACs seem to recur less frequently, if at all; and we just  
don ' t  have runs long enough to determine whether they are periodic. 
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H .  H e n r i c h s :  Have you checked whether simultaneous pho tomet ry  f rom 
HIPPARCOS is available? 
D .  M a s s a :  No. 

S. Shore :  For the spontaneous ( that  is, the non-propagat ing)  features, is 
there anything like a characteristic velocity at  which they appear?  
D .  M a s s a :  This is somewhat  tied up with the definition, in tha t  these fea- 
tures are typically identified at intermediate velocity. However, they can ap- 
pear  over a wide range of velocities reaching to v = 0 at some times. 

J .  D a e h s :  Why do you suppose 7 Arae to show a disk in its wind? 
D.  M a s s a :  I t  seems to have two separate  winds: one has a terminal velocity 
of about  - 7 5 0  k m / s  in Si In and Si Iv, and another  is seen in the edge of 
N v with a terminal velocity of about  - 1200  km/s .  Also, the Si Iv  profiles 
look like those in HD93521: f la t -bot tomed with little emission. These are 
indicative of a disk. Conversely, the N v profiles have strong emission and 
weak absorption, which is indicative of a hot wind confined to a cone above 
the poles. 

Derck Massa and Alexander Fullerton 
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Abs t rac t .  The profiles of the Ha and uv lines and the observed variability suggest 
deviations from spherical symmetry for the envelope of A-type supergiants. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

During the last years increasing efforts have been dedicated to s tudy the 
atmospheres of A-type supergiants. However, compared to the amount  of 
work devoted to OB stars, studies of photospheric and wind properties of 
A-type supergiants are still scarce. 

In this paper we describe several visible and ultraviolet spectral lines of a 
sample of 41 A supergiants. The spectral ranges observed include the Balmer 
lines (Ha, H/3, H5 and H7), the Ca II H and K lines, the Na I D lines and 
the Mg II line at 4481/~ and the uv spectra obtained with the IUE satellite. 
These observations represent the best source of da ta  so far for a global view 
of their spectral variability. 

We also present the first results of a quantitatively analysis of the H a  
profile by means of a non-LTE model. 

2 L i n e  p r o f i l e s  

The most sensitive indicator of winds in A supergiants is the H a  line in the 
visible range and the Mg II (uvl)  lines in the ultraviolet range. Our analysis 
of these lines shows that  these stars can be divided into two groups: the less 
luminous stars (spectral type Ib) which show symmetric absorption profiles 
in all the visible lines studied, and only show wind effects in the uv lines of 
Mg II as a time evolving component. The second group contains the most 
luminous A supergiants (spectral type Ia and Iab). The H a  line in these 
stars presents asymmetric, P Cygni and /or  double-peaked emission profiles. 
The uv lines (Mg II, C II, Si II, A1 II and Fe II) are also asymmetric with 
no emission and a sharp blue edge or profiles composed of discret absorption 
components. These profiles are represented in Fig. 1. 

The frontier between these two groups is Mv ~ - 6 .  
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Fig. 1. Ha and Mg II (uvl) profiles for Group I (top) and Group II (bottom). 

3 Variability 

In the visible range we have only found significant variations in the Ha line. 
Stars with symmetric absorption Ha profiles do not show any variability. 
However we have observed variations in most of the stars showing emission 
profiles. The strongest variations are detected on time-scales of days and 
most of them are due to a variable double-peaked emission. The observed 
V/R variability points out deviations from spherical symmetry (Fig. 2). 

Contrary to what woud be expected we found that the less luminous stars 
present the most spectacular variations in the uv spectrum. We have observed 
the appearance and evolution of a DAC in the Mg II lines (Fig. 2). However 
such component have not been detected in any other uv line. 

The time-scales of variability are consistent with the rotational periods. 

Object Vbreak [km/s] Pbreak [days] vsini [km/s] Prot/sini [days] 

HD 87737 202 10.5 20 106 
HD12953 147 50 49 150 
HD 207260 175 26 44 102 

4 S y n t h e t i c  H a  p r o f i l e s  

We have modelling Ha profiles for an expanding, spherically symmetric at- 
mosphere. We have used the equivalent-two-level-atom approach (Mihalas 
and Kunasz, 1978) to solve the radiative transfer problem and the non-LTE 
equation of statistical equilibrium in the context of a multilevel hydrogen 
atom. The transfer equation is solved in the comoving frame of the flow. 

We have found several models that match the observed emission strength 
(Fig. 3). However we have encountered difficulty to math the depth of the 
absorption feature. Even the most succesful profiles are deeper than the ob- 
served profiles suggesting that these models do not include all the physical 
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Fig. 2. Variability in the Ha and Mg II (uvl) profiles. The rest position of the lines 
are marked with a dashed line. Each spectrum is labeled with the Julian Date of 
the observation. 

processes tha t  operate  in the envelope of A-type supergiants. Deviations from 
steady-sta te  flow structure and non-spherical extension are possible. 
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Fig. 3. Synthetic Ha  (dashed line) compared with the observations (solid line). 

R e f e r e n c e s  

Mihalas, D., Kunasz, P.B.: 1978, Astrophys. J., 219, 635 
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D i s cu ss ion  

L. Kape r :  What fraction of your sample of A supergiants shows double- 
peaked Ha emission? How do you interpret this? 
E. Verdugo:  About ten stars of our sample display double-peaked Ha emis- 
sion. Presently, I cannot explain this. I can only say that these kind of pro- 
files are the main evidence for deviations from spherical symmetry for the 
envelopes of A supergiants. In fact, we cannot reproduce these profiles with 
the ETLA code, which assumes an expanding spherically, symmetric atmo- 
sphere. 

J .  Puls:  In A super/hypergiants, the Hc~ profile should have a P Cygni mor- 
phology, for theoretical reasons. However, as you have shown, these spectra 
exhibit pure emission profiles at Ha. Do you have an idea of a reason for the 
behaviour? 
E. Verdugo:  No, I have no explanation for this behaviour. 
H. Lamers :  Maybe clumping. 

S. Shore:  What is the frequency with which you find the absorption com- 
ponents that look sort of detached? Are they variable? (This could be an 
indication of clumping in the wind.) 
E. Verdugo:  I have only detected such a profile once, for two stars of my 
sample: HD 12953, which has a variable P Cygni profile; and HD 223960, 
which shows the strongest double-peaked emission profile with clear V /R  
variability. 

Jaques Breysacher and Christiaan Sterken 
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A b s t r a c t .  Early-B hypergiants belong to the most luminous stars in the Universe. 
They are characterized by high mass-loss rates ( /~/~ 10-~Moyr -1) and low termi- 
nal wind velocities (vo~400 kms -1) implying very dense winds. They represent a 
short-lived evolutionary phase and are of particular interest for evolutionary theo- 
ries of massive stars with mass loss. Due to their high luminosity they play a key 
role in connection with the "wind momentum - luminosity relation". Among the 
main interesting characteristics of early-B hypergiants are the various kinds of pho- 
tometric and spectroscopic variations. In several recent campaigns our group has 
performed extensive high dispersion spectroscopy of galactic early-B hypergiants 
with our fiber-fed echeUe spectrograph FLASH/HEROS at the ESO-50 cm telescope. 
The main outcome was that their dense winds behave hydrodynamically differently 
to the less luminous supergiants of comparable spectral type. Outwardly acceler- 
ated propagating discrete absorption components of the P Cyg-type lines are the 
typical features rather than rotationally modulated line profile variations. These 
discrete absorptions could be traced in different spectral lines from photospheric 
velocities up to 75% of the terminal velocity. The stellar absorption lines show a 
pulsation-like radial velocity variability pattern lasting up to two weeks as the typi- 
cal time scale. The radius variations connected with this pulsation-like motions are 
correlated with the emission height of the P Cyg-type profiles. 

1 Main Properties and Variability of Early-B 
Hypergiants 

Early B-hypergiants  belong to the most  luminous stars in the Universe (Mbol 
- - 1 0 . . . - -  11) with effective tempera tures  around 20000K.  They represent 
short-lived evolutionary phases of massive stars. For the given luminosity the 
masses are comparat ively low. In this connection R 81 (B2.5Ia-O) is of par-  
ticular interest; it is an eclipsing binary (Wolf et al. 1981, Stahl et al. 1987). 
A rough est imate from the light curve gives 33 M®, i.e. R81 has presumably  
lost more than half of its initial mass in previous evolutionary phases. 

IUE observations have shown tha t  early-B hypergiants are characterized 
by high mass-loss rates (2~/~10-SM®y -1) with comparat ively low veloci- 
ties ( v ~ 4 0 0  k m s  -1) implying ra ther  high wind densities. In addit ion to 
the usual wind indicators numerous lines originating from metas table  states 
formed in the wind (particularly Fern lines) were identified (cf. e.g. Wolf ~: 
Appenzeller 1979, Appenzeller & Wolf 1979, Prinja et al. 1990, Lamers  et al. 
1995). 
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Fig. 1. A sample of early B super- and hypergiants shown in the Hertzsprung 
Russell diagram 

Due to these characteristics early-B hypergiants are important test cases 
for: 
a) evolutionary theories of massive stars with mass loss (cf. e.g. Schaerer et 
al. 1996) 
b) the "wind momentum - luminosity relation" (high luminosity) (cf. e.g. 
Kudritzki, this Volume) 
c) the "bi-stability jump" of v~/v~sc of 2.6 at Teff > 21 000 to 1.3 at Teff < 
21 000 (Lamers et al. 1995). 

Photometric variations of the prototype 41 Sco in time scales of 11 to 
16 days of about 0.1 mag were reported by Sterken (1977) and Burki et al. 
(1982). Spectroscopic snap-shot observations of early-B hypergiants in the 
optical range have shown pronounced line-profile variations of the P Cygni- 
type lines and radial velocity variations of the photospheric absorption lines 
with amplitudes of about 20 kms -1. The photospheric absorption lines are 
asymmetric with blue wings extending to -200 and -300 km s -1 (Sterken & 
Wolf, 1978,1979). From various IUE observations profile variations of wind 
lines with variable wind absorption components were discovered (Burki et al. 
1982). These observations indicate: 
a) a pure hydrostatic photosphere does not exist; time and depth dependent 
velocity fields in the atmosphere are the predominant features. 
b) considerable mass-loss variations do occur. 

What  is the nature of these variations? What  kind of hydrodynamic pro- 
cesses, pulsation-like motions etc. are prevailing? Are there obvious corre- 
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Table 1. Stellar parameters of the observed stars 

Object ¢1Sco HD169454 HD190603 
Te~ [K] 19700 19700 19700 
logg 2.30 2.30 2.40 

R, [Ro] 
M*,log9 [Me] 
M . . . . .  1. tr~ck [Mo] 
logL,/Lo 
Mv [magi 
.~f [lO-6Mo yr -1] 
vo~ [kms -1] 
v~ [kms -1] 

91 82 59 
60 48 32 
40 40 32 

6.05 5.95 5.67 
-9.09 -8.85 -8.03 

6.2 6.3 2.7 
370 483 515 
365 345 360 

lations of the wind lines' variability and the variations of the photospheric 
absorption lines? And how do the B hypergiants compare with the less lumi- 
nous B supergiants? 

To learn more about the atmospheric motions and wind properties of 
early B hypergiants, snap shot observations are not sufficient - extended 
spectroscopic campaigns are a prerequisite. Such campaigns were carried out 
by us with FLASH/HEROS (cf. Rivinius et al. 1997, Kaufer,1998 and this 
Volume) at the ESO-50cm telescope. The typical stellar parameters  of the 
target stars are given in Table 1 and their location in the HRD is shown by 
Figure 1. The dates of the observational campaigns are given in Table 2. 

2 Line-Profile and Radial Velocity  Variations 

Our high dispersion spectroscopic campaigns allowed us to follow the wind 
properties and teir variability down to very deep layers and to diagnose the 
photosphere-wind interface of early-B hypergiants. We will briefly demon- 
strate that  for the case of the prototype ~ Sco. 

Object 

HD190603 
¢ Sco 
HD169454 

1990 1991 

28/87 42/154 

Table  2. The observation campaigns 

Spectra/Nights Ave. SIN 
1992 1 9 9 3  1994 1995 [5350A- 

5450A] 
. . . .  330 

37/52 93/114 103/128 57/120 110 
14/45 11/17 25/62 2/2 100 
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Fig. 3. The dynamical spectrum of AlIzI)~5696 and the measured radial velocities 
of HEO,4921 ~nd H5 in 1993 

2.1 Observations 

Fig. 2 shows the dynamical spectra of Ha and of HIe)~6678 of 41 Sco as ob- 
served during the 1993 campaign. As shown by the figure the P Cyg profiles 
are characterized by accelerated absorption features formed throughout the 
wind. One has immediately the impression, that this time series is a key find- 
ing to investigate the wind variation and that it opens for the first time the 
chance to derive empirically the velocity law of wind features. There is no 
obvious connection between emission and absorption variability in the P Cyg 
profiles; the repetition time of the absorption features is about 24 days. The 
emission variability is similar in all P Cyg lines; the repetition time is about 
15 days and is comparable to the time scale of the photometric variability. 

The kind of radial velocity variations of photospheric lines is shown by 
Fig. 3. It contains the dynamical spectrum of the line AlIII)~5696 and the 
plots of the variations of the photospheric absorption lines He[A4921 and H& 
Cyclical variability is present most of the time, the typical cycle times being 
10 to 20 days. After several weeks it eventually evolves into icoherent vari- 
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Fig ,  5. Dynamical residual spectrum of FeHI),5156 in 1993 and the measured veloc- 
ity increase of propagating disturbances. Also shown is a/7  type velocity law with 
/F = 2.5. The dots connecting to the ~-law are the values given in Fig. 4 (right) 

ability. Pulsation-like motions are evident. (Note that  the early-B type hyper- 
giants are located in the HRD in a region where Kiriakidis et al. (1993) have 
predicted strange mode oscillations). The pulsation-like variability pa t tern  is 
similar in all lines, but  the average velocity depends on the line strength, i.e. 
the weekest lines show the smallest velocities. Moreover, as shown by Fig.4 
the variability of lines of higher velocities (i.e. of lines formed further out 
in the photosphere) is delayed by up to three days; the delay can be deter- 
mined by cross correlation. A model comes up t h a t  the acceleration of the 
disturbances has something to do with the pulsation-like motions. 
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2.2 Velocity Law of  Perturbations 

The dynamical spectra of Ha (cf. Fig.2) and HE were used to diagnose the 
propagation of disturbances in the outer part  through the wind. In order to 
trace back the velocity law to photospheric velocities we searched for fainter 
P Cyg-type profiles in which the absorption features can be traced down to 
low velocities. The FelII)J~5127,5156 lines (cf. Fig.5) have these properties.  
Four events are visible in these lines in 1993. If we trace these events we get 
the velocity curves which can be compared with/~-type velocity laws (Fig.5). 
fl=2.5 provides a reasonable description, but note that  the acceleration of the 
disturbances is much steeper close to the photosphere than any/7 law, which 
are mostly used to describe the winds of hot stars (cf. e.g. Rivinius et. al., 
1997) In addition the pulsation-like motions and the delay of the radial- 
velocity pat tern for photospheric lines formed at different depths can be used 
to diagnose the photosphere-wind interface. As indicated by the diagram in 
Fig.5 the same steep acceleration is indicated by this delay pattern.  

To our knowledge this is for the first t ime that  the velocity law has been 
directly derived from the propagation of wind features in B supergiants. But  

Table  3. Model parameters for the observed stars. The temperature distribution 
in the wind is given by a square root law 

Object J ~z Sco HD169454 HD190603 

v0 [kms-1]I 18 18 18 
1.7 1.5 1.7 

Vturb/V~ 0.05 0.037 0.035 
. . . .  [K] 16000 16000 16000 

Touter [K] 7000 7000 7000 
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note that this empirically derived law for the propagation of discrete features 
has to be regarded as an upper limit; the ambient wind is faster. The station- 
ary wind component was calculated with the SEIBALMER4 code to f l=l .7 
for 41 Sco (in Table 3 the fl values of our target stars are listed along with 
the pertinent parameters of our wind models (cf. Rivinius et al. 1997)). In 
passing we note that the radial velocity variations observed by the photo- 
spheric lines cause radius variations of the order of 10% which in turn lead 
to gravity variations Alog g of about 0.08 dex. The photometric variations 
of the Str6mgren indices (particularly the amplitutes of cl) of 41 Sco can be 
modeled with ATLAS 8 atmospheres for: 
Tefr = 19450 K, log g = 2.21, R,  = 98 Ro and 
Teff = 19950 K, log g = 2.28, R,  -- 90 RO, respectively 

This causes luminosity variations of about 10%, which are correlated to 
the emission height variations. This finding is also important in connection 
with the wind momentum-luminosity relation of luminous hot stars (Ku- 
dritzki, this Volume). 

For the nature of the disturbances we favour blobs rather than spherical 
shells. As shown by Lamers (1994) blobs have a large effect on the profiles if in 
front of the stellar disk and provide a better explanation of our observations. 
In fact the profile variability of the absorption components in the hydrogen 
lines could be reasonably fitted by superposing local density enhancements 
to the stationary wind (Fig.6). 

3 C o n c l u s i o n s  

The winds of early-B hypergiants are highly variable. The variations are quite 
different from the wind activity of less luminous BA supergiants (cf. Kaufer, 
1998 and this Volume). They are more wind dominated; rotation and coro- 
tating interaction regions are not the main effect. Propagating discrete ab- 
sorption components due to non-spherical density perturbations are typical. 
The behaviour is similar to the DACs phenomenon in O stars. The photo- 
spheric absorption lines show pulsation-like radial velocity variations which 
presumably trigger the variations in the wind. Our analysis shows for the first 
time that disturbances which affect the wind are generated very deep in the 
atmosphere (i.e. in the photospheric or even sub-photospheric region). The 
velocity law of disturbances could be followed through a wide range of the 
wind down to photospheric layers by making use of strategic lines distributed 
over a wide wavelength range. 

The large wavelength coverage of modern spectrographs of high resolu- 
tion and long-term monitoring programs are the prerequisite for this kind of 
investigation. 
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Discuss ion  

J .  Pu ls :  Two types of 13 velocity laws can be found in the literature, namely 
v = v0 + (voo- v 0 ) ( 1 - 1 / r )  ~ and v = vo~ ( 1 -  b/r) ~, where b has to be calculated 
from Vmi n ~'~ 0 . 1  . . .  0.5 Vsoun d. If yOU want to compare observed velocity fields 
in the lower part  with ~ velocity laws (representing the global wind), you 
should use the latter type since only this parameterisat ion is consistent with 
hydrodynamical  models. 
B.  Wolf :  Thank  you. We will do that  in the future. This second velocity law 
will probably be in bet ter  agreement with our observations at the base of the 
wind. 

A. Mof f a t :  How confident can one be that  the ~ of the ambient wind (~  1.7) 
is really different from the/~ of the disturbances (,-~ 2.5)? 
B.  Wolf :  We derived fl = 1.7 by fitting the profiles of the BMmer lines 
(mostly HV and H~) using a modified version of the SEIBALMER program 
and the parameters given in Table 3 of my talk. This value provides a sub- 
stantially bet ter  profile fit than/3 = 2.5. 

L. K a p e r :  The distance to ~1 Sco (and hence the confirmation of its ex- 
treme luminosity) is "known" due to its location in an association, which 
makes ~1 Sco a prototype of its class. Is ¢1 Sco's association confirmed (by 
HIPPARCOS)? 
B.  Wolf:  Yes, it is. ~1 Sco has a large proper motion. Within the uncertainties 
aE = 1 mas/year ,  which corresponds to 10 km/s  at a distance of 2 kpc. The 
membership of ~1 Sco in Sco OB 1 is confirmed by HIPPARCOS. 
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Abs t r ac t .  What distinguishes WR stars from most of their progenitor phases is 
their dense winds, that often completely hide their small hydrostatic cores. Thus, to 
learn about these cores, which are especially important in an evolutionary context, 
we are generally limited to studying the winds only. One way to do this is to 
examine their ubiquitous variability. Variability studies of (single) WR stars using 
various techniques have revealed two main classes of wind variation: (1) large-scale 
and periodic, probably related to rotating disturbances (e.g. NRP or magnetic 
structures) close to the core surface, and (2) small (multi-) scale and stochastic, 
probably intrinsic to the winds themselves. The former is only seen rarely in WR 
stars, contrary to other hot stars. The latter appears to be universal in WR and 
probably (though less obvious) in all hot-star winds. 

1 T y p e s  o f  V a r i a b i l i t y  

Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars  have the strongest winds amortg stable massive stars. 
However, evidence accumulated over the past  few years indicates tha t  W R  
winds are far from steady and smooth,  as was once assumed. This is deduced 
from the fact tha t  (single) W R  stars are generally quite variable, most ly  
in their strong emission lines. Since most  W R  winds are so dense tha t  we 
cannot see their hydrostat ic  cores, this variability must  be occuring in the 
winds themselves in most  cases. By quantifying the nature  of the variability, 
we can therefore explore not only properties of the winds, but  also the origin 
of the variability, which may lie hidden from direct view. 

Several techniques have been applied to reveal wind variabilty in W R  
stars (e.g. photometry,  polarimetry,  spectroscopy, or combinations thereof),  
but the most  effective so far has been the s tudy of optical line profile varia- 
tions (LPVs). Previous work has often concentrated on UV LPVs, obtained 
using IUE (e.g. St-Louis 1990). However, the UV data  are most  effective in 
revealing LPVs in the P Cygni absorption profiles of mainly strong, often 
resonance, lines tha t  prevail in the UV. This  limits their visibility to the 
par t  of the wind tha t  lies in the column towards the star. Despite the many  
interesting UV results, I will concentrate on the more global LPVs seen in 
emission lines in the optical, where it has been easier to get high-quality data.  
According to a recent s tudy (L@pine & Moffat 1999), optical wind LPVs can 
be sorted into three categories: 
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1. Stochast ic  (S). All hot-star winds observed appropriately so far (i.e. 
monitored at least on an hourly basis over several hours, at high signal-to- 
noise S/N and high spectral resolution) show stochastically varying, narrow 
emission subpeaks superposed on broad emission lines. This is the case for 
some ten WR stars (Robert 1992; L@pine 1998; L6pine & Moffat 1999), two 
[WC]-type central stars of planetary nebulae (Balick et al. 1994; Grosdidier 
et al. 1997), one Of star (Eversberg et al. 1998) and at least one nova (Gar- 
navitch, priv. comm.). It  is strongly suspected that this is actually a very 
widespread phenomenon, probably present in all hot-star winds. The most 
likely interpretation is that we are seeing the manifestation of a hierarchy of 
density enhancements, often referred to as "clumps", "blobs" or "shocks", 
propagating outwardly with the wind. In fact, they probably are the wind. 

2. Recu r r en t  (R). Broad subpeaks are seen in only a small number of 
WR winds (Morel 1998; Morel et al. 1998a, 1998b). They tend move across 
the whole emission line and recur, but only over several cycles. Among the 30 
or so WR stars which are apparently bright enough to have been checked for 
this kind of LPV, only WR6 and WR134 appear to fall in this category, with 
the possible addition of WR1 (Morel, priv. comm.). These stars also appear 
to exhibit S-type LPVs, which are often masked by those of R-type. W R l l  
-- 72 Vel also shows broad variable subpeaks, but these apparently behave 
in a stochastic fashion and belong to the S category (L@pine et al. 1998). It 
is quite noteworthy that WR6 and WR134 are the single WR stars showing 
the largest amount of line depolarisation (Schulte-Ladbeck 1994; Harries et 
al. 1998). WR1 is not exceptional at all in this way, however, and another 
WR star with moderately srong line depolarisation is the WR component in 
the long-period binary WR137. 

The current interpretation of the R scenario in WR winds is that we are 
witnessing the rotational modulation of a persistant large-scale anisotropic 
outflow, which is likely related to the propagation of discrete absorption 
components (DACs) and corotating interaction regions (CIRs) in OB-star 
winds (e.g. Cranmer & Owocki 1996). While these are seen frequently in 
OB winds,they are rare in WR winds. Presumably they are generated by 
magnetic structures in forced rotation or non-radial pulsations close to the 
stellar (hydrostatic) surface, the former being somewhat more likely. Such 
features do not last more than several rotations, hence are incoherent on 
long timescales. 

3. Per iodic  (P). Only binary systems appear to reveal truly periodic 
LPVs in WR and other hot stars. These are normally interpreted as arising in 
cyclic modulations due to wind-wind collisions, photospheric and atmospheric 
eclipses, heating effects and other binary-related distortions (see Marchenko 
et al. 1997). 
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2 E v i d e n c e  f o r  S t o c h a s t i c  L i n e  P r o f i l e  V a r i a t i o n s  

In this review, I will limit further discussion to the S type LPVs. As noted 
above, these small-scale, stochastic variations are probably omnipresent in 
all WR and other weaker hot-star winds. We now look in more detail at the 
evidence for these stochastic line profile variations in WR winds. To do this, 
it is useful to divide up the evidence into classes according to the degree of 
sophistication of the observations, reflected by their "dimension": 

0 -D.  Here the manifestation of the variations are characterised by a quan- 
t i ty which gives no information about  the detailed nature of the actual 3-D 
clumping: it could be e.g. shells or clumps. In order of ,~ decreasing wave- 
length, there are a large number of 0-D signatures of clumping: 

• IR/radio  excess, compared to the thermal emission from the underlying 
star (Runacres & Blomme 1996; Blomme & Runacres 1997). The level of the 
excess can only be accounted for if clumping occurs, since the f-f emission 
excess goes as the square of the density. 

• Increase of the eclipse width and depth especially at secondary minimum 
(O-star in front) of the IR compared to the optical light curve of the WR + 
O eclipsing system V444 Cyg (Cherepashchuk et al. 1984). Again, this must 
be due to the enhanced f-f emission due to some kind of clumping of the WR 
wind, although it provides no indication of the true nature of the clumping. 

• Dust formation in WC star winds. In such a hostile environment,  lo- 
caiised density enhancements are needed both to form the dust and once 
formed, to shield it from the intense UV radiation field of the central star 
(Cherchneff et al. 1998). This can occur either in the winds of single, cool 
WC stars (most WC9-10 and some WC8 stars) or in the wind-wind collision 
zone in some WC + 0 binaries (Williams 1996), both leading to IR excess. 
Additional evidence for dust formation comes from episodic dips in the con- 
t inuum light curves of some WC9 stars (Veen et al. 1998). Again, no real 
constraints are provided as to the true nature of the clumping. 

• Photometr ic  (e.g. Moffat & Shara 1986) and polarimetric (Robert  et 
al. 1989) continuum variability. The stochastic nature of this variability on 
timescales of hours to days suggests some kind of clumping in the winds. The 
fact that  the polarisation scatter is normally much less than the photometr ic  
scatter implies that  the clumps both scatter and emit light (Brown et al. 
1995). 

• Distortion of line intensity ratios. Nugis ~ Niedzielski (1995) find an 
enhancement of the flux ratio of HeI to HeII lines in the IR, tha t  allows one 
to deduce that  clumping must be important.  

• Disk-shaped HeI line profiles. These can be reproduced if clumping is 
important  (Antokhin et al. 1992). 

• Diffuse electron scattering (Hillier 1991). This creates an enhancement 
on the red side of emission line profiles, due to scattering in an expanding 
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medium around the star. Since (optically thin) electron scattering is indepen- 
dent of clumping, this enhanced component is correspondingly less than the 
main direct emission component for the same line when the wind is clumped 
than when it is smooth. 

• Saturation of P Cygni absorbtion profiles (Prinja et al. 1990). This is a 
consequence of a non-monotonic velocity expansion law of the wind, caused 
by velocity scatter due to shocks in the wind; a dispersion of ,~ 102 km/s is 
implied. 

• High X-ray fluxes from hot-star winds (e.g. Berghhfer & Schmitt 1994). 
Although current X-ray satellites are not large enough yet to detect the ex- 
pected stochastic X-ray variability, the observed X-ray fluxes imply that 
shocks must be present in the wind, with thermal temperatures of ,-~ 106 
K (Wesselowski 1996; Feldmeier et al. 1997). 

• Erratic X-ray variability in massive X-ray binaries (Kaper et al. 1996). 
This could be caused either by clumped winds being accreted onto the com- 
pact companion, or by instabilities within the accretion disk (if there is one). 

1-D. Doppler imaging has now enabled us to separate out various clumps 
in the wind and at least partly qualify the nature of the clumping. Only 
one observational signature so far falls in this category for the otherwise 
unresolved inner WR wind: 

• LPV. The information content is greater for emission lines, which arise 
globally in the wind, compared to P Cygni absorptions, which probe the 
highly localised column of the wind from the observer to the star. The lat- 
ter is somewhat ambiguous, unable to clearly distinguish between DACs and 
clumps. In any case, most WR resonance P Cygni absorptions in WR stars 
are saturated, making their study virtually impossible except at their sloping 
edges. Global emission line variability has been detected by various groups 
now (e.g. Schumann & Seggewiss 1975; Moffat et al. 1988; McCandliss 1988; 
Robert 1992; L@pine 1998); an update of previous results is given in the next 
section. 

2-D. Resolution of the outer parts of WR winds has now been accom- 
plished via direct imaging in two special cases. Note that even the closest 
WR star, ,y2 Vel, would require a resolution of --, 2 mas to distinguish 1 Rq), 
a possible clump size in the inner wind, at its (new) distance of ,-~ 250 pc. 

• Radio interferometry. The second closest WR star, WR147 (d ~ 700 
pc), has been resolved using MERLIN into a thermally clumped wind on a 
scale of --~ 20 mas (103 R,) (Williams et al. 1997). We (Barlow et al.) hope 
to do the same soon for V 2 Vel. 

• Optical line imaging of the young WR nebula M1-67 around WR124. 
Grosdidier et al. (1998) have used HST/WFPC2 to resolve this nebula in Ha, 
which is filled in right down to the observable limit close to the central star. 
This remarkable image shows, among other interesting features, a number of 
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strange point-like sources of bright Ha  emission surrounded by what appear  
to be their own local wind blown bubbles. Lack of bow-shock shapes implies 
tha t  they are travelling out with the ambient wind, suggesting that  we might 
be seeing a few of the largest wind clumps emerging from a previous (slower) 
LBV stage. The alternative speculation that  we are seeing some new kind of 
instability in the wind lacks a theoretical understanding. Some of these ideas 
may change, as Grosdidier et al. (1999) are in the process of examining the 
velocity field across M1-67, based on new high-resolution Fabry-P@rot obser- 
vations in H a  from CFHT. 

3 +  -D .  Increased resolution might be provided by 2-D imaging combined 
with velocity (RVs or pm's) or other information. One can only dream for 
now of Vakili's (this conference) technique of "interfero-spectropolarimetry"! 

3 H i g h l i g h t s  o f  N e w  W o r k  o n  S - t y p e  L P V s  

3.1 D a t a  Source and Technique  

Based on the same spectral data  reported in Robert  (1992), L@pine et al. 
(1996) and Ldpine & Moffat (1999) have significantly improved the analysis 
of the 9 WR stars for line variability. These data  comprise 3-4 contiguous 
nights of R ~ 30 000, S/N ~ 200/pixel (continuum), 5t ,-~ 1 h spectrosocpy 
of the best optical line in a range of WN and WC subtypes. 

The key here is twofold: (1) Wavelet analysis has been applied to the line 
variations relative to a mean profile. This is a bet ter  alternative to Fourier 
techniques or temporal variance spectrum analyses (Fullerton 1990): wavelets 
allow one to analyse the pat tern as a whole, rather than trying to extract  
individual clumps or looking at one pixel at a time. (2) A phenomenological 
model has been devised to simulate the observed LPVs. The model is cal- 
culated with the same sampling as the observations, in velocity space using 
a/3 velocity law to relate projected acceleration to velocity. The model also 
allows for a scaling power law for the fluxes of the clumps (although not in 
velocity dispersion) as expected if turbulent cascading is acting. From these 
simulations, it was deduced that  superposition effects are generally very im- 
portant ,  leading to a high level of confusion and change in interpretat ion 
compared to previous studies (e.g. Moffat et al. 1994). 

3.2 Re su l t s  

One of the WR stars (WR134) in the Robert  (1992) sample is dominated by 
R-type LPVs (cf. Morel et al. 1998b for a more detailed study of this star). 
The  remaining 8 stars all show very similar S-type LPV patterns,  which can 
be summarized as follows: 

• All the most obvious emission subpeaks in all stars have velocity widths 
of FWHM ~ 2-10/~ and amplitudes of ~-, 2-8 % of the average line intensity. 
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• Subpeak motion occurs always away from line centre, both in the blue 
and red directions. This can be most readily interpreted as clumps propagat-  
ing radially outward in a spherically symmetric wind, and seen in velocity 
projection v(r) cos 0, each with ~ ~ const. 

• Each observed subpeak generally is the sum of a large number of inde- 
pendent,  discrete wind emission elements (DWEEs). These are assumed to 
be Gaussian in shape in the simulations. 

• A large number of DWEEs (~ 104) are needed to account for the low 
degree of variability observed. This implies that  DWEEs must occupy a small 
volume. 

• DWEEs reveal a large velocity dispersion, with dominant scale av .~ 
100 km/s  (-~ 350 km/s  in WR134). This is likely a consequence of macro- 
turbulence and associated shocks. 

• A strong anisotropy (radial versus tangential) prevails in velocity disper- 
sion within the DWEEs: av . .~  4av~. This is compatible with radiative wind 
driving (e.g. Rybicki et al. 1990). For WR134 av~ ". av,, implying significant 
angular motion, as expected for R-type LPV. 

• There is marginal evidence for optical depth effects within the DWEEs,  
implying that  the escape probablility for photons may be slightly less in the 
radial than in the transverse direction. 

• Relatively low radial acceleration is found in the inner wind and high ac- 
celeration in the outer wind, characterised by the parameter  product  ~R,/R® 
= 20 ... 80, much larger than obtained from most "standard model" fits, with 
/~ ~ 1 and R ,  of several R®. 

• The duration of subpeak events agrees with the overall line shape, im- 
plying a relatively thin line-emitting region (LER) in velocity space. 

• The stochastic behaviour of the DWEEs agrees with model simulations 
(e.g. Gayley & Owocki 1995), with rapid growth of random fluctuations near 
the base out to the observed wind. 

• The same phenomenon appears to be at work in all WR winds, inde- 
pendent of the spectrum and subclass, e.g. a~ is independent of the geometry 
of the LER, vow, wind acceleration, ... 

However, there still remains one important  factor, which turns out to be 
a rather severe limitation: The number of visible subpeaks in any given line 
in a given star is proportional to v ~ ,  as noted by Robert  (1992). Does this 
mean that  faster winds have more structure? The answer now appears to 
be NO! Rather, it is spurious, due to superposition effects that  are worst 
in narrow-line (slower-wind) stars. Their is no way around this problem, 
although observing stars with large vo~ does help somewhat. Higher spectral 
resolution or S/N, or shorter 5t will not help much. 
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4 Importance of Clumping 

From studies of subpeak behaviour on WR emission lines, the following con- 
clusions can be stated regarding the associated wind clumping: 

• Clumping is probably universal in hot-star  winds. There is no reason 
why WR stars should be special, and in any case, evidence exists already for 
clumping in other types of hot stars. 

• All previous smooth-wind based mass-loss rates will have to be reduced 
by about a factor three. This comes from both observation (polarization 
modulation and period changes in WR binaries: St-Louis et al. 1993; Moffat 
& Robert  1994) and theory (e.g. Schmutz 1997; Hillier & Miller 1998; Nugis 
et al. 1998). 

• The revision in mass-loss rates will have an important  impact on models 
of stellar evolution. 

• Clumping is probably crucial to explain the formation of dust in WC 
winds. 

• W R  winds appear to be excellent laboratories to study turbulence in 
action. 

• Propagating inhomogeneities allow us to trace the wind kinematics, 
e.g. derive a relation between the observables acceleration and velocity, and 
thence deduce the velocity law v(r). 

• Clumping will tend to "soften" collisions, e.g. with the ISM or other 
winds. 

• Clumpy winds will make a direct contribution to the clumpiness of the 
ISM. 

5 Future Prospects 

Several avenues remain to be exploited: 
• Resolving clumps interferometrically. This has already star ted in the 

radio and will soon (in 10 years from space?) be possible in the optical /IR.  
Some current "dirty laudry" is likely to take a severe cleaning... 

• Spectroscopy: larger samples of stars of different type, longer continuous 
time-coverage and probing different lines simultaneously. 

• Exploring internal structure of clumps, other scaling laws, and estab- 
lishing a clear relation to turbulence. 

. More modeling is necessary: 3-D hydrodynamics with radiative effects 
included and more quantitative comparisons with observations; calculating 
CIRs/DACs in WR winds. 
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Discuss ion  

G. K o e n i g s b e r g e r :  The radio emission associated with the W R 147 wind- 
wind collision region seems very broad. Could you comment on this? 
A. Mof f a t :  According to wind-wind collision models (e.g., Stevens et al. 
1992), the relative separation of the shock fronts on either side of the con- 
tact  surface can indeed be quite large, especially if the collision is more or 
less adiabatic. This is likely to be the case in long-period systems like W R  147. 

A.  F e l d m e i e r :  Do you think that  there is a connection between the X-ray 
emission from OB stars and the strongest blobs you find? Say, if the blob gas is 
the cool, dense gas behind the strong X-ray emitting reverse shock, then (since 
the radiative cooling zone is isobaric) p T - - c o n s t  and one could expect tha t  
the largest blob overdensities are given by Pblob/PChK "" TX-ray/Twind 
100. Can you derive the largest overdensities from your observations? 
A.  Mof f a t :  Unfortunately, with the extremely large number of est imated 
clumps (> 104) combined with the ambiguities (superposition) of spectro- 
scopy, we cannot provide any serious constraints on the density contrast.  If 
compressible turbulence is at play, the small (less massive) clumps are ex- 
pected to be densest, so that  the X-rays could arise in a very large number 
of clumps. 

A. M a e d e r :  Does the revision of the mass-loss rates you are suggesting (fac- 
tor of ~3) also apply to O-type and WR stars? 
A. Mof f a t :  We only have real line-profile variability data  for the extreme 
O star ( Pup. In that  case, the stochastic variability is every bit as high as 
any WR star in the same line relative to the average line emission. We can 
only guess tha t  this might lead to similar corrections for ~ Pup. It would not 
surprise me if all hot-star winds were clumpy, but  more work is needed to 
show what the impact of that  might be. 
H.  L a m e r s :  The mass loss rates from O stars are usually derived from P 
Cygni profiles. 

S. Sh o r e :  In the binary WR + 0 system, is it possible that  you would see 
a change in the stochastic variations of the emission lines with the binary 
phase? For instance, in V 444 Cyg there is a hole in the wind from the O -  
WR wind collision, so you might expect to see different wavelet spectra as a 
function of time. 
A. Mof fa t :  In V 444 Cyg, most of the variations are phase dependent,  which 
masks the stochastic component to a large extent. In ~,Vel, we find no sig- 
nificant phase dependence of the stochastic line variation component around 
more or less half the orbit. 
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Abs t rac t .  Inhomogeneities are accounted for in our non-LTE stellar wind models 
in a first-order approximation. When applied for spectral analyses, clumpy models 
yield lower mass-loss rates than homogeneous models, while other parameters are 
not affected. For representative WR stars, we determine the density contrast from 
the electron-scattering line wings and obtain mass-loss rate reductions by a factor 
of two, typically. 

1 Model  atmospheres with clumping 

The so-called standard models for WR atmospheres are based on the assump- 
tions of spherical symmetry, homogeneity and stat ionari ty of the flow. The 
main features of WR spectra can be reproduced by these calculations, thus 
validating its basic assumptions as a reasonable approximation. However, 
there are various evidences that  real WR atmospheres are actually inhomo- 
geneous to some degree. 

For a first-order approach to clumped stellar winds, we implement the fol- 
lowing simplifying t reatment  of clumping in our non-LTE model atmosphere 
code. In the clumps the density is enhanced by the factor D with respect to 
the homogeneous model with the same mass-loss rate. The interclump space 
is void. The clumps are assumed to have small size, compared to the photon 
free path. 

In the described formulation, the density enhancement D would cancel 
out in the emissivities and opacities, if they were linear in density. However, 
Wolf-Rayet spectra are known to be dominated by processes which scale with 
the square of the density. This can be concluded from the scaling proper ty  of 
Wolf-Rayet models, which has been discovered first by Schmutz et al. (1989). 
They  defined a so-called transformed radius Rt as a combination of M, R .  
and v~  and found that  models with same Rt exhibit the same emission 
line equivalent widths, irrespective of different combinations of the involved 
parameters (while, of course, T., composition etc. are fixed). This invariance 
was validated by various numerical experiments with reasonable accuracy. 

The concept of the "transformed radius" now is generalized for clumped 
models. In order to cancel out in quadratic processes, the clump density 
enhancement D must be compensated by diminishing the mass-loss rate by 
a factor v/-D. Thus we define 
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Fig. 1. The line wings of the HeII line at 4686~, as observed in the WN7-type 
LMC star Br 24 (solid line). The synthetic profiles (dashed lines) were calculated 
for different density contrast D as indicated. The mass-loss rate is scaled with D -°'5 
for compensation, while the other parameters (see caption of Fig. 2) are maintained. 

Rt = R, 2500kms -1 10 -4 M® yr -1 (1) 

and expect that models with same Rt exhibit the same line equivalent widths, 
irrespective of different combinations of D,/~/, R. and v~. For constant voo, 
the absolute spectra should only differ by a scaling with R. 2. 

Note that this scaling invariance holds only for the p2 p r o c e s s e s ,  i.e. for 
the main spectral features. The electron scattering opacity, however, scales 
linearly with density. Thus, in inhomogeneous models the enhanced clump 
density is already fully compensated by the volume filling factor; scaling down 
the mass-loss rate in order to keep the same Rt decreases the effective Thom- 
son opacity. Now, Thomson scattering causes a wide frequency redistribution 
of photons, due to the high thermal speed of the electrons (cf. Hillier 1984). 
Hence, for a series of models with same Rt the extended line wings caused 
by this frequency redistribution of electron-scattered line photons become 
weaker with increasing D, while the main spectral feature remain unchanged. 

2 S p e c t r a l  f i t s  a n d  c o n c l u s i o n s  

The described dependence of the electron-scattering line wings can be used 
to determine the adequate value of D from observed spectra. This is demon- 
strated here by the example of Br 24. The comparison with the observa- 
tion (Fig. 1) reveals that the homogeneous model (D = 1) gives too strong 
electron-scattering wings, while the model with D = 4 fits best. 
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Fig. 2. The observed spectrum of the LMC star Br 24 in the visual, compared to 
a model calculation with clumping (D = 4). Accounting for the clumping effect 
has nicely improved the detailed agreement between observed WR spectra and our 
models. Model parameters: T. = 40kK, logL/Lo = 5.35, log f / / ( M o y r  -1) = -5.0, 
v~ = 950 km/s, composition H/He/C/N = 40/59/0.01/0.8 (by mass) 

To the first order, the mass-loss ra te  is the only paramete r  which is affected 
by the application of clumped models for spectral  analyses. In a recent paper  
(Hamann & Koesterke 1998b) we selected representative Galactic W R  stars 
of different spectral  subclass and found tha t  D = 4  is a typical value, which 
implies tha t  the empirical mass-loss rates become smaller by factor Y ~  = 2 
than  obtained from the use of homogeneous models. In Hamann  & Koesterke 
(1998a) we analyzed the nitrogen spectra  of the Galactic WN stars. If  their 
mass-loss rates are now scaled down by a factor of two, the average values 
of the "momentum ratio" ~lv~c/L become 4.5, 4.3 and 15 for the WNL,  
WNE-w and WNE-s spectral subclass, respectively. These values are still 
above the single-scattering limit (i.e. unity), but  no longer implausible for 
radiative acceleration with multiple-scattering effects. The consequences of 
smaller W R  mass-loss rates for the stellar evolution must  be considered. 
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Discuss ion  

G. Koenigsberger :  Regarding the clumping factor, which appears to be 
the same for all WR subclasses: could you comment on why "D" should be 
independent of the properties that determine the wind structure, which in 
turn lead to the observed spectra? 
W . - R .  Hamann:  Clumping in WR winds is most likely caused by the in- 
stability of radiation driving. Existing calculations (Gayley & Owocki 1995, 
ApJ 446, 801) show that the perturbation growth rate scales with the inverse 
of the wind momentum ratio, ~?. Although y is larger for WR stars than for 
OB stars, the instability is predicted to produce strong clumping. However, 
fully self-consistent hydrodynamical WR models do not yet exist. Thus, we 
have no prediction about how the density contrast may depend on the stellar 
parameters. 

R. Ignace: Recent work by Nugis et al. suggests that the free-free contin- 
uum slopes of WR stars cannot be explained by constant clumping and filling 
factors. Can you comment on the consequences of their inferences for your 
profile modelling? 
W.-R.  Hamann :  Free-free radio emission is a p2-process, as is the line emis- 
sion. Hence radio mass loss rates are affected by clumping in exactly the same 
way as shown in my talk. The mass-loss rates derived from radio emission 
agree fairly well with those from optical/UV lines. This implies that the 
clumping contrast must be similar in the radio-emitting region (far out in 
the stellar wind) and the line-forming region, respectively. The slope of the 
radio free-free continuum is not affected by clumping, unless the density con- 
trast strongly varies with the radial coordinate. The corresponding evidence 
given by Nugis et al. (1998, A&A 333, 956) is rather weak in my opinion. 

Anthony Moffat, Wolf-Rainer Hamann, Knut Odegaard and Joyce Guzik 



The Long-Term Variability 
of Luminous Blue Variables 
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A b s t r a c t .  The stars known as Luminous Blue Variables include two very distinc- 
tive subgroups - the S Dor-type variables which basically define what we call an 
LBV and the much rarer 'giant eruption' LBV's which include famous stars like ~/ 
Car and P Cyg. The distinctive characteristics a.nd long term variability of these 
two groups is reviewed. The lesser 1890 eruption of y Car is shown to have been 
much more significant than previously believed and resembles the second peak seen 
in the historic light curve of P Cyg. Because so many, if not all, stars in certain 
parts of the HR diagram appear to be luminous, blue, and variable, I suggest re- 
turning to our previous designation - S Dor variables and ~/Car variables for these 
two important groups of stars. 

1 I n t r o d u c t o r y  R e m a r k s  

Throughout  this meeting every star  or class of stars  tha t  has been discussed 
is luminous, blue, and variable! 

So the first question is what is a Luminous Blue Variable or L B V ?  
The most  impor tan t  point to remember  about  the definition or description 

of any class of objects is tha t  we must  be talking about  the same physics. 
In previous reviews, we (Humphreys 1989, Humphreys  and Davidson 1994) 
have described LBV's  in terms of their behavior i.e. ' luminous, hot stars tha t  
exhibit a particular type of instability'  whose defining characteristic is the 
irregular eruption or outburst .  During this eruption the star  brightens 1 to 
2 magnitudes in the visual; the duration is measured in years, and the s tar  
maintains nearly constant bolometric luminosity with corresponding changes 
in its spectrum and apparent  temperature .  This is a description of the normal  
or classical LBV's  typified by stars like S Dor and AG Car. 

A second group of stars also called LBV's  are the giant eruption LBV's;  
stars like 7/Car  and P Cyg which actually increased their luminosity during 
the eruption. There are only four probable members  of this group and they 
are also included in this review. 

The second question is what is meant by ' long-term'? A normal  LBV 
eruption typically lasts a few years followed by a period of quiescence or 
additional outbursts .  So for the purpose of this paper,  long-term will refer to 
a photometr ic  record lasting a decade or more. 
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2 T h e  N o r m a l  o r  C l a s s i c a l  L B V ' s  

On timescales of 10 years or more, the light curves of the normal or S Dor-type 
variables show a wide range of variability, but all vary by 1 to 2 magnitudes 
during the eruption. Some have an eruption and then are relatively quiescent 
for many years. Examples are R71 in the LMC (see Sterken et al 1997), M33 
Var.C (Hubble and Sandage 1953, Humphreys et al 1988, Szeifert et al 1996) 
and M33 Var.2 (Hubble and Sandage 1953). While others appear to repeat 
in an almost semi-regular way such as M33 Var.B (Hubble and Sandage 
1953, Szeifert et al 1996), AG Car, and the proto-type S Dor ( see de Koter 
1993 for recent variability). Humphreys and Davidson (1994), van Genderen 
et al (1997), and Sterken et al (1997) have pointed out the quasi-periodic 
variability seen in some LBV's. 

2.1 The  S Doradus  Instabi l i ty  Strip 

When we look at the upper HR diagram (see Figure 9 in Humphreys and 
Davidson 1994) we notice a very important property of the S Dor-type vari- 
ables; their temperature at quiescence or visual minimum is luminosity de- 
pendent. Wolf (1989 a,b) was the first to recognize that the S Dot variables 
at quiescence all lie along an inclined strip in the HR diagram. This locus 
combined with the constant luminosity and the cool temperature limit near 
8000K at visual maximum shows that the amplitude of the variability de- 
pends on the luminosity. The more luminous the S Dor variable, the higher 
the amplitude (Wolf 1989a,b). This is a very important characteristic of the 
S Dor-type variables. It must be providing an important clue to the origin 
of the instability in these evolved stars ranging in initial mass from ..~30 to 
100Mo. 

So what do these stars have in common? Most likely, their L/M ratio. All 
of them are overluminous for their current mass; consequently, they are near 
the Eddington limit for their mass. The less luminous variable have most 
likely shed a lot of mass as red supergiants while the more luminous ones 
may have undergone giant eruptions like P Cyg or ~ Car plus repetitive S 
Dor-type outbursts. 

3 G i a n t  E r u p t i o n  L B V ' s  

The giant eruption LBV's or ~/Car-like variables actually experience a signif- 
icant increase in their total energy during their eruption. The four historical 
members of this group are ~ Car (1840's), P Cyg (1600's), V12 in NGC2403 
(SN54J) in 1954, and SN61V in NGC1058 (1961). The properties of these 
very rare stars are summarized in Table 1. The recently discovered variable, 
V1 in NGC2363 (Drissen et al 1997), is a possible member of this group. 
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Eta  Car is famous for what is often called the 'great eruption'  around 
1840 that  lasted more than 20 years during which it briefly became the sec- 
ond brightest star in the sky. Although its famous bipolar lobes were created 
during the great eruption, measurements of the proper motions of the Weigelt 
knots within 0.2 arcsec of the central star (Weigelt et al 1995) and the ve- 
locities of the same knots (Davidson et al 1997) show that  they are in the 
equatorial ejecta and have an age of 100 years, the time of the lesser eruption 
in 1890. Smith and Gehrz (1998a) have measured motions of several identifi- 
able features in the equatorial ejecta with a 50 year baseline and also derive 
an 1890 date. 

Table  1. Properties of Giant Eruption LBV's 

AM~ AMbot Mbozm~ Total energy released 
(mags) (mags) (mags) (ergs) 

Car 3-5 ,-~ 2 -14 1049.5 

P Cyg ~ 3 1-2 -11 to -12 1048.4 -- 1048.8 

SN61V --~ 5.5 ~3.5 -17 1049.5 

V12 4 ,-~ 2 <-11.6 > 10473 

The second or lesser eruption in 1890 doesn't  look very impressive on the 
historic light curve (see Figure 1), but  Smith et al(1998b), using the measured 
motions and their estimate of the mass in the lobes and equatorial ejecta from 
their infrared images, find that  the kinetic energy is 104S4ergs and 104S'lergs 
for the 1840 and 1890 eruptions, respectively, compared to 1049Sergs total  
energy in the great eruption (Davidson and Humphreys 1997). Given that  
the kinetic energy in the two eruptions is comparable, it is worth taking a 
second look at the 1890 one. 

We now know that  ~ Car formed dust after the 1840 eruption and its ex- 
t reme faintness near 8th magnitude, ~ 4 magnitudes below its pre-eruption 
brightness, was due to circumstellar dust. The  1890 eruption lasted 7 years 
with a maximum in 1889 at 6.2 apparent visual magnitude. A spectrum from 
1893 shows an early F supergiant absorption spectrum with hydrogen emis- 
sion like an S Dor-type variable at maximum. Assuming that  the luminosity 
remained constant (MboL ,-~ -12mag) as in a normal S Dor-type eruption, then 
its my would have been ~ 1.5 mag (Figure 1) minus the CS extinction and 
the total  energy was ~ 104S'4ergs. 

A second and independent estimate can be made from the probable amount  
of circumstellar extinction in 1890. From its current energy distribution and 
assuming that  ~/Car is 20,000 to 25,000K, the CS extinction is presently 2 to 
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3 mags. But  E ta  has brightened about two magnitudes since the late 1940's. 
So in 1890, it was probably suffering 4 to 5 magnitudes of extinction and its 
my was actually 1.2 to 2.2 mag during the lesser eruption. 
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Fig. 1. The light curve of ~/Car showing the great eruption and the lesser eruption 
in 1890 corrected for circumstellar extinction. 

A similar second peak or eruption has been observed for P Cyg (de Groot  
1988, Lamers and de Groot  1992) and in the light curve for SN61V ( Doggett 
and Branch 1985). It is uncertain whether V12 has had a second peak because 
of infrequent measurements since 1955. The light curves of P Cyg, SN61V, 
and V12 in NGC2403 also show a post-eruption plateau or shoulder at or near 
the pre-outburst  magnitude. E ta  Car may also have had a brief plateau in 
1860 - 1862. Circumstellar dust is also present around y Car, SN61V (Shields 
and Filipenko 1997) and V12. P Cyg does not have any evidence for CS 
dust now, but  it has been 400 years since its primary eruption. This raises 
an important  question. Why and how do these giant eruptions end? Does 
the eruption end and then dust forms or does the dust form first, bringing 
the eruption to an end? The short plateau in the light curves of these stars 
may be relevant to this question, especially since it occcurs at or near the 
pre-outburst  magnitude. 
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4 Final Thoughts  

Within the general class of stars we now call LBV's, there are two clearly 
recognizable groups - the S Dot variables and the ~ Car-like variables. These 
two groups are undoubtedly related; some of the ~/ Car-like variables have 
shown S Dot-like variability, but the physics of their distinctive behavior and 
what we observe is very different. 

In addition, there are now numerous candidate LBV's with some shared 
properties with these two groups. These stars are often called LBV's in the 
literature. We also have stars like HD5980 (Barba et al 1995, and see paper  
by Koenigsberger this volume) and the 'pistol star '  (Figer et al 1997). Are 
they LBV's? HD 5980, like many massive stars is luminous, blue and variable, 
but  I do not think it is an S Dor-type variable. 

When it was first introduced the term LBV served a useful purpose by 
helping us recognize the similarities between groups of stars tha t  were vari- 
ously known as S Dor variables, P Cygni stars, ~7 Car stars, Hubble-Sandage 
variables etc. But I think it is increasingly clear that  use of the term LBV has 
become confusing. Remember, if are ever going to understand any group of 
stars we must be confident tha t  its members share the same physics. There- 
fore I suggest we return to our former terminology: 1 

• S Do t  variables with their characteristic light and spectral changes 
at nearly constant luminosity; and 

• ~1 Car-like variables with a significant increase in luminosity during 
the eruption; other characteristics may include a brief plateau, 
obscuration by circumstellar dust, and a second, lesser eruption. 
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Discuss ion 

R.  Ignace :  Paczynski has coined the term "hypernova" for gamma-ray burst 
afterglows, because their light curves closely resemble the light curves of other  
classes of novae. In a purely phenomenological sense, do the light curves of 
LBV outbursts fit nicely into this scheme or are they radically different? 
S. Shore :  In answer to you question, one could say that  DQ Her and y Car 
show analogous behaviour during dust formation. But  remember that  if you 
put  enough Fe absorption lines in the way and shroud the cental source with 
dust, all of these objects will look alike. This is unfortunate because you then 
don' t  have a unique explanation for many of the observational effects. 

I. A p p e n z e l l e r :  Since ~ Car has been established to be a binary, could the 
"giant eruptions" be connected to binarity? 
R.  H u m p h r e y s :  Tidal interactions with a close companion star are probably 
not the explanation for the giant eruption (e.g., in 1840). The kinetic energy 
associated with the expanding debris is a significant fraction of the total  
gravitational binding energy of the proposed binary system. Therefore, the 
large mass ejections in y Car are related to the star 's instability. 



Blitz  Mode l  for the  Erupt ions  of Eta  Carinae 
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Abs t rac t .  Following the "Great Eruption" of 1843, 7] Carinae underwent a second 
major eruption around 1890. We suggest a preliminary working model developed 
during this meeting (in one night, hence the term "Blitz") that attempts to explain 
the temporal development of the 19th century eruptions of I] Car, as well as the 
formation of the Homunculus nebula (note that we are not offering an explanation 
for the cause of the Great Eruption!). The essence of the model is that after the 
Great Eruption ends, the star's extended outer envelope re-adjusts itself on a ther- 
mal time scale. This re-adjustment allows envelope material to crash back onto the 
surface of the star, inducing the second eruption in 1890. 

We begin with the pre-eruption rotating star near the Eddington limit. 
We will approximate the geometry of the star by an extended envelope and 
a dense "core" (not necessarily the nulear burning core; just  some region 
that  does not experience significant structural changes during the eruption). 
The star 's rotating envelope is in quasi-hydrostatic equilibrium modified by 
centrifugal forces, where the density decreases with increasing distance from 
the equatorial plane (see Fig. la).  We assume that  s o m e t h i n g  deep within 
the star triggers the Great  Eruption and causes an increase in energy output  
from the core, pushing the star beyond the Eddington limit. Humphreys 
(these proceedings) has shown that  giant eruptions show a marked increase 
in bolometric luminosity. The increased energy output  from the core may 
induce pulsations in the envelope that  will help drive material off the surface 
of the star. These pulsations will travel through the envelope at the local 
sound speed c2s = v P p  - 1  . Because there is a stronger density gradient in the 
poleward direction than in the equatorial direction, the t ra jec tory  of radial 
pulsations will curve poleward, driving mass loss preferentially from the polar 
regions of the star (Fig lb).  The ejecta expand to form the bipolar lobes of 
the Homunculus. 

After the Great  Eruption ends, energy output  from the core returns to 
"normal". At this point, the star's distorted envelope is drastically out of 
any sort of equilibrium. Most of the mass in the polar regions of the envelope 
has been "scooped out" by the Great  Eruption, leaving something like a 
toroidal s tructure around the star. The remaining envelope mass is probably 
several times greater than the mass in the polar lobes (2M®), since most 
of the material in the pre-eruption envelope was concentrated toward the 
equatorial plane. If we assume that  this distorted envelope has 10 - 15M®, 
it will re-adjust itself on a Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale of about  30 - 45 yrs 
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(for 5 x 106Lo, 100M®, 200R®). As this distorted envelope re-adjusts itself, 
material from the extended regions in the equatorial plane crashes back onto 
the core (Fig lc). The potential energy of this infalling material is transferred 
into kinetic energy for a small portion of the mass (0.5M®), which is ejected 
from the star at high velocities in a process analogous to the core bounce in 
a supernova explosion. The residual angular momentum in the outer regions 
of the rotat ing envelope will cause the collapsing envelope to rotate  rapidly, 
which may confine the mass ejection primarily to the equatorial plane and 
may leave a disk around the post-eruption star (Fig ld).  

This model differs from previous models for the formation of the Ho- 
munculus in tha t  the bipolar lobes are not wind blown bubbles. The axisym- 
metric geometry of the Homunculus is the direct result of an explosion on the 
surface of a rotating star. The  clumps and knots in the nebula are linearly ex- 
panding shrapnel from the explosion, rather than structures tha t  form from 
gas dynamic instabilities. Some of the presently observed equatorial ejecta 
would have originated during the 1890 erutpion. This model is appealing be- 
cause it requires only a rotating luminous star to reproduce the bipolarity 
and equatorial spray in the nebula; it does not rely on magnetic fields or a 
binary scenario. It also gives a possible explanation for the second eruption 
seen in 1890, which may be a common feature seen in the lightcurves of other 
giant eruptions (Humphreys, these proceedings). 

(d) 
~iiiiiiiiiii:::~:.: 

Fig. 1. (a) Pre-eruption rotating star with poleward density gradient. (b) The Great 
Eruption ejects shrapnel from the poles of the star. (c) The post-eruption stellar 
envelope re-adjusts itself on a K-H timescale of 30-45 years. (d) During the 1890 
eruption, the rapidly rotating envelope ejects mass primarily in the equatorial plane. 



Shor t -Term Variat ions  of  L B V ' s  

Otmar Stahl 

Landessternwarte KSnigstuhl, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

LBV's are variable on many different time scales from weeks to years or even 
decades. The typical LBV variations on timescales of years or longer are 
covered in the paper by Humphreys (this volume). Here I discuss variations 
of LBV's on timescales from weeks to years. 
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Fig. 1. Dynamical spectrum of P Cygni in the line FelIIX5156 obtained at the 
Landessternwarte Heidelberg in 1990 with FLASH. The mean spectrum has been 
subtracted to enhance the visibility of variable features. Note the outwards accel- 
erating absorption feature. 

Most classes of stars are little studied on these timescales. This also holds 
true for LBV's. Therefore the hot star group of the Landessternwarte Heidel- 
berg started a monitoring program of a few bright LBV's (and other objects) 
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using the 70cm-telescopes at the Landessternwarte and later the ESO 50cm- 
telescope at La Silla. For more details about  the project see the paper by 
Kaufer (this volume). 

2 P C y g n i  

The star P Cygni is the brightest LBV. It has been relatively stable in the 
last centuries and is classified as an LBV only because of its historic outburst  
in the 17th century. At present it shows a spectrum of a B1.5 supergiant. 
Most lines show P Cygni profiles. 

Our observations show that  P Cygni shows variations similar to other  
early-B supergiants (see paper by Wolf, this volume). The spectroscopic vari- 
ability seems to be dominated by expanding and accelerating shells. 
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Fig. 2. Dynamical spectrum of HD 160529 around the line FeIIA6432 obtained with 
the ESO 50cm-telescope at La Silla in 1993 with FLASH. Note the absortion feature 
moving towards longer wavelengths. 

3 H D  160529 

HD 160529 was discovered as an LBV by Sterken et al. (1991). It is a relatively 
cool LBV (late-B to early-A) with a small photometric amplitude (~  0.5 mag) 
and a comaparatively low luminosity. 
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The spectroscopic variations of HD 160529 are markedly different from 
those of P Cygni: Accelerating shells have never been observed in this object. 
In contrast, absorption features moving from red to blue in the line profiles are 
often observed. This can be regarded as evidence for rotational modulation,  
which is common in late-B and early-A supergiants (see paper by Kaufer, 
this volume). 

4 A G  Car 

AG Car is the brightest of the active LBV's and also known for its nebula. 
It shows brightness variations from magnitude 8 to 6 on timescales of years. 
During the outburst, the spectral type varies between Ofpe /WN9 and early- 
A. Its last outburst started around 1990. 

We covered most of this outburst spectroscopically with observations typ- 
ically spanning four months in each season. The behaviour over the full out- 
burst cycle indicates an asymmetry between the ascending and the descending 
branch. The emission lines are much stronger after the maximum, possible 
indicating a higher luminosity. 
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Fig. 3. The development of the equivalent width of Ha of AG Car during the recent 
outburst (large symbols). The data have been obtained with FLASH, HEROS at the 
ESO 50cm-telescope. The visual lightcurve is overplotted in small symbols. Note 
that the maximum of the equivalent widths occurs much later than the visual 
maximum. 

5 C o n c l u s i o n s  

The short-term spectroscopic variations of LBV's in relative quiescence are 
qualitatively similar to variations shown by normal supergiants of similar 
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spectral type. In particular, in LBV's of later spectral type and lower lumi- 
nosity rotational modulation is more pronounced than in LBV's of higher 
temperature and luminosity. The timescales in LBV's are probably longer 
tahn in normal supergiants. This could be due to their higher luminosity. 

The short-term variations of LBV's during outburst are very complex 
and indicate that the details of LBV outbursts are still not understood. The 
behaviour of AG Car during rise to visual maximum is markedly different 
from the decline to minimum. This may indicate that a simple change of 
radius and temperature does not explain LBV outbursts. 

Discuss ion  

M. Magalh~es:  Polarisation data of P Cygni show night-to-night varia- 
tion of about 0.1%. You have described longer-term variations, of weeks to 
months, in the photometric light curve of P Cygni. Could you comment on 
night-to-night variations in the photometric data of P Cygni? 
O. S tahh  I am not aware of any significant night-to-night variations in pho- 
tometric data. Polarisation seems to be the only quantity which shows these 
variations in P Cygni. 

H. Lamers :  You showed that AG Car displays its maximum Ha emission 
after the photometric maximum. Maybe the star was too cold during the 
outburst to keep the wind ionised and only after the outburst was the star 
hot enough to ionise the wind again? 
O. Stahl: It is indeed possible that the star is too cool in outburst to keep 
the wind ionised. This does not, however, explain the asymmetry in the Ha 
emission with respect to the optical outburst. 
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Abs t r ac t .  We have taken advantage of the high spatial resolution attainable with 
the HST to map the linear polarization in the V band across the nebulosity sur- 
rounding Eta Car. There are several new results related to polarization variations 
on different size scales. First, we present a two-dimensional map of the amount 
and position angle of the polarization across the Homunculus. Second, we provide 
measurements of the polarization within prominent features such as the "jet", the 
"paddle", the "skirt", and the "spot" in the south-eastern lobe. Third, we com- 
ment on polarization variations associated with the small-scale structure that can 
be seen in HST images (and which gives the lobes their cauliflower-like appearance). 
The new data provide insight into the three-dimensional distribution of dust about 
Eta Car. 

1 T h e  H S T  o b s e r v a t i o n s  

The three-dimensional s tructure of the Homunculus has been a ma t t e r  of 
much debate  over the last few years. Polarization observations have con- 
t r ibuted significantly to our understanding of the nature  of the Homunculus.  
Using the HST's  WFPC2,  we have recently obtained a high-resolution map  
of the linear polarization in the V-band (F555W filter) of the Homunculus 
and other resolved features in the vicinity of E ta  Car. The da ta  reduction 
has been extremely difficult, and is discussed at length in our forthcoming 
k J  paper,  where we also review and give reference to previous polarimetr ic  
studies of E ta  Car. 

2 R e s u l t s  

In view of the limited space for this contribution, we will immediately  present 
our main results and conclusions: 

- We confirm tha t  the Homunculus is largely a reflection nebula in the 
optical (Thackeray 1956, Warren-Smith et al. 1979). The  images taken 
in polarized light are smoother  than the flux image (see Fig. 1). This is 
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i l l  
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Fig.  1. The V-band image (a), percentage polarization image (b) and position angle 
image (c) of the Homunculus. Notice how much smoother the lobes are in the po- 
larization images as compared to the flux image, whereas the "jet" and parts of the 
"skirt" appear as more pronounced features in the polarization image. Orientation 
of the images: N is up and E is to the left. 
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Fig. 2. A map of the polarization vectors. The overall radial distribution of polar- 
ization vectors is consistent with scattering of light from a central source by dust in 
the lobes. The "jet", showing vectors perpendicular to the radius vector from the 
center as well, clearly is a scattering feature, too. The "S ridge", on the other hand, 
displays predominantly radial polarization vectors, and is thus not interpreted as 
an area that is scattering the light from the central source. 

a surprise for models which account for the small-scale structure seen in 
flux images with optically thick patches/ thin holes. These models imply 
that  we see the front of the lobes in some places, but the backs of the 
lobes in other places. Since light scattering off the front of a lobe scatters 
through different angles than light scattering off the back of a lobe, such 
"holes" or "spots" might be expected to show a different polarization 
from their surroundings, which does not appear to be the case. 
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- The "jet" continuum is largely scattered light whereas the "S-ridge" does 
not show a scattered continuum (see Fig. 2). The jet is highly polarized. 
It is seen at a favorable viewing angle that  coincides with a very advan- 
tageous phase angle of the scattering particles. 

- The polarization in the "paddle" and in the streamers of the "skirt" 
appears to be different from its surroundings (Fig. 1). However, in quan- 
titative measurements through circular apertures the polarization in the 
paddle does not stand out significantly over its sourroundings in the NW 
lobe. A radial cut along the minor axis does reveal elevated polarization 
in one of the three streamers is significant. This suggests tha t  either the 
line-of-sight geometry of parts of the skirt or the geometry of the particles 
it contains are favorable for a high polarization. 

- Qantitative modeling of the polarization map with a Monte Carlo code 
indicates the double-flask model is preferred over the double-bubble or 
bipolar-caps model for the 3-D structure of the Homunculus (see Currie 
et al. 1996 for the geometry of these competing models). 

- Whereas the polarization map and the emission-line profiles observed 
across the Homunculus can be explained with the basic double-flask 
model, the shape of the polarized line profiles in the NW lobe remains a 
mystery. 

A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t :  The results presented here are based on observations 
made with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope, obtained at the Space 
Telescope Science Institute, which is operated by the Association of Univer- 
sities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under NASA contract NAS 5-26555. 
We acknowledge financial support through GO program 5840. 
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Discuss ion  

R.  H u m p h r e y s :  How do your observations compare with ground-based 
speckle-polarimetry of Falcke et al. (1996)? 
R .  S c h u l t e - L a d b e c k :  Unfortunately, Falcke et al. observed in Ha.  The line 
emission comes from many different places due to direct emission and scat- 
tering; I commented on that  in the Kona proceedings. One goal of our HST 
observations was to check on the presence of a "polarisation disk"; however, 
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the exposure time splits/core saturation of the data  has prevented us from 
doing so in the V band. 

F.  Vakili :  With regard to the "Weigelt knots" from the speckle imaging of 
the central region of ~/Car, have you zoomed in your polarised map to see if 
any correlation exists between these knots and local polarisation? 
R.  S c h u l t e - L a d b e c k :  Unfortunately, the splits of our exposures (owing to 
the dynamical range of the WF2 chip) are not suitable to address this ques- 
tion in the V band. Maybe the observations in other filters will have high 
S/N without overexposing the core. 

N.  La nge r :  You did not include the "skirt" in your polarisation model. Could 
taking it into account change your conclusions with respect to the Homuncu- 
lus geometry? 
R .  S c h u l t e - L a d b e c k :  Maybe I was too brief in explaining the conclusions. 
Indeed, the "skirt" is not yet included, but you can see what the implications 
are from the cartoon model. It appears that  the polarisation in several areas 
belonging to the "skirt" are slightly elevated with respect to surrounding 
areas where the polarisation originates from the front of the NW lobes. Now, 
in the double-flask model, we "need" to have the front of the NW lobe close to 
the plane of the sky to get the high and constant polarisation. Alternatively, if 
we assume that  the "skirt" is perpendicular to the long axis of symmetry  and 
thus filled towards the observer, a grain population with properties different 
from those in the NW lobe (e.g., more forward throwing polarisation) could 
possibly explain the higher polarisation. 

Regiaa Schulte-Ladbeck and Karel van der Hucht 



Non-spherical Outflows in Massive Binary 
Systems: Circumbinary Disks? 
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A b s t r a c t .  The trajectories of wind particles emitted from the surface of a massive 
star in a close binary system are analyzed. Within a radius 1000 times the separation 
of the two stars, a significant fraction of the particle trajectories are found to cross 
the orbital plane, leading to the formation of a large-scale, outflowing circumbinary 
disk-like structure. The shocks which arise due to the collision of particles which 
are within crossing streamlines are expected to produce selected regions within 
the wind, particularly in the orbital plane, in which a higher degree of ionization 
prevails than in the wind in general. X-ray emission might also be expected from 
these regions. Such a model is suggested to be applicable to the erupting WI~/LBV 
binary system HD 5980 and other binary LBV systems, during phases when wind 
velocities are slow. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The interaction between stars in close binary systems propit iates the presence 
of non-spherically symmetr ic  mass outflows. Wind-wind collisions and stellar 
rotat ion are mechanisms capable of producing departures  from spherically 
symmetr ic  mass loss, as well as the mechanisms assumed to be active in single 
stars part icularly if magnetic fields are present. Many of these mechanisms are 
described in other papers presented in this Colloquium and, in Drissen et al. 
(1992). In this paper  we turn our at tention to the effects tha t  the gravi ta t ional  
and centrifugal forces produce on the emerging wind of one of the stars in the 
system, and propose tha t  under certain conditions in massive binary systems, 
a significant amount  of the ejected material  accumulates in the orbital  plane, 
producing a circumbinary disk-like structure. The  conditions most  suited 
to produce this outflow morphology occur in the LBV phase of the s tar ' s  
evolution, when the wind velocity is slow. 

Concentrations to the orbital plane of outflowing mass in binary systems 
has been predicted for low-mass systems in which a common envelope phase 
occurs (see review by Iben and Livio 1993). Two- and three-dimensional  
calculations performed by Bodenheimer and T a m m  (1984), Livio and Soker 
(1988), Taam and Bodenheimer (1989, 1991) and Terman et al. (1994) demon- 
s t ra te  tha t  the ejection of envelope material  takes place preferentially in the 
orbital  plane in these systems. Although similar to a stellar wind in tha t  it 
is not corrotat ing with the binary system, a common envelope, however, dif- 
fers significantly in its radial velocity and density s tructure from the stellar 
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winds in massive stars. Hence, the results for the mass-outflow distribution 
in common envelope phases are not applicable to  the massive star case. Thus,  
calculations need to be performed for conditions prevailing in massive stars. 

Mechanisms for producing a concentration of gas in the orbital plane are 
of interest, because, among other reasons, such a density contrast is believed 
to be responsible for the bipolar morphologies observed in H II regions sur- 
rounding LBV systems such as Eta  Carinae, AG Car and other LBV's (Frank 
1997; Garcia-Segura et a1.1997). E ta  Car is now strongly suspected to be a 
binary system (Damineli et al. 1997; Lamers et al. 1998), and its surrounding 
H II region was formed at the time of the 1850 Great  Eruption. Further- 
more, the presence of a wind confined to a disk is suggested for other massive 
systems, in particular WR 140 (White and Becker, 1995). 

2 F o r m a t i o n  o f  a C i r c u m b i n a r y  D i s k - L i k e  s t r u c t u r e  in  
M a s s i v e  B i n a r i e s  

In order to analyze the morphology of the outflow from a massive binary 
system, the trajectories of individual particles within the system were cal- 
culated by solving the equation of motion in the frame of reference which is 
rotat ing with the binary. We performed a numerical experiment for the case 
of a 85M e + 30M o (= star A + star B) system, with a circular orbit and 
separation of 7OR®. The assumed stellar radii are 48R® and 15Ro, respec- 
tively, and the system is assumed to be in corotation. The wind of star A is 
assumed to have a velocity of 1000 km s -1 . The wind of star B is ignored for 
the present calculation. Particles were released radially from the surface of 
star A at spatial intervals of 1 degree in both the ~ and q~ coordinates. The  
polar angle ~ is measured from the north pole of star A and the azimuthal 
angle ¢ is measured from the line joining the two stars in the direction of the 
orbital motion. Particles which reached a sphere with radius 1000 times the 
orbital separation whose origin is the center of mass, were assumed to escape 
the system and their motion was not followed beyond this point. Particles 
which collide with Star B are assumed to be t rapped and disappear from the 
calculation. 

In Figure 1 we illustrate the velocity field of the particles which cross 
the orbital plane (x-y plane), measured with respect to the inertial reference 
frame whose origin is the center of mass of the system. This is the velocity 
field in the observer's frame of reference. The length of the arrows indicates 
the magnitude of the velocity component in the x-y plane. These velocities 
range from close to zero (i.e., the motion is mainly perpendicular to the x-y 
plane) to more than 500 km s -1 . Star A is located at ( - # ,  0) while Star B is 
at (1 - # ,  0), where # = MB/(MA + MB). The values of x and y are in units 
of the orbital separation. Thus, one finds that  a large number of particles 
intersect the orbital plane at distances of 280 R® or more. 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of particles which cross the orbital plane. The length of the 
arrows corresponds to the velocity component in the x-y plane. Orbital motion is 
counterclockwise. Star A lies nearly at the center of the figure. The x and y axes 
are in units of the orbital separation. 

The particles which are deflected towards the orbital plane are found to 
emerge from specific regions of the stellar surface. For the paramete rs  listed 
above and the s ta ted assumptions,  the particles which tend to have t ra jecto-  
ries which take them towards the orbital plane are those emerging from polar  
angles 8 > 53 degrees. For angles smaller than  this, the particles escape the 
system. Furthermore,  the major i ty  of the particles whose trajectories take 
them across the orbital plane emerged from azimuthal angles between - 2 0  
and +70 degrees; tha t  is, from the portion of the s tar  facing the companion.  
For a given set of binary star  parameters ,  the slower the initial particle ve- 
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locity, the larger is the number of particles which are deflected towards the 
orbital plane. 

It is important  to note tha t  the results presented in Figure 1 correspond 
to particles released only in one of the hemispheres of star A. Since the forces 
acting in the system are the same in the northern and southern hemispheres 
and in both cases particles converge towards the orbital plane, a region of 
shock formation is expected to arise. The strength of the shocks will be 
proportional to the velocity components perpendicular to the x-y plane. In 
addition, shocks are expected to be formed above and below the orbital plane, 
as particle trajectories cross. Depending on the velocities with which these 
shocks occur, emission lines from a variety of ionization species are expected, 
most of which with higher degrees of ionization than the general wind. One 
would also expect soft X-ray emission produced in this process. Before quan- 
tifying these effects, however, the collision of particles has to be incorporated 
into the calculation. Three additional effects need to be considered as well: 
radiation pressure; the eccentricity of the orbit; and the possibility tha t  the 
stellar surface from which the wind is assumed to be emerging is not spheri- 
cally symmetric to begin with (Fliegner and Langer 1995; Cassinelli, Ignace 
and Bjorkman 1995). 

3 A C i r c u m b i n a r y  D i s k  i n  H D  5 9 8 0 ?  

The close binary system (P  = 19.3 days) HD 5980 in the Small Magellanic 
Cloud, has an eccentric (e = 0.3) orbit and a significant orbital inclination 
(i > 0.87). Classified as a WN4 + O7I: Wolf-Rayet system in the late 1970's, 
its wind velocities were near 3000 km s -1. Over the next few years, the 
wind velocity systematically decreased and the WN spectral type became 
cooler. In 1994, it underwent an LBV-type eruption with a more than 2 
magnitude visual brightness increase, a significant decrease in wind velocity, 
and a spectral type of W N l l  or B1.5Ia +. Within a few months after light 
curve maximum, the fast wind resumed at the same time that  the spectrum 
reverted to a hot ter  WN type (WN6 or 7). A summary of the characteristics 
of the system and additional references can be found in Barbel et al. (1997), 
Koenigsberger et al. (1998a; 1998b), Moffat et al. (1998), and Niemela et al. 
(1997). 

The following is a working scenario for HD 5980: There are (at least) 
two very massive stars (perhaps 85M® + 30Mo) in a close binary system, 
one of which (star A) systematically increased its radius and mass-loss rate 
until its dimensions approached its Roche Lobe. The gradual increase in its 
radius appears to have occurred over the first few years between 1978 and 
1991. Starting in 1991, the radius increase appears to be intermittent,  with a 
first important  outburst  (implying a large radius increase) ocurring in 1993 
(see Breysacher (1997) for the long term light curve behavior). It  has not yet 
been determined whether the mechanism producing the outburst  is related 
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to evolutionary changes, as in more typical LBV's, or, whether, as proposed 
by Moreno et al. (1997), the forced oscillations induced by the eccentric orbit  
have led to the instability. However, the fact remains that  star A's radius and 
mass loss rate grew significantly, and the wind velocity diminished throughout  
this process. At the time of the eruption, the mass loss rate of star A is ~-. 5 
x 10 -4 M o yr -1, and its spectrum presents lines arising from a wide range 
of ionization potentials, with a large variety of wind velocities deduced from 
the P Cygni profiles in the UV lines. Their  velocity components go from near 
200 km s -1 for the low ionization lines up to 1700 km s -1 for Si IV and C 
IV. 

I n  Figure 2 we illustrate the Si IV 1393 and 1402/~ line profiles in IUE 
spectra obtained at two different epochs: near maximum in the eruption 
(SWP52888; obtained in 1994 November) and 250 days later (SWP 55394). 
Both spectra are at the same orbital phase ( p h a s e  = 0.50), corresponding 
to an orbital position very near apoastron. The Si IV line profiles in SWP 
52888 have the following peculiar features: 1) Despite being resonance lines, 
they do not saturate; i.e., the minimum intensity of the P Cygni absorption 
component does not go down to zero flux; 2) there are several sharp emission 
features superimposed upon the absorption component,  the most prominent 
of which are at -900,  -1200,  and -1480  km s -1 (Koenigsberger et al. 1995); 
3) the absorption component of the Si IV 1393 line extends out to -1700  km 
s -1 (the same as C IV 1550), while most of the other lines display maximum 
velocities slower than 800 km s -1. Although orbital phase-dependent line 
profile changes are generally present, there are many features in the spectrum 
at the time of the 1994 outburst  which remain stable with orbital phase. 
This implies that  the line forming region extends way beyond the orbital 
separation. 

The fact that  the Si IV absorption components do not reach zero flux 
intensity implies that  either the region containing these ions does not cover 
entirely the stellar continuum emission and /or  these absorptions are "filled 
in" by the superimposed narrow emission components. This suggests that  
Si IV ions could be concentrated to the equatorial plane of the binary, with 
the morphology of a disk which is thinner than the radius of the erupting 
star. It is interesting to note that  the signature of this possible disk is still 
present 250 days later, as can be seen in the narrow absorption components 
at - 8 5 0  km s -1 in SWP 55394. 

4 C o n c l u s i o n s  

The analysis of particle trajectories in a massive binary system in which one 
of the two stars has a slow wind indicates that  a significant fraction of the 
wind particles are deflected towards the orbital plane. This suggests tha t  in 
the LBV phase, a circumbinary disk-like structure can be formed as a conse- 
quence of the diminution in the stellar wind velocity, the gravitational force 
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Fig. 2. IUE line profiles of the Si IV 1393, 1402/~ doublet in HD 5980: SWP 52888 
(dotted tracing) and SWP 55394. The ordinate is un-dereddened flux in units of 
ergs cm -~ s -1 /~-1. Velocities of various features, in km s -1 and corrected for the 
SMC motion of +150 km s -1, are indicated." X" indicates a Reseau fiducial point. 

of the companion, and the orbital motion. A more detailed analysis, including 
the effects of radiation pressure and the collision of particles, is required in 
order to describe more precisely the characteristics of such a circumbinary 
structure.  However, it is important  to point out tha t  the prel iminary results 
of this model suggest tha t  the ionization and velocity structures in the wind 
at  large distances from the s tar  in a massive binary system are not smooth~ 
and tha t  multiple shock regions are expected. Some of the UV spectral  char- 
acteristics observed in the L B V / W R  system HD 5980 are consistent with 
the idea of a circumbinary structure, al though the effects of the companion 's  
wind and radiat ion field need to be incorporated.  Finally, it should be  noted 
that  the morphology of the wind-wind collision region between the two stars 
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may change significantly from that  predicted by stationary-flow models, a 
circumstance which should be analyzed in the future. 

A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s ,  We thank Jon Bjorkman for discussing with us 
the expected effects on the UV line profiles due to the presence of a disk in 
HD 5980. This work was supported in part by UNAM/DGAPA grants. Juana 
Orta is gratefully acknowledged for her help in preparing the text. 
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Discuss ion 

J .  Echevarr~a:  Do you see any spectroscopic evidence for a disk during or 
after the LBV eruption event of 1994? 
G.  K o e n i g s b e r g e r :  The Si Iv M393 line profile is suggestive of an outflow- 
ing disk, but  modelling is required before a conclusion can be drawn. 

H .  H e n r i c h s :  Have you also analysed the Si IH A]206 line behaviour? Your 
spectra looked promising. 
G .  K o e n i g s b e r g e r :  I have not, but will do so as soon as possible. 

K .  v a n  d e r  I t u c h t :  Do you have a series of consecutive IUE observations, 
let's say 10 or 20 within one 13-day binary period, to separate the variations 
within one orbital period from long-term variations? 
G.  K o e n i g s b e r g e r :  No, unfortunately at most only a few observing shifts 
within one orbital period were possible. 

M.  F r i ed jung :  The mass-loss rate during the eruption is very large and I 
would expect the wind to be optically thick in the continuum. I presume this 
mass loss must only be in the orbital plane to avoid occultations. 

R .  S c h u l t e - L a d b e c k :  If you are interested in the presence of a circumbinary 
disk, you might be able to detect it with broad-band polarisation monitoring: 
analyse the Fourier components in the time series (cf. Brown et al.). 

Anatoly Miroshnichenko and Ruslan Yudin 



Long-Term Behaviour of the Variable W i n d  
of P Cygni 
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Introduction. P Cygni has been for a long time an often-used target of ob- 
servations, and a test object to prove several modelling approaches (cf. e.g. 
Najarro et al. 1997, and references therein). However, the origin of it 's stable 
variability pattern with moderate amplitudes is poorly known yet. In this 
contribution I will concentrate on the spectroscopic variability. A more elab- 
orated version of this paper considering many kinds of variability da ta  on P 
Cygni will be published elsewhere (Kolka 1998). 

The Main Spectroscopic Variability Cycle. The striking phenomenon in the 
spectra of P Cygni is the cyclic drift of subsequent individual components 
through the absorption part of the P Cyg-type profile. This is demonstrated 
in Fig . la  in the case of three Balmer lines in 1982 (the data  adopted from 
Markova, Kolka 1989). Every new drift-cycle starts when the component with 
smaller Doppler-shift becomes deeper than it's neighbour. 
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Fig. 1. The drift of components through selected profiles in 1982 (a), and the 
composite velocity curve of the absorption core in/ /9  (b) 
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Fig. 1. The drift of components through selected profiles in 1982 (a), and the 
composite velocity curve of the absorption core in H9 (b) 

The discussed behaviour is indicative to higher Balmer lines which are 
sensitive to the line-splitting. Other lines in the optical spectral region are 
reported to have variable Doppler velocities, too (Markova, Kolka 1989 and 
Stahl et al. 1995). These lines usually do not exhibit c lear ly  any separable 
features in the profile but show rather smooth transition between deeper and 
shallower periods of their shape. To relate the variability in lines of different 
origin the curves of velocity variations in/-/9 were completed with similar data 
on a sample of additional lines which cover different intervals on the velocity 
scale (Fig.2). The cyclical drift is shown for the period in 1990 when an 
overlap in photographic (Kotka 1994) and CCD data (Stahlet al. 1995) gave 
the possibility to use for weak lines more reliable CCD-profiles with high 
S/N - ratio. In Fig.2 one can follow the drift of the velocity perturbation 
through the profiles from the low to high velocity values. The lower panel in 
Fig.2 supports the interpretation of the velocity drift: the equivalent width 
of the purely absorption line (OII 4649) in three specified Doppler-velocity 
intervals reacts accordingly when the opacity enhancement enters or drifts 
out of the selected region. 

D i s c u s s i o n .  We have demonstrated that the main spectroscopic cycle oper- 
ating in P Cygni has the characteristic length around 100 d, Similar results 
were obtained by N. Markova (1998). However, other timescales are not ruled 
out. The line intensity parametres (absorption depths, emission peaks) show 
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Fig. 2. The drift of the perturbation through different lines, and through different 
velocity intervals in OII 4649 

oscillations both on much longer scales up to 600 d (Kolka 1994, Markova 
1998), and on shorter scales down to 15d. . .  20 d (Stahl et al. 1995). 

The natural  explanation to moving opacity enhancements (to the main 
spectroscopic cycle) in the line profiles is an expanding enhanced density 
shell. But the variability on short timescales which is even bet ter  exhibited 
in polarimetric and photometric data  (Taylor et al. 1991, Percy et al. 1996) 
must be interpreted in the limits of the same scenario. The localized inhomo- 
geneities in moving shells are the obvious possibility but  their influence on 
profiles (localized in the velocity!) is not observed. 

Another explanation to the 100d-cycle could be the corotating spiral 
density-wave - a new popular approach to interpret the cyclical variability. 
The shape of the wave which is always far from spherical symmetry  provides, 
perhaps, bet ter  possibilities to describe rapid variations, too. We notice tha t  
the contemporary "best" stellar parametres of P Cygni (see Najarro et al. 
1997) give to the photospheric rotational period a value excitingly near 100d! 
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Discuss ion  

H.  L a m e r s :  In your figure showing the velocity as a function of time, I see as 
many cases where the velocity decreases with time as those where it increases. 
Can you explain this? 
I. Kolka:  This is the natural pat tern of the variability cycle. The velocity of 
the absorption core decreases when the per turbat ion enters the representative 
velocity interval, increases thereafter to the highest value and decreases again 
when the perturbat ion drifts out of the specified interval. 

Atsuo Okazaki and Indrek Kolka 
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Abs t rac t .  We present the results of high-resolution spectroscopic observations of 
two high-luminosity stars, MWC 314 and AS 314, obtained at the 6-meter telescope 
of the Russian Academy of Sciences. Both stars are suspected to be candidate LBVs 
in quiescence. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

MWC 314 = BD +14°3887 was discovered by Merrill(1927), who found 
hydrogen and Fe II emissions in its spectrum. Photometr ic  observations by 
Bergner et al. (1995) showed that  it is variable with an amplitude of 0T. 3. 
Recently it was assigned the name V1492 Aql (Kazarovets and Samus 1997). 
Miroshnichenko (1996) concluded that  MWC 314 is a heavily reddened su- 
pergiant ( A v  = 5P7, l o g L / L ®  = 6.2, Tefr = 30000 K) with a strong wind 
(v~ = 500 kms  -1 and M = 3 10 -5 M® yr -1) and suggested it to be a candi- 
date LBV. He also noted that  a higher-resolution spectroscopy was needed to 
obtain more detailed emission line profiles and to detect photospheric lines. 
The star's temperature  estimate was based mainly on a noisy UV spectrum. 
Moreover, He II lines have not been detected in its spectrum indicating that  
T e f f <  (26-27) 103K (Schmutz et al. 1991). 

AS 314 = LS 5017 = V452 Sct is a poorly-studied heavily reddened 
(EB-v  ~ (YP. 9) star. Its spectral type was reported as A3: Ia (Hiltner and 
Iriarte 1955) or B9 Ia (Stephenson and Sanduleak 1971). Dong and Hu (1991) 
identified the star with an IRAS source 18365-1353, that  made AS 314 po- 
tentially interesting object. 

2 O b s e r v a t i o n s  

The spectroscopic observations were obtained at the 6-meter telescope of the 
Special Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) of the Russian Academy of Sciences 
on 1997 July 23 (MWC 314 and AS 314) and on 1997 November 22 (MWC 
314). The July spectrum was taken in the range 5370-6670 A (resolution 0.4 
/~) with the echelle-spectrometer LYNX (Klochkova 1995) mounted at  the 
Nasmyth focus and equipped with a 1140x1170 pixels CCD. The Novem- 
ber spectrum was obtained in the prime focus with the echelle-spectrometer 
PFES (Panchuk et al. 1998) in the range 4700-8590 ]k (resolution ,~ 0.8 .~). 
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3 R e s u l t s  

In our spectrum of MWC 314 we found 408 emission lines, 63 photospheric  
lines (not observed previously), and 60 diffuse interstellar bands. Nearly 100 
most ly  double-peaked emission lines of Fe II, 37 weak single-peaked [Fe II] 
lines, 8 Fe III lines, and 6 [Fe III] lines were identified. The Balmer  lines 
do not show any noticeable changes in comparison with the da ta  obta ined 
by Miroshnichenko (1996) in 1991. Even at  the high resolution they display 
no P Cyg-type absorption components,  tha t  implies tha t  the stellar wind 
is non-spherical and is viewed not edge-on. The detection of He II lines is 
doubtful. We found no O I I  photospheric lines in the spect rum of MWC 
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Fig. 1. Parts of the spectrum of AS 314. a. The Ha line. b. The region of the He I 
5876 A and Na I D1,2 lines. The wavelengths are given in AngstrSms, the intensity 
is normalized to the continuum level. 

314, which was also reported for the LBVs AG Car and HR Car (Huts~mekers 
and van Drom 1991). The heliocentric velocities of the photospheric lines are 
N +81 k m s  -1,  while those of the lines of ionized metals and of the Balmer  
lines are ~ +41 km s -1. The latters were used to est imate the distance (D) 
toward MWC 314 employing differential rotat ion of the Galaxy. I t  turned 
out to be D -- 3.0+ 0.2 kpc, which is in good agreement with the es t imate  
of Miroshinchenko (1996). Thus, we confirmed tha t  MWC 314 is one of the 
most  luminous stars in the Galaxy. The above results are described in more 
detail by Miroshnichenko et al. (1998). 

The spectrum of AS 314 (shown in par t  in Fig. 1) contains a ra ther  s trong 
H a  (EW = 14/~) in emission with a narrow P Cyg profile (Av ~ 100 km s - l ) .  
Many weak F e n  emission lines as well as a few Fe I and forbidden lines were 
also found. The He ~ lines at 5876 and 6678/~ are seen in absorption.  The  
Na I D1,2 lines are purely interstellar. The strengths of the photospheric lines 
(S II, N I I ,  C II, Si II, Ne I, and A1 rII) are consistent with a spectral  type  of 
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B9 ± 1. The mean radial velocity of the most spectral lines is ,,~ - 5 0  km s -1 
which is significantly smaller than that  of stars around AS 314. This might 
imply that  the object has a large peculiar velocity and may be a runaway 
star and a binary system. 

While in the optical and near-IR region AS 314 looks like a reddened 
B- type  star, it shows an excess of longward radiation, which implies the 
presence of circumstellar dust and is similar to that  of AG and HR Car. This 
may indicate that  the star experienced a mat ter  ejection event in the past 
rather  than a steady-state mass loss. Its luminosity was estimated using the 
strengths of the Si n lines at 6347 and 6371/~ (Rosendhal 1974), which give 
log L b o t / L ®  ~ 4.9 and D ~ 8 kpc. This brings the star close to the line of 
LBVs in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (Stothers and Chin 1994). 
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Discuss ions  

Di scuss ion  

T.  Sze i fe r t :  Could the secondary maximum in AS314 be caused by the 
electron scattering wings around HT? 
A. M i r o s h n i c h e n k o :  This cannot be excluded. However, our first a t tempts  
to model the line profile under the assumption of a disk-like geometry show 
that  the secondary peak can be fit quite well. 
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A b s t r a c t .  The formation and survival of dust around stars requires a physical 
environment very different from that believed to hold anywhere in a WolfoRayet 
stellar wind. The observed facts of dust formation by Wolf-Rayet stars force the 
conclusion that their winds are not homogeneous. They also allow us to deduce 
the types of inhomogeneity, including clumps and large-scale high-density wakes 
produced in colliding-wind binaries, that allow the formation of dust. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n :  T h e  P r o b l e m  

We have long known from IR photomet ry  tha t  some Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars 
make dust in their winds. Because these winds are fast and dense enough 
to disperse the dust, causing it to cool and its emission to fade, persistent,  
s trong IR emission from a W R  star  indicates persistent formation of new 
dust (Williams et al. 1987). A few W R  stars show IR  outbursts  at intervals 
of ~ a decade, indicative of episodic dust formation (e.g. Williams 1997). 
The  significance of these phenomena lies in the great difficulty of forming 
dust in W R  winds: heating of dust grains in the strong UV radiation fields of 
W R  stars restricts dust formation to regions which, in a homogeneous W R  
wind of known mass-loss rate,  are too rarefied by 3-4 orders of magni tude for 
dust to form (Cherchneff & Tielens 1995). Dust  can only form in high-density 
structures of some sort. Here we consider the evidence for these. 

2 C o l l i d i n g - w i n d  s t r u c t u r e s  

As is often the case in astronomy, the best  laboratories are provided by 
variable objects - -  such as the archetypal  episodic dust -maker  W R  140. This 
is a binary system comprising WC7 and 04-5 stars in a 2900-d orbit  (Williams 
et al. 1990). Dust-formation episodes lasting a few months  each recur with the 
same period, coinciding with periastron passage in the orbit. This phasing 
of dust formation to the binary orbit  provides a crucial clue: the changes 
in physical conditions in the wind which determine when dust format ion 
occurs must  be related to changes with the orbital  motion of some long-lived 
s t ructure  in the system. One which could provide the density enhancements  
required for dust formation is material  compressed in shocks formed where 
the fast winds of the WC7 and 04-5 stars collide. Compression of the wind by 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the orbital variation of Wolf-Rayet wind density at the 
wind-collision region (continuous line) with the observed K-band magnitudes (sym- 
bols) phased to the orbital elements. 

a factor of ~ 103 can occur within the shock if the wind cools sufficiently by 
radiation (Usov 1991). However, the WC7 and 04-5 stellar winds in WR 140 
collide and compress wind material all the time, so we then have to ask: what 
varies round the orbit so as to trigger dust formation for only -~ 0.02P during 
periastron passage? Consider the systematic variations in the pre-shock wind 
density near the interaction region. This region lies where the momenta  of 
the WC7 and 04-5 winds balance and is much closer to the 04-5 star, whose 
mass-loss rate is ,-~ 60 times less than that  of the WC7 star. Because the 
orbit is very eccentric (e = 0.84), the separation of the stars and the distance 
of the interaction region from the WC7 star vary strongly around the orbit. 
This is especially so around the time of periastron passage: for a very short 
time, the density of the WC7 stellar wind going into the shock (and being 
compressed by it) is ~ 50 times greater than that  during most of the orbit 
(Fig. 1). The consequent "spikes" in the pre-shock density appear  to be the 
clock that  triggers the dust condensation. 

The processes of compression and cooling in the shocks sufficient to allow 
dust formation by WR 140 have been modelled by Usov (1991). However, 
dust cannot condense until the compressed wind material has been carried 
far enough away from the stars so that  the grains are not heated to sub- 
limation by the stellar radiation field: a distance ,-- 150 AU. Assuming the 
compressed material moves with the wind terminal velocity ~ 2900 km s -1,  
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this introduces a delay of N 90 days between the times of maximum pre-shock 
wind density (at periastron passage) and maximum dust formation - -  con- 
sistent with the observed phase difference (A¢ ~ 0.03P) between maximum 
pre-shock density and infrared (K band) maximum (Fig. 1). 

Extension of the WR 140 paradigm to other dust-makers requires demon- 
stration that  they are colliding-wind binaries with appropriate stellar and 
orbital properties. Spectroscopic companions to some episodic and persistent 
dust-makers have been found (Williams 1997, Williams & van der Hucht 
1996) but  determination of orbits will be difficult given the broad emission 
lines of WR stars and the apparently long periods of episodic dust makers 
indicated by their IR light curves. 

3 Clumps  small  and large 

Some dust-making WR stars (e.g. WR 121) show brief optical occultations 
by ~ 10 -14 MQ dust clumps forming in the line of sight (Veen et al. 1998). 
Also, the fading light curves of two of the episodic dust-makers, W R 4 8 a  
and WR 137, show "mini" infrared outbursts and fadings indicative of minor 
(~  10 -9 M®) episodes of dust formation ~ years after the major  outbursts.  
Whether  these phenomena represent part  of a continuum of condensing clump 
masses or come from different processes is an open question. 
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D i s c u s s i o n  

G.  K o e n i g s b e r g e r :  Is it enough to have an increased W R  wind density in 
the wind-wind shock region during periastron or do you need an increased 
mass-loss rate  to form dust? 
P. W i l l i a m s :  I have not modelled this aspect; it would help a little, but since 
the W R  140 system is so wide, even at  periastron, any enhanced mass loss is 
likely to be smaller than in most  other systems considered. 

J .  B j o r k m a n :  Can you use the colour information in the pho tomet ry  to 
est imate the max imum dust t empera tu re  as a function of t ime? Is this tem- 
pera ture  consistent with constant velocity expansion of the dust? 
P. W i l l i a m s :  Yes. The dust t empera tu re  falls as the emission fades when 
dust formation ceases. The cooling and fading of the emission from W R  140 
are slower than expected from simple dispersion by the stellar wind, perhaps  
due to continued grain growth after condensation. 

D .  M a s s a :  Do you see any evidence for IR spectroscopic features tha t  might  
tell you what  sort of dust is being formed? 
P. W i l l i a m s :  No, the spectral  energy distribution is smooth; we see no dust  
features, only interstellar features. 

Peredur Williams, Stephen Hulbert, Linda Smith and Regina Schulte-Ladbeck 
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Abstract .  We present ISO-SWS spectra of B[e] stars. We find a wide diversity 
of spectral characteristics of B[e] stars, suggesting different origins for the circum- 
stellar matter. Most B[e] supergiants show hot dust with weak amorphous silicate 
emission. MWC 300 has a warm dust shell with strong crystalline silicate emission; 
its evolutionary status is unclear. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

B[e] stars are defined by the following characteristics: (1) Spectral type B 
(2) Optical emission lines; hydrogen recombination and low ionisation metal 
lines, both permitted and forbidden (3) IR excess due to (hot) dust. The main 
problem with this definition is that  it is purely phenomenological and does 
not constrain the evolutionary state of the object. This is illustrated by the 
fact that  the above defined group of B[e] stars contains such diverse objects 
as B[e] supergiants, HAeBe stars, PPNe, symbiotic stars and also a group of 
stars of which the evolutionary state is unknown (Lamers et al. 1998). We 
will use spectra taken with the ShortWave Spectrometer (SWS) on board the 
Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) of a number of B[e] stars, with a focus on 
the B[e] supergiants, to study the region between 2.4 and 45 #m. 

2 B[e ]  S u p e r g i a n t s  

The widely accepted model for B[e] supergiants was first proposed by Zickgraf 
et al. (1985). In this model, the star has a two-component wind. In the polar 
region, a fast (Ve,p ~1000 kms-1), hot (CIv, Silv), low density wind is 
present, similar to normal B supergiants. In the equatorial region, both the 
expansion velocity (~ 100 kms -1) and the temperature (Si II, Fe II) are much 
lower; assuming a constant mass flux, the density is much higher. The wind 
in the equatorial region is effectively shielded from UV radiation, and at some 
point has cooled enough and still has a sufficient density, for dust to form. 

This model predicts an energy distribution which shows the central star 
plus some free-free excess and, superposed on that ,  the thermal continuum 
from the dusty disk. Dust condenses typically between 1000 and 1600 K, 
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which corresponds to a few 103 R..  A temperature  of 1300 K corresponds to a 
peak in the energy distribution (F.)  at 4 #m. If we assume that  the formation 
of the dust does not influence the large scale density distribution of the wind, 
then the dust density distribution will follow the same r -~ distribution as 
the gas. So we expect a more or less normal B supergiant continuum, and 
superposed a thermal dust continuum that  peaks roughly between 3 and 
5 #m, with a steep decline (because of the steep density gradient) towards 
longer wavelengths. 

This is exactly what is observed in several sources, e.g. in CPD-57°2874.  
The optical spectrum of this star is dominated by H I and He I emission 
lines (Carlson & Henize 1979). McGregor et al. (1988) discovered CO first 
overtone emission at 2.3 #m, which indicates the presence of a high density 
region (n > 101° cm -3) around the star. Using an optically thin, spherically 
symmetric model to fit the SWS spectrum and assuming an outflow velocity 
in the dust forming region of 100 kms -1, we derive a total  dust mass-loss 
rate for CPD-57°2874  of a few 10 -9 M® yr -1. McGregor et al. derive a 
total  mass-loss rate, based on the strength of Brv  of a few 10 -6 M® yr -1. 
Assuming a gas/dust  ratio of 100, which is the canonical value found in the 
interstellar medium, this suggests an opening angle of the disk of the order of 
20 degrees. These are very rough numbers but it confirms the idea tha t  only 
in the equatorial region dust is formed around B[e] stars. It  also indicates tha t  
probably this region is not extremely thin; less than 1 degree seems unlikely. 
Since it will be difficult to get a good constraint on the gas/dust  ratio, a very 
tight constraint on exactly how much of the wind contains dust - and how 
much of it takes part  in the formation process - will be difficult to determine. 

3 M W C  3 0 0 :  is  i t  a s u p e r g i a n t ?  

One of the objects with an unclear evolutionary status is MWC 300. Wolf 
& Stahl (1985) conclude it must be a supergiant, primarily based on the 
presence of multiplets 115 and 117 ofFe III in emission in the optical spectrum. 
However, it is also included in a number of pre-main-sequence studies (e.g. 
Th~ et al. 1994), even though it does not clearly show any pre-main-sequence 
characteristics. Henning et al. (1994) derive a mass of 300 M o of circumstellar 
dust and gas, based on their 1.3 mm flux (54 i15  mJy) and on the distance 
of 15.5 kpc, as derived by Wolf & Stahl (1985). Even though there is a very 
large uncertainty in this mass (they estimate at least a factor of 5), it seems 
too large to be explained as a post-main-sequence shell. 

The SWS spectrum of MWC 300 is shown in figure la.  The dust  in MWC 
300 shows a very wide range in temperatures  and is much cooler than that  
of more "typical" B[e] supergiants, such as CPD-57°2874.  This suggests 
a flat density gradient and /or  significant optical depth effects. The 9 .7#m 
amorphous silicate feature is seen in absorption, and this may very well be of 
interstellar origin. The SWS spectrum of MWC 300 shows prominent narrow 
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emission bands that  can be at t r ibuted to Mg-rich, Fe-poor crystalline olivines 
(19.5, 23.5, 27.5 and 33.5#m) and pyroxenes (most of the narrower peaks). 
These dust components are often observed in cool stars with very dense, 
dusty outflows (e.g. red supergiants, OH/ IR  stars), and also in objects with 
circumstellar or circum-binary disks (e.g. HAeBe stars). 

The origin of the dust is not clear. It  is unlikely tha t  it is formed in a 
present day outflow, because (1) the slope of the SED does not agree with 
an r -2 density distribution, and (2) the dust-forming layers are at leare 
distance from the (hot) star, where the density is low; crystalline silicates are 
only observed in objects with very high density in the dust-forming layers. 
Another possibility is a non-outflow disk. This alleviates the above mentioned 
difficulties, but  the origin of such a disk in unclear. From low mass stars it 
is observed that  disks containing crystalline dust are often associated with 
binaries. 
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Fig. 1. SWS spectra of MWC 300 (a) and CPD-57°2874 (b). The lower spectrum 
of MWC 300 is continuum (drawn line) subtrm:ted. Abscissa: wavelength in #m; 
Ordinate: flux density in Jansky 
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Discuss ion  

S. Shore :  A question and a comment:  Do the B supergiants (or B[e] stars)  
tha t  show CO 2# emission show the PAH features? Since HD 87643 is also 
known as He3-365,  I should mention tha t  this star  shows variations in the 
UV of ~ 30 ~0 on timescales of about  a decade. I t  has one of the very s trongest  
UV iron curtain absorption spectra of any LBV. 
R .  Voors :  Stars in our sample tha t  are known to show CO emission in the 
K-band do not show PAH features. 

M .  M a g a l h ~ e s :  Was ISO sensitive enough to observe B[e] supergiants in the 
Magellanic Clouds? 
R .  Voors :  Some B[e] supergiants in the LM C / SMC were observed with the 
P H O T - S  instrument  onboard ISO (A/A)~ ~ 100), but they are too faint to 
be observed with the Short Wave Spectrometer.  

P. W i l l i a m s :  Considering the unusual density distribution in the disk, have 
you looked at the infrared photometr ic  history? I have ground-based 11 #m 
observations from 20 years ago. 
R .  Voor s :  The ISO SWS fluxes are consistent with the IRAS fluxes. But  
I would certainly be interested to see your even older da ta  of the silicate 
emission bump.  

F . - J .  Z ickgra f :  Could you see any 10 #m silicate feature in Magellanic Cloud 
B[e] supergiants? 
R .  Voors :  Maybe, I do not know. 

Roberta Humphreys, Norman Trams and Rens Waters 
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Abstract .  The line-driven instability may cause pronounced structure in winds 
of hot, luminous stars, e.g., fragments of dense shells, strong reverse shocks, and 
fast cloudlets. We discuss the linear stability theory, including the line-drag effect, 
phase reversal due to the diffuse radiation field, and the relevance of so-called 
Abbott waves. Recent hydrodynamic simulations focuss on the influence of a time- 
dependent source function on the flow structure, and on the X-ray emission from 
wind shocks and cloud collisions. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Lucy & Solomon (1970) described a new, line-driven instability for OB star 
winds, which may be connected to (some of) the following observational facts: 
(i) the appearence of discrete absorption components, periodic absorption 
modulations, black troughs, and variable blue edges in P Cygni line profiles 
(see reviews by Fhllerton, Henrichs, Kaper, Kaufer, or Massa in this volume); 
(ii) the X-ray emission from hot star winds, and their superionization; and 
(iii) cloud formation in O star and Wolf-Rayet star winds (Moffat 1994). 

In the following we shall discuss some aspects of the instability from a 
mostly hydrodynamical viewpoint. 

2 L i n e a r  t h e o r y  

2.1 M e c h a n i s m  of  t h e  i n s t ab i l i t y  

MacGregor et al. (1979) and Carlberg (1980) calculated growth rates for the 
line-driven instability assuming optically thin flow perturbations. Contrary, 
Abbott (1980) found zero growth rates when he applied the Sobolev approx- 
imation to the perturbations. He found then a new type of marginally stable, 
radiative-acoustic waves, which we shall term 'Abbott  waves' in the follow- 
ing. Owocki &: Rybicki (1984) unified these contradictory results by showing 
that  they refer to different wavelength regimes A of the perturbations, namely 

< L (with L being the Sobolev length) in the work of MacGregor et al. and 
Carlberg, while )~ -~ co in Abbott 's  analysis. 

The regime A > L or A >> L in between these extremes is especially in- 
teresting: while the growth rate drops there as /2 c< A-2  the instability is 
very strong (J~max tflow ~ 50; Owocki & Rybicki 1984), so that  even rather 
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long-scale perturbations can grow into saturation, and become the most pro- 
nounced flow structures in terms of velocity, density, and tempera ture  jumps. 
Having wavelengths larger than the Sobolev length, these perturbat ions can 
be viewed as unstable Abbott  waves: the propagation speed follows from the 
usual, first order Sobolev treatment,  whereas the small growth rate is of sec- 
ond order (Feldmeier 1998). 

The physical basis of the instability for different wavelength regimes is 
illustrated in Fig. 1: region (a) shows an unstable short-scale perturbat ion,  
)~ -- O(L) (where L corresponds to the 'thickness' of the thermal band, indi- 
cated in the plot by double lines): an arbitrary, positive velocity fluctuation 
shifts the gas parcel out of the absorption shadow of gas lying closer to the 
star, and the enhanced flux accelerates the parcel to even larger speeds, de- 
shadowing it further. With the line force scaling as gl c< exp(--T), the general 
instability cycle can be written (~v -+ - ~ -  -+ 5gl --~ ~v. Region (b) around 
the node of a long-scale, sinusoidal perturbat ion shows the occurence of in- 
ward propagating Abbott  waves from first order Sobolev approximation: the 
steepening of the thermal band at the node raises the Sobolev line force, 
gt c< v '~ (where v' = dv/dr ,  and 0 < ~ < 1), and the gas is accelerated to 
larger speeds. This corresponds to an inward shift of the node, i.e., an inward 
phase propagation of a wave. The wave cycle can be written ~v ~ -4 ~gl --+ 
ihv -~ - h v ' .  Finally, region (c) around the velocity maximum of the long- 
scale per turbat ion shows that  this Abbott  wave is unstable from a second 
order treatment:  due to the negative curvature of the thermal band the opti- 
cal depth is smaller there than for the unper turbed flow. Again, a larger line 
force results which accelerates the gas; this now makes the maximum more 
pronounced, wherefore - v "  increases further (we assumed here tha t  the node 
separation or wavelength is essentially unaffected). Thereby, T drops further, 
gl grows further, and one has unstable growth. The general instability cycle 
can then be further specified to become - h v "  -+ --ST -4 5gt --~ ~V --~ --hV". 
Notice also the kinematical steepening and finally braking of the wave into a 
strong reverse shock. 

2.2 I n f o r m a t i o n  p r o p a g a t i o n  

Yet, this unified picture of Abbott  waves and the line-driven instability is 
oversimplified. In a remarkable paper, Owocki & Rybicki (1986) show from a 
Green's function analysis that  information propagation in an unstable, pure 
absorption line flow is limited to the sound speed; contrary, radiative-acoustic 
waves propagate inward at a phase or group speed equal to the much larger 
(negative) wind speed (Abbott 1980). 

This is an example of the non-equivalence of signal or information speed 
and group speed in unstable media (e.g., Bers 1983). 

To demonstrate this physically, Owocki &: Rybicki (1986) consider a Gaus- 
sian pulse which is broader than the Sobolev length, and therefore should 
propagate upstream at the wind (or Abbott) speed. This is indeed confirmed, 
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Fig. 1. Line-driven instability and Abbott waves. 

even when the Green's  function for zero sound or signal speed is used to prop- 
agate  the pulse! However, Owocki K: Rybicki (1986) claim tha t  no signal is 
p ropagated  in this case. Namely, due to its smoothness,  information is not 
localized in the pulse, and properties from any small neigborhood can be 
used to infer distant properties via a Taylor series expansion, without need 
for information propagation. 

Tha t  this is the case in the above example (i.e., that  the folding of the 
Green's  function with the signal is equivalent to a Taylor series extrapolat ion 
of a smaller to a larger space-time area) is seen if a t ruly localized information 
is introduced into the pulse, here by setting its ampli tude to zero for all 
x > Xo, with arbi t rary Xo. In accord with a = 0, the discontinuity at x0 does 
not propagate,  but  remains there. For x < x0 then, the full, smooth Gaussian 
without any discontinuity is reconstructed in course of time, and propagates  
ups t ream to smaller x! This awkward fact is due to the one-sidedness of the 
pure absorption line force, i.e., tha t  a per turbat ion  at x > xo cannot affect 
the ups t ream flow at  x < xo. Since for x < xo all derivatives, curvatures,  
etc. are those of the full Gaussian, the lat ter  is reconstructed for x < x0, and 
propagates  ups t ream as a 'false' signal. We leave here out a discussion of the 
region x > x0. 

The key point in this discussion is the one-sidedness of the absorpt ion 
line force, and the situation could be fundamental ly different for a non-zero 
source function. Corresponding numerical simulations show then indeed the 
inward propagat ion of a front at Abbot t  speed following a delta-function 
per turbat ion  (Owocki & Puls 1998). 

One reason it is important  to decide whether Abbot t  waves are real are 
recent claims on the role of kinks in the wind velocity law, which p ropaga te  
ups t ream at Abbot t  speed (for corotat ing intercation regions: Cranmer  & 
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Owocki 1996; for wind clouds: Feldmeier et al. 1997b). ~ t u r e  analytical work 
will hopefully bring further clarification. 

2.3 T h e  l ine-drag effect 

Besides for these matters of wave propagation, which we shall take up again 
in the next section, line scattering is also important for instability growth 
rates. Lucy (1984) questioned the occurence of the line-driven instability in 
hot star winds altogether, by noting that the winds are driven essentially by 
scattering lines (as opposed to absorption lines), and that the diJ~use radiation 
field should cancel any extra line force gained by Doppler-shifting gas into 
the direct radiation field. 

However, this exact cancellation occurs only near the star, at the wind 
base. Due to sphericity effects and the decreasing angular size of the stellar 
disk with distance, the growth rate is back to 50% of its pure absorption line 
value within a stellar radius of the stellar surface, and approaches 80% of this 
value at large radii (Owocki & Rybicki 1985). 

The line-drag is therefore most relevant in deep wind layers, and may be 
important with regard to the photosphere-wind connection, i.e., whether the 
formation of wind structure is externally triggered or self-excited. 

3 N u m e r i c a l  s i m u l a t i o n s  

3.1 SSF and EISF 

While line scattering is of central importance for the formation of wind struc- 
ture, the exact solution to the radiative transfer equation in instability sim- 
ulations is prohibitively cpu-time consuming. The 'smooth source function' 
approximation (SSF; Owocki 1991) uses instead a formal integral approach, 
assuming a prespecified source function from Sobolev approximation. Via this 
averaged or mean diffuse radiation field, the line-drag effect is incorporated 
in SSF calculations. 

One-dimensional numerical simulations for a spherically symmetric O star 
wind (Owocki et al. 1988; Owocki 1992) perturbed by a harmonic, photo- 
spheric sound wave show that the continuous flow breaks up into a sequence 
of strong reverse shocks, each decelerating inner, thin, fast gas and compress- 
ing it into narrow, dense shells. The shells propagate roughly according to a 
stationary wind velocity law. For a discussion of self-excited wind structure 
and issues of periodic vs. chaotic wind structure, we refer to Owocki (1994). 

Recently, Owocki & Puls (1996, 1998) proposed a new, 'escape integral 
source function' approximation (EISF) which accounts for the first time for 
the perturbed diffuse radiation field. The idea is here to replace the pho- 
ton escape probabilities,/~8, from the smooth, Sobolev source function, S = 
{j3,I.)/{fls) (brackets indicate angle averaging) at each time step with the 
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Fig. 2. Density and temperature snapshot for a wind model of ¢ Ori. Filled bullets 
mark fast cloudlets, filled squares mark dense shells. Symbols (+, x, etc.) indicate 
strong X-ray emission at the given energies. 

escape probabilities from the t ime-dependent wind simulation, ~ .  The ~i 
are the central quantities which distinguish instability simulations from staJ 
t ionary wind models applying the Sobolev approximation, since they include 
both (de-)shadowing effects of neighboring and widely separated gas parcels• 

As Puls et al. (1994) noticed, the inclusion of the correct diffuse radi- 
ation field is important  since, as was shown by Owocki & Rybicki (1985) 
from an exact, linear analysis, the per turbed diffuse radiation field can turn  
anti-correlated, inward propagating density and velocity fluctuations into 
correlated, outward propagating fluctuations• In the nonlinear, wave brak- 
ing phase, the former steepen into reverse shocks, the latter into forward 
shocks. SSF calculations show the dominance of reverse shocks• The  question 
is whether EISF simulations are instead dominated by forward shocks• 

The answer is essentially 'no'. A phase reversal occurs only for short-scale 
fluctuations below the Sobolev length (Owocki & Rybicki 1985). Steepening 
the thermal band over short lengthscales until it becomes optically thin - and 
hence the instability ceases since no further de-shadowing is possible - leads 
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only to small velocity jumps of order the thermM speed. The EISF structure 
appears therefore as short-scale, low-amplitude noise superimposed on the 
long-scale, large-amplitude sequence of reverse shocks. Still, these results in- 
dicate that the Sobolev length as an intrinsic lengthscale of line-driven flows 
separates two different regimes of the (inverse) turbulent cascade. Caution 
is therefore required in applying results from, e.g., supersonic Burgers tur- 
bulence to hot star winds. Furthermore, we add here that cloudlets which 
are important for the X-ray emission from O stars (cf. the next section) have 
lengthscales not too different from the EISF noise. Since the cloudlets are 
anti-correlated perturbations, future simulations have to show whether they 
are affected by the inclusion of the perturbed diffuse radiation field. Finally, 
we refer to Owocki & Puls (1998) for a discussion of the modifications of the 
stationary solution for thin winds due to the inclusion of fore-aft asymmet- 
ric (e.g.: EISF) escape probabilities around the sonic point, which are not 
present in usual Sobolev approximation. 

3.2 X-ray emiss ion  

One main interest in the line-driven instability is that it may create shocks 
which are responsible for the observed X-ray emission from hot star winds, 
and partially (Pauldrach 1987) also for their superionization. 

After overcoming numerical problems which lead to a collapse of cooling 
zones (Cooper & Owocki 1992; Feldmeier 1995), the temperature structure 
behind strong reverse shocks can be calculated (Fig. 2), and their X-ray emis- 
sion synthesized. For the self-absorption of X-rays in the dense wind shells, 
NLTE opacities from stationary wind models are presently used (Feldmeier 
et al. 1997a). 

In agreement with estimates by Hillier et al. (1993) from properties of 
reverse shocks as deduced from isothermal wind simulations, we find that 
these shocks can only account for 1 to 10% of the observed X-ray emission 
during their quasi-steady appearance, i.e., when thin, fast gas is being fed 
through the front. However, by applying chaotic perturbations at the wind 
base, we find that short, strong X-ray flashes in the wind can account for 
the observed X-ray emission, even after time-averaging. The flashes originate 
from collisions of small, fast cloudlets with the pronounced, dense wind shells 
(Feldmeier et al. 1997a). Both the continuous stream of thin gas and the 
discrete cloudlets are ablated from gas which moves ahead (i.e., at somewhat 
larger radii) of the next inner, pronounced shell. The shells and cloudlets are 
indicated in Fig. 2. 

So far the modeling assumes a spherically symmetric, radial wind (for 
first 2-D instability simulations, see Owocki, this volume), and leads to major 
variability in X-ray fluxes. However, cloudlets which form due to photospheric 
turbulence should have a rather small lateral scale. With independent cloud- 
shell collisions taking place along neighboring wind cones, (near) constancy of 
X-ray fluxes should then be achieved by angle averaging (Cassinelli & Swank 
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1983). The present, 1-D wind models suggest that  a few thousand wind cones 
should be sufficient to achieve the observed flux constancy. 

On the other hand, the pronounced shells possibly form due to long- 
periodic, coherent photospheric perturbations, wherefore their lateral scale 
may be large, and they may extend over many such neighboring wind cones. 
Possibly, larger shell segments fragmentize due to the Rayleigh-Taylor insta- 
bility. Future 2-D simulations have to bring clarification. 
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Discuss ion  

H. Lamers :  Do I understand from your modelling that the clumping dis- 
appears at r ~ 10 R,? If this is the case the radio mass-loss rates are not 
affected by clumping. 
A. Moffat :  But then how do you explain the clumpy structure in the MER- 
LIN radio image of the thermal wind around the nearby WN8 star WR 147 
at r --~ 103 R,? Also: P Cygni has a clumpy, resolved wind. 
A. Feldmeier :  We have one simulation which extends out to 100R, and 
which shows that the shells disappear at .--50 R,. This is in agreement with 
estimates from re-expansion due to internal thermal pressure. Maybe clumps 
seen at very large distances have a different origin than the line-driven insta- 
bility. 

G. MeUema:  Do your numerical models include explicit thermal conduc- 
tion? 
A. Feldmeier :  It is coded but usually switched off, since heat conduction 
should only be important at temperatures significantly higher (> 107 K) than 
those deduced from X-ray observations. 

R. Ignace:  A popular model for explaining WR winds is that of multiple 
scattering (e.g., Lucy & Abbott 1993, ApJ 405, 738). How do you expect 
your results for O stars to change for WR stars? 
A. Feldmeier :  Gayley & Owocki (1995, ApJ 446, 801) have calculated the 
linear growth rates of the line-driven instability for WR stars, using a diffu- 
sion treatment of multiline scattering. They find that the growth rates are 
reduced relative to O stars by a factor of .-~10. However, these growth rates 
are still large enough that blobs or clumps should also develop in WR winds. 

J .  B jo rkman :  Cohen et al. (1997, ApJ 487, 867) found that the observed 
ROSAT X-ray fluxes from B stars require an X-ray emission measure larger 
than that available in a smooth wind. Do you think that the clumping and 
colliding clouds in your models can explain the observed X-ray levels in B 
stars? 
A. Feldmeier :  First, it may be that the mass-loss rates of these winds axe 
higher than is presently assumed, and therefore the dilemma with large emis- 
sion measures could be avoided. Otherwise, since the cloudlet density is fixed, 
namely at roughly the stationary wind density, it seems that a larger number 
of cloud collisions per unit time is needed to enhance the X-ray emission. An 
alternative possibility is that a few adiabatic shocks could heat large volumes 
of thin wind gas in B stars. Future simulations have to clarify this. 

J .  de Jong:  How large is the density fluctuation from clumping at small 
radii? Would you expect significant variations in, e.g., the Ha line? 
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A. F e l d m e i e r :  The dense shells occur above -~1.5R, and have densities 
which are factors of 10 to 100 higher than those of stat ionary wind gas. 
According to Puls et al. (1996, A&:A 305, 171) the H(x line, which forms be- 
tween 1 and 1.5 R,  for O stars should not be significantly affected. 

D.  Massa :  Do you have an idea of the size of the lateral spatial coherence 
of the instabilities you are modelling? 
A. F e l d m e i e r :  Presently not, since 2D simulations are still missing. My 
favourite idea is that  the fast cloudlets are caused by photospheric turbu- 
lence, and have a similarly short lateral length scale. The dense shells, which 
move at roughly the stationary wind speed, may be connected to long-period, 
coherent perturbations,  and have a much larger lateral scale; maybe they frag- 
ment due to the R~yleigh-Taylor instability. 

S. Shore :  What  happens when you that  the photospheric turbulence and 
organize it with photospheric pulsation? Is it possible to place some limits 
on the ratio of the energy in the turbulent vs. organized velocity field on the 
basis of your models? 
A.  F e l d m e i e r :  I also favour such a picture. The pulsations could trigger the 
formation of dense shells (or shell segments), and the turbulence could trigger 
the formation of the tiny, fast cloudlets. But we have no quantitat ive limits 
so far. 

Linda Smith and Achim Feldmeier 
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Abst rac t .  I review simulations of Co-rotating Interaction Regions (CIRs) in line- 
driven stellar winds. Previous CIR models have been based on a local, Sobolev 
treatment of the line-force, which effectively suppresses the strong, small-scale in- 
stability intrinsic to line-driving. Here I describe a new "3-ray-aligned-grid" method 
for computing the nonlocal, smooth-source-function line-force in 2D models that do 
include this line-driven instability. Preliminary results indicate that key overall fea- 
tures of large-scale CIRs can be quite similar in both Sobolev and non-Sobolev 
treatments, i f  the level of instability-generated wind structure is not too great. 
However, in certain models wherein the unstable self-excitation of wind variability 
penetrates back to the wind base, the stochastic, small-scale structure can become 
so dominant that it effectively disrupts any large-scale, CIR pattern. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Co-rotating Interaction Regions (CIRs) are the sprial-shaped density com- 
pressions that  form from the interaction of higher and lower speed streams in 
the wind from a rotating star. CIRs have long been observed and studied in 
the solar wind, but  Mullah (1984a,b; 1986) was the first to suggest them as 
a possible mechanism for producing variable absorption features in UV lines 
formed in the line-driven stellar winds from hot-stars. To be visible as direct 
variations in line-profiles formed from globally integrated radiative flux, the 
associated flow structure must be on a relatively large scale, on order the stel- 
lar radius; in these highly supersonic winds, this is of order v / v t h  >> 1 larger 
than the Sobolev length L - V t h / ( d v / d r ) ,  over which the mean flow speed 
v increases by a ion thermal speed V~h. This suggests tha t  the dynamical 
evolution of large-scale structure might be adequately simulated using the 
computationally efficient, local, CAK/Sobolev expression for the line force 
(Castor, Abbott ,  and Klein 1975; Sobolev 1960), and indeed this has been a 
key simplification in previous simulations of CIRs in line-driven winds (Cran- 
mer and Owocki 1995, hereafter CO96). A recent review (Owocki 1998) has 
summarized efforts to apply such Sobolev-theory CIR simulations towards 
modelling various types of line-profile-variability in hot-star  winds, including 
both the classical, slowly evolving Discrete Absorption Components (DACs), 
and more recently identified Periodic Absorption Modulations (PAMs). 
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The central question I wish to address here is: To what degree is the 
derived CIR structure sensitive to this approximate Sobolev treatment of 
the line-force? One particularly important question regards the formation 
of pre-CIR velocity plateaus; CO96 have been suggested these as a possible 
origin of DACs, but it is still not clear whether they might in fact be just 
an artifact of the (artificially?) fast inward wave propagation obtained in 
a Sobolev treatment (cf. Owocki and Rybicki 1986). Another issue regards 
the role of the strong, intrinsic, small-scale instability of line-driving; this is 
effectively suppressed in a Sobolev treatment (Owocki and Rybicki 1984), 
but, if included, it might substantially alter, or even entirely disrupt, any 
larger-scale CIR structure. 

In the next section (§2) I outline a newly developed, "3-ray-aligned-grid" 
approach for extending the nonlocal, "Smooth Source Functiorn" (SSF) line- 
force method, used in previous 1D instability simulations (Owocki 1991; 
Owocki and Puls 1996, 1998), into 2D models that can include both large- 
scale CIRs and small-scale instability-generated structure. I then describe 
(§3) some initial, still preliminary results indicating that key Sobolev-model 
features (like velocity plateaus) can indeed still form, but only if the overall 
level of intrinsic variability initiated near the wind base is not too strong. I 
conclude (§4) with a brief summary discussion. 

2 3 - R a y  S S F  A p p r o a c h  f o r  2 D  I n s t a b i l i t y  S i m u l a t i o n s  

A key aspect of line-driven-instability simulations regards the computation 
of the line force. For the instability-generated flow structure at scales near 
and below the Sobolev length, a local Sobolev approach fails completely. 
(See, however, Feldmeier 1998.) Instead, one must apply much more com- 
putationally expensive, integral forms that take approximate account of the 
inherently nonlocal scattering character of the radiative transfer for most im- 
portant driving lines. Owocki and Puls (I996, 1998) discuss various levels 
for approximating this nonlocal force, including the Smooth-Source-Function 
(SSF) approach that efficiently accounts for key effects (e.g. line-drag; see 
Lucy 1984) that control the level of instability. The line-force components 
are obtained from flux-weighted moments of nonlocal escape functions, each 
of which requires spatial integrations to obtain the optical depth over a wide 
range of line frequencies, nested within a frequency averaging over the line- 
profile. The computational requirements of evaluating such nested, nonlocal 
force integrations at each time-step of a hydrodynamical model have till now 
limited simulations of wind structure to just a 1D temporal evolution in ra- 
dius, effectively suppressing, quite artificially, any lateral variations. 

In developing multidimensional instability models that include lateral 
structure, a central challenge is thus to develop an approach for efficient 
evaluation of these escape integrals over a suitable collection of directional 
rays. As an initial approach, I have been experimenting with an approximate 
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3-ray SSF method for computing the nonlocal line-force in 2D wind mod- 
els in radius r and azimuth ¢. At any given grid point, the nonlocal escape 
probabilities are evaluated along one radial ray, plus two nonradial rays on 
opposite sides of the radial direction, set always to have a fixed impact pa- 
rameter p < R,  toward the stellar core. A key trick is to choose the radial 
spacing so that  each nonradial ray intersecting a grid point with indices (i,  j}  
will also intersect other grid points (i -4- n, j =k n), for integer n > 1. This 
avoids the need to carry out a conceptually complex and computationally 
costly interpolation between a (p, z) ray grid for the radiation t ransport ,  and 
the (r, ¢) grid for the hydrodynamics (cf. Figures l a  and lb).  For uniform 
azimuthal spacing A¢, such ray alignment occurs for radial grids satisfying 

P ri -- . (1) 
cos [iA¢ + arccos(p/R.)] 

Figure 1 illustrates the grid and ray alignment for A¢ = 5 ° (= 7r/36 -- 0.089 
rad) and p /R ,  = 0x/0~.5. Through spatial integration along the 3 such rays 
for each of the N¢ azimuthal zones, one obtains a "6-stream" description 
(i.e. in 2 directions along each of the 3 rays) for the required nonlocal escape 
probabilities from each of the Nr × N¢ grid nodes. 

The escape along the two nonradial rays provides a rough t rea tment  of the 
lateral radiation transport.  Because these rays are restricted to always impact 
within the stellar core radius (p < R,) ,  they are best suited for approximating 
the direct component of the line-force; but in the crucial wind-acceleration 
region near the star, they have a substantial azimuthal component,  and so 
also provide a rough approximation of the azimuthal part  of the diffuse line- 
force, including, for example, the important  lateral "line-drag" effect tha t  is 
predicted to strongly damp small-scale azimuthal velocity variations (Rybicki 
et al. 1990). As the rays become increasingly radial at larger radii, this ca- 
pacity to approximate the lateral, diffuse radiation is lost, but  the 3 rays still 
provide a quite accurate representation of the flnite-disk form for the direct 
line-force. A more serious limitation arises from the severe loss of radial res- 
olution at large radii, as demonstrated by the radial /azimuthal  grid aspect 
ratio, 

nr i  x/(r i /p)  2 _ 1, (2) 
riA¢ 

which increases as ri/p at large radii. This means that  small-scale radial 
structure can be relatively well-resolved in the inner wind, but  then becomes 
strongly damped by grid-averaging in the outer wind. 

£From the frequency-dependent optical depth along the 3 rays, one can 
obtain the corresponding integral escape probabilities in the outward and 
inward directions, and then from the flux moment of these, compute the direct 
and diffuse contributions to the line-force. (See eqs. 65 and 67 of Owocki and 
Puls 1996.) In addition to the radial line-force that  drives the wind outflow, 
there is, in general, a nonzero azimuthal force component as well. In a rotat ing 
wind, this can arise even when the wind itself is axially symmetric, because 
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Fig. 1. a.) Illustration of 3-rays with p / R .  = 0, =t: 0v/-0-~.5 spaced azimuthally every 
A¢ _-- 5 °, together with the radial grid spacing (dashed arcs) that aligns the rays to 
intersect multiple (r, ¢) grid nodes; this allows very efficient evaluation of the ray 
escape integrals needed for computation of the SSF line-force in 2D wind models. 
b.) Contrasting the much greater complexity of a nonaligned ray-grid with about 
the same total number of rays, now with a coarser azimuthal resolution A¢ = 15 °, 
but spaced every Ap = Ar  = R . / 2  over the full model range 0 < p < 3R.; the 
chaotic, nonaligned ray intersection means that extensive interpolation would be 
needed both to carry out (p, z) ray integrations, and then to apply these toward 
computing the line-force on the (r, ¢) hydro grid. 

the different velocity gradients in the prograde and retrograde directions still 
imply a corresponding asymmet ry  in the escape probabilities (Grinin 1978). 
The  resulting torque can lead to a modera te  (,-~ 20 - 30%) spin-down of the 
wind rotation. (See, e.g., figure 3 in Owocki et al. 1998.) 

3 Prel iminary Results  of 3-Ray SSF Models  of CIRs 

Following the general approach introduced by CO96, CIRs and other az- 
imuthal  wind variations are induced here by enhancing the wind driving 
from an isolated, bright spot on the rotat ing stellar surface. However, whereas 
CO96 took the line-force to be strictly radial, with a fixed enhancement  fac- 
tor  given by the relative proximity to the spot,  the simulations here compute  
bo th  radial and azimuthal  components of the line-force directly from the 
3-ray quadrature  (with the surface brightness contribution to each ray ap- 
propriately averaged to account for the larger angle range visible from greater  
heights). In addition to the overall spindown effect noted above, there is now 
also an azimuthal  line-force contribution directed away from the bright spot. 
The models here invoke a spot with ampli tude and width similar to the 
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Fig. 2. Radial variation of radial velocity along selected azimuthal angles in 
spot-induced CIR models, with line-force treatments based on (a.) the local, 
CAK/Sobolev method, and the 3-ray SSF method with (b.) p/R,  = ~ and 
no azimuthal forces, and (c.) p/R, = x/-6--~, including azimuthal forces. 

"standard bright spot model" of CO96, with, however, a horizontal period- 
icity of just 45 ° (vs. 180°), simply to reduce computational expense. This 
azimuthal range is divided into ArC = 157 azimuthal zones of equal width, 
A¢ = 0.005 rad = 0.287% 

Below I compare results of a CAK/Sobolev CIR simulation ("Model A") 
with two representative SSF models ("B" and "C") distinguished by the 
relative weighting of the lateral transport .  Model B neglects the azimuthal 
force, and uses a moderate impact parameter  p / R ,  = 0x/-0-~.5. Model C includes 
the azimuthal force, and uses a larger impact parameter  p / R ,  = 0x/0~.8 tha t  
gives greater weight to the lateral radiation. The lower boundary r = R ,  
begins with horizontal/azimuthal grid aspect ratios of 1 and 1/2 for models 
A and B, which require respectively Nr = 200 and Nr = 141 radial zones to 
reach the assumed maximum model radius Rmax ~ 8R,.  As in CO96, the 
stellar and wind parameters are chosen to represent a s tandard O-supergiant 
(e.g. ~ Pup) with rotation speed, v~ot = 200 km/s.  

Figure 2 compares results for the radial variation of radial velocity along 
selected aziumthal angles in various spot-induced CIR models. Panel (a) 
shows the characteristic structure of the CAK/Sobolev model A, with a 
nearly flat velocity plateaus upwind from the velocity minima tha t  signify 
the dense CIR, extending back to a velocity gradient discontinuity, or "kink", 
tha t  marks the connection to the unperturbed,  outward-accelerating wind. As 
discussed in CO96, this weak, kink discontinuity propagates inward (relative 
to the wind outflow) at a characteristic speed c_ ~ - v  that  is nearly as fast 
as the local outflow speed v, yielding a quite slow net outward propagation in 
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Fig. 3.2D grey-scale representation of the density variation in the same three CIR 
models depicted in figure 2. 

the fixed stellar frame. The slowly evolving flat velocity plateau that forms 
between the kink and the CIR moreover gives rise to an overall line-profile 
variability that has many of the observed characteristics of slowly evolving 
DACs (CO96). 

Figure 2b shows that the corresponding 3-ray SSF model B has a roughly 
similar overall velocity variation, including extended velocity plateaus. In 
fact, apart from some moderate waviness in the velocity, there is little of the 
small-scale structure expected from the line-driven instability. By contrast, 
analogous 1D models typically show extensive, intrinsic wind structure within 
about R./2 from the stellar surface, even without any explicit perturbations. 
As discussed by Owocki and Puls (1998), this is apparently the consequence 
of backscattered radiation from the structured outer wind "self-seeding" per- 
turbations at the wind base, which are then amplified by the strong insta- 
bility growth. The lack of such self-seeded structure here is likely an artifact 
of the rapidly increasing radial grid spacing, which smooths out small-scale 
variations in the outer wind, effectively breaking the self-excitation cycle. 

Remarkably, figure 2c shows that the 3-ray SSF model C with g¢ ~ 0 and 
just a slightly different grid parameterization has a dramatically different 
velocity structure, dominated by small-scale instability variation throughout 
the wind, including right down to the wind base. This effectively destroys 
any large-scale features, including the extended velocity plateaus. 
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Figures 3 a-c show 2D grey-scale plots of the corresponding density vari- 
ation, measured logarthmically relative to the azimuthal average. The clear 
spiral CIR pattern of the CAK/Sobolev spot model in panel (a) is still quite 
apparent in the somewhat more variable 3-ray SSF model in panel (b); but 
again this large-scale CIR. pattern is almost completely disrupted by the ex- 
tensive small-scale structure arising in the intrinsically unstable case in panel 
(c). 

Other simulation models we have run indicate that both the inclusion of 
the azimuthal force and the larger lateral ray impact parameter tend to in- 
crease the intrinsic variability, with the latter being the stronger effect. The 
reasons for this are still unclear, and indeed run contrary with the expecta- 
tion from 3D linear stability analyses (Rybicki et al. 1990) that indicate the 
diffuse lateral line-force should dampen azimuthal velocity variations, and so 
presumably stabilize the flow. 

4 Summary Discussion 

I caution that the results presented here are still very preliminary. Because 
the reasons for the marked difference in the level of intrinsic, small-scale 
variability are still unclear, it is not yet possible to say which of these two ex- 
treme scenarios is more likely to represent conditions in actual stellar winds. 
Nonetheless these results do point to two tentative new conclusions. 1.) The 
formation of pre-CIR velocity plateaus is not strictly an artifact of using a 
CAK/Sobolev form for the line-force. 2.) However, such plateaus, and in- 
deed the entire large-scale CIR structure, can be completely disrupted if the 
level of small-scale, intrinsic instability becomes too strong. In this sense, 
the 3-ray SSF method introduced here has, despite its still very approximate 
nature, provided some intriguing first insights into the dynamical processes 
that control the multidimensional and multiscale structure that likely exists 
in the highly unstable and highly variable line-driven stellar winds from hot, 
luminous stars. 
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D i s c u s s i o n  

T. Rivinius:  Can the spin-down in the wind account for detached Be star 
disks? 
S. Owocki: No, the effect only works on outwardly accelerating flows. There 
is no effect for material in a stable Keplerian disk. 

A. Feldmeier:  You mentioned that an inward propagating perturbation is 
only expected when the diffuse force is included in the calculation. Would 
you expect that the inward propagating velocity plateau in your CIR model 
disappears when using the pure absorption line force? 
S. Owocki: In principle, I would expect this to be the case, because the pure 
absorption model does not allow inward propagation of information faster 
than the sound speed. However, because of the very strong instability of the 
pure-absorption case, including base variability associated with the degener- 
acy of the overall wind solution (see Poe et al., 1990, ApJ 358, 199), it is 
difficult in practice to test this notion, because all large-scale features like 
velocity plateaus simply become totally disrupted by small-scale structure. 

N. Langer:  Is the spin-down effect for hot star winds you found the end of 
wind-compressed disks or even wind compression per se? 
S. Owocki: No, but the discovery of spin-down is what led me to investigate 
WCD models with non-radial forces. But it turns out that the latitudinal 
force is much more important for inhibiting wind compression. In fact, in 
early phases of P. Petrenz's independent simulation he accidently left out 
the latitudinal force, while including the spin-down effect, and found such 
models show little reduction in WCD. With all non-radial forces included, 
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our independent codes now agree very well on WCD inhibition. 

J .  Cass inel l i :  When you included the most sophisticated radiation treat-  
ment, you lost the CIRs. Then you went back to the less sophisticated treat-  
ment and found the decrease of wind angular momentum. So, we might be 
left with the impression that  when you again do the sophisticated model you 
will lose the angular momentum decrease and perhaps also the inhibition. 
S. Owocki :  Sorry, this was mostly a poor choice in the order of presentation. 
The spin-down effect was discovered using the "most sophisticated" non-local 
t reatment,  but its basic cause can be understood in local CAK/Sobolev mod- 
els. However, non-local effects actually amplify the effect near the sonic point. 
Furthermore,  it is not quite right that  CIRs are necessarily lost in the "most 
sophisticated models". If instability is not initiated too close to the wind 
base, CIRs are quite distinct even in the non-local force models. Finally, I 
agree that  the effect of instability on WCD inhibition needs to be investigated. 

G.  M e l l e m a :  Would the shape of the PAMs depend on the pitch angle of 
the spiral pat tern? Could we then use this to derive wind parameters? 
S. Owocki :  That  is an interesting possibility that  can in principle be investi- 
gated with 3-D spo t /CIR models. These would be quite doable with modern 
computers. 

F.  Vakili:  Do you have any idea about  the origin of the asymmetry we detect 
with our interferometric observations of P Cygni in Ha,  noting that  this 
asymmetry is found very close to the central star? 
S. Owocki :  Whenever the mass loss varies with latitude, whether increas- 
ing toward the pole or equator, it seems emission from near the star will be 
asymmetric from any perspective that  is not looking directly pole-on. 

H .  H e n r i e h s :  May I confront your wonderful theory with observations of 
Per (showing Si iv DACs)? How do you define PAMS in this plot? 
S. Owoeki :  I would concentrate on whether there is a clear increase in ab- 
sorption or a modulation between increased and decreased absorption. The 
former suggests DACS; the latter PAMs. At first glance, it seems your ex- 
ample might be a case where PAMs in the inner wind evolve outward into 
DACs. 
J .  de  Jong :  ~ Per does show phase bowing in Si Iv and the time cross-sections 
are quite sinusoidal. This seems to point to PAMs rather  than  DACs. 
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Abs t rac t .  O stars are located in a domain of the HRD where nonradial pulsations 
are expected. Photometric surveys did not reveal pulsating O stars, showing that 
the amplitudes must be very small. Intensive spectroscopic studies yielded pulsation 
modes for very few O stars only, although many are line-profile variables. Wind 
contamination of many spectral lines is a major difficulty. Future concentrated 
spectroscopic efforts will undoubtedly increase the number of pulsating O stars. 

The current status of our knowledge of pulsations in these stars is reviewed. 
From one specific example a critical attitude emerges towards the quantitative 
results reached so far. We also address the question whether non-radial pulsation 
can be the cause of the non-spherical time-dependent winds of these stars. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Pulsating stars are found in nearly every part  of the HR diagram. Among 
O stars, however, only very few pulsators are known. Fullerton et al. (1996) 
listed 3 confirmed and 6 suspected pulsating O stars and noticed tha t  all of 
them are located in the instability strip predicted by Kiriadikis et al. (1993). 

Besides its asteroseismological potential, the search for nonradial pulsa- 
tions (NRP) in early-type stars is also motivated by the unknown origin of the 
widely observed cyclic variability in their winds, notably in the absorption 
parts of the ultraviolet P Cygni profiles. Most prominent are the migrating 
discrete absorption components (DACs) with a recurrence time scale tha t  
can be interpreted as (an integer fraction of) the stellar rotat ion period (e.g. 
Kaper  et al. (1998)). The cyclic recurrence of DACs is a t t r ibuted to corotating 
wind structures, caused by large-scale inhomogeneities. The unsolved issue 
is where the modulation comes from. Either magnetic fields or non-radial 
pulsations could equally provide the required differentiation of the emerging 
wind (Cranmer & Owocki (1996)). In the first case the number of wind struc- 
tures matches the number of magnetic footpoints and the modulat ion comes 
directly from the stellar rotation, whereas in the case of a single NRP mode 
the value of the azimuthal number m determines the azimuthal distribution 
of the wind structures, and the modulation is caused by the traveling speed 
of the pulsation superposed on the stellar rotation in the observers frame. A 
third case could also be considered, in which coadding amplitudes of multiple 
modes may give rise to traveling local perturbations (de Jong et al. (1998b)). 

Enhanced equatorial mass loss, to produce disks, as a consequence of 
sectoral NRP is a third reason for interest in pulsation in these stars. 
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2 N o n - r a d i a l  pu l sa t ions  a m o n g  O stars  

All discoveries of NRP in O stars are based on the recognition of systematic 
changes in the shape of photospheric line profiles (e.g. Fig. 1). A detailed 
analysis of the moving features yields, in principle, the pulsation properties. 
In photometric searches for pulsating O stars, for example by Balona (1992), 
no new pulsators are found. This shows that  the amplitudes must be very 
small, notably for high-order modes, as expected. A study of HIPPARCOS 
data  by Marchenko et al. (1998) revealed a number of short- term periodicities 
in O stars, but these could not be associated with pulsations. 

A few selected key discovery papers of pulsating O stars are Smith (1978) 
on 10 Lac, Walker et al. (1979) and Vogt & Penrod (1983) on ~ Oph, Baade 
(1991) on ~ Pup, and Baade e t  al. (1990) on the companion of 3, 2 Vel. The 
best suitable lines are those formed deep in the photosphere. Typical  lines 
used are Si IV A4654, He I AA4471, 4713, 5875, 6678, C IV AA5801, 5812. 
Most H and He lines are often confused with variable wind contributions 
with comparable timescales. Typical periods are between 1 and 12 hours, 
and t = Im[ values up to 17. Both prograde and retrograde modes have 
been reported. The reliability of the pulsation parameters is limited, however 
(see the caveat in section 4). The systematic survey among 31 O stars by 
Fullerton et ai. (1996) yielded line-profile variations in more than 75% of 
the sample, most of which are likely due to pulsations, but  due to lack of 
coverage, no parameters could be derived in many cases. There is little doubt  
that  a concentrated effort on such stars will reveal the pulsation properties. 

The nine O stars for which pulsations are found or suspected are collected 
in Table 1. Typical mode properties are listed, together with wind periodici- 
ties in the last column. Figure 2 gives their positions in the HR diagram. The 
sample is the same as in Fullerton et al. (1996), but  the number of confirmed 
pulsators has increased by recent work on ~ Per, A Cep and ~ Pup. 

To compare the occupied domain in the HRD with the predicted location 
of strange-mode occurrence in these massive stars (Kiriadikis et al. (1993), 
Glatzel 8z Mehren (1996)) a conversion from [My, Sp. type] to [L, T~ff] is 
needed. The uncertainties in this conversion inhibit, however, a firm conclu- 
sion regarding the evolutionary and pulsational status of the sample stars. 

Table 1. O stars with confirmed or suspected pulsations 
Name HD Sp. Type vsini (kin/s) PNI:tp(h) Mode(~-= [m[) PDAc(d) 

Pup 66810 O4I(n)f 208 8.4, 4.3 2, 4 0.8 
A Cep 210839 O6I(n)fp 214 12.3 3 1.3: 

34656 07II(f) 106 8.2 - 1.1 
Per 24912 OT.5III(n)((f)) 200 3.5 3 2.0 

72 Vel (WR 11) O9I 200 8.4 - 43 6 
10 Lac 214680 O9V 32 4.9 2 7: 
a Cam 30614 O9.5Ia 85 - - 

93521 O9.5V 400 1.8, 2.9 9 
Oph 149757 O9.5Vne 400 1.1, 1.3 4 - 17 0.9 
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Fig. 1. Dynamic quotient He I spectra of A Cep, along with the inverse Fourier 
transform of a selected frequency range, showing moving features attributed to 
NRP. The top panel shows the average profile. (From de Jong et al. (1998b)) 

3 M o d e  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  t e c h n i q u e s  

Since the early atlas of predicted line-profile variations as a function of pul- 
sation parameters by Kambe &: Osaki (1988), a number of powerful methods 
have been developed to retrieve periodicities and modes from spectroscopic 
time series. We mention the moment method by Balona (1986) and Aerts et 
al. (1992), the wavelet analysis by Townsend (1997), cross-correlation tech- 
niques by Howarth et al. (1998) and several methods based on Fourier analysis 
in various forms (Gies & Kullavanijaya (1988), Kambe et al. (1990), Telting 
& Schrijvers (1997), Kennelly et al. (1998)), each method having their own 
advantages and specific requirements regarding data  quality and coverage. 
Temperature effects have been considered e.g. by Gies (1991), Lee et al. 
(1992) and Schrijvers & Telting (1998). Extensive applications to generated 
data  and their success rate for mode retrieval are often included. Most, but 
not all these methods can be applied to O stars. 

An interesting feature emerging of some of these studies is that  if ~ ~ m, 
it is the value of g (rather than m) that  can be determined, and an additional 
study of the relative amplitude and phase behavior of the first harmonic 
frequency is needed to determine m (see Telting & Schrijvers (1997)). 
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Fig. 2. The nine presently known pulsating O stars in the HR diagram. The stellar 
parameters are from Puls et al. (1996) 

4 M u l t i p l i c i t y  o f  modes :  a caveat  

The derived pulsation properties are limited by the signal-to-noise ratio and 
sampling of the dataset. Higher quality data  and /o r  denser coverage will 
undoubtedly reveal more accurate values, and multiple modes, if present. 
As an illustration we summarize the evolving knowledge of the well studied 
O9.5Ve star ¢ Oph during the past five years. The two main periodicities in 
the line profiles at 3.33 h and 2.43 h are considered as g ( = - m )  -= 4 and 7 
respectively by Kambe et al. (1993), but  4 and '5 or 6' by Reid et al. (1993) 
based on 360 spectra during 10 days, whereas Kambe et al. (1997) find '4 
or 5', and '7 or 8', for these modes, respectively. In contrast,  a recent s tudy 
by Jankov et al. (1998) based on 242 spectra during 3 days yields g(=-m) 
= 5 for the first mode, and resolves the second mode into 4 other pulsation 
modes with small differences in period. In the latter s tudy modes up to g 
17 and periods down to 1 h were identified. This example of the best studied 
O star so far clearly demonstrates that  our present quantitat ive knowledge of 
pulsation modes should be considered as fragmentary in all cases of Table 1. 
This inhibits a fair comparison with theoretical models and shows that  any 
asteroseismological a t tempt  will be premature at present. 
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An important  question is whether non-radial pulsation can be the origin 
of the cyclical wind variability in O stars (Henrichs (1984), Abbot t  et al. 
(1986)). It appears in several cases that  the pat tern  speed of the waves of a 
single mode running around the star superposed on the rotat ion is too high 
(usually a factor of 5 to 10, see Table 1) to be compatible with the observed 
wind periods in the DACs. This will be probably true for most short-period 
single mode pulsations, since for most O stars the rotat ion rate is much slower 
than in these examples. As discussed by de Jong et al. (1998b)), the presence 
of multiple modes could be relevant for the origin of cyclical wind variabil- 
ity. Consider for example a case with two different sectoral modes, traveling 
around the star with different frequencies. Matching crests with coadding am- 
plitudes above some threshold to generate wind differentiation will appear  at 
different longitudes and epochs. The occurrence of these cyclical surface per- 
turbations is related to the relative traveling speeds and relative m values 
of the NRP waves. The temporal  consequences for the wind behavior will 
therefore depend on the superposed rotation rate. The simultaneous pres- 
ence of more than two modes will increase the complexity even more. This 
means that  in order to match the observed periods of wind variability a fine 
tuning of the pulsation parameters is required in each individual case. This 
is not obvious because the cyclical wind periods are found to scale with the 
rotat ion periods among O (and B) stars, and this is not easily expected for 
a sample of different stars with a range of different pulsation parameters,  
but  we cannot exclude this on the basis of the presently very small sample. 
We therefore think that  the best candidate for the cause of the cyclical wind 
variability still remains the presence of weak magnetic fields on the surface, 
corotating with the star. A proof has to wait for a systematic deep survey of 
these fields. Preliminary upper limits on the magnetic field strength of ~ Per  
were presented by Henrichs et al. (1998). 

6 S u m m a r i z i n g  r e m a r k s  

The evidence for the presence of pulsations in O stars has substantially in- 
creased during the last decade. In this strongly data-limited problem it can 
be expected that  every a t tempt  to detect pulsations in a given O star will 
be awarded, provided the signal to noise ratio and the time coverage are suf- 
ficient. An increase of the quality of the data  will undoubtedly reveal many 
more details of the pulsation properties, in particular the presence of multi- 
modes. From the timescales of the O stars studied so far, it is unlikely tha t  
pulsations alone can cause the observed cyclic wind variability. Clearly, much 
more studies are needed before asteroseismology can be seriously at tempted.  
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D i s cu ss ion  

P. P e t r e n z :  Is there any chance to infer constraints on the absolute rotat ion 
rate by a comparison of NRPs of rotating and non-rotating stars? 
H .  H e n r l c h s :  If one finds different modes caused by rotat ional  m-splitting, 
one c a n  directly derive the rotation rate. This has been done for ~ Cep, for in- 
stance, but not for O stars yet, mainly because the da ta  are not good enough 
to resolve the splitting. In principle, precise values can be derived, since the 
discrete nature of 1 and m constrain the allowed range strongly. 

S. Shore :  What  happens in the case of a rotat ion law that  is not a rigid one? 
H .  H e n r i c h s :  A good point: I am not aware of any line profile calculations 
for pulsating massive stars tha t  take differential rotat ion into account, but  it 
could be done. It would be interesting to compare such calculations with the 
s tandard ones for the purpose of diagnosing non-rigid rotation. 

I. A p p e n z e l l e r :  What  are the velocity amplitudes found in the O stars of 
your list and what is the present velocity detection limit? 
H .  H e n r i c h s :  Velocity amplitudes of pulsation are derived using a model and 
depend rather strongly on the model parameters (in particular the assumed 
inclination). Nevertheless, most amplitudes are found in the range from 5 to 
10 km/s.  The detection limit depends on the S/N of the spectra and is in the 
range of a few km/s.  

Kresimir Pavlovski and Otmar Stahl 
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1 C o m m o n a l i t i e s  o f  B e  S t a r s  a n d  B A  S u p e r g i a n t s  

If observing time and number of photons are not the limit, it will probably 
be very difficult to find any Be star or BA supergiant that is not variable. 
Moreover, there is hardly any major set of observations that is not tempting 
to explain at least partly in terms of nonradial (g-mode) pulsations. Since 
a few years ago, such conjectures are also theoretically permissible because 
improved opacity calculations have established the classical ~-mechanism as 
a viable source of pulsation driving (cf. Pamyatnykh, these proceedings). 

Contrary to Be stars, it can for any given BA supergiant nevertheless be 
arbitrarily difficult to diagnose nonradial pulsations (NRP's) with certainty 
because they need to be detected against considerable background 'noise' 
of other physical processes, most of which are related to mass loss and/or 
rotation. To make things worse, there is some evidence that NRP's can have 
some effect on the dynamics of the mass loss. On the other hand, variable 
and non-spherical winds is the subject of this Colloquium, and this paper is 
accordingly biased towards the interplay between pulsation and mass loss. 

2 B A  S u p e r g i a n t s  

2.1 Overview 

Extensive new ground- (e.g., Spoon et al. (1994)) and space-based (e.g., van 
Leeuwen et al. (1998)) photometry confirms the long-known universality of 
variabilities in luminous BA stars but puts it on a more systematic basis. 

In optical spectroscopy, the tell-tale signatures of nonradial pulsations are 
at most occasionally detected against the dominating variations due to rota- 
tion and mass loss (Kaufer et al. (1997); see also Kaufer, these proceedings). 
In normal BA supergiants, Kaufer et al. (1997) do not find a dependency of 
the radial velocity (RV) variations on the depth of formation of the spectral 
lines. Therefore, the RV variability is due to some global process, as expected 
for NRP, and not a consequence of the variable wind. This is different in early 
B-type hypergiants (Rivinius et al. (1997); see also Wolf and Rivinius, these 
proceedings), where such a depth dependency does exist. However, when the 
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wind is unperturbed, the Ha emission strength of these stars is well corre- 
lated with the time integral of the RV curve, which probably scales with the 
change in radius. Therefore, if the RV variations are due to pulsations, the 
latter would contribute significantly to the mass loss. 

In the large majority of luminous BA stars, their periods seem to be 
confined between the maximal acceptable period of the radial fundamental 
mode and the shortest possible rotation period, which is the domain covered 
by nonradial g-modes (e.g., Kaufer et al. (1997) and Lamers et al. (1998)). 
Lamers et al. (1998) find, that the pulsation constants of S Dor star are 
typically twice as large as in normal BA supergiants, and attribute this to 
the larger fraction of the initial mass previously lost by the S Dor stars. They 
also conclude that the observed periods are an order of magnitude longer than 
the ones expected for strange modes. However, since virtually all stars show, 
often major, season-to-season variations of their periods, the identification of 
the variability with g-mode pulsation is still only a statistical one. 

2.2 HD64760:  Nonrad ia l  Pu l sa t ion  a nd  M a s s  Loss 

In a fine example of maximal extraction of information from data with poor 
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, Howarth et al. (1998) simultaneously derive pho- 
tospheric and wind periods from a 16-d series of high-resolution IUE spectra. 
They find an 8.9-hr (or its 1-c/d alias, 14.2 hr) and a 1.2-d period in the pho- 
tospheric line profile variability. Remarkably, the broad absorption troughs 
of the UV wind lines show the same 1.2-d period, at times also its first sub- 
harmonic of 2.4 d. Accordingly, the seed of photospheric perturbations by the 
nonradial pulsation possibly propagates into the high-velocity wind regime. 

Because of the low S/N, the significance of these results is limited. But 
the agreement with similar variability patterns in O stars (cf. Henrichs, these 
proceedings) is convincing. Towards later spectral subclasses comparable find- 
ings are probably more difficult to obtain because (i) the preponderance of 
few NRP modes decreases, (ii) the periods are becoming comparable to the 
length of an observing season, and (iii) other wind instabilities and rotational 
modulation gain in importance. 

3 B e  S t a r s  

Until the end of the 1970's the typical time scales sampled by observations 
of Be stars were weeks to years, and the phenomena covered were the waxing 
and waning of the circumstellar disks, V/R variations of emission line profiles, 
and suspected and actual orbital motions. Only in the t980's was it discov- 
ered that Be stars also undergo comparatively more subtle spectroscopic and 
photometric variations with periods near one day. Henceforth many observa- 
tional efforts have focussed on properly sampling this newly discovered time 
scale. 
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The at present only spectroscopic series of observations at high resolution 
and S/N, tha t  covers both short (1 day) and medium (months) time scales, is 
the one obtained by Rivinius et al. (1998a, b, c, d, e) of # Centauri  (HR 5193, 
B2IV-Ve). Since by virtue of its temporal  s tructure this da ta  set permits 
much more far-reaching hypotheses to be formulated than any other one 
currently does, this section intentionally concentrates on only this one star 
(but due to space limitations merely a very brief account of its extremely 
complex variability can be given). In Sect. 3.2, # Cen is then put  into a 
perspective with numerous observations of other Be stars. 

3.1 Pulsation-driven Mass Loss  E v e n t s  in ~ Centauri? 

Multiperiodic line profile variability 
The line profile variability (lpv) of this star can be decomposed into at least 
6 periods which could be determined to within nearly one par t  in 10,000 
(Rivinius et al. (1998b)). Two periods are near 0.28 d whereas the other four 
cluster around 0.5d. F~rthermore, the latter four show a distinct pa t tern  
in tha t  the difference between the two lowest and the two highest frequen- 
cies is 0.034 c /d  each whereas the separation of the two middle frequencies 
is 0.017c/d.  The lpv is the same within either of the two groups of periods 
but  differs between the groups. A first preliminary analysis (Rivinius 1998, 
private communication) yields satisfactory fits with NRP velocity fields cor- 
responding to ~--2 and m = - i  for the 0.5-d periods; g=3 and m = - I  is still 
an acceptable solution but e = l  appears excluded. The fitting of the 0.28-d 
periods is still more tentative. But -2 seems to be the best value for m, and 
g is probably in the range 3-5 with g--3-4 reproducing the observations best. 
Cyclically repeating line-emission outbursts 
Mu Cen undergoes frequent outbursts with a common morphology (Rivinius 
et al. (1998a); Rivinius et al., these proceedings). Matter  is ejected above the 
stellar surface and possibly part ly merges with a pre-existing Keplerian disk 
(for references concerning the Keplerian or non-Keplerian character of disks 
of Be stars and their discussion see J. Bjorkman, these proceedings). 

The  most intruiging discovery (Rivinius et al., 1998c, d, e) is tha t  the 
temporal  spacing between outbursts corresponds to the beat periods of the 
0.5-d modes having the second and third largest amplitude with the strongest 
mode, i.e. 55.5 and 29.5 days. There seems to be a threshold for outbursts  in 
the combined amplitude of the participating modes: Only these 2 combina- 
tions exceed it whereas the sum of the highest and the lowest amplitude as 
well as the sum of the second and the third largest amplitude are too small. 
Moreover, only modes with the same surface velocity field, i.e. the same g and 
m, and /or  very similar periods can contribute to an outburst ,  because the 
sum of the respective strongest mode in the 0.28-d and 0.5-d periods exceeds 
the threshold but  outbursts with their beat period of only ,-~ 0.6 d are not 
observed. This situation is fortunate in so far as a larger number of possible 
combinations would have put the star into a permanent  outburst  stage in 
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which no temporal  regularity would have been detected. The presence of two 

photospheric beat periods in circumstellar processes doubles the significance 
of the inferred causal connection between NRP and mass loss events and 
re-confirms the multiplicity of the 0.5-d period. 

Osaki (these proceedings) has proposed a model in which the superposi- 
tion of modes leads to so strong non-linearities tha t  the involved waves break. 
In this case the mat ter  velocity temporari ly equals the phase velocity, which 
for prograde low-lm I modes is larger than the equatorial rotat ion velocity, 
and may, therefore, exceed the critical rotational velocity. 

3.2 S u p p o r t i n g  O b s e r v a t i o n a l  E v i d e n c e  f r o m  Other Stars 

With not even one other Be star known to exhibit the same processes as 
# Cen, their relevance for the Be phenomenon in general cannot even be 
speculated about. But partial comparisons can be made with other Be stars 
and entertain the possibility tha t  # Cen is not the only star of its kind. 
Different N R P  patterns in Be  a n d  B n  stars 
In addition to the presence or not of emission lines, i.e. a disk, Be and Bn 
stars, both of which are rapid rotators,  also differ in their NRP properties 
(Smith and Penrod (1985), Baade (1987)): Be stars generally exhibit both  
low- and higher-order lpv whereas low-order lpv has not so far been detected 
in very broad-lined B stars without emission lines. A possible general working 
hypothesis is, therefore, that  low-order NRP and the formation of a disk are 
somehow related as the case of # Cen appears to show in more concrete terms. 
O u t b u r s t s  
The number of reports of outbursts in Be stars is considerable (e.g., Balona 
(1990), Oudmaijer and Drew (1997)) although they are often left unidentified 
as such. One of the most interesting results may be hidden in the MACHO 
database (Cook et al. (1995)). The so-called "bumpers" found in the LMC 
often seem to be Be stars. Of the two types of light curves, the tr iangular 
one with a steeper rise than decline is clearly reminiscent of # Cen. But  
there is also a rounder and more symmetrical type which does not have its 
correspondence in it Cen. This discovery is exciting because of the lower 
metallicity of the LMC and the metal-dependence of the n-mechanism. 

Recently, Mennickent et al. (1998) reported photometric outbursts  with a 
period of 470 d for the proto-typical rapidly variable Be star A Eri. However, 
if the data  (of this publically available set) with phases between 0.9 and 1.1, 
which dominate the power spectrum, are plotted versus time, it becomes 
apparent  tha t  they are mainly due to only two events separated by ~470 d. 
More observations are therefore needed to consolidate this result. 
Sensit ivity o f  o b s e r v a t i o n a l  quantities to outbursts  
The above examples show that  photometry provides an excellent sensor for 
outbursts.  This may result either from intrinsic variations of the central star 
that  are linked to the outburst  physics or from the temporary  presence of 
circumstellar mat ter  or a combination of these two effects. 
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By contrast, the total emission strength is a poor tracer of minor out- 
bursts also in other Be stars (Hayes and Guinan (1984), Bjorkman (1994)). 
Obviously, in most cases the amount of additionally ejected matter is negli- 
gible in comparison to the steady-state disk. Only at high spectral resolution 
and signal-to-noise ratio can variations in the wings of hydrogen emission 
lines be observed which are due to electron scattering close to the star. The 
equatorial concentration of these electrons also causes a significant polarimet- 
ric signal of the outbursts (Hayes and Guinan (1984), Bjorkman (1994)). The 
two effects have, in fact, also been observed simultaneously (Baade (1986)). 

C o m p e t i n g  seasonal  and  shor t -per iodic  var iat ions 
The strong photometric response to outbursts and similar activities implies 
a significant handicap of photometric techniques in the search for short4erm 
periods, especially if the latter are very closely spaced. The need to correct for 
a much larger signal than the rapid variability may even discourage observers 
to attempt a time series analysis (e.g., Pietrzynski (1997)). Even if such a 
correction is performed very meticulously (e.g., Stefl and Balona (1996)), 
there is still the question whether the resulting redistribution of the power in 
the power spectrum makes the detection of multi-periodicity more difficult. 

Mys te r ious ly  "var iable"  per iods  
One of the enigmas of Be stars is that observers frequently report periods with 
an accuracy of about 0.1% for single-season data but are forced to adjust the 
numbers by about 1% from season to season (e.g., Stefl and Balona (1996), 
Sareyan et al. (1998)). This is in marked contrast with # Cen in which there 
is no indication of period variability and the beat periods and phases are 
reconciled with outbursts several years prior to the lpv observations (Rivinius 
et al. (1998c), Rivinius et al. (1998d)) and also permit predictions of the 
future behaviour to be made (Rivinius et al. (1998e)). The recent observations 
of o And by Sareyan et al. (1998) are of particular interest. 

In observing runs from 5 to 11 nights with 6 telescopes at three different 
longitudes Sareyan et al. (1998) accumulated several thousand photoelectric 
measurements within 29 days. Typically, the observations spanned 6 hours 
per night, and with the exception of one observing run all nights seem to 
have been useful. In spite of this superb sampling, the authors felt compelled 
to conclude that the primary period of 1.6 d (plus its first harmonic which 
leads to a pronounced double-wave light curve) differs by up to 4-4% with 
formal intrinsic errors of only 1% or less in different data strings. Moreover, 
the authors report a correlation between the value of the period and the 
amplitude of the variation. Over a couple of years, the amplitude can even 
vary by an order of magnitude and drop to the detection limit. 

If this long-term variation is indicative of multi-period beating, the appar- 
ent short-term period variations could be due to the same phenomenon: If the 
1.6-d period actually consists of 2 closely spaced periods, the position of the 
corresponding peak in the power spectrum does not match either of the two 
real frequencies if it is unresolved. In a light curve with this pseudo-period, 
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there will inevitably be a phase drift, leading to the impression of a variable 
period. On this basis, o And could be the most promising candidate to date 
for a similar behaviour as found in # Cen. However, the confusing effect of 
additional, transient periods during outburst  phases of Be stars (Rivinius et 
al. 1998a, b; Stefl, these proceedings) must serve as a caveat. Since Saxeyan 
et al. (1998) adjusted the mean differential magnitude of o And to 0.0mag, 
the actual relevance of this concern cannot be readily estimated. 

4 C o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  P e r s p e c t i v e s  

It may require quite some time or a fair amount  of luck until nonradial pulsa- 
tions can be convincingly diagnosed in any given luminous BA star. But  the 
collective evidence that  there axe NRP's  in BA supergiants ((~ Cygni vari- 
ables), B hypergiants, S Dor stars, and possibly also y Car stars is persuasive. 
In some cases, an influence of the pulsation on the structure and dynamics 
of the radiatively driven wind is seen. The most sensitive tracers of this ef- 
fect are the Ha  emission line profile variations and especially the Periodic 
Absorption Modulations (PAM's) of UV resonance lines (cf. Owocki, these 
proceedings). Marlborough (1997) has recently compared major  outbursts of 
Be stars to the eruption mechanisms considered for Luminous Blue Variables. 
Since there are hints that  in some Be stars NRP's  may contribute to the driv- 
ing of outbursts,  this raises the reverse question whether the eruptions of very 
luminous BA stars could also be seen in the light of the role tha t  NRP's  may 
play in Be stars. 

A weird detail is that  in the PAM power spectra of HD 64760 (Howaxth 
et al. (1998)), HD 91969 (Massa's oral presentation of his paper in these pro- 
ceedings), and ( Pup (cf. BerghSfer, these proceedings) strong peaks appear  
close to one-half of a stellar pulsation frequency. The latitudinal node lines of 
tesseral modes could lead to such an odd/even effect along the line of sight to 
the stellar disk. However, the dominance of the first subhaxmonic of the NRP 
period also in the X-ray flux of ¢ Pup would argue against such a conjecture. 

Among the Be stars, by contrast, bona .fide nonradial pulsators are quite 
readily identified. But only in # Cen have so far closely spaced periods been 
found, that  are theoretically expected for high-nonradial order g-modes. In 
this star, the beating of such modes with different n but  the same (g, m) 
values, i.e. identical structures of their surface velocity fields, seems to be 
a key ingredient to the strongly episodic mass loss. Rivinius (private com- 
munication) has investigated the question whether the two historical periods 
around 1918 and 1977-1989, during which persistent Hc~ emission was not 
detectable, can be understood in the same context. Although the numerical 
precision of the four half-day periods is not sufficient for a firm conclusion, it 
appears possible that  at those epochs these four NRP modes were maximally 
out of phase. However, so long as a second star with such a behaviour has 
not been found, any generalization is anyway extremely premature.  
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Discuss ion  

S. Shore :  I have a question and a comment. Have you looked at any of the 
magnetic stars, i.e., He-strong stars, that  overlap with the ~ Cep range? There 
could be the sort of t rapped modes at the poles tha t  are modulated on the 
rotational timescales. 
As a comment: in the Be stars, the formation of a boundary layer would 
be expected and this should damp the pulsations. Is there a change in the 
amplitude of pulsation during outburst? 
D.  B a a d e :  No, we have not done this. But it is an interesting suggestion. 
Irrespective of the presence or absence of a disk, the driving of mass loss by 
pulsation would remove energy from the pulsation. We have not looked for a 
reduction in amplitude, but given the simultaneous presence of g modes and 
the short duration of the outbursts proper of only very few days, I suspect 
tha t  our sampling of these events is insufficient to establish conclusive results. 

G.  P e t e r s :  Have you looked for closely spaced periods around the dominant 
0.7-day one in A Eri? Comment 1: I have examined the entire IUE database 
on A Eri and looked for cyclical wind variability. By using Scargle's method 
to analyse the equivalent widths of C IV, I find the same 1.3-year period that  
Mennickent detected in his photometry. Interestingly, most if not all of the 
variability is in a DAC that  appears at < -1000  km/s  but slowly shifts to 
about  - 7 0 0 -  - 800  km/s  as the outburst  progresses. Comment 2: I would like 
to add that  when # Cen undergoes an outburst ,  it can be spectacular, with 
He I ),6678 variability on a time scale of < 1 m (see forthcoming paper  in 
ApJL, 502, in press). 
D.  B a a d e :  In the LTPV data  of ), Eri the 0.7-day period is just barely de- 
tectable. The S/N is too low to search for multiple periods around this value. 
Reply to comment 2: We also find something similar (Rivinius et al. 1998, 
A&A 333, 125). 
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A b s t r a c t .  Basic physical mechanism of the pulsational instability in OB stars is 
shortly reviewed. Similarities and differences in the driving effect acting in these 
objects and in the classical pulsating variables are emphasized. Updated theoretical 
instability domains in the H-R diagram, in the l o g g -  logTeg and in the Period 
- log Te~ diagrams are presented and compared with the observational data on 
/~ Cephei, SPB and some other types of hot variables. 

1 T h e  o p a c i t y  m e c h a n i s m  i n  M a i n  S e q u e n c e  s t a r s  

This short review is devoted to the new instability strip in the HR dia- 
gram which was determined theoretically approximately five years ago (see 
Gautschy & Saio 1996 and references therein). It is located along upper part 
of the Main Sequence and is populated by Slowly Pulsating B-type (SPB) 
stars,/~ Cephei stars and other types of OB variables. In its uppermost part, 
at luminosities of about 106 of the solar value, the OB-star instability strip 
extends well beyond the Main Sequence and probably merges with the insta- 
bility strip of classical Cepheids. At these high luminosities both radial and 
nonradial oscillations correspond mostly to unstable strange modes which are 
discussed by W. Glatzel in these Proceedings. 

In the upper Main Sequence, the pulsational instability is caused essen- 
tially by the same opacity (or ~-) mechanism which drives pulsations in the 
classical instability strip. An exception is that in OB stars this mechanism is 
connected with a different opacity maximum. Figure 1 illustrates the opac- 
ity behaviour at astrophysical conditions. The main local maxima (ridges or 
bumps) are due hydrogen ionization, second helium ionization and due to 
absorption by excited ions of metals. In various stellar models these three 
bumps occur at approximately the same temperatures (1 .0 -  1.2 x 104 K, 
4.5 - 5.0 × 104 K and 1.5 - 2.0 x 105 K, respectively), but at different densi- 
ties and geometrical depths. The third maximum was missing in the earlier 
data, it has been recognized recently by taking into account a huge number 
of absorption lines produced by intrashell transitions in iron-group elements 
(for newest versions of two independent series of the opacity tables, OPAL 
and OP, see Iglesias & Rogers 1996 and Seaton 1996, respectively). In regions 
around opacity maxima the radiative flux from the interiors may be partly 
blocked during compression and converted into kinetic energy of oscillations. 
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It can be seen from Fig. 1 tha t  all stellar models cross the opacity bridges. 
However, not all of the models are pulsationally unstable and only certain 
kinds of pulsation are excited in different models. 

~ n  0 2  

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

~ 2  

Fig. 1. Stellar opacity versus log T and log p / T  3 where T6 = T/106. An OPAL table 
from Iglesias K: Rogers (1996) for a standard chemical composition was used. Thick 
solid lines correspond to the ZAMS models of 1.8-40M®, dashed line corresponds to 
the 12Mo model on the TAMS (Terminal-Age Main Sequence). Hydrogen, helium 
and metal (Z) ridges are marked by corresponding symbols. 

To explain the opacity mechanism, it is useful to consider contributions 
from different layers in stellar interiors to the thermodynamic work integral, 
W, which is the net energy gained by an oscillation mode during one cycle 
of pulsation (for detailed discussion, see Dziembowski (1995) and Gautschy 
& Saio 1995 and references therein). It is easy to show that  a region in 
the stellar envelope in which the opacity derivative ~r (more exactly, nr  + 
n p / ( F 3  - 1)) is increasing outwards, will contribute to the driving. Here 
~T = ( O l n n / O l n T ) p ,  n o = ( O l n n / O l n p ) r ,  and F3 - 1 = ( d l n T / d l n p ) a d .  

If opposite is true, the region will contribute to the damping the oscilla- 
tions. Note that  spatial variation of (F3 - 1) due to ionization of abundant  
elements or due to radiative pressure effects near opacity maxima has only 
small influence on OB star instability. 

Two additional conditions must be fulfilled to excite global stellar pulsa- 
tion in a given mode: (i) the amplitude of oscillation must be relatively large 
and slowly varying in the potentially driving region, (ii) thermal timescale 
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R 
in the driving zone, %h (r) = f T c v d M / L ,  must by comparable or longer 

than the oscillation period. Otherwise, potentially driving region remains in 
thermal equilibrium during pulsation (neutral stability). The last condition 
means tha t  to excite the oscillations, the opacity bump has to be located at 
an optimal geometrical depth in the stellar envelope. 

The efficiency of the a-mechanism in representative models of/3 Cephei, 
SPB and 5 Scuti variables is demonstrated in Fig. 2. The stars are located 
in the middle of corresponding instability domains in the HR diagram. It is 
easily to see that  main driving in all models takes a place in the layers with 
steep gradient of the opacity derivative near relevant opacity bump. Acoustic 
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Fig. 2. Opacity, a, opacity derivative, a T + ap/(F3 - 1), thermal timescale, rth 
(in days), and differential work integral, d W / d l o g  T (arbitrary units, positive in 
driving zones), for selected pulsation modes (e-----l), plotted versus temperature for 
three representative models of ~ Cephei (left), SPB (middle) and 5 Scuti (right) 
variables. All models have initial chemical composition X = 0.70 and Z = 0.02. 
Dashed vertical lines mark the position of the maximum driving for the unstable 
modes shown in the lower panels. Horizontal lines in the rth diagrams correspond 
to the periods of selected modes. 

mode Pl (as well as other low-order radial and nonradial modes) is excited 
in ~3 Cep and in (f Sct model, but  it is damped in SPB model. The helium 
bump region, where pulsations of 5 Sct stars and other classical variables are 
driven, is neutrally stable in B stars due to very short thermal scale there. 
However, the timescale requirement can be satisfied at the position of the 
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metal bump. In the 13 Cep model of 12M®, the thermal timescale there is 
comparable with periods of the low order p-modes. In the SPB model of 
4M®, the thermal timescale at the metal bump is approximately 20 times 
longer because the bump is located deeper and due to smaller luminosity 
of the star. It is comparable now with periods of the high-order g-modes 
which become unstable. For low order g- or p-modes the damping between 
helium and metal bump is activated, therefore these modes are stabilized. 
More detailed discussion of the SPB versus ~ Cep-type instability in terms 
of the work integral is given by Dziembowski et al. (1993) and Dziembowski 
(1995). 

The long-period, high-order g-mode instability extends to high luminosi- 
ties, well beyond the observed SPB domain in the HR diagram (see Pamy- 
atnykh 1998 and Fig. 4 below). In this region, two separate frequency ranges 
appear in the oscillation spectrum, which can be easily understood with help 
of Fig. 3. In upper panels, the MS evolution of the spectrum of quadrupole 
(~ = 2) modes for a 30M® star is shown. In a model of log Teff ~ 4.44 both 
high-order g14 - g19 modes with periods 2.4 - 3.1 days and low-order P0, 
g3 - -  g6 modes with periods 0.6 - 1 days are excited by the metal opacity 
bump. (We classify acoustic and gravity modes according to distribution of 
their kinetic energy inside the star.) For these modes the oscillation ampli- 
tude is large only in the outer layers where driving occurs. In deep interiors, 
the amplitude behaviour for these two groups of modes is very different but 
the contribution to work integral is negligible in both cases. On contrary, in- 
termediate modes which have relatively small amplitudes in the metal bump 
region, are stabilized in deep layers. A small driving at r /R ~ 0.55 caused 
by the local opacity maximum at logT ~ 6.25 is not enough to outweigh the 
damping. Note that in hotter models, the high-order g-modes may also have 
large amplitudes in the potentially driving zone, but the thermal timescale 
is short there in comparison with the periods. 

2 I n s t a b i l i t y  d o m a i n s  

Figure 4 shows the instability domains along the upper Main Sequence. The 
models were computed using OPAL opacities and a standard stellar evolution 
code developed by B. Paczyfiski, M. Koztowski and R. Sienkiewicz (private 
communication). The linear nonadiabatic analysis of low-degree oscillations 
(g _< 2) was performed with a code developed by Dziembowski (1977). For 
general consideration, the effects of stellar rotation, mass loss and convective 
overshooting were neglected. 

Slowly Pulsating B star models are unstable only to nonradial high-order 
gravity modes. Due to very dense frequency spectrum, a lot of modes are 
unstable simultaneously: for example, in the TAMS 4Mo model, the modes 
g43 - -  gs5 of ~ = 1 and g36 - -  gsl of g = 2 are excited (the period ranges are 
2.0-4.5 and 1.4-2.7 days, respectively). As it was discussed in the previous 
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Fig. 3. Upper panels: Dimensionless frequencies, a = w/~/41rG(p), and periods of 
quadrupole modes for a 30M e star in its MS evolution (from the left to the right). 
The small and large dots correspond to stable and unstable modes, respectively. 
Open circles at logTe~ ~ 4.44 mark modes shown in the lower panels. 
Lower panels: The differential work integral, dW/dr, and the pressure eigenfunc- 
tion, ~P/P (both in arbitrary units), for three selected modes. Zero-lines for the 
variables are shifted one relative to another. The metal opacity bump is located at 
r/R ~ 0.916. 

section, this instability extends to high luminosities, the extension is contin- 
uous for the OP opacities (Pamyatnykh 1998) or for models with convective 
overshooting resulting in a widening of the MS band. For the SPB domain 
and its extension, the computed Red Edge coincides with the TAMS, which is 
explained by very strong damping of the high-order gravity modes in evolved 
post-MS star  models. 

In fact, the opacity driven domains in the HR diagram present a sequence 
of several instability strips shifted in effective t empera tu re  one after another,  
as it can be easily understood from the position of blue (hot- temperature)  
boundaries. From the right to the left, we have classical instability str ip 
driven by helium bump, high g-mode instability strip, and ~ Cep instabili ty 
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Fig.  4. Left: Instability domains in the upper Main Sequence. For the classical in- 
stability strip, only blue edge is shown. Thin solid lines show evolutionary tracks for 
a few stellar models with masses given in solar units. Thin dashed lines show ZAMS 
and TAMS. The positions of photometrically variable stars are due to L. A. Balona 
(private communication on/3 Cep in open clusters), Sterken & Jerzykiewicz (1993, 
/3 Cep), North & Paltani (1994, SPB), Waelkens et al. (1998, a Cyg and SPB), 
Garcia et al. (1995, 6 Sct). 
Right top: /3 Cep and high-order g-mode (SPB-type) instability domains in the the 
log g - log T ~  diagram. 
Right bottom: Periods of unstable low-degree modes in/3 Cep and SPB domains. 
For clarity, only MS models of M _< 40Mo are considered in the /3 Cep domain 
(post-MS models result in a decrease of the gap between/3 Cep and SPB domains). 
Solid line marks the position of the TAMS line for radial pulsations in the fl Cep 
domain. All points to the right of the line correspond to low-order nonradial modes 
in this domain. Only main observational periods are plotted for multiperiodic vari- 
ables. 
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strip, both  driven by Z bump. Different slope of the SPB and especially of 
t he /3  Cep domain is caused part ly  by effects of large radiat ive pressure on 
s t ructure  of high luminosity stars. 

Both j3 Cep and SPB instability domains are very sensitive to the assumed 
metallicity and shrink with decreasing value of Z (see Dziembowski 1998). 

Observational da ta  include results obtained with Hipparcos (Waelkens et 
al. 1998). Because of limited space, we do not go beyond a simple illustrative 
comparison. The theoretical instability domains fit almost  all of the observed 

Cephei and the SPB variables. 

A c k n o w l e d g m e n t s .  Most of the theoretical results presented here were ob- 
tained and discussed in a group headed by Wojciech Dziembowski (WD, 
Pawet Moskalik, Ryszard Sienkiewicz, AAP).  I appreciate  a suppor t  due to 
grants KBN 2-P03D-014-14, R F B R  98-02-16734 and a travel grant  from IAU. 
Many thanks to the organizers of the meeting for their hospitality. 
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Discuss ion  

J .  Cassinel l i :  The star e CMa lies just beyond the red edge of the fl Cep 
instability zone and has a very large EUV flux (in the 500-700/~ region). Is 
it possible tha t  pulsational energy that  arises deep in the envelope is deposited 
as heat rather  than as an organised pulsation? 
A.  P a m y a t n y k h :  The red edge of the fi Cep instability domain is deter- 
mined in our computations in the same way as the blue edge: if the driving 
metal opacity bump is too close to the surface (a model to the left of the 
blue edge), a star will be stable because this potential driving zone will be in 
thermal equilibrium due to the very short thermal timescale. If the driving 
metal opacity bump is located too deep in the envelope (a model to the right 
of the red edge), then: (i) the damping above this region will be activated; 
(ii) the oscillation amplitude of acoustic-type modes in the driving zone is 
significantly smaller; and (iii) the oscillations in deep layers are nearly adi- 
abatic. Due to all these factors, the star will be stable as well. So, formally, 
we do not need any additional energy losses to stabilise oscillations to the 
right of the red edge. However, the position of the red edge depends quite 
strongly on stellar parameters, especially on metal abundance and also on 
the model of the atmosphere, which is important  to determine conditions of 
possible dissipation of pulsational energy in the outermost  layers. Therefore, 
the EUV flux you mentioned may indeed be a manifestation of such an en- 
ergy dissipation. More definitive answers require a detailed theoretical s tudy 
of this star and its oscillations. 

M .  M a r l b o r o u g h :  Is it possible in a rapidly rotat ing B star, e.g., for the 
polar regions to be stable while the equatorial regions are unstable due to 
opacity effects? 
A. P a m y a t n y k h :  In the evolutionary computations we take the rotat ional  
effect into account by adding a correction due to an averaged centrifugal 
force to the hydrostatic equilibrium equation, so the modified s tructure of a 
star remains spherically symmetric. Therefore, there is no difference in the 
driving effect between polar and equatorial regions in our models. Lee (1998, 
ApJ 497, 312) found that  due to rotational deformation of the outer envelope 
the damping effect above the main driving metal-bump region can become 
significant in the equatorial zone. It may result in the stabilisation of some 
axisymmetric non-radial modes of a rapidly rotating B star which are unsta- 
ble in the non-rotating case. 

A. M a e d e r :  You have shown the metal opacity peak at 200000 K, but  in 
your plots of log ~ vs. log T and log P there was another peak at higher 
temperatures.  Is it driving any pulsations? 
A. P a m y a t n y k h :  The deeper opacity bump near log T ~ 6 .3 -6 .4  is pro- 
duced by fine-structure transitions in iron-group elements as well as in car- 
bon and oxygen. It may be important  to helioseismology and to the lithium 
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problem in low mass stars due to some modification of solar and stellar in- 
terior s tructure (see, e.g., the review by Rogers & Iglesias on astrophysical 
opacity, Science, 1994, 263, 50). As for the driving of pulsations: this bump 
may be potentially important  for some very hot stars to the left of the upper 
main sequence, but  I don't  know any study about  this matter .  

Alosza Pamyatnykh (returns fl'om being lost in the Odenwald) 
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A b s t r a c t .  We discuss a possible role of non-radial oscillations as a cause of mass- 
loss in hot stars. In particular, we propose a working model for the episodic mass-loss 
in Be stars. In this model, equatorial mass loss is thought to be driven by wave- 
breaking phenomenon of large-amplitude non-radial waves and a circumstellar disk 
could thus be formed around the equatorial plane of a rapidly rotating star. A kind 
of relaxation-oscillation cycle could be established between the Be phase and non-Be 
phase, in which an interplay between non-radial oscillations in stellar atmosphere 
and the circumstellar disk is essential. We also discuss a viscous decretion-disk 
model for the circumstellar envelope around Be stars. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

As more precise observations have been made for luminous hot stars  both  
photometr ical ly and spectroscopically, it becomes evident tha t  pulsations and 
oscillation related phenomena are ubiquitous in these stars. Since the main 
objective of this colloquium is to discuss non-spherical and variable mass loss 
from these stars,  it is my understanding tha t  my task assigned is to discuss 
the connection between the non-radial pulsations (abbreviated as "NRP")  
and mass loss in hot stars. Thus I will discuss in this ta lk a possible role of 
NRP for equatorial  mass loss in hot stars. In part icular,  I propose a working 
model for episodic mass loss in Be stars. 

2 N R P  and Mass  Loss in B e  Stars  

The Be stars are those rapidly rotat ing B-type stars tha t  exhibit from t ime to 
t ime emission lines in their spectra, most  conspicuously in hydrogen Balmer 
lines (see, e.g., Slettebak, 1988). Emission lines in these stars are believed to 
be formed in the circumstellar disks around stars. More than  a half century 
ago, Ot to  Struve (1931) had already proposed a simple model of Be stars  
where a rapidly rotat ing B-type star  is surrounded by a rotat ing equato- 
rial disk which is supported by centrifugal force against  stellar gravity. This 
simple picture for Be stars still seems to be basically correct. 

The most  fundamental  problem of Be stars is the origin of the Be phe- 
nomenon. Tha t  is, the basic question, why these stars have circumstellar en- 
velopes in the first place, has still remained unanswered. I t  has been known 
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tha t  the rapid rotation in these stars is not sufficient to produce mass loss and 
equatorial disks. Some extra mechanism other than rapid rotat ion of a star 
seems to be needed. As discussed below, one of possible mechanisms seems 
to be "NRP" in these stars. 

3 B a s i c  M o d e l  f o r  M a s s  L o s s  i n  B e  S t a r s  b y  N R P  

A very interesting small workshop called "The connection between non-radial 
pulsations and stellar winds in massive stars" was held in Boulder, Colorado 
in 1985 and its summary of review talks appeared in PASP in 1986. In this 
workshop, Penrod (1986) suggested a model for episodic mass loss in Be stars. 
Since his results were very important  and since my working model presented 
below basically follows his suggestion, here I summarize his conclusions in 
what follows. Penrod (1986) observed about 1500 spectra of a sample of 25 
rapidly rotating Bn and Be stars. He pointed out in his talk tha t  

1. "all but two of the program stars show obvious line-profile variations due 
to nonradial pulsation". 

2. "The non-emission B stars are each pulsating in one or two short period 
high-degree (g = 4 to 10) modes while the Be stars are in all cases pul- 
sating in a long period ~ = 2 mode, and usually in a short-period high-~ 
mode as well" (see, also Baade, 1987). 

3. "There is no evidence of excessive winds or episodic ejection events in the 
large-amplitude radial pulsating/3 Cephei stars, or in the slowly rotat ing 
53 Persei stars, which like the Be stars are energetic long-period e = 2 
pulsators." 

He suggested from these observational evidences that  "both rapid rotat ion 
and a long-period nonradial pulsation mode are essential ingredients of a Be 
star." 

Here we propose a working model for episodic mass loss in Be stars along 
the line suggested by Penrod (1986). It is a scenario of relaxation-oscillation 
cycle between Be phase and non-Be phase for a star. In fact, this kind of 
model is not new but it has existed for more than a decade as Penrod (1986), 
Osaki (1986), and Ando (1986) proposed models similar to the present model. 

Our scenario of relaxation-oscillation cycle of Bn and Be phases goes in 
the following way. 

1. Start  of relaxation-oscillation cycle. We begin with non-emission phase in 
which no disk exists around the star. It is assumed in this model tha t  the 
B stars in our interest are pulsationally unstable to nonradial g-modes. In 
fact, it is now well established that  hot stars in a wide range of B spectral 
type are pulsationally unstable to NRP g-modes due to the opacity bump 
of Fe-peaked elements (Pamyatnykh,  1998). 
In particular, some of NRP g-modes with ~ = 2 are assumed to be un- 
stable and grow in amplitude. 
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2. As (prograde-type) travelling waves of NRP g-modes with ~ = 2 and 
m = - 2  grow in amplitude reaching some large amplitudes, angular mo- 
mentum is t ransported within the star by these NRP modes. As discussed 
by Osaki (1986), this angular momentum transport  occurs usually in a 
sense that  angular momentum is t ransported from the deep interior to 
the stellar surface and thus the atmospheric layer is accelerated, if waves 
are prograde. 

3. Ultimately, mass loss will occur from the equatorial region and the rotat-  
ing disk will then be formed around the equatorial region above the star. 
As discussed below, mass loss may be driven by breaking NRP waves. 
This corresponds to the Be phase. 

4. Once the circumstellar disk is formed around the stellar equator,  the outer  
boundary  condition for NRP waves has changed in a sense that  NRP 
waves can leak from the stellar surface into the circumstellar envelope. 
Leakage of wave energy into the eircumstellar envelope leads to damping 
of NRP waves. Thus the wave amplitudes decrease greatly. 

5. Once the NRP waves are damped, the supply of mass and angular mo- 
mentum to the circumstellar envelope stops, which results in the dissipa- 
tion of the circumstellar disk. Most of mass and angular momentum of 
the disk is then aecreted back onto the star once more while some small 
amount  of mass will leave the system by carrying away extra  angular 
momentum. 
This corresponds to the end of Be phase and the star returns to the Bn 
phase. This is the end of the relaxation-oscillation cycle and a new cycle 
starts by going back to the phase 1. 

4 C r i t i c a l  E x a m i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  M o d e l  

Let us now scrutinize this scenario for the Be phenomenon. In particular,  
following three points must be cleared, in order for this scenario to work. 

4.1 Angular M o m e n t u m  Transport by N R P  Waves 

Problems of angular momentum transport  by travelling-type NRP waves 
within stars have been discussed by Osaki (1986) and Ando (1986) and it 
need not be repeated here. In short, if progradely travelling NRP waves are 
excited in some finite amplitudes in stars, NRP waves can carry both energy 
and angular momentum from the exciting region to  the dissipation region 
within the star. Since the stellar atmospheric regions usually act as dissipa- 
tion zone in stellar NRP, angular momentum will be deposited in the stellar 
atmosphere by progradely travelling NRP waves, which may accelerate the 
stellar atmosphere toward the break-up velocity. 

It may be noted here tha t  Kambe et al. (1993) have found observationally 
that  the stellar rotational velocity in a Be star, )~ Eri, increased from V~ot = 
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380 k m / s  in the non-emission Bn phase to V~ot -- 480 k m / s  during Be active 
phase. 

4.2 M a s s  Loss  f r o m  the Equatorial R e g i o n  

Even if the stellar rotational velocity approaches close to the break-up veloc- 
ity, we need some extra  mechanisms for mass ejection to occur from the stellar 
surface and to form a circumstellar disk. Here we propose a wave "breaking" 
phenomenon as one of possible causes for mass ejection. In this picture it 
is assumed tha t  progradely travelling NRP waves in the stellar equatorial  
region may at ta in large amplitudes so tha t  non-linear phenomena  become 
important .  The wave breaking phenomenon is one of such non-linear effects. 

I t  is well known in ocean waves tha t  wave breaking occurs when ampli-  
tudes of waves become sufficiently large (see, e.g., Kinsman 1965). Figure 
1 illustrates schematically the wave breaking phenomenon. I t  is known tha t  
when the wave breaking occurs, mat te r  of the wave crest is detached f rom 
the main par t  of fluid. The condition for wave breaking to occur is known as 
Stokes criterion in that  ma t t e r  at  the wave crest moves with the same speed 
as tha t  of wave profile (i.e., the phase speed of waves). If the s tar  rota tes  very 
rapidly, the additional velocity produced by the wave breaking phenomenon 
may be large enough for the ma t t e r  to a t ta in above the Keplerian velocity at  
the stellar surface and to leave the stellar surface by joining the circumstellar  
disk. In this picture mass is thrown out not vertically but instead horizontally 
in the direction of wave propagat ion (in our case in the direction of rotat ion)  
near the stellar equatorial region. 

/ C / 1 5  
~'ig.1. Schematic wave profile when wave breaking occurs. Matter at the very crest 
moves at the same speed as the wave profile. 

We may  now understand Penrod 's  finding why the low-degree modes with 
e -- 2 is favoured for the occurrence of the Be phenomenon. We note here 
tha t  the phase velocity of waves is given by R x w/(-m) ,  where R is the 
radius of the star and w is the angular frequency of NRP waves and m is 
the azimuthal  order of NRP modes. For a given angular frequency of NRP 
waves, the largest phase velocity is realized for the lowest order modes.  The  
lowest order modes observed in ear ly- type stars are usually NRP modes with 
~= - m = 2 .  

In this respect, the most interesting observations are those by Rivinius 
et al. (1998) of # Cen, a well known Be star. These authors have discovered 
tha t  emission outburst  events occur in # Cen, whenever the vectorial sum of 
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amplitudes for three NRP modes having closely spaced periods around 0.505 
d exceed some critical level by multi-mode beating, 

Furthermore these authors (Rivinius et al. 1998) have noted tha t  con- 
spicuous sharp absorption spikes appear close to the llne wings, particularly 
during precursor and early phases of a line emission outburst .  This phe- 
nomenon could be well understood in term of wave breakings. As seen in 
figure 1, the NRP wave profiles will then be very steep and almost vertical 
near the wave crest, that  is, they have saw-tooth forms. This means tha t  the 
wave velocity almost jumps from negative minimum to positive maximum 
when the wave crest passes. When this wave velocity component is added 
to stellar rotational velocity, it gives rise to a sharp violet absorption spike 
near the line wing when the wave crest comes around the stellar limb. As 
waves propagate over the visible hemisphere, the same feature of absorption 
spikes will become visible near the red wing after about  one-half cycle of 
oscillation period. Since the wave velocity vector of non-radial g modes is 
dominantly directed horizontally, these wave fronts are best visible near the 
line wings. These authors have also noted that  "narrow absorption spikes can 
occur in both the blue and the red wing but  are never seen in bo th  wings 
simultaneously". This indicates that  waves of our interest are produced by 

= - m  = 2 modes as only one wave crest is seen at any one instance on the 
visible hemisphere for these modes. 

4.3 Damping  of  N R P  Waves in Stars 

In order for our scenario of the relaxation oscillation cycle to work, damping 
of NRP waves must occur before the dissipation of the circumstellar disk. 
In other words, we need a phase lag between the damping of NRP waves in 
stars and the dissipation of the circumstellar disk. Otherwise, a kind of steady 
state could be established in a sense that  some low-amplitude NRP waves 
might be maintained with reduced leakage of wave energy into a remnant  
circumstellar disk. 

The damping of NRP waves is supposed to occur in the dynamical time- 
scale of the star which is on the order of days while if the supply of mass and 
angular momentum into the circumstellar disk ever stops, the dissipation of 
the circumstellar disk is supposed to occur in viscous timescale which is on 
the order of years. Thus we may expect reasonably a time lag between the 
occurrence of damping of NRP waves and that  of dissipation of the circum- 
stellar disk. 

5 C i r c u m s t e l l a r  D i s k  i n  B e  S t a r s  

As discussed in the previous section, mass is ejected from the equatorial 
region by wave-breaking to form the circumstellar disk. The disk is basically 
supported against gravity by the centrifugal force of rotat ion and therefore 
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its rotat ional  velocity is Keplerian. As mass supply from the s tar  to the disk 
continues, the mat te r  drifts outwardly in the disk by viscous stresses. Such a 
disk is called either "decretion disk" or "excretion disk" . 

The basic equations describing the decretion disk are basically the same as 
those of accretion disks which have been studied extensively for cataclysmic 
variables and X-ray binaries. A question may then natural ly  arise why a disk 
behaves sometime as "decretion disk" while sometime as "accretion disk" and 
what  causes this difference. The answer to this question is the difference in 
boundary  conditions ! 

In order for a decretion disk to be formed, strong torques must  act at  
the inner edge of the disk (which is assumed to extend to the surface of the 
star).  In our case, t he  NRP waves are supposed to work for this purpose. As 
travell ing-type NRP waves propagate  outward into the stellar a tmosphere  
from much denser inner part ,  wave amplitudes increase and they ul t imately 
begin to break. This wave breaking phenomenon deposit mass and angular  
momen tum in the stellar surface (i.e., at  the inner boundary  of the decretion 
disk), which serves for the necessary boundary  condition for the decretion 
disk. 

The s teady-s ta te  decretion disks (or the excretion disks) around Be stars  
have been studied by Lee, Saio, and Osaki (1991). I t  must ,  however, be cau- 
tioned here tha t  the steady s tate  decretion disk may never be realized in 
realistic situations because the viscous timescale is very long of the order of 
years to decades. The viscous timescale, t v i s c ,  and the radial drift velocity, 
vr, in the decretion disk are est imated as 

r 2 r r 

tvisc '~ - -  "~ - - - -  
v aes h 

r 
v r *~ - -  *,~ ~ c  s ( h / y ) ,  

tvisc 

where r and h are the radial coordinate and the half thickness of the disk, 
respectively, c8 is the sound speed, and v and a are the kinematic viscosity 
and the Shakura-Sunyev viscosity paramete r  which has been used widely in 
the theory of accretion disks and it is thought  to be ~ ~ 1. 

The viscous timescale of the decretion disk is est imated to be of the order 
of years to decades and the the drift velocity is of the order of 1 k m / s  or less. 
The  ma t t e r  in the decretion disk therefore drifts outward very slowly and thus 
the decretion disk model is in a good contrast  with the wind-compressed disk 
model proposed by Bjorkmann and Cassinelli (1993) in which the typical 
expansion velocity is much higher. 

The observational evidence for the existence of Keplerian disks in Be 
stars is provided by the long timescale variation in V / R  rat io in emission 
lines. Some of Be stars exhibit the V / R  variation in which the the intensity 
ratio of the "violet" and "red" components  of double emission lines change 
quasi-periodically with a timescale of several years. Huang (1975) has shown 
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that  this curious phenomenon could be explained phenomenologically by the 
precessing elliptical ring model in which the disk takes an eccentric ring form 
with its apsidal line slowly precessing. Physical basis for the formation of 
the eccentric disk in Be stars has been proposed by Okazaki (1991) who has 
shown that  decretion disks in Be stars may be unstable to non-axisymmetric 
perturbation of degree m = 1 (i.e., one-armed spiral mode) and the disk is 
then deformed into a lopsided shape. 

6 S u m m a r y  and Conclus ion  

In this talk, we have discussed a working model for episodic mass loss in 
Be stars in which a kind of relaxation oscillation cycle may be established 
between NRP waves in the stellar surface and the circumstellar envelope. In 
particular, I have proposed wave-breaking of non-radial g-modes as a possible 
mechanism for mass and angular-momentum injection from the stellar surface 
to the circumstellar envelope. It is concluded that  NRPs could be responsible 
for episodic mass loss in Be stars. 

Acknowledgement: I would like to thank Dr. Eiji Kambe for informative dis- 
cussions on this subject. 
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Discuss ion  

T.  R iv in ius :  From the peak separation variability we have derived a radial 
drift velocity of the order of a few km/s.  

J .  B j o r k m a n :  Is the dissipation zone where you deposit angular momen- 
tum by NRPs in the photosphere? If so, to obtain a viscous decretion disk, 
this zone must rotate  at Keplerian velocities. Why then do you not observe 
evidence for such large rotation speeds in the photosphere line profiles? 
Y.  Osaki :  Yes, it is. I suspect that  the equator rotates at break-up speed. 
One possible explanation for why we do not observe such large rotat ion speeds 
might be that  the rapid rotation is confined to the equator and ma t t e r  at 
higher latitude rotates slower. The line profiles are produced by an average 
over the whole surface area. 

K .  B j o r k m a n :  Can you comment on the time scale you expect for dissipation 
of the disk? And is your proposed cycle expected to be strictly periodic? 
Y.  Osaki :  The viscous time scale depends on the size of the disk. I expect 
that  the viscous time scale is on the order of several years for a disk of several 
stellar radii. The  scenario I presented is an idealised model. In reality, many 
effects will enter. This gives rise to a quasi-periodic phenomenon. 

S. Shore: Might you be able to drive (non-linear) breaking Rossby waves, 
depending on the rotation law, to drive higher latitude mass loss? 
Y.  Osaki :  I am not able to answer your question. In my talk I discussed 
mass loss by centifugal acceleration. In such a case, we get a circumstellar 
ring or disk but  not a stellar wind. A ring around the star at high lati tude 
seems rather unlikely to me. 
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A b s t r a c t .  Many physical factors, including radial and nonradial pulsation, rota- 
tion, radiation pressure, convection, magnetic fields, or dynamical instabilities may 
play important roles in the hydrodynamics of Luminous Blue Variables. We review 
the current status of hydrodynamic modeling of LBV envelopes, and describe results 
of our models using the one-dimensional nonlinear hydrodynamics code of Ostlie 
and Cox. We find that the models pulsate in several simultaneous radial modes, 
driven by the helium and Fe ionization ~; effect. The pulsations have quasi-periods 
between 5 and 80 days, with radial velocity amplitudes of 50-200 km/sec, and may 
be identified with the LBV microvariations. In some cases, depending on luminosity- 
to-mass ratio and helium abundance, deep layers in the model can periodically ex- 
ceed the Eddington luminosity limit. The key to exceeding LE is the inclusion of the 
time dependence of convection: Near the regions of opacity peaks produced by Fe 
and helium ionization, convection is turning on and off during each pulsation cycle. 
If convection cannot turn on rapidly enough to transport the required luminosity 
through the region, the Eddington limit is exceeded. If this region of the star is 
sufficiently adiabatic, an "outburst" may occur. In the hydrodynamic models, an 
outburst is indicated by the photospheric radial velocity suddenly becoming very 
large, and the photospheric radius increasing monotonically over several pulsation 
cycles. Such pulsation-triggered outbursts may be responsible for the driving of 
variable, nonspherical winds. If large and infrequent enough, these outbursts may 
be identified with the classic LBV eruptions accompanied by episodic mass loss. 

1 Mechani sms  Proposed  to Destabi l ize  L B V  Enve lopes  

Many mechanisms have been proposed to destabilize the envelopes of Lumi- 
nous Blue Variable stars, making them susceptible to prodigious mass outflow 
and sporadic S Doradus- type or E ta  Carinae-like outbursts .  I t  is likely tha t  all 
of these mechanisms are relevant at  some stage of a massive s tar ' s  evolution, 
or at different levels in the stellar envelope. 

The  envelopes of LBV stars are very close to the Eddington luminosity 
limit, at  which the outward acceleration due to radiation pressure equals 
the inward gravitat ional  acceleration. As discussed by Lamers  (1997) and 
Langer (1997), the classical Eddington luminosity Ledd = 4rcGM/a¢ is mod-  
ified for stellar envelopes by replacing the electron scattering opacity a~ with 
the flux-mean opacity a, and by reducing the gravitat ional  acceleration by 
the centripetal  acceleration for rota t ing stars. Thus the Eddington limit can 
vary within a stellar envelope, and as a function of latitude, and also varies 
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with mass, metallicity, and evolutionary state. Lamers (1997) concludes that 
if a stellar envelope is within 5 or 10% of this "Atmospheric Eddington 
Limit", the envelope is loosely-bound enough that any small perturbation 
will cause the envelope to react violently. Langer (1998) shows that during 
main-sequence evolution of rotating massive stars, the surface layers reach the 
rotation-modified Eddington limit, called the ~2 limit, and mass loss occurs 
first, and preferentially, along the equatorial plane. Angular momentum loss 
in the wind restricts the star's rotation rate to the f2 limit during subsequent 
evolution, and determines the maximum mass-loss rate, which is comparable 
to the observed LBV mass-loss rate. 

Maeder (1989) finds that as massive stars evolve redward across the HR 
diagram, envelope opacities increase and the outer layers become supra- 
Eddington, resulting in a density inversion. Maeder suggests that such density 
inversions trigger instability, resulting in ejection of the outer layers above 
the density inversion. As the outer layers are ejected, the instability region 
moves downward into the star, with a rate characteristic of the local thermal 
timescale which is comparable to the dynamical timescale. Thus, the instabil- 
ity can encompass a significant fraction of the envelope during one episode, 
and result in mass loss of 0.1 - 1M o. 

Stothers and Chin (1993) discuss the roles of the Fe-ionization opacity 
enhancement at 200,000 K and high radiation pressure in producing a region 
in the stellar envelope where F1 < 4/3, the condition for dynamical instabil- 
ity. They suggest that the onset of dynamical instability is responsible for the 
mass expulsions seen in LBV outbursts; however, the models that Stothers 
and Chin find dynamically unstable are far redward of the LBV instability 
strip and the Humphreys-Davidson limit. Appenzeller (1989) emphasizes the 
role of radiation pressure in extending the envelopes of LBV stars, and in 
driving them into a state of dynamical instability, in which additional ex- 
pansion results in further mass loss. The envelope of the star recovers on a 
thermal timescale, until conditions for expansion and onset of instability are 
again achieved (the "relaxation oscillation" scenario). 

Pulsation also likely plays a role in destabilizing LBV envelopes and en- 
hancing mass loss. According to linear nonadiabatic pulsation stability anal- 
ysis, nearly all of the stars in the upper HR diagram are unstable to radial 
and nonradial pulsations, including p-modes, g-modes, radial modes, and so- 
called "strange modes" (see e.g. Glatzel and Kiriakidis 1993, Glatzel 1997; 
Cox et al. 1997). Some modes are predicted to have large growth rates in the 
linear analysis. Pulsation also has the potential to extend the stellar enve- 
lope. Glatzel and Kiriakidis (1993) suggest that resonant coupling between 
modes could trigger an LBV outburst. As discussed by Guzik et al. (1997) and 
Cox et al. (1998), the variations in physical conditions and radiation-matter 
interactions during a pulsation cycle can cause regions of the envelope to 
periodically exceed LE. 
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2 N o n l i n e a r  P u l s a t i o n  H y d r o d y n a m i c  M o d e l i n g  

Several groups have calculated nonlinear pulsation hydrodynamic models of 
Stars that have some physics in common with LBVs, such as strange mode in- 
stability, and high luminosity-to-mass (L/M) ratios. Kiriakidis et al. (1997) 
and Glatzel et al. (1998) discuss nonlinear evolution of strange modes in 
massive main sequence and Wolf-Rayet stars. They find that pulsation am- 
plitudes can reach .~ 100 km/sec, sufficient to exceed the escape velocity and 
to drive mass loss in massive main-sequence stars. Preliminary hydrodynamic 
models of LBV envelopes by Dorfi and Feuchtinger (1998, private commu- 
nication) exhibit regular pulsations, and a rearrangement of the envelope 
structure as kinetic energy is deposited in outer layers, but no pulsation- 
driven mass loss. Bono and Marconi (1998) and Buchler et al. (1998, private 
communication) have examined nonlinear pulsations in Cepheid variables, 
with particular attention to the interaction between pulsation and convec- 
tion. Aikawa and Sreenivasan (1996) examine the role of strange modes and 
a density inversion in nonlinear pulsations of 0.6 and 4M® supergiant models, 
and comment on differences in envelope structure produced by the strange 
modes, compared to typical radial modes. Heger et al. (1997) considered 10- 
20 M® red supergiant models with high L/M ratios, and find large amplitude 
pulsations similar to those posited as precursors for the "superwind" of AGB 
stars. 

Here we summarize our preliminary results for nonlinear hydrodynamic 
models of LBV envelopes (see also Guzik et al. 1997; Cox et al. 1997; Cox et 
al. 1998; Despain et al. 1998). The unique and essential ingredient in the Los 
Alamos models is the inclusion of a time-dependent convection treatment. 

We base the composition, mass, luminosity, and effective temperature of 
our models on evolution models of initial mass 50 and 80 M®, and Z = 0.01 
or 0.02, on their first crossing to the red in the HR diagram. We vary the 
radius exponent in the mass-loss parametrization of Nieuwenhuijzen and de 
Jager (1990) to produce a range of surface helium abundance enhancements 
when the models reach the LBV instability region. 

We next create hydrostatic envelope models with 60-120 zones, based on 
the evolution models. The models have extremely compact cores, and highly 
extended envelopes containing 95% of the stellar radius, but only 0.001% 
of the stellar mass. Linear nonadiabatic pulsation analysis shows that the 
models are unstable to pulsations driven by the ~ mechanism, primarily in the 
Fe-bump opacity region for massive models, and in the He-ionization region 
for somewhat lower-mass models. The models are also unstable to multiple 
radial "strange modes", that have no counterpart in adiabatic analysis. These 
modes have large growth rates, typically more than 100% per period, and in 
one case exceeding 600% per period! 

As discussed by Langer (1997), in a static model, the deeper layers of a 
stellar envelope avoid exceeding LE because convection turns on to transport 
the excess luminosity. However, we note that convective energy transport in 
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reality takes some time to turn on and build up efficiency, and this time can 
be a significant fraction of a pulsation cycle. During this time, the Edding- 
ton limit can be exceeded. To investigate this possibility, we use an updated 
version of the Lagrangian nonlinear hydrodynamics code described by Ostlie 
(1990), Cox (1990), and Cox and Ostlie (1993). The models use OPAL opaci- 
ties and equation of state. This code includes a parametrized time-dependent 
convection treatment, based on the mixing-length theory of convection. The 
convective velocity of a zone at a given timestep is determined by a weighted 
interpolation between convective velocities of the past two timesteps, and 
the instantaneous velocity from mixing-length theory. Nonlocal effects are 
also included via a weighted average of local convective velocity with the 
convective velocities of neighboring zones. 

The hydrodynamic models are initiated in the most unstable radial mode 
predicted by linear analysis, with radial velocity amplitude one km/sec in- 
ward. We find for all of our models that the pulsation amplitude grows rapidly. 
For models with sufficiently high L/M ratio and high envelope hydrogen abun- 
dance, the outward photospheric radial velocity suddenly becomes very large, 
and the photospheric radius monotonically increases during several pulsation 
periods. Eventually the outer zones of the model reach densities and temper- 
atures beyond the lower limits of our opacity and equation of state tables, 
ending the hydrodynamic simulation. We define this behavior as an "out- 
burst". 

A closer examination of the models that outburst shows LE is exceeded in 
zones near the Fe-opacity bump near 200,000 K each pulsation cycle. Figure 
1 illustrates this behavior for a convecting zone (zone 20) near 200,000 K of 
a 47.28Mo model, with envelope Y, Z = 0.02, 0.38. Convection turns on to 
carry nearly all of the luminosity in zone 20 at about 0.4 x 106 s, but just 
before this time, the Eddington luminosity of the zone has decreased (due to 
increased opacity), and the radiative luminosity has increased and exceeded 
LE. This behavior occurs again at 0.8 and 1.6 x 106 seconds; however, this 
zone has also moved outward in radius and may no longer be the zone where 
LE is exceeded by the largest amount. 

For temperatures and densities typical of these LBV envelope models, the 
opacity decreases by about 5% for an increase in Y of 10%. If Y increases 
sufficiently due to additional mass loss, the models can avoid exceeding LE. 
The hydrodynamic models then show pulsations in one or more simultaneous 
modes, with periods of 5-50 days, similar to the periods of observed LBV mi- 
crovariations, and amplitudes of .-, 50-150 km/sec, decreasing systematically 
with increasing Y. 

We need to examine the sensitivity of our results to the number and 
distribution of zones, amount of artificial viscosity, inclusion of turbulent 
pressure and energy, mixing length, time lagging and spatial averaging of 
convective velocity in the time-dependent convection treatment, pulsation 
mode of initiation, and initial radial velocity amplitude. We expect that any of 
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Fig. 1. Eddington, radiative, and convective luminosity of LBV model envelope 
zone near 200,000 K. As the opacity due to Fe ionization increases during the 
pulsation cycle, the Eddington luminosity increases, but convection does not turn 
on rapidly enough to transport the luminosity, and the radiative luminosity exceeds 
the Eddington limit. These conditions occur at 0.4, 0.8, and 1.6 million seconds. 

these may change the quanti tat ive details, but will not destroy the conclusion 
tha t  regions of the stellar envelope can briefly exceed LE each pulsat ion 
cycle while convection is becoming established to t ranspor t  some luminosity. 
We also need to address with a separate  code, or a code with enhanced 
capabilities, the fate of the mass outflow, development and propagat ion of 
shocks, replenishment of the envelope by material  f rom the core, whether  the  
envelope s t ructure  stabilizes or becomes periodically unstable,  and how the 
envelope recovers f rom an outflow event. 

We have shown only tha t  pulsations can tr igger instability, and cause 
the outer layers of  the stellar model  to  move outward ra ther  than  oscillate 
with the pulsation cycle. However, the envelopes of  these models coRtain only 
10-4M®, wherease in observed LBU outburs t s  much more  mass  can  -be lost. 
Furthermore,  the  predicted outflow is generated after  a few pulsat ion cyctes 
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(less than one year), beginning from a near-static configuration, whereas the 
observed time between LBV eruptions is years or decades. Thus, we may 
have discovered a mechanism for a pulsation-modulated wind, whereby pul- 
sation amplitude builds up and pushes off the outer 10-4M® of material 
every few pulsation cycles. On the other hand, if Davidson's (1989) "geyser" 
analogy/hypothesis applies, once an instability is generated, the "trigger" 
may be able to propagate deeper into the star on a dynamical timescale, and 
involve a larger fraction of the star. In this case, this mechanism may be able 
to initiate substantial episodic mass ejection as is seen in LBV outbursts. 

Our models do not include rotation, and treat only one-dimensional radial 
pulsations. Rotation reduces the effective gravitational force and modifies LE 
as a function of latitude, and may result in a latitude-dependent pulsation 
amplitude and envelope extension, or pulsation-modulated mass loss. In ad- 
dition, high-degree nonradial modes are expected in the linear analysis to 
have larger growth rates than radial modes (Glatzel 1997). Do these modes 
grow to large enough amplitudes to impose a nonspherical perturbation on 
the outflows? 

3 A d d e n d u m  o n  ~/ C a r i n a e  

Humphreys (these proceedings) presented the case that the most extreme 
LBV stars ~/Car, SN 1961V, and P Cyg experienced a giant eruption, followed 
by a second eruption of comparable strength (but obscured by ejecta from the 
first eruption), with an interval of 40-50 years. If this interval corresponds 
to a "recovery time" between giant outbursts, and can be associated with 
the thermal timescale of a portion of the LBV envelope, the amount of mass 
involved in the outburst is very large. For example, applying this argument 
for 71 Car, ,-~ 12M® participated in the eruption. This implies a deep-seated 
mechanism for the outbursts. It also implies that for a given amount of mass 
that escapes in the outburst (roughly 2MQ for z/ Car), several times this 
much mass readjusts back onto the star during the recovery, and sets up 
the conditions for another outburst. In the case of ~ Car, there is evidence 
that the first outburst generated mass loss in bipolar lobes at the poles, 
while the second generated mass outflow predominantly along the equator 
(N. Smith et al., these proceedings). How can we reconcile this observation 
with proposed mechanisms for giant outbursts? 
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D i s c u s s i o n  

J .  Pu l s :  How sensitively do your results depend on the outer boundary  con- 
dition, e.g., the presence of a wind? 
A.  Guz ik :  The models do not include a wind, but  do include zones beyond 
the photosphere. Since the place where this mechanism operates is deep in 
the interior, at 200000 K, I do not think that  including a steady wind would 
affect the result. 

N .  L a n g e r :  I was surprised to hear tha t  you expect only quanti tat ive changes 
from changing the coupling between the pulsations and convection. Is this 
coupling not one of the fundamental uncertainties of  your model which - 
suitably chosen - could even make the "outbursts" go away? 
A.  Guz ik :  We have not explored all possibilities, but  as long as convection 
does not adapt  instantaneously to conditions in the zone, some convective 
zones in the model cannot  avoid exceeding the Eddington limit for some 
fraction of each pulsation cycle. 

S. Sho re :  These are neat results. You have put  a characteristic time scale 
into the model because of the "switch on/off" convection scheme, so in a 
very non-linear model I am not surprised that  you get this resonance-like 
behaviour. Have you explored the range of parameters (w = 1/Hp and this 
t ime delay) to see if there are characteristic instability regimes? 
A.  Guz ik :  We did not tune the mixing length and time-dependent convec- 
t ion lag factor to find a resonance. It is a good suggestion to t ry  varying 
these parameters relative to each other to see whether a resonance exists, 
or  whether the conditions that  lead to an "outburst" disappear for certain 
~oices .  

G .  K o e n i g s b e r g e r :  What  determines £he speed with which convection ini- 
tiates in your  code? 
A.  G u z i k :  The criterion for turning on convection is given by the s tandard 
mixing length theory criterion, ~7ra d > ~Tad. The rate at which convection 
turns  on in a part icular  zone is modified from the instantaneous values given 
by mixing-length theory according to the lag in t ime specified by the time- 
dependent  convection parameterization. The lag t ime is the same fraction of 
the convection ~me scale = mixing length/convective velocity determined by 
some average of  the condition in the previous t ime steps. 
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A b s t r a c t .  The occurrence and properties of strange modes and associated insta- 
bilities in massive stars are reviewed. If applicable, strange modes may be classified 
by the maximum of the opacity they are associated with. Whether they are still 
present in the limit of vanishing or infinite thermal timescales - which corresponds 
to the NAR and adiabatic approximations respectively - is another criterion for 
classification. A model for the instability mechanism of strange mode instabilities 
is discussed. 

1 M e t h o d s  a n d  a s s u m p t i o n s  

Strange modes and associated instabilities can be identified on the basis of 
standard stellar physics (see, e.g., Baker & Kippenhahn 1962, Cox 1980 and 
Unno et  al. 1989). Models to be tested for stability are either taken from 
ordinary stellar evolution calculations or  may be stellar envelopes with given 
luminosity, effective temperature  and mass. Stability of these models is tested 
with respect to infinitesimal (both radial and nonradial) perturbations,  where 
- apart  from the mechanical equations - also the equations of energy conserva- 
tion and t ransport  are taken into account, i.e., a linear nonadiabatic analysis 
(LNA) of the stability is performed. 

Even if the input physics and the basic equations describing the problem 
are quite common, concerning the identification of strange modes (SMs) and 
associated instabilities (SMIs) for its solution not all s tandard methods are 
appropriate.  In particular,  relaxation methods relying on an adiabatic initial 
guess for the solution fail in general. A robust technique which allows for a 
reliable and accurate determination of any eigenfrequency (not only those of 
strange modes) is the Riccati method which was adapted to stellar stabil- 
ity problems by Gautschy & Glatzel 1990a (for the t reatment  of nonradial 
perturbations see Glatzel & Gautschy 1992). 

2 O c c u r r e n c e  a n d  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  s t r a n g e  m o d e s  

Strange modes (and associated instabilities) are a common phenomenon in 
the envelopes of luminous stars :(see, e:g., Saio & Jeffery 1988, Saio et  al. 1984 
and Gautschy 1993 for the case of less massive objects and Glatzel & Kiri- 
akidis !993a and 1993b for massive :stars). The essential parameter  which 
controls their occurrence and properties is the ratio L/M of luminosity to 
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mass. More or less independent of the particular stellar model strange modes 
together with instabilities having growth rates in the dynamical range occur, 
if the value of L / M  exceeds ~-. 104 (in solar units). Thus the mass - lumi- 
nosity relation becomes important,  if domains of instability in the HRD are 
to be determined. In the upper HRD, for massive stars and given luminos- 
ity masses taken from stellar evolution calculations tend to be considerably 
higher than those indicated by observations. The results discussed are based 
on conservative high masses which favour stability. Up to now there is no 
precise definition of the term "strange mode". Some studies on the instabil- 
ity mechanism even suggest tha t  an unambiguous definition might not be 
possible at all (see Gtatzel, 1994). Therefore strange modes may in a loose 
way be regarded as additional modes not anticipated from experience with 
adiabatic spectra and neither fitting in the "ordinary spectrum" nor following 
its dependence on stellar parameters. 

3 Class i f i ca t ion  

Phenomenologically, for massive stars SMs and SMIs come in three groups 
apparently related to the three opacity maxima (see, e.g., Iglesias et al. 1992 
and Rogers & Iglesias 1992) caused by the contribution of heavy elements 
("Fe") and the ionization of helium ("He") and hydrogen/hel ium ( " H / H e ' )  
respectively (see Kiriakidis et al. 1993). The run of the growth rates of the 
instabilities directly reflects the run of the opacity. Accordingly the opacity 
bump related to a strange mode may be used for classification. This seems to 
be justified also by the fact that  some properties of SMs vary systematically 
within this classification scheme: 

- Sensitivity to the treatment of convection: 
Fe-SMs: sensitive; He- and H/He-SMs: insensitive 

- Dependence on metallicity: 
Fe-SMs: strongly dependent; He- and H/He-SMs: independent 

- Dependence on the harmonic degree 1 (see Glatzel &: Mehren 1996): 
Fe-SMs: instabilities up to I ~ 10, maximum growth rates are at tained 
around l ~ 0; 
He- and H/He-SMs: instabilities up to l ~ 500, maximum growth rates 
are at tained around l ~-. 100 

- Instability mechanism: 
Fe-SMs: partially ~- mechanism; He- and H/He-SMs: no a- mechanism 

- Domain of existence in terms of the effective temperature: 
Fe-SMs: logTeff > 4.3; He- and H/He-SMs: logTeff < 4.3 

- Adiabatic counterpart: 
Fe-SMs: yes; He- and H/He-SMs: no 

- N A R  counterpart (see Section 7): 
An NAR counterpart  exists in any case. 
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An alternative criterion for classification can be derived by considering 
various approximations. One of them implying an infinite thermal timescale 
is the adiabatic approximation. The opposite implies a vanishing thermal 
timescale and has been denoted by NAR approximation (see Section 7). 
Whether an adiabatic or NAR counterpart exists for a given mode may 
be used for its classification. Moreover, consideration of these limits can be 
helpful to identify its physical origin and the mechanism of an associated 
instability. 

4 S t r a n g e  m o d e s  i n  t h e  a d i a b a t i c  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  

Stable adiabatic counterparts of strange modes are found only for the group 
associated with the opacity maximum due to the contribution of heavy ele- 
ments (Fe-SMs). In this case the existence of strange modes can be attributed 
to the particular run of the sound speed which - together with the density - 
exhibits an inversion at the position of the opacity maximum. This inversion 
implies an acoustic barrier and splits the stellar envelope into two cavities, 
each of which develops an independent acoustic spectrum. The spectrum of 
the outer cavity is identified with strange modes, that of the inner cavity 
with ordinary modes. A shift of the barrier during stellar evolution causes 
the spectra to cross thus leading to multiple resonances which in an adiabatic 
environment unfold into avoided crossings (see Kiriakidis et al. 1993). 

Except for extremely low irrelevant effective temperatures the stability 
analysis based on the adiabatic approximation does not reveal any instabil- 
ity (Glatzel & Kiriakidis 1998; see, however, Stothers 8z Chin 1993, 1994, 
1995). Moreover, even if an instability in the adiabatic approximation would 
be present, this would require a confirmation by the nonadiabatic analysis, 
since the adiabatic approximation does not hold for the objects considered 
which are characterized by high L/M ratios and therefore by short thermal 
timescales. 

5 D o m a i n s  o f  i n s t a b i l i t y  i n  t h e  H R D  

On the basis of a standard LNA analysis for radial perturbations domains of 
instability in the HRD have been determined by Kiriakidis et al. (1993). In- 
stabilities associated with He-SMs and H/He-SMs define a largely metallicity 
independent unstable region in the upper right corner of the HRD, whose 
boundaries approximately coincide with the observed Humphreys - Davidson 
limit (Humphreys & Davidson 1979). For solar metallicity (and above) it is 
continuously connected with the ~3 Cepheid instability strip by an additional 
instability domain associated with Fe-SMs. It extends to the ZAMS for lumi- 
nosities above logL/L® ~ 5.9 (corresponding to a ZAMS mass of ~ 80Me) 
and encompasses, e.g., the region of line profile variable O stars as well as 
the position where LBVs are found (see Fullerton et al. 1996). 
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6 W o l f -  R a y e t  s t a r s  

With respect to growth rates and the number of simultaneously unstable 
modes the most extreme examples for SMIs are found in models for Wol f -  
Rayet stars (Glatzel et al. 1993, Kiriakidis et al. 1996). Largely independent 
of meta!licity and opacity instability prevails for masses above 3...5/1//o. In 
this case the NAR approximation may not only be used in a qualitative way 
to classify modes or to  identify the instability mechanism: It provides even 
quantitatively correct results. 

7 T h e  N A R  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  

The NAR approximation (where NAR stands for Non - Adiabatic - Reversible, 
see Gautschy & Glatzel, 1990b) consists of neglecting the t ime derivative of 
the entropy in the perturbat ion equations. We emphasize tha t  this approxi- 
mation does not necessarily imply adiabatic changes of state which may be 
seen by considering the differential of the entropy s expressed in terms of the 
differentials of the density p and the pressure p: 

ds = C~ 

where C, a,  5 and/"1 denote the specific heat, the logarithmic derivative of 
the density with respect to the pressure at constant temperature ,  the neg- 
ative logarithmic derivative of the density with respect to tempera ture  at 
constant pressure, and the adiabatic index respectively, ds vanishes either, if 
the term in brackets is zero - which corresponds to the adiabatic limit - or, 
if the specific heat vanishes (NAR limit). Accordingly, the latter representing 
the opposite of the adiabatic limit is justified, if mat ter  cannot store heat 
efficiently, e.g., in a tenuous, extended stellar envelope. The ratio of thermal  
and dynamical timescales varies from infinity in the adiabatic limit to zero 
in the NAR limit, The NAR approximation implies several consequences: 

- As the mat ter  cannot store heat, the luminosity per turbat ion has to van- 
ish. 

- Any instability mechanism relying on a Carnot - type process, which 
requires a finite specific heat - such as the classical a- and e- mechanisms 
- is excluded in the NAR limit. 

- Due to vanishing thermal timescales thermal modes cannot  exist in the 
NAR limit. Essentially only the mechanics of the system is considered, 
whereas its thermodynamics is disregarded. Although the NAR limit rep- 
resents the opposite of the adiabatic limit, both limits are similar in this 
respect. 

- The  system is reversible with respect to time, which is common for purely 
mechanical configurations. 
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- Closely related to reversibility is the property that  eigenfrequencies come 
in complex conjugate pairs. 

Thus, due to its listed properties, the NAR approximation is a useful tool 
for the classification of modes and the identification of various instability 
mechanisms. 

8 The mechanism of  strange mode  instabil it ies 

Models for the mechanism of strange mode instabilities have meanwhile been 
proposed in three studies by Glatzel (1994), Papaloizou et al. (1997) and Saio 
et al. (1998). These investigations seem to agree upon the following issues: 

- The strange mode phenomenon is found both for radial and nonradial 
perturbations.  Geometry is therefore not essential for its occurrence and 
a plane - parallel model is sufficient for a physically correct description. 

- Cowling's approximation does not have a significant influence on the 
strange mode phenomenon. For a model, the per turbat ion of the gravi- 
tational potential may therefore be neglected. 

- As strange mode instabilities do also exist in the NAR limit, a model 
can be based on this approximation. In particular and as a consequence, 
the luminosity perturbat ion can be assumed to vanish. The existence of 
SMIs in the NAR limit proves them not to be related to a Carnot  - type 
process. In particular, the classical a- mechanism is thus excluded as their 
origin. 

- A finite value or a particular run of the logarithmic derivative aT of the 
opacity t¢ with respect to temperature  T is not crucial for the occurrence 
of SMIs. This again excludes the classical a- mechanism as their origin. 

- All objects suffering from SMIs are characterized by high ratios of lumi- 
nosity to mass. Apart  from small thermal timescales this has the conse- 
quence that  radiation pressure contributes significantly to the total  pres- 
sure in the envelopes of these stars. Therefore all models are based on 
considering the limit of small ratios/~ of gas pressure to total  pressure: 
/ ~ 0 .  

Using these findings as basic assumptions of a model (for its description we 
closely follow Glatzel 1994), the mechanical equations (mass and momentum 
conservation) may be condensed into an acoustic wave equation: 

02~ 02~ 
o t  - = o ( 2 )  

where ~ and ~ denote pressure and density per turbat ion respectively. By 
adopting the NAR approximation the equation of energy conservation is sat- 
isfied. Moreover, within this approximation a ~ d i n  the limit ~ -+ 0 of domi- 
nant radiation pressure the diffusion equation for energy t ransport  reads: 
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(3) 

where/~ and fi denote pressure and density in the hydrostatic configuration 
respectively, np and g T  are the logarithmic derivatives of the opacity with 
respect to density p and temperature T. Equation (3) provides the - in general 
differential - relation between pressure and density perturbation, which is 
needed to close the wave equation (2). 

In the following we perform a local analysis of equations (2) and (3), 
i.e., we consider solutions of the form exp(icat + ikr) characterized by the 
frequency w and the wavenumber k. 

In the limit of high wavenumbers the r.h.s of equation (3) may be ne- 
glected and we are left with an algebraic relation between i5 and/~, where the 
factor of proportionality involves the isothermal sound speed cT. Its conse- 
quence is the dispersion relation of isothermal sound waves: 

= ZP=  = ; = ( c r k )  (4) 
P 

In this limit pressure and density perturbation are in phase and the pertur- 
bation equations reduce to a self-adjoint problem of second order which does 
not allow for any instabilities. 

In an intermediate range of wavenumbers k (1 < k • Hp < l/j3; Hp: 
pressure scale height), which exists only for sufficiently small fl, the second 
term on the 1.h.s. and the second term on the r.h.s, of the diffusion equation 
(3) may be neglected. As a consequence, we obtain a differential relation 
between pressure and density perturbation and a dispersion relation of the 
form (g: gravity): 

0~ 1 0p w4 
O r  = p O r  = gaPP ; = -(g pk) (5) 

A phase lag of ~r/2 is now found between pressure and density perturbation, 
the perturbation operator is no longer self-adjoint and the dispersion relation 
(5) represents oscillatory damped and unstable modes with growth rates in 
the dynamical range. The latter resemble the strange mode instabilities. We 
emphasize that the perturbation problem is still of second order. 

In general an unstable mode is characterized by a phase lag between 
pressure and density perturbation. In the model for SMIs presented here it 
is caused by the differential relation between pressure and density perturba- 
tion which is determined by the diffusion equation for energy transport. The 
model thus shows that in a highly nonadiabatic environment involving low 
heat capacity and short thermal timescales a phase lag leading to SMIs in 
an intermediate range of wavenumbers is inevitable, if radiation pressure is 
dominant (/? -+ 0) provided gravity and np do not vanish, as indicated by 
equation (5). 
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The model presented was proposed by Glatzel (1994) and essentially con- 
firmed by Saio et al. (1998). Although there are many correspondences also 
with the study of Papaloizou et al. (1997), some differences need to be noted: 
Essential in their model of the instability is the coupling of isothermal sound 
waves to a thermal mode which can be found only in the original third order 
NAR perturbation problem. On the other hand, the approach discussed here 
relies on second order perturbation problems only which do not allow for 
the existence of a third wave and the corresponding coupling. Moreover, in 
the isothermal limit instabilities do not exist here, whereas isothermal sound 
waves are involved in the instability mechanism proposed by Papaloizou et 
al. (1997). 
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Discuss ion 

H. Lamers :  I understand that the periods you predict for B supergiants and 
LBVs are on the order of days or less. This is a factor of 10 to 100 shorter 
than observed. Which effect might be responsible for the long periods? 
W.  Glatzel :  The results discussed are based on rather conservative values 
for the masses of the objects. If the masses are reduced, the time scales 
of variability may increase by a factor of 10. Moreover, in the non-linear 
regime of the evolution of the instabilities, we observe some kind of "period- 
doubling". 

D. Massa:  Do these models depend on the interior physics used to construct 
the model? 
W.  Glatzel :  Strange-mode instabilities have their origin in the envelope of 
the objects; the interior does not have an influence. The phenomenon is per- 
fectly described on the basis of envelope models. 

A. Maeder :  What effect limits the growth of the amplitudes of the strange 
modes in the non-linear regime? 
W.  Glatzel :  The non-linear regime is characterised by the formation of 
shocks. The associated dissipation seems to limit the growth of perturba- 
tions. 

Yoji Osaki and Atsuo Okazaki 
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A b s t r a c t .  Using a dynamical stellar code, detailed evolutionary models have been 
computed that follow the  evolut ion and nucleosynthesis of massive stars from the 
pre-MS (accretion phase) up to the onset of O-burning. Various instabilities occur 
during the evolution. As an example, the evolution of a star with maximum mass 
120 Mo is discussed. 

1 I n g r e d i e n t s  o f  t h e  m o d e l s  

The code is an extended version of the GSttingen dynamical stellar evolution 
code and includes: 

- A large and flexible nuclear network consisting of  up to 177 nuclear species 
from n and 1H to 71Ge linked by more than 1700 nuclear reactions. Initial 
metallicity Z = 0.02. The network and the diffusion equation are solved 
for each time step during the evolution. 

- Modern rates for both strong and weak interaction processes as well as 
neutrino emission. 

- Semiconvection, overshooting (0.2 Hp). The semiconvective diffusion pa- 
rameter  a (Langer et al. 1985) was set to 0.04. 

- Mass loss using different prescriptions for O-stars (radiation driven), (Ku- 
dritzki et al. 1989), LBVs (parametric) and WR stars (Langer 1989). 

- Improved grid distribution, a large number of grid points and artificial 
viscosity 

1 . 1  I n s t a b i l i t i e s  

In the present models instabilities occur in at least 3 different evolutionary 
stages. The overall evolution and the nucleosynthesis of the models were 
discussed in Odegaard (1996). 

The computations are started from a protostar  with low temperature ,  The  
onset of nuclear burning can therefore be followed in detail. No nuclear species 
are assumed to be in equilibrium. Towards the end of the rapid growth of 
the core, pulses occur because light nuclear species are mixed into the core. 
The increased core luminosity causes spikes affecting both  the size of the  
co~vect:ive core (cf. Fig. 1) and the surface. In a new sequence computed 
according to the accretion scenario (Bernasconi ,and Maeder 1995), s i m ~ r  
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pulses occur when the stellar mass is exceeding 105 M®. These pulses are even 
more violent and cause periodic appearances  of one or more semiconvective 
layers above the convective core. The luminosity of the s tar  varies 2 percent 
or less. 

LBV pulsations are shown in the upper  panel of Fig. 2. For a period of 
about  7800 years, l~I is very large, but  variable, and reaches loglVl = -2 .15 .  
The  t ime scales range from small variations in a few years or less to large 
variations in periods from 100 - 600 years. 

The  very heavy mass loss during the LBV stage and the succeeding WR-  
stages remove the outer layers completely, leaving a simple He-star.  During 
subsequent burnings, the interior again becomes extremely complex with a 
large number  of thin and active zones with convection as well as semicon- 
vection. Local luminosities reach high values and the interior becomes ra ther  
dynamic.  Waves seem to be excited and reach the surface, causing vibrat ions,  
as il lustrated in the lower panel of Fig. 2. The total  t imespan  of the plot is 
1430 seconds. 
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Fig. 1. Extention of convective core early in the evolution 

R e f e r e n c e s  
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Discussions 

G .  K o e n i g b e r g e r :  Wha t  is the largest mass for a s tar  in your model t ha t  
can exist? 
K .  O d e g a a r d :  The  physics in my code (OPAL etc.) allow a mass of at least 
200 M o at the MS for Z -- 0.02. Pulsation mechanisms not taken into account 
in this case may strongly enhance mass loss for these very high masses. 

Knuth Odegaard and Joyce Guzik 
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A b s t r a c t .  We describe present theoretical ideas about the time evolution of the 
winds of luminous stars with emphasis to effects of non-sphericity and non-statio- 
narity. We discuss the evolution of the winds of rotating luminous stars during their 
main sequence evolution, in particular when they approach their Eddington-limit 
or any other surface instability. We then consider the winds of post-main sequence 
stars up to the immediate pre-supernova stage. We connect the giant outbursts 
of Luminous Blue Variables with luminous rotating post-main sequence stars in 
thermal disequilibrium. We further discuss the spin-up effect of Heger ~ Langer 
(1998) for post-red supergiants and describe its observational consequences. We 
compare theoretical models with observations of the winds of B[e] supergiants and 
Luminous Blue Variables in general, and with SN 1987A, VY CMa and r] Car and 
the Pistol Star in particular. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Massive stars  (M L 10 M®) are very luminous (L ~ 104 Lo)  and have s t rong 
winds. During their evolution, their surface properties change which gives 
rise to changes in their wind properties. For example,  the terminal  wind 
speed is always of the order of the escape velocity a t  the stellar surface 
(Cassinelli 8z Lamers 1998). Therefore, as the massive stars  move across the 
H R  diagram during their post -main sequence evolution, the speed of their  
winds are changing dramatically. For contracting stars,  i.e., for an increasing 
wind speed, this leads to swept-up dense shells around stars which then can 
form bright visible nebulae - -  this concerns in part icular  LBVs and post-red 
supergiants; cf. Garcla-Segura et al. (1996ab) - -  much like in the case of 
p lanetary  nebulae around low-mass pos t -AGB stars. 

As impor tant  as the t ime dependence of the stellar wind propert ies  is 
their spatial structure. In fact, there is compelling evidence tha t  the winds 
of massive stars are not generally isotropic (cf. below). 

In this paper,  we focus on non-sphericity and non-stat ionari ty  of massive 
star  winds, but  referring always to large spatial and t ime scales. I.e., the 
shortest  variability t ime scales which we consider here is tha t  of the thermal  
t ime scale of the stellar envelope - -  which can be as short  as one year - -  while 
we generally do not consider variability due to stellar pulsations (al though 
see Section 5) or due to rotation. And while we explicitly consider the effect 
of rotat ion on the spatial s t ructure of the wind, we do not discuss small scale 
features as clumping or magnetic s tar  spots. 
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2 A s s u m p t i o n s  

As theoretical models for the envelopes and atmospheres of rapidly rotat-  
ing luminous stars do not yet exist, we have to make several assumptions in 
the following. Let us consider a rotating star which, either due to increasing 
luminosity or - -  more realistically - -  due to increasing surface opacity, ap- 
proaches its Eddington limit. Whether  or not the stellar luminosity and the 
equatorial radiation flux are strongly affected by the rotation is unclear at 
the moment. Even though it is sometimes assumed that  the von Zeipel (1924) 
theorem on rotational or "gravity darkening" can be applied (e.g., Owocki 
et al. 1998, Glatzel 1998), it may give spurious results for stars considered 
here, in which only the outer "skin" (~  0.01% of the stellar mass) is actually 
close to critical rotation, the energy t ransport  in these layers is largely due 
to convection, and the internal circulation pat tern is unknown. In fact, Kip- 
penhahn (1977) has shown that  even solutions for which the radiative flux 
increases with decreasing gravity ("gravity brightening") can be obtained. 
Thus, even though it can not be excluded that  rapidly rotating stars blow a 
denser wind along their polar axis than in their equatorial plane as a result 
of "gravity darkening" (Owocki et al. 1996), we rather assume a constant 
surface brightness of the star, and consequently an outflow preferentially in 
the equatorial plane for the rapidly rotating stars considered here. Were the 
star non-rotating, its surface would become unstable when the Eddington 
factor F -- L/Ledd = aL/ (4~rcGM)  approaches the critical value of one. 
However, when the star is rotating, the centrifugal force has to be considered 
in the force balance. Assuming an unchanged radiation flux as function of 
latitude, instability occurs at the stellar equator actually for f2 -+ 1 (with 
J~ ---- Vrot/Vcrit and Vcri t 2  = G M ( 1  - T ' ) /R;  cf. Langer 1997) at a value of F < 1 
(cf. Fig. 1). 

We want to emphasize that  the principle of the so called ~2-1imit (instead 
of Eddington-limit) is more general: Any surface instability in a non-rotat ing 
star - -  e.g. the turbulent pressure instability investigated by Nieuwenhuijzen 
and de Jager (1995) - -  will be affected by rotation such that  the spherical 
symmetry is broken and mass outflow will be strongly lat i tude-dependent - -  
i.e., critical rotat ion is reached (cf. Langer 1998). 

A further assumption made in the following concerns the time depen- 
dence of the obtained mass loss. As mentioned in Sect. 1, we will ignore here 
variability on short time scales. Furthermore,  we will assume that  for a star 
which approaches the surface instability the mass loss increases drastically 
(Friend & Abbott  1986, Owocki et al. 1996), but  remains limited to values 
of the order of 2~/~ Menv/revol, where Menv is the mass of the H-rich stellar 
envelope and revol its evolutionary time scale; this relation has actually been 
verified for massive main sequence stars (Langer 1998; cf. Sect. 3). 
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Fig. 1. Schematic time evolution of the Eddington factor F = L/LEdd (thick line), 
with Eddington luminosity LEad : 4~cGM/~, where c is the speed of light, M 
and L are mass and luminosity of the star, and ~ is the opacity at the stellar 
surface, and of the critical rotation velocity refit = [(1 - P)GM/R] 1/2 (dotted 
line), where R is the radius of the star. For simplicity, we assumed a constant 
equatorial rotational velocity Vrot (dashed line); however, a time dependence of vrot 
would not alter the conclusions. The curves shown are for a massive star expanding 
at constant luminosity L, which - -  in the non-rotating case - -  would reach the 
Eddington limit due to an opacity increase in its surface layers at t = tl. However, 
since the rotational velocity Vrot must always be finite, the critical rotation, where 
the combination of radiation pressure and centrifugal force exceeds surface gravity 
at the equator, occurs at a time to < tl, i.e. before the Eddington factor reaches the 
critical value of F : 1. Thus, outflows occur before the star reaches its Eddington 
limit, acting to prevent further expansion. 

3 Core hydrogen burning 

Very luminous stars may approach their f2-1imit during core hydrogen burn- 
ing. Langer (1998) has shown that this is not connected with any catastrophic 
mass loss, but that  instead the coupling between mass and angular momen- 
tum loss leads to a stable, long-lasting evolutionary stage at the JT-limit (cf. 
Fig. 2). During this stage, the mass loss is increased (by roughly a factor 10 
for a 60 M o example) and stable, but strongly unisotropic. Langer & Heger 
(1998) proposed that  the luminous B[e] supergiants (Gummersbach et al. 
1995) may correspond to this stage. 

The question as to stars of which mass, metallicity and initial rotation 
rate do actually reach the f2-1imit during core hydrogen burning is far from 
settled (cf. Langer 1998). It  is intriguing that  the so called Pistol Star close to 
the Galactic Center (Figer et al. 1998), which appears to have an initial mass 
well above 150 M®, is best understood with the assumption that  rotation did 
not affect its evolution. In fact, its location in the HR diagram, in particular 
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Fig.  3. Stellar evolutionary tracks in the HR diagram for core H-burning 
non-rotating stars in the initial mass range 60...300 M o and a metallicity Z of 
2% (thick continuous lines). Thick dashed lines connect models with central he- 
lium mass fractions of 0.28, 0.4, 0.5, ..., 0.9, an~d 0.98. Black dots mark the first 
appearance of hydrogen burning products at the stellar surface. The tracks of the 
200, 250, and 300M o models end, d u e t o  the occurrence of surface instabilities. 
Thin continuous lines show evolutionary tracks for 60, 85, and 120 Mo and Z=0.02 
obtained by Schaller et al. (1992) - -  without their effective temperature correction 
- -  who included convective core overshooting, with thin dashed lines connecting 
models with central helium concentrations of 0.30, 0.60, and 0.90. The position of 
the Pistol Star is marked by a diamond, together with the error bar (cf. Figer et 
al. 1998). 
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its low effective temperature ,  seems to exclude any ext ra  mixing as produced 
by rotat ion or even convective core overshooting (cf. Fig. 3). 

4 L u m i n o u s  B l u e  V a r i a b l e s  

The scenario of the ~2-1imit can lead to an understanding of several essential 
features of the Luminous Blue Variables (LBVs). First  of all, it is at the least 
conceivable tha t  very massive stars arrive at their 12-limit directly after core 
hydrogen exhaustion, since the ensuing envelope expansion leads to  stellar 
effective temperatures  where the helium opacity peak appears  close to the 
surface and thus the Eddington factor /~ becomes close to one. According 
to Sect. 2, we can then expect the s tar  to produce very high mass loss rates  
due to the small evolutionary t ime scale of the envelope, and the mass loss 
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Fig. 5. Kelvin-Helmholtz time scale of the H-rich stellar envelope (thin lines) as 
function of the time left until the supernova explosion of the star, for the computed 
10 (dot), 12 (dash-dot), 15 (dash), and 20 Mo (solid line) sequences. The thick lines 
show the period of the fundamental mode as derived from a linear stability analysis. 
Small circles designate the time when the central helium mass fraction has reached 
1%, i.e. roughly central helium exhaustion. It is evident that, at least for the 15 
and 20 M o sequences, pulsation periods of the order of the Kelvin-Helmholtz time 
scale occur. Note that for the last models of these two sequences linear pulsation 
periods could not be derived due to strong departures from thermal and hydrostatic 
equilibrium. 

may be bet ter  designated eruption than wind (see also Langer 1997). Due to 
rotation, i.e. at the ~2-1imit, the circumstellar nebulae formed in this phase 
are expected to be strongly bipolar (Langer et al. 1998), which appears to be 
realized in practically all observed cases (Nota et al. 1995), y Carinae being 
a well known example. Finally, the dependence of the ~2-1imit on the stellar 
rotat ion rate offers an explanation for the low luminosity of some LBVs: those 
would be the initially rapid rotators (Langer 1997, 1998). 

5 Core helium burning and beyond 

During core helium burning, massive stars would be red supergiants, blue 
supergiants or Wolf-Rayet stars. While most (though not all) Wolf-Rayet 
stars are expected to have spun down due to excessive mass and angular mo- 
mentum loss (Fliegner & Langer 1994), highly anisotr0pic mass loss can be 
expected for blue and even for some red supergiants. Heger & Langer (1998) 
have found that  the surface specific angular momentum (not only the surface 
rotat ion rate) can increase by more than one order of magnitude during the 
transition from the Hayashi line to hot ter  surface temperatures  in the HR 
diagram (cf. Fig. 4). This can lead to circumstellar rings or bipolar structures 
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around blue supergiants, perhaps such as found around the SN 1987A pro- 
genitor or B[e] supergiants (cf. Langer & Heger 1998), and may already lead 
to anisotropic mass loss on the RSG branch, for which VY CMa may be a 
candidate (Wittkowski et al. 1999). 

Finally, note that  even though the statistical probability to observe this is 
small, massive red supergiants may produce highly variable and even unstable 
mass outflows shortly before they explode as Type II supernova (cf. Fig. 5), 
as their pulsation periods become of the same order as the thermal time scale 
of their envelopes (Heger et al. 1997). 
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D i s c u s s i o n  

R.  K u d r i t z k i :  Your scenario of evolution at critical rotation in LBV-phases 
or the blue-supergiant phase could be checked by looking at observed rota- 
tional velocities obtained from echelle spectra. Have you already looked at 
this? 
N.  L a n g e r :  I have tried, but  with ambiguous results. The problem is com- 
plicated by the fact that  a critical rotator  does not have to be a rapid ro ta tor  
since, e.g., close to the Eddington limit the critical rotational velocity goes 
to zero. However, more observational determinations of Vrot could shed light 
on this question in a statistical sense. 

F . - J .  Zickgraf :  You showed that  the first t ime a star reaches the w-limit, it 
might stay there for up to 105 years. Interestingly, this agrees with an estimate 
for the duration of the B[e] phase based on the ratio of main sequence stars 
to B[e] stars. Is the time scale at the second time of reaching the w-limit 
significantly shorter? 
N.  La nge r :  Yes it is, since the post-main sequence evolutionary time scale 
is much shorter than that  on the main sequence. 

G.  K o e n i g s b e r g e r :  In the case of a star in a binary system, one gets even 
larger possible mass loss rates. Could these rates be so large that  the star 
is not able to go to cooler effective temperatures  and remains at an early 
spectral type even during the LBV phase? 
N.  L a n g e r :  Yes. For a given luminosity, the minimum effective tempera ture  
can be estimated through the "radius" of the Roche lobe via the Stefan- 
Boltzmann law. Even though the mass-loss mechanism is different (i.e., Roche 
lobe overflow) from the mechanism for single stars, one may still expect  an 
LBV-type outburst  behaviour if the primary star (the mass loser) is in the 
immediate post-core H-burning phase. 

S. Owocki :  A general comment: I suggest we think of gravity darkening not 
just in terms of a simple parameterisation, but  in terms of the fundamental  
physical effect: namely, diffusing photons will always tend to escape in the 
direction of least resistance, which for an oblate star is from the pole. Even 
if one were to avoid gravity darkening, it would be hard to use radiation to 
support  an equatorial "ring" of higher density, simply because the radiative 
flux will avoid such high density. 

R .  H u m p h r e y s :  Regarding the origin of the bipolar rings around SN 1987A: 
an evolved, mass-losing M supergiant - VY CMa - is bipolar and probably 
has an equatorial disk of dust. 
N.  L a n g e r :  Yes. In a recent paper with M. Wittkowski and G. Weigelt (see 
references), we argue that  VY CMa may in fact be at the stage of leaving 
the Hayashi line, i.e., an immediate progenitor of IRC +10 420 - which has 
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bipolar outflows - and already shows the spin-up effect recently found by 
Heger & Langer (1998). 

R .  S c h u l t e - L a d b e c k :  Could you comment on the implications of your re- 
sults for the B / R  supergiant ratio of galaxies? I have an approved HST pro- 
gramm to revisit this problem. 
N.  La nge r :  In a recent paper, A. Maeder and I (1995, A&A 195,685) have 
shown that  present stellar evolution models cannot predict the B / R  ratio as 
a function of metallicity correctly. Whether  this changes when the effects of 
rotation are included is not yet known. However, it would be nice to have 
improved observational data  to investigate this question. 

Peredur Williams and Norbert Langer 
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A b s t r a c t .  The expressions of the radiative flux at the surface of a non-uniformly 
rotating star are revised and this leads to a small extra-term in the von Zeipel 
theorem. The Eddington factor needs also to be carefully defined in a rotating star, 
as well as the critical break-up velocity. This leads us to reconsider the so-called 
Y2-1imit. The most massive stars reach the Y2 and F limits almost simultaneously. 

We also examine the latitudinal dependence of the mass loss rates M(t~) in 
rotating stars and find two main effects: 1) the "ge~" effect which enhances the polar 
ejectioa; 2) the "opacity effect" (or "~-effect"), which favours equatorial ejection. 
In O-stars, the YeS effect is expected to largely dominate. In B- and later type stars 
the opacity effect should favour equatorial ejection and the formation of equatorial 
rings. Possible relations with ~/Carinae and the inner and outer rings of SN 1987 A 
are mentioned. Opacity peaks produce some extrema in 2~/(~) and this may also 
lead to the formation non-equatorial symmetrical rings. 

Anisotropic stellar winds remove selectively the angular momentum. For ex- 
ample, winds passing through polar caps in O-stars remove very little angular 
momentum, an excess of angular momentum is retained and rapidly redistributed 
by horizontal turbulence. These excesses may lead some Wolf-Rayet stars, those 
resulting directly from O-stars, to be fast spinning objects, while we predict that 
the WR-stars which have passed through the red supergiant phase will have lower 
rotation velocities on the average. We also show how anisotropic ejection can be 
treated in numerical models by properly modifying the outer boundary conditions 
for the transport of angular momentum. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Rotation has effects in the deep stellar interiors and also at the stellar sur- 
faces. The main effects in the interior results from the transport  of chemical 
elements and of angular momentum by shear turbulence and meridional cir- 
culation (cf. Zahn, 1992; Maeder, 1997; Maeder and Zahn, 1998). Here, in 
accordance with the thema of the meeting, we shall examine some of the in- 
teresting problems concerning the coupling of mass loss and rotation, which 
are important  for stellar evolution. We may mention in particular the dis- 
tribution of the radiative flux at the stellar surface, the correct expressions 
of the Eddington factor F and of the critical velocity in rotating stars, the 
latitudinal dependence of the mass loss rates M(t~) , the loss and gain of 
angular momentum in the remaining star as a result of the anistropies in the 
mass loss rates, etc. 
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2 The flux and the Eddington f a c t o r / '  

On the surface of a rotating star, the gravity, Tefr and the flux are not con- 
stant. The flux is generally given by the von Zeipel theorem (yon Zeipel, 
1924), which states tha t  a given colatitude 

F - L (P)  
4~GM.(P) gefr (1) 

with 

M,  = M(1 21rGp-------~ ) (2) 

where Pm is the average density inside the considered surface level. This 
allows us to know the local Tee 

To~(O) ~/4 geff (0) (3) 
The yon Zeipel theorem usually applies to constant or cylindrical rotation. 

However, stars are likely to have more complicated rotation law, such as 
the "shellular ro ta t ion 'proposed by Zahn (1992). Such a law of the form 
g2 = J2(r) results from the strong horizontal turbulence which rapidly damps 
the horizontal differences of the rotation. A more general expression of the 
yon Zeipel theorem has been obtained (cf. Maeder, 1999), it is 

- L ( P )  . 
F - 4~rG----~,(p).geff(1 + ~(O)) (4) 

with 

~(9) - HT dO P2(cosO) (5) 
5 dr 

1 r 2 dD 2 
O - (6) 

3 ~ d r  

The term ¢ is of the order of a few 10 -2, with P2(cos(O)) = 1 at the 
pole and -0.5 at the equator. Thus, the term ¢(~) contributes to enhance the 
radiative flux at the pole and to decrease it at the equator. 

The Eddington factor F is usually taken as 

Ln 
F -  4~rcG-----M" (7) 

It needs to be redefined more precisely in the case of a rotating star, since 
both  the flux and the gravity are varying over the stellar surface. We consider 
a local F(~)  taken as the ratio of the stellar flux to the local limiting flux, 
i.e. 
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F(O)-  F(O) 
Flim (~)  

The limiting flux is obtained from the condition 

(8) 

gtot = geff + grad = ggrav + grot + grad (9) 

which shows that  the limiting geff and grad have the same direction, 
which introduces a major  simplfication. Thus, the limiting flux is 

- - c  
F i l m  = - - g e f f  (10) /¢ 

where g~fr is obtained from a Roche model, valid at the stellar surface. 
Thus, we finally have for the Eddington factor in a rotat ing star 

a(O)L(P) [1 + ~(0)] (11) 
F(O) - 4rcGM,(P) 

We note three differences between expressions (7) and (11). 1) The ~- 
term favours a higher T' at the pole. 2) The opacity a(O) applies only locally, 
which means that  if a grows for lower T, F is larger at the equator. 3) F 
depends also on rotation. 

3 T h e  $2 a n d  /~ l i m i t s  

These results are very useful in relation with the concept of an "J2-1imit" 
recently introduced by Langer (1997) and Heger and Langer (1998). The 
central idea is that  if one has, for the critical break-up velocity 

Vcrit ~- -  (1 - F) (12) 

the value of Vcrit2 would then tend towards zero for a star approaching 
the Eddington limit. Thus, Langer's conclusion was that  for any non-zero 
rotation a star would reach its critical rotation velocity (the "S2-1imit") before 
the formal Eddington limit. 

Indeed, one has, for the total gravity taking into account ,con Zeipel's 
theorem, 

[ ~(O)L(I+~(O)) ] 
gtot  = geff 1 -- 47rcGM(1 ~2 2.G.m ) (13) 

The break-up velocity occurs when rotation is such that  gtot  = 0 at the 
equator. We see that  expression (13) has formally two roots, one given by 
geff = 0 and the other obtained by nulling the bracket term in (13). The 
condition geff = 0 at the equator gives the usual expression 
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2 2 2 GM 
Vcrit ---- J~ reb  = (14) 

f e b  

where reb is the equatorial radius at break-up velocity. Thus we see that  
expression (12) is not correct since the current expression Vcrit2 does not con- 
tain any _F. The reason for this is simply that  close to break-up the effective 
gravity goes down to zero, and so does the radiative flux according to yon 
Zeipel's theorem. Solving the surface equation, we find for the second root of 
(13) 

2 = 3 . 3 2 5 6 G M  [ n(O)L(P)(  2 ) ]  vcrit 1 1 + 4( ) (15) reb 41rcGM 
which is generally bigger than the first root given by (13), except when 

a(vq)L(P) (1 + ~(~q)) is bigger than 0.6993. When the rotation velocity grows, 
47rcGM 

the root which is met first determines the physically significant zero of (13) 
and thus the critical velocity. We can conclude that  (14) is the general expres- 

a ~ L  sion for the critical velocity, except if ~(9)L 1 4~rcGM ( "~- ~ ( ~ ) )  happens to become 
larger than 0.6993, a situation which, if it does occur, will only concern stars 
very close to the Eddington limit. Thus, the ~ and F limits are met  almost 
simultaneously. 

4 Mass  loss in rotat ing stars 

4.1 Lat i tud ina l  var ia t ions  

According to the radiative wind theory (cf. Pauldrach et al. 1986; Kudritzki 
et al. 1989; Puls et al. 1996) the mass loss rates are essentially scaling like 

a 1_  ! ~ (kv~) 11~ F(O)ll~gto t" (0) (16) 

where k and a are the force multiplier parameters.  F(O) is the local flux as 
given by the revised yon Zeipel theorem. The values of k and c~ are changing 
with Teff (cf. Pauldrach et al. 1986); for Teff = 50000, 40000, 30000 and 
20000 K one has respectively k= 0.124, 0.124, 0.17, 0.32, and a = 0.64, 0.64, 
0.59, 0.565. Then, taking into account the expression for the flux with the 
revised yon Zeipel theorem, as well as gtot, we obtain for the mass flux, 

I--c~ 1 1 

M(0) ~ (k~)~ ~_--~-~0)~_ 7 (17) 

This relation expresses the dependence of the mass toss rates on colati- 
tude. If c~ and k are constant in latitude (as normally expected in O-stars) ,  
we see that  _]~/(v~) mainly depends on geff (cf. also Owocki et al. 1996, 1998). 
This means that  in a rotating hot star the mass loss rates by unit surface 
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are much larger over the polar caps than at the equator. The terms ~(zg) and 
F(~)  in (17) slightly reinforce the polar mass loss. 

As mentioned above k and c~ vary with Teff. This means that  over the sur- 

face of a rotating star k and c~ also vary. The term (kc~)½ (L~_~_) --z- increases 
by a factor of three from Teff --- 50 000 K to 20 000 K. The term in brackets in 
(17) is also larger for lower a-values.  The term containing F increases with 
the value of F,  this growth being much faster in case of lower a-values.  On 
the whole the following picture emerges: 1. In hot, rotating stars the mass 
flux is higher at the poles and lower at the equator (the respective surface 
areas must of course be accounted for in numerical models). Let us call this 
the " geff-effect" in rotating stars. 2. This behaviour is also present near the 
/2 F- l imi t  where the mass flux is strongly increased as shown by (17). 3. In B 
and later type stars the enhanced polar ejection is progressively compensated 
by effects of larger line opacities (higher k and lower c~), which favour progres- 
sively larger mass flux in the cooler equatorial regions. We shall call this the 
"n-effect" in rotating stars. 4. For B and later type stars near t h e / 2  F- l imi t  
the mass flux is strongly enhanced, particularly in the equatorial regions. The 
wind density also has important  latitudinal variations (cf. Maeder, 1999). 

A so-called bistability of stellar winds has been found by Lamers (1997) 
in non-rota t ing stars: near Teff -- 20 000 K and also close to 10 000 K, large 
and rather  abrupt changes of the force multiplier parameters k and a modify 
the relations between v~  and vesc and the mass loss rates. These impor tant  
changes of k and a should also occur in B -  and A- type  rotating stars, as a 
result of the decrease of Teff between the pole and the equator. 

4.2 T h e  case  o f  ~/ Car inae  a nd  o f  t h e  r ings  in S N  1 9 8 7  A 

The HST pictures of ~ Carinae show two broad polar ejections and an equa- 
torial skirt (cf. Ebbets et al. 1997; Davidson 1997). ~ Carinae is clearly a hot 
star close to the /2F- l imi t .  Among the various explanations possible for the 
observed geometry of the ejections from ~ Carinae we might point out the 
possibility that  polar ejections result from the " geff-effect" in (17) while the 
equatorial skirt is more likely to stem from the "n-effect ' .  

The complex structure around SN 1987A consists of a bright elliptical 
inner ring and of two outer rings moved away from the central ring (cf. Crotts  
et al. 1989; Burrows et al. 1995). Currently the two outer rings are interpreted 
as real rings and not as rings due to the limb brightening of an hour glass 
shell (cf. Burrows et al. 1995). Their  location and CNO composition suggest 
(cf. Panagia et al. 1996) that  they were ejected at an earlier stage of evolution 
than the inner ring, perhaps when the SN progenitor was a blue supergiant. 
The bright inner ring is generally associated to the red supergiant stage in 
view of its composition, location and the timescales involved. We notice tha t  
an equatorial ring could be consistent with the "n-effect" in cool stars while 
s.ymmetrical outer rings would bet ter  correspond with peaks in the function 
M(zg) due for example to some opacity peaks. 
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We must really wonder about the possibility of sharp extrema of the 
functions /I)/(t~) given by (17). This appears as a likely possibility. Indeed, 
if for some ~, the Teff is such that  there is a peak or a discontinuity in 
the opacity, M(~) will also show corresponding features at this colatitude. 
The net result will be the formation of rings. As a mat ter  of fact, the very 
strong variations of c~ (cf. Lamers et al. 1995), which changes abruptly at 
Teff -: 20 000 and 10000K, may produce steep enhancements in M(tg) and 
in the wind density and this may lead to the formation of symmetrical  rings 
in nebulae. Future numerical models will tell us what are the features in 
the observed anisotropic nebulae which can be accounted for by the above 
rotat ional  effects. 

5 C h a n g e  o f  a n g u l a r  m o m e n t u m  a s  a r e s u l t  o f  

anisotropic m a s s  l o s s  

The anisotropic mass loss demonstrated above may have major  consequences 
for stellar evolution. For example, polar ejection, as in O-type stars, removes 
very little angular momentum, and in particular much less than if the mass 
loss rates would be the same over the stellar surface. This implies tha t  the 
angular momentum not embarked by polar winds remains as an excess ~excess 
in the outermost layers. This excess is rapidly redistributed within these 
layers by strong horizontal turbulence which operates on short timescales. 
Conversely equatorial mass loss will remove more angular momentum. 

The above considerations imply that  we must carefully rediscuss the sur- 
face boundary conditions applicable to the equation expressing the conser- 
vation of angular momentum in a rotating star. In particular, we find tha t  
the change of the angular momentum of the last shell between r and _R is 
(Maeder, 1999) 

R 
0___ ~2 pr4drl =-lpr4~[U(r)-5i']+~excess Ot (is) 

The second member expresses the t ransport  by the meridionai circulation 
(term with U(r)) ,  the effect of contraction or expansion (term with ÷ and the 
effect of the anisotropic mass loss. 

Let us now express the excess of angular momentum/:excess applied to the 
last remaining shell as a result of the upper inhomogeneous mass removal. 
This excess is the difference between the angular momentum £ ( ~ )  of the last 
shell and the angular momentum £:anis (~) anisotropically removed by mass 
loss. One has 

J~nis(~2) ] (19) j-- j 
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J($2) is the moment of inertia of a shell at the surface of a rotating star 
of angular velocity ~ while J~nis(E2) is the moment of inertia of the mass 
which is ejected by stellar winds. L:excess will be positive for a polar ejection 
an negative for an equatorial one. The application of this new boundary 
condition will modify the angular momentum during the evolution' of mass 
losing stars.Thus, it is likel:~ that some WR stars, which after the O-phase 
have always stayed on the blue side of the HR diagram are fast rotators, 
since polar ejection is likely to have been dominant. At the opposite, WR 
stars resulting from an evolution through the red-supergiant phase, where 
equatorial mass loss dominates, may show lower rotational velocities on the 
average. 
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Discuss ion  

J.  Puls: In the model of (Pup  ( / ' =  0.6) Peter Petrenz presented in his 
poster paper, we included both the effects of gravity darkening and a latitude- 
dependent F, as well as a latitude-dependent a. As a result, the mass loss 
was still larger over the poles, since a remained roughly constant. The major 
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change was in the velocity field, which was faster at the equator  due to the 
lower/"  (higher Vesc). 

A.  M a e d e r :  I agree that  for O-type stars not at break-up velocity, gravity 
darkening is insufficient to reduce the equatorial Teff enough to make a lower 
a. Thus polar ejection dominates. For B stars, however, the reduction of 

(i.e., the increase of opacity) at the equator may overcome the gravity 
darkening effect, so as to produce equatorial ejection. Concerning the velocity 
field, I would like to remind you of my remark that  in general Vesc does not 
depend on F.  

H .  L a m e r s :  Concerning the question of mass loss increasing toward the pole 
or the equator, you should not forget that  observations tell us that  there are 
disks around hot stars. These observations are, to name just  a few: potari- 
sation; the relation between polarisation and vrot for Be stars; the double- 
peaked line profiles at low velocity of low ionisation lines; and the X-ray 
variability of Be-X-ray binaries. Although it may be possible to explain some 
of these effects by different models (e.g., polarisation by polar outflows) it is 
in my opinion impossible to explain all of these together by polar flows. For 
instance, polar flows might give double-peaked profiles, but  that  will be in 
high ionisation species (hot polar caps) and high wind velocity (high Vesc -+ 
high v~) .  

F . - J .  Zickgraf :  Could your models also explain N enhancement on the main 
sequence for a 20 M® star? This would be of importance for the B[e] star 
R 4 for which we have found an N overabundance. We had interpreted this 
with a post-red supergiant evolutionary stage. In connection with the results 
of Norbert  Langer, the N overabundance at an early stage in the evolution 
could indicate tha t  the first arrival at the Y2-1imit is important  for the origin 
of B[e] stars. 

A. M a e d e r :  The first models show that  20 M® stars on the main sequence 
may undergo N-enhancement due to rotational mixing. I do not know which 
is the minimum mass for which this is possible. This may be an interesting 
point of comparison between models and observations. 

S. Owocki :  A general comment: I think we must be careful not to think tha t  
evidence for a "disk" must mean an equatorially enhanced stellar wind. A 
disk might not be outflowing at all, but in a stat ionary Keplerian orbit. Such 
Keplerian disks would likely have an origin quite independent of the wind. 

R .  S c h u l t e - L a d b e c k :  I have to contradict what Henny said, at least from 
the point of view of spectropolarimetry of massive stars - it is not possible 
to tell from the data  whether the material is in the equator or over the poles 
of the star. I do think the evidence for disks is strong only in the case of Be 
stars, owing to the existence of a large sample of stars observed with polarime- 
try, for which we can analyse the statistical probability of the distribution 
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of projection angles on the plane of the sky. A possibility to distinguish an 
equatorial disk from a distribution of mat ter  over the poles exists in principle 
(with polarimetry) in the case of binaries. Analysing a polarimetric t ime se- 
ries can tell you whether material is located mainly in the binary (and hence 
equatorial) plane or over the pole ( l s t  harmonic vs. 2nd harmonic).  Finally, 
the behaviour of the polarisation across emission lines (see my paper  on EZ 
CMa) might also become a useful tool to detect disks: unlike polar plumes, 
they rotate. 

H .  H e n r i c h s :  How do your evolutionary tracks depend upon the inclination 
of the star? If one wants to derive evolutionary masses from the observed 
luminosity and effective temperature,  the inclination angle is apparently an 
important  factor. 
A.  M a e d e r :  I am pleased to say that  we know the changes in Mv and ( B - V )  
produced by rotation for various orientation angles rather  well (cf., Maeder 
& Peyt remann 1970, A&A 7, 120). As an example, at extreme rotat ion for 
pole-on stars, the excess brightness obtained by integration of the local fluxes 
over the visible part  of the star is about  0.5 mag in My, the change in ( B - V )  
is close to zero; for equator-on stars, the decrease of brightness is about  0.15 
mag for a 5 M® and 0.4 mag for a 2 M e star. There is, however, an impor tant  
reddening of the colour for equator-on stars. Other values can be obtained 
from the tables. 

Andr@ Maeder and Rens Waters (Valeri Hambaryan in the background) 
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A b s t r a c t .  New results for 60 M o stellar models with different rotation rates are 
presented. Some effects of rotation on Wolf-Rayet star formation are discussed. 

In these calculations we supposed tha t  the angular momen tum is locally 
conserved in radiative zones. The local conservation of angular m o m e n t u m  
results from a balance between the outward flux of angular m o m e n t u m  essen- 
tially driven by shear instabilities and the inward flux resulting from merid- 
ional circulation. We checked by resolving the complete set of equations de- 
scribing the t ranspor t  of angular momentum (Maeder & Zahn 1998) tha t  
this s ta t ionary  s tate  is reached in a relatively short  t imescale compared  to 
the evolutionary timescale. This result may not hold for the whole stellar 
mass range (see Denissenkov et al. A&A, in press). 

The  chemical species are diffused under the effects of both  shear turbu-  
lence and meridional circulation. The diffusion coefficients used are given in 
Maeder (1997). We used the Ledoux criterion for sett ing the border  of the 
convective core and, during the main sequence, we took into account semi- 
convective mixing. The  effect of rotat ion on the mass loss rates is taken into 
account by using the Friend & Abbot t ' s  (1986) formula. 

Figure 1 presents the evolution of the s tructure of the s tar  during the H 
and He-burning phases for two 60 M® models: one is non-rotat ing and the 
other is rotat ing with an initial angular velocity ~2 equal to 60% the critical 
angular velocity ~2c (~c is the angular velocity at which the s tar  begins to 
loose ma t t e r  at the equator).  Many differences can be seen : 
1) The  evolutionary scenarios are not the same. Before becoming a W R  star,  
the non-rotat ing 60 M® model goes through a short LBV phase (see also 
Fig. 2) which intervenes after the H exhaustion in its core. When the hydrogen 
surface mass fraction becomes inferior to about  0.4, the star  enters into the 
W R  phase as a WNL star. In the case of the fast rotat ing model 1, the s tar  
enters into the W R  phase while still burning hydrogen in its core. The  s tar  
thus skips the LBV phase and enters the W R  phase at an earlier stage. Such 
an evolutionary scenario was also found by Fliegner & Langer (1994). 
2) The mechanism of W R  star formation is different. Surface abundances cha 
racteristic of the WNL star appear  in the rotat ing model, not as a result of 
the mass loss which uncovers core layers, but  as a result of diffusive mixing 

1 Similar evolutions occur for 60 M® stellar models with ~2/Oc = 0.30 and 0.40 
and for 40 Mo with O/J2c = 0.30, 0.40 and 0.60. 
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the total mass  MTOT and of the mass of the convective core 
M C O N V  a s  a function of time. Various evolutionary stages are indicated on the right 
at the corresponding values of M T O T  . 

in the radiative zones. One observes that the same occurs for the entrance 
into the WC phase. 
3) During the WN phase, the surface abundances are different. Indeed as a 
consequence of point 2) above, the N/C,  N / O  ratios obtained at the surface of 
the rotating WN model have not yet reached nuclear equilibrium in contrast 
with the no rotation case where nuclear equilibrium is reached as soon as the 
star enters the WN phase. 
4) The lifetimes are different. When Y2/f2c increases the WR lifetime in- 
creases. The WN phase, as well as the transition W N / W C  phase, become 
much longer. The W N / W C  phase is characterized by the presence at the 
surface of both nitrogen and carbon. Non rotating models have difficulty in 
reproducing the observed number of such stars. Rotation might be the mech- 
anism responsible for the formation of these stars (see also Langer 1991). 
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The evolutionary tracks in the HR diagram are shown on Fig. 2. We can 
see tha t  higher is the angular velocity, bluer are the tracks during the main 
sequence. This is a consequence of the greater  efficiency of mixing at  higher 
rotation. We can see also, tha t  when the rotat ion rate  increases, less luminous 
WC stars are produced. This is due to the fact tha t  when the s tar  rotates,  
it enters the W R  phase at  an earlier stage and thus begins to loose high 
amounts  of mass early in its evolution. Therefore, the s tar  enters the WC 
phase with a small mass and a low luminosity. 
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Fig. 2. Evolutionary tracks for 60 Mo stellar models at solar metallicity for different 
rotational velocities. Ft/~c is the angular velocity on the ZAMS expressed as a 
fraction of the critical angular velocity oQ¢ . On the main sequence, the higher the 
rotational velocity, the bluer is the track. Different WR subphases are indicated 
with different types of lines. Only part of the ~/F2c -- 0.30 is shown. 
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D i s cu ss ion  

R.  K u d r i t z k i :  You are predicting a new lower mass limit for WR progeni- 
tors. I thought that  there are clear observational limits on this mass. Are the 
new calculations in agreement with the observations? 
G.  M e y n e t :  In fact, I do not propose a new lower mass limit, merely tha t  
some WR stars could originate from low-mass progenitors rotat ing very fast. 
But it remains to be estimated what proportion of low-mass stars rota te  suf- 
ficiently rapidly for this scenario to occur. They certainly belong to the upper 
end of the rotational velocity distribution. 
On the other hand, it must be added here that  if we accept an observational 
lower initial mass limit for WR star formation of around, let's say, 25 Mo at 
solar metallicity, it is difficult to account for this low value without enhanced 
mass-loss rates. It may be that  rotation can help to explain this fact without 
enhanced mass loss, even if (due to clumpiness) the mass-loss rates are to be 
reduced. 

S. Shore :  In laboratory shear flows, the factor 1/4 found from the classical 
Richardson instability criterion can be different; this could change the dif- 
fusion coefficient you have shown by a factor of 2 or more. So, what would 
such a change of "D" produce in your models? Also, if I understand correctly, 
Zahn's theory for sloping convection was developed in the per turbat ion limit; 
what happens at critical rotation? I would expect that  the motion could be of 
high enough energy that  the mechanical contribution, which is missing from 
the von Zeipel physical conditions, could be an important  contributor to the 
energy balance at or near the equator. 
A. M a e d e r :  The factor 1/4 is the usual classical value (e.g., Chandrasekhar 
1961). If we were to assume that  the excess energy is not 1/4 (dU/dz) 2, but 
the same form with another numerical coefficient, the results would certainly 
be modified, like a shift in rotational velocities would do. Concerning von 
Zeipel's theorem, it applies to radiative envelopes. For stars with convective 
envelopes there is also some gravity darkening, but  the results may be ex- 
pected to show some quantitative differences. This is a problem which needs 
further investigation. 

I. A p p e n z e l l e r :  Your models predict a significant fraction of H-rich WR 
stars. How does this compare with observations? 
G.  M e y n e t :  H-rich WN stars are observed (see the paper by Hamann et 
al.). The  interesting point to be checked is to estimate the extent to which 
the H-rich WN stars result from rotating progenitors. More rotat ing stellar 
models must be computed before careful comparisons with observations can 
be performed. 
W . - R .  H a m a n n :  According to our spectral analysis (e.g., Hamann et al. 
1995, A&A 299, 151) late-subtype WN atmospheres have typical hydrogen 
mass fractions of 10 -40  %. Thus it seems that  these new evolutionary calcu- 
lations are now in good agreement with the empirical abundances. 
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Abs t r ac t .  We present spectra obtained with the Infared Space Observatory (ISO) 
of the dust shells surrounding several Luminous Blue Variables (LBVs), both in 
our galaxy and in the LMC. The 20-45 pm spectra of R71, AG Car and Wra 751 
show prominent emission features from crystalline silicates. The composition of the 
crystalline silicates in LBV dust shells is compared to that found in other types of 
objects, such as (post)-AGB stars and red supergiants (RSG). Both Wra 751 and 
AG Car have a high ratio of pyroxenes to olivines. This suggests that the grains 
in both stars experienced very similar processing, but that this processing has lead 
to a higher abundance of pyroxenes compared to RSG. The dust composition of 
the three LBVs discussed here suggests dust formation in a cool outflow not unlike 
those of RSG. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Luminous Blue Variables (LBVs) are massive (Mzams > 50 M®), hot  su- 
pergiants with dense, radiation-driven ionized winds. They show remarkable  
variations in t empera ture  and radius, at roughly constant luminosity, with 
timescales of several years. LBVs are believed to be a short-lived post-main-  
sequence evolutionary phase of the most  massive stars in galaxies; they will 
probably evolve to the He-rich Wolf-Rayet (WR) phase. There are on the 
order of 10 LBVs and LBV candidates known in our galaxy (Humphreys  
& Davidson 1994); well studied cases are P Cygni, r] Car, and AG Car. For 
recent reviews on LBVs see Luminous Blue Variables: massive stars in tran- 
sition, eds. A. Nota  & H.J.G.L.M. Lamers  (1997). 

Almost all LBVs are associated with dusty ring nebulae (Nota et al. 1995). 
These nebulae are the result of previous phases of very high mass  loss and /o r  
of LBV outbursts ,  such as tha t  of ~ Car around 1840. Thus,  the shape, kine- 
matics and composit ion of LBV ring nebulae can be used to t race their  in- 
tegrated mass loss history. Recently, the origin of LBV nebulae has received 
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increased attention because the nebular gas-phase abundances of N and O 
in some nebulae are not in agreement with evolutionary predictions (Smith 
1997; Smith et al. 1998). The mild N enhancements found in e.g. AG Car are 
better explained by a short Red Supergiant (RSG) phase during which the 
star was fully convective. Independently, Waters et al. (1997; 1998a) have 
shown that the dust in several LBV ring nebulae (among which AG Car) 
contains small amounts of crystalline silicates; these grains are also seen in 
the winds of RSG and AGB stars, suggesting similar physical and chemical 
conditions in the dust forming layers. 

This paper discusses infrared spectroscopy taken with the Short Wave- 
length Spectometer (SWS, de Graauw et al. 1996) and with ISOCAM (Ce- 
sarsky et al. 1996) on board of the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO, Kessler 
et al. 1996) of two galactic LBVs (AG Car and Wra 751) and one LMC LBV 
(R71). These spectra yield new information about the composition of the 
dust through their solid state emission features. We compare the LBV dust 
spectra to those of NML Cyg (a RSG) and IRC+10 420 (a post-RSG). 

2 I n f r a r e d  s p e c t r o s c o p y  o f  L B V s  

2.1 AG Car  and  Wra  751 

AG Car and Wra 751 are among the best studied galactic LBVs. Both stars 
have a prominent bipolar ring nebula expanding at 65-70 km/s (AG Car; Nota 
et al. 1992) and about 25 km/s (Wra 751; Huts~mekers & van Drom 1991; 
Garcia-Lario et al. 1998), and have strong infrared excess due to thermal 
emission from dust grains in their shell (e.g. McGregor et al. 1988; Hu et 
al. 1990). The LBV nature of Wra 751 is still somewhat uncertain, since it 
does not show the characteristic variations in temperature (Garcia-Lario et 
al. 1998). ISO-SWS spectra of both objects were discussed previously by 
Lamers et al. (1996) and Waters et al. (1997, 1998); these observations show 
the presence of weak, narrow emission bumps in the 30-45 #m region due 
to crystalline silicates. In the case of Wra 751, also the 9.7 #m amorphous 
silicate feature is present. In figure 1, we show new ISO-SWS observations 
of AG Car, as well as a ground-based 12.5 #m narrow-band N3 image taken 
with TIMMI (K~ufl et al. 1992) at the 3.6m telescope, ESO, La Silla. The 
SWS spectrum is better centered on the nebula than the spectrum presented 
previously. 

The better quality data for AG Car allows us to re-determine the shape 
and strength of the emission bands in the 30-38 pm window region. In figure 2, 
we show continuum subtracted 30-38 #m spectrum of AG Car. The presence 
of relatively narrow emission bands near 33, and 35 #m is evident. Note 
that the 33.8 #m band reported by Waters et al. (1997) is not seen in the 
speed 4 spectrum, nor in the (re-reduced) speed 1 spectrum (not shown). 
The differences between the present paper and previous results is due to 
improved data reduction and continuum subtraction procedures. We have 
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Fig. 1. left panel: TIMMI 12.5 #m image of AG Car. The scale is in axcsec. Over- 
plotted is the position and size of the ISO-SWS apertures. Note the bi-polax struc- 
ture of the nebula, right panel: ISO-SWS AOT01 speed 4 spectrum of AG Car. The 
jump at 30 #m is due to a change to a larger aperture of the SWS. Flux scale is in 
Jy. 

compared the emission bands to laboratory spectra  of crystalline silicates, 
and find a good match  with the pyroxene or tho-enstat i te  (MgSiO~) spec t rum 
published by Koike and Shibai (1998). The laboratory  results of J~iger et al. 
(1998) for a slightly Fe-enriched ortho-enstat i te  also give a reasonable match  
to the wavelengths of the bands, but  the band strengths of these labora tory  
da ta  do not agree with the AG Car data.  I t  is remarkable tha t  the 33.8 #m 
crystalline olivine forsterite (Mg2SiO4) peak, which is prominent  in a lmost  all 
oxygen-rich dust shells with crystalline silicates (see e.g. Waters  et al. 1996), 
is weak or absent in AG Car. This suggests tha t  the abundance  rat io olivines 
to pyroxenes is much lower in AG Car than in other sources. We will re turn 
to this point below. 

The ISO-SWS spectrum of Wra 751, and ground-based 10 #m imaging 
using TIMMI,  have already been presented by Waters et al. (1998). The  con- 
t inuum subtracted spectrum is shown in figure 2. The pa t t e rn  of emission 
features resembles tha t  of AG Car, and we can draw similar conclusions con- 
cerning the lack of forsterite (see also Waters et al. 1998). Also the width 
of the emission bands is comparable in both  objects. The  similarity in solid 
s tate  emission features in both  stars implies tha t  the formation and thermal  
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Fig. 2. Top: continuum subtracted 30-38 ~m spectra of AG Car (slow scan) (A), 
Wra 751 (B), IRC+10 420 (C), and NML Cyg (D). Also shown are laboratory mea- 
surements of forsterite (dash-dotted line; J~ger et al. 1998) and enstatite (dashed 
line; Koike & Shibai 1998). The LBVs have little or no forsterite 

processing history of the crystalline silicate grains is similar for both stars. 
AG Car and Wra 751 share other properties: the shape and kinematics of 
the nebulae, and the evolutionary phase in which both stars presently are. 
Although we are dealing with only two objects, these similarities are encour- 
aging since it strengthens the diagnostic value of the solid state emission 
bands. 
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2.2  R 71 

The  LMC LBV R71 is one of the brightest stellar sources in the LMC at 25 
#m (Wolf & Zickgraf 1986), due to the presence of a warm, detached dust shell 
with a dust mass of about  5 10 -3 M® (Hutsem~kers 1997), corresponding to 
a total  mass of about 1 M® (depending on the uncertain gas/dust  ratio). 
Roche et al. (1993) detected 10 #m silicate emission and conclude that  the 
dust is oxygen-rich. We have observed RT1 with ISO-SWS and with ISOCAM 
and will report  on these observations elsewhere (Waters et al. in preparation).  
Here we mention the detection of a prominent 23 #m feature due to crystalline 
silicates. To our knowledge this is the first extragalactic detection of this 
band. We have fitted the dust spectrum using a 1D radiative transfer code, 
and assuming Teff --- 17,000 K and L = 7 105 L® (Lennon et al. 1994). We 
find a best-fit model with only large grains (0.1 to 1 #m) to fit the amorphous 
silicate feature, and derive a dust mass of 2 10 -2 M®, resulting in a total  
mass of 2 M® (for a gas/dust  ratio of 100, which is very uncertain). The 
time-averaged total  mass loss rate is 7 10 -4 M®/yr  for a period of about  
3 103 years and stopped 6000 years ago. We have neglected the effects of the 
interaction between the present-day fast wind and the slowly expanding dust 
shell in these calculations. Also, the outer radius of the dust shell is poorly 
constrained, which affects the estimate of the duration of the mass loss and 
the mass loss rate. However, the characteristics of the dust shell agree well 
with those expected for a RSG wind. Therefore R71 could have been a RSG 
when it produced the dust shell. 

The ISOCAM data  reveal the presence of a warm dust component which 
cannot be fitted with our radiative equilibrium dust model. This points to the 
presence of a dust component close to the star, or to a separate population 
of small grains out of thermal equilibrium. 

3 P A H  e m i s s i o n  i n  L B V s  

To our surprise, the new high quality SWS spectrum of AG Car shows clear 
evidence for the presence of the well-known family of emission bands near 3.3, 
6.2, 7.7, 8.6 and 11.3 #m. The 5-12 # CAM CVF spectrum of R71 also shows 
these bands (see figure 3). These bands are usually a t t r ibuted to Polycyclic 
Aromatic Hydrocarbons (Leger & Puget 1984). PAH emission was previously 
found in the nebula of the candidate LBV HD168625 (Skinner 1997). The 
warm dust continuum present in both stars near 10 #m is probably related 
to a population of small grains as well. 

The  band strengths of the PAHs can be used to derive constraints on the 
nature of the grains and on their excitation (e.g. Allamandola et al. 1989). 
AG Car has a ra ther  prominent 11.3 ]~m C-H out-of-plane bending mode 
peak compared to the strength of e.g. the 7.7 #m C-C stretch band strength; 
such a strong band can be due to e.g. a population of very large PAHs, or 
to predominantly neutral PAHs. The ratio of the 3.3/~m C-H stretch to 11.3 
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#m band strength is between 3 and 4, which rules out the presence of large 
PAHs, and suggests that  the PAHs are neutral.  
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bands in R 71 (top) and AG Car (bottom). For R 71 we 
multiplied the spectrum by a factor 50 and we removed the prominent amorphous 
silicate band for clarity. Tickmarks indicate the expected position of the bands 

In R71, the 11.3 #m band is s trong but  our da ta  do not cover the 3.3 
/zm region; In addition, the 11.3 #m PAH band may blend with the 11.3 
# m  forsterite band. Given the s trength of the 23 #m forsterite band and 
the relatively high tempera ture  of the dust, the flux in this feature could be 
significant. Therefore, we cannot conclude much about  the size of the PAHs 
in RT1. 

The presence of PAH emission in circumstellar envelopes is strongly corre- 
lated with C-rich chemistry: PAHs are abundant  in C-rich p lanetary  nebulae 
(PNe) and post -Asymptot ic  Giant  Branch (AGB) stars. I t  is therefore not 
obvious tha t  such C-bearing grains are present in the O-rich environment  of 
the LBV nebulae. It  is interesting to note tha t  ISO spectroscopy of evolved 
C-rich objects with prominent  PAH emission has shown tha t  this 'mixed 
chemistry '  is more widespread than  previously thought: several [WC] cen- 
tral  stars of PNe as well as the Red Rectangle nebula show a combinat ion 
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of oxygen-rich crystalline silicates and strong PAH emission (Waters et al. 
1998b, 1998c; Cohen et al. 1999). In low mass stars, this can be understood 
in terms of the chemical evolution of the AGB star, which towards the end 
of the AGB changes from O-rich to C-rich chemistry. The LBVs discussed 
here are not yet C-rich. However, evolutionary calculations (Meynet et al. 
1994) indicate that for an MZAMS 85 M® LBV the photospheric C/O ratio 
is about 0.8, i.e. above solar. Perhaps the grains are produced in the shock 
that occurs when the present-day C-enhanced fast wind collides with the 
slower dusty ejecta. This shock could drive a non-equilibrium C-rich chem- 
istry which would result in the production of PAH molecules. Unfortunately, 
we have no information about the spatial distribution of the PAHs in the 
nebulae to verify this hypothesis. 

In several galactic RSG weak PAH emission at 11.3 #m has been reported 
(Sylvester et al. 1994), proving that these molecules can be produced in an 
O-rich environment. 

4 C o m p a r i s o n  w i t h  o t h e r  e v o l v e d  d u s t y  e n v e l o p e s  

In figure 2 we compare the 30-38 #m solid state emission bands of Wra 751 
and AG Car to those of the M supergiant NML Cyg and the peculiar A-F 
type supergiant IRC+10 420. The latter object is believed to be a transit ion 
object, rapidly evolving to the blue part  of the HR diagram (e.g. Jones et 
al. 1993). It is very well possible that  IRC+10 420 is a W R progenitor. Both 
NML Cyg and IRC+10 420 have or have had mass loss rates in excess of 10 -4 
M®/yr  (Just tanout et al. 1996; Oudmaijer et al. 1996). It is evident that  all 
four sources have crystalline silicates, but  the ratio of the 33.0 (pyroxene) to 
33.8 /zm (olivine) peaks is different: in NML Cyg the olivine and pyroxene 
peaks are similar in peak strength, while in IRC+10 420 the olivine peak is 
quite weak. The olivine peaks seen in AGB and post-AGB stars (Waters et 
al. 1996) are significantly more prominent. Indeed, RSG and AGB stars have 
more olivines than Wra 751 and AG Car (Molster et al., in preparation).  

In order to understand the differences in composition of the crystalline 
silicates between Wra 751 and AG Car on the one hand, and RSG and AGB 
stars on the other hand, it is useful to consider the physical and chemical con- 
ditions in the dust forming layers of dusty outflows. Crystalline silicates form 
predominantly in winds with very high mass loss rates, i.e. high densities in 
the dust forming layers (the LBVs are no exception to this trend). In order for 
the crystal lattice to become ordered after condensation from the gas phase, 
the temperature  of formation must be higher than the glass temperature ,  
which is about 1050 K for silicates. Therefore the crystalline grains must be 
among the first to condense from the gas phase. An important  point to note 
is that  crystalline silicates are Mg-rich and Fe-poor, while amorphous grains 
are Fe-rich and Mg-rich. A possible scenario for the dust condensation could 
be that  first crystalline grains condense, and that  most, but not all, of these 
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grains absorb Fe at temperatures of about 1000 K or slightly lower, which 
destroys the ordered lattice structure (Tielens et al. 1998). The reaction with 
Fe is not possible for higher temperatures. 

The condensation temperature for the Mg-rich olivine forsterite is about 
1500 K. Slow cooling of this material results in the formation of the Mg-rich 
pyroxene enstatite. Therefore, the thermal processing timescale of crystalline 
grains after formation may determine the abundance ratio between olivines 
and pyroxenes. For the lower mass AGB stars and for RSG, the higher abun- 
dance of olivines may therefore indicate a more rapid cooling of the grains 
after formation compared to the LBVs Wra 751 and AG Car. This may be 
related to differences in stellar temperature, to the presence or absence of a 
chromosphere, and to the optical depth of the dust shell. 

Perhaps the most surprising conclusion to be drawn from the ISO spectra 
is the similarity in physical and chemical conditions that must have occurred 
during the formation of the dust in RSG and LBVs. A picture emerges of a 
slow outflow at high density around a cool star. Simple models for the dust 
shell surrounding R71, AG Car and Wra 751 (Waters et al. 1997, 1998a), 
suggest that these shells could have been produced during a brief (2 103 yrs 
for AG Car) phase of very high mass loss. A more difficult question to an- 
swer is at what Teff the star produced the dust shell. The high abundance of 
pyroxenes may point to an on average higher Teff for the LBVs compared to 
RSG, but this is by no means certain. A possible scenario for the production 
of LBV ring nebulae could therefore be a brief period as yellow or red surper- 
giant with a very high mass loss rate. Observationally, such objects would be 
very rare. For several LBVs it has now been established that the grain size 
is large (1 #m). Such grains produce grey extinction at optical wavelengths, 
i.e. the star would not appear to be very reddened. Perhaps the signature 
of LBVs during the ejection of the ring nebula is a yellow supergiant with 
modest circumstellar reddening but significant extinction, surrounded by a 
warm dust shell. This would not be in conflict with the observed lack of very 
luminous red supergiants in galaxies (Humphreys & Davidson 1979). 
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D i s c u s s i o n  

R.  S c h u l t e - L a d b e c k :  In ~ Car, as I showed in my talk, there is a different 
grain population in the UV/optical  versus the IR. For the optical polarisation, 
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we need small grains. The IR polarisation requires large, elongated grains 
with ferromagnetic inclusions. 
S. Shore :  Tha t  is very interesting since one does not see these, at least not 
in AG Car. But  they are present at some stage in dust forming novae. 

Georges Meynet and Andreas Korn 
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Wolf -Rayet  and L B V  Nebu lae  as the  Resu l t  
of Variable and Non-spher ica l  Stel lar W i n d s  

Mordecai-Mark Mac Low 

Max-Planck-Institut ffir Astronomie, KSnigstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany 

Abs t rac t .  The physical basis for interpreting observations of nebular morphology 
around massive stars in terms of the evolution of the central stars is reviewed, and 
examples are discussed, including NGC 6888, OMC-1, and ~? Carinae. 

1 Introduction 

The nebulae observed around massive, post-main sequence stars appear to 
consist of material ejected by the central stars during earlier phases of their 
evolution, rather  than ambient interstellar matter.  Models of these nebulae 
can be used to constrain the mass-loss history of the stars, giving an impor- 
tant  input for stellar evolution models. Understanding the s tructure of these 
nebulae also clarifies the initial conditions for the resulting supernova rem- 
nants, which will interact with the circumstellar material for most of their 
observable lifetimes before encountering the surrounding interstellar medium. 

A strong stellar wind sweeps the surrounding interstellar gas into a stellar 
wind bubble as shown in Figure 1. The stellar wind expands freely until it 
reaches a termination shock. If this shock is adiabatic, the hot gas sweeps up 
the surrounding ISM into a dense shell, forming a pressure-driven or energy- 
conserving bubble that  sweeps up the surrounding ISM into a dense shell 
growing as R c( t 3/5 in a uniform medium (Castor, McCray, &: Weaver 1975). 
Should the termination shock be strongly radiative due to high densities or 
low velocities in the wind, the bubble only conserves momentum and will grow 
as R C( t 1/2 (Steigman, Str i t tmatter ,  & Williams 1975). For more general dis- 
cussions of blast waves in non-uniform media, see Ostriker & McKee (1988), 
and Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Silich (1995), as well as Koo & McKee (1990). 

When these stars leave the main sequence, they pass through phases of 
greatly increased mass loss. These slow, dense winds expand into the rarefied 
interior of the main sequence bubble until their ram pressure p ~ v  2 drops 
below the pressure of the bubble. (Should the main sequence bubble have 
cooled relatively quickly, this may never occur.) As the mass loss rate and 
velocity of the central wind vary during the post-main sequence evolution of 
the central star, these denser winds can in turn be swept up, producing the 
observed ring nebulae around evolved massive stars. 

During their evolution, these nebulae are subject to a number of hydro- 
dynamical instabilities, as well as thermal instabilities (e. g. Strickland & 
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Fig. 1. Stellar wind bubble structure. 

Blondin 1995). I explain how understanding the physical basis of the hydro- 
dynamical  instabilities gives insight into the dynamics of observed nebulae. 
High-resolution observations of nebular morphology can thus be used to con- 
strain the mass-loss history of the central star. 

I then describe how typical stellar evolutionary scenarioes can generate 
observed nebular morphologies, and show semi-analytic and numerical mod- 
els derived from these scenarioes. For example, a star  with a stellar wind 
varying from fast to slow and back again will have a clumpy circumstel- 
lar nebula due to hydrodynamical  instabilities in the shell (Garc/a-Segura,  
Langer & Mac Low 1996). Nonspherical winds and stellar motion can add to 
the morphological richness of the resulting nebulae, as in the nebula around ~? 
Car (Langer, Garcla-Segura, & Mac Low 1998). A recent review of this topic 
is Frank (1998). 

2 S h e l l  Ins tab i l i t i e s  

Gas swept up by a stellar wind will usually be subject  to different instabilities. 
An adiabatic,  decelerating shell with a density contrast  across the shock of 
less than  10 in a uniform medium is stable. However, relaxing any of these 
constraints will lead to instabilities as I now describe. 

2.1 Rayleigh-Taylor Instability 

If  the swept-up shell is denser than  the stellar wind, as will be t rue in virtually 
all cases where a shell exists at all, the shell will be subject to RT instabilities 
if the contact  discontinuity between the shocked stellar wind and the shell 
accelerates. This can be due to an external density gradient steeper than  
r - 2  o r  to a sufficiently fast increase in the power of the central stellar wind, 
though these two mechanisms will lead to different shell morphologies, as I 
discuss below. 

The RT instability occurs when the effective gravity due to acceleration 
points from a denser to a more rarefied gas. We can unders tand its driving 
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Fig. 2. Rayleigh-Taylor instability 

mechanism by considering how the potential energy will change if we inter- 
change a parcel of dense gas having mass ml with a parcel of more rarefied 
gas having m0 < ml, as shown in Figure 2. The potential energy before the 
interchange is given by Ei = m l g z  + m o g ( z  - A z )  which is greater than 
the potential energy after the interchange Ef  = m o g z  + m l g ( z  - A z )  due 
to the difference in the masses. The decrease in potential energy drives an 
exponentially growing interchange of the two fluids. 

When a RT instability occurs due to an external density gradient, dense 
fragments of shell are left behind as the less dense interior expands out be- 
yond them, creating the characteristic bubble and spike morphology seen, 
for example, in models of superbubble blowout (e. g. Mac Low, McCray, & 
Norman 1989). The Wolf-Rayet ring nebula NGC 6888 shown in Figure 3 
provides another example. Here a fast, rarefied Wolf-Rayet wind has swept 
up the slow, dense red supergiant wind that preceded it. While it was still 
sweeping up the slow wind, it was marginally stable to RT instabilities. How- 
ever, at the outer edge of the slow wind, the sharp density gradient triggers 
RT instabilities, as modelled by Garcla-Segura & Mac Low (1995) with the 
astrophysical gas dynamics and magnetohydrodynamics code ZEUS 1 (Stone 
&: Norman 1992). 

On the other hand, when a RT instability occurs due to an increase in 
power of the driving wind, some of the dense fragments of shell actually get 
shot out ahead of the bulk of the fragmenting shell, producing a markedly 
different morphology (Stone, Xu, & Mundy 1995). Although these fragments 
represent only a small fraction of the total mass of the shell, they can produce 
a very striking set of bow shocks in their wake. An example of this occurring 
around one or more pre-main sequence stars is given by the "bullets" observed 
around OMC-1 (Lane 1989, Allen & Burton 1993) in the Orion star forming 
region, as confirmed by McCaughrean & Mac Low (1997). 

2.2 Vishniac  Instabi l i ty  

If a pressure-driven shell is decelerating, but thin, with a density contrast 
across the shock of at least 25 for a stellar-wind bubble expanding into a 

1 Available by registration with the Laboratory for Computational Astrophysics 
at lca@ncsa.uiuc.edu 
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Fig.  3. Comparison between morphology of NGC 6888 in O [lu] (in an image taken 
by K. B. Kwitter with the Burre]l-Schmidt telescope of the Warner and Swasey 
Observatory, Case Western Reserve University), and a numerical simulation of 
RT instability due to a fast wind sweeping over the end of a slow, dense wind 
(Garcla-Segura K: Mac Low 1995). The model image shows a cross-section of the 
density structure in grayscale with black indicating high density and white low 
density. 

uniform medium (Ryu & Vishniac 1988), or  10 for a point  explosion (Ryu  
& Vishniac 1987), it will be subject  to the  Vishniac overstabil i ty (Vishniac 
1983). This has been confirmed exper imental ly  using blast  waves genera ted  
by high-powered lasers p ropaga t ing  into gases with low and high ad iaba t ic  
indexes (Grun et al. 1991). 

The  mechanism of the  Vishniac overstabil i ty can be unde r s tood  by  consid- 
ering a thin, decelerat ing shell driven f rom within by a high-pressure region, 
as shown in Figure 4. From within it is confined by thermal  pressure ac t ing 
normal  to the shell surface, as adjacent  regions can communica t e  wi th  each 
other  by sound waves, while f rom outside it is confined by r am pressure act-  
ing parallel to  the velocity of propagat ion ,  as the shell moves supersonical ly  
into the  sur rounding gas. In equilibrium, these two forces remain  in balance.  
Should the  shell be per turbed,  however, the thermal  pressure will cont inue  to  
act  normally,  bu t  the r a m  pressure will now act  obliquely, giving a t ransverse  
resul tant  force tha t  drives mater ia l  f rom "peaks" into "valleys" of  the  shell. 
The  denser valleys will be decelerated less t h a n  the rarefied peaks,  however,  
so tha t  the  posit ions of  peaks and valleys are  in terchanged after  some time. 
Vishniac (1983) showed tha t  this overstable oscillation can grow as fast  as 
t 1 / 2 .  I t  sa tura tes  when the t ransverse  flows in the  shell become supersonic  
and form transverse shocks, so t h a t  the  end result  of Vishniac instabi l i ty  is 
a shell with t ransonic  turbulence and modera te  per tu rba t ions  (Mac Low & 
N o r m a n  1993)• 
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Fig. 4. Vishniac instability mechanism 
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2.3 Nonlinear Thin Shell Instability 

Should the driving wind cool immediately behind its termination shock, for 
example because of exceptionally high mass-loss rates, it can form a decel- 
erating shell that  is momentum-driven rather than pressure-driven, so that  
it is effectively confined on both sides by ram pressure from shocks. Such a 
shell is not subject to the Vishniac instability, and is, in fact, linearly stable. 
However Vishniac (1994) has shown that  if the shell is strongly perturbed,  
it will still be subject to a nonlinear thin shell instability (NTSI). When the 
shocks are oblique enough to the direction of flow, they will bend the stream- 
lines passing through them, so that  mass is driven towards the extrema of 
the perturbation.  Numerical simulations by Blondin & Marks (1996), using a 
piecewise parabolic hydrocode called VH-1, have shown that  the end result is 
a catastrophic breakup of the shell into a turbulent layer that  grows in time. 

3 A F i n a l  E x a m p l e :  E t a  C a r i n a e  

As an example of how knowledge of these different instabilities can be used 
to constrain the evolution of a star, consider the example of the Homunculus 
Nebula around ~ Car. Langer, Garcla-Segura, & Mac Low (1998) computed 
several two-dimensional models of it using ZEUS, following a basic scenario 
in which a luminous blue star with a fast stellar wind undergoes an out- 
burst during which it has a much slower and denser wind strongly shaped 
by rotation, as described by Bjorkman & Cassinelli (1993), but  then reverts 
to its previous state with a fast, rarefied wind. They  chose two different val- 
ues for the post-outburst  wind, one consistent with current observed values of 
M -- 1.3x 10-3M® yr -1 and vw = 1300 km s -1, and one with a faster, lower 
mass loss wind having M -- 1.7 x 10-4M® yr -1 and v~ = 1800 km s -1.  As 
shown in Figure 5, the slower, denser wind cools upon shocking, forming a 
momentum-driven shell that  fragments due to the NTSI, producing a sharp, 
spiky shell morphology. On the other hand, the faster wind does not cool 
completely, and forms a bubble subject to Vishniac instabilities, giving it 
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Fig. 5. Two-dimensional density distributions from models of 7/ Car by Langer, 
Garcia-Segura, & Mac Low (1998) with faster and slower post-outburst wind show- 
ing Vishniac instabilities and the NTSI respectively. Note how the faster wind model 
resembles a cross-section through the cauliflower-like observed lobes. 

a much more curved, cauliflower-like appearance.  Comparison to the high- 
resolution observations (Humphreys & Davidson 1994; Morse, Davidson, & 
Ebbets  1997) reveals that  the actual morphology strongly resembles a three- 
dimensional version of the model with the faster wind. Langer et al. (1998) 
suggest tha t  this reflects the typical behavior of the wind over the century 
since the outburst ,  and that  the current wind propert ies are actually ex- 
ceptional, and perhaps  even indicative of another  outburst  on its way. This  
suggestion is supported by the gradual  brightening of ~/ Car over the last 
decades (Humphreys  & Davidson 1994). 

This work has made use of the NASA Astrophysical Da ta  System Abst rac t  
Service. I t hank  the organizers for their invitation and their suppor t  of my  
at tendence at this meeting. 
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D i s c u s s i o n  

A. F e l d m e i e r :  Do you see interactions between the Vishniac instability and 
the Rayleigh-Taylor instability in your thin-shell simulations? 
M .  M a c L o w :  Yes. For example, in Garcfa-Segura & MacLow (1995) we mod- 
elled the behaviour of a Vishniac-unstable shell as it ran off the edge of a red 
supergiant wind and became Rayleigh-Taylor unstable. The Vishniac insta- 
bility tends to act as a seed for R-T, by determining at least the initial 
wavelengths on which it acts. 

L. K a p e r :  Could you comment on the time scales for growth of the different 
instabilities? Would it be possible that  when the nonlinear, thin-shell insta- 
bility operates the materialinvolved becomes so fragmented that  it becomes 
difficult to observe? 
M.  M a c L o w :  The Rayleigh-Taylor instability has an exponential growth 
rate, while both the Vishniac instability and the nonlinear, thin-shell insta- 
bility have power-law growth rates. Time constants depend on many things, 
but  will usually be somewhat shorter than the dynamical time. As far as 
observability goes, fragmentation per se will not reduce observability, except 
insofar as it creates a thicker, less dense shell. On the other hand, if the frag- 
ments are denser, their emission measure might actually increase. 

H .  L a m e r s :  There is evidence based on a comparison between the nebular 
abundances and the abundances of the central object of ~ Car (obtained from 
high-resolution HS T/UV spectra) that  the star we see now (the LBV) is not 
the star that  exploded. So one cannot derive the post-ejection wind properties 
from observations of the central object (Lamers et al., ApJ Letters, August 
1998). 
M .  M a c L o w :  This will naturally change the interpretation of our results, 
but  the constraint of a rarified, fast wind having been dynamically impor- 
tant  for the last century remains. 

S. Shore :  What  happens in a full 3D model of the Vishniac instability? 
Would you expect enhanced filamentation when vorticity is not a constraint? 
M .  M a c L o w :  This is an interesting question that  is waiting for someone 
to put  the time in to answer. We have the technology available to do these 
models now. I expect some enhanced filamentation as seen in the Grun et 
al. experiment. However, they also observed saturation suggesting that  sat- 
uration by transverse shocks as described by MacLow & Norman (1992) will 
still occur. 

G.  M e U e m a :  Can you explain why the polar lobes in your ~? Car models 
appear to be more unstable than the equatorial regions? 
M .  M a c L o w :  Numerical dissipation is probably suppressing some Kelvin- 
Helmholtz instabilities. Secondly, other instabilities are not appearing strongly 
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because the shell is decelerating much more strongly at the equator  due to 
the blowout of the polar lobes. 

A.  M o f f a t :  All your calculations of wind interactions assume initially smooth  
winds. Then follows the obvious question as to the impact  of c lumped winds 
for which growing evidence suggests high degrees of multi-scale clumping. 
Even if you have not done any such calculations, can you guess what  might  
happen? 
M .  M a c L o w :  Yes, all of our models assume smooth  winds. I am by no means 
satisfied with this assumption,  so much so tha t  I have devoted most  of my 
t ime for the past  year or so to modelling hydrodynamic  and MHD turbulence 
with the ul t imate intention of blowing winds into it to unders tand the be- 
haviour of blast winds in real turbulent  media. Simple models of dense clumps 
in a uniform density background will not be enough, tha t  is already clear. 
The effects should include enhanced instabilities and thicker shells, perhaps  
also faster expansion. 

Kerstin Weis, Mordecai-Mark MacLow and Lars Koesterke 
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1 Introduct ion and Observations 

The ring nebulae that  surround most Luminous Blue Variable (LBV) stars 
are believed to be the relics of one or more giant eruptions (cf. Nota, these 
proc.). The  nebulae thus represent the stellar surface layers at the t ime of 
the eruption(s) and by analysing their chemical composition and dynamics, 
it is possible to infer the past evolutionary state of the star. 

Observations with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and the Faint Ob- 
ject Spectrograph (FOS) were obtained for the nebulae around the two LMC 
LBVs R127 and R143, and the Ofpe/WN9 star Sl19 for the purpose of ob- 
taining abundances. The spectra cover the wavelength range 3235-6818 A and 
a slit of dimensions 1".7 × 01'.2 was placed on the brightest port ion of each 
nebula. Full details of these observations are given in Smith et al. (1998). 

2 Analysis  and Results  

Interstellar reddenings, electron densities Are and temperatures  Te were de- 
rived for the three nebulae using the Balmer series, [S II] )~6717/)~6731 and 
[N II] )~6584/A5755 ratios. For the R127 nebula, we derive E ( B - V ) =  0.16 -t- 
0.03, Are = 720 • 90cm -3, and T~ = 6420 ± 300K. For the $119 nebula, 
we find E ( B - V ) =  0.05, Ne = 680 -4- 170cm -3, and an upper limit to Te of 
6800 K. In contrast to the similar physical parameters we derive for the R127 
and $119 nebulae, the R143 nebula has Ne < 100cm -3 and T~ = 12000K. 
These parameters and the abundances (see below) indicate tha t  the region 
observed with FOS is part  of the 30 Dot H II complex. The real ejecta nebula 
is located just 2" from the star (see Smith et al., 1998; Nota, these proc.) 

* Based on observations with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope, obtained 
at the Space Telescope Science Institute, which is operated by AURA for NASA 
under contract NAS5-26555. 
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Nitrogen and oxygen abundances were determined for the ejecta nebulae 
directly from the strengths of the IN II] A6584 and [O II] A3727 lines. Correc- 
tion for unseen ionization stages is unnecessary because the nebulae have low 
values of Te. For the Sl19 nebula, IN II] A5755 was not detected; approximate 
upper and lower limits to the abundances were derived using the measured 
upper limit to Te, and the value of Te which reproduces the observed S + / H  in 
the R127 nebula. For the R143/30 Dot nebula, [O III] A5007 is observed, and 
the abundances have been determined using the ionization correction factors 
of Kingsburgh & Barlow (1994). 

In Table 1, we list the derived N /O  ratios, the N enrichment factor AN,  
and the O depletion factor 1/A O for the three nebulae. The mean of the 
LMC H II region abundances of Dufour (1984) and Russell & Dopita  (1990) 
were used to calculate these factors. For comparison, we list the abundances 
for other objects containing processed stellar material in the LMC; non-type 
I PNe (nebulae which show CN-processed material), and the inner ring of SN 
1987A which is believed to consist of red supergiant (RSG) wind material.  

Table I. Nebu[ax abundances 

Object SpT N/O A N 1/ /10 Ref. 

R127 LBV 0.89 ± 0.40 10.7-t- 2.2 2.0 :t: 1.0 1 
Sl19 Ofpe/WN9 1.41-2.45 11.5-24.5 1.4-5.1 1 
R143/30 Dot LBV 0.04 + 0.04 0.5 4- 0.6 2.2 4- 1.1 1 

Non-Type I PNe 0.19 i 0.09 4.6 + 2.9 1.0 :t= 0.5 2 
SN 1987A RSG? 1.55 4- 0.40 11.5 + 2.3 3.2-1- 0.7 3 
(HII) 0.04 1.0 1.0 4 

1. this paper; 2. Barlow (1991), Walton et al. (1991); 3. Panagia et al. (1998, &: in 
prep.); 4. Dufour (1984), Russell & Dopita (1990). 

3 D i s c u s s i o n  a n d  C o n c l u s i o n s  

For the R127 nebula, we derive an N / O  ratio of 0.89 with N enriched by a 
factor of 11, and O showing little, if any, depletion. For the Sl19 nebula, we 
derive a similar N/O ratio of 1.41-2.45, where the range reflects the uncer- 
tainty in Te. The R143/30 Dor abundances agree well with the mean H II 
region abundances listed in Table 1. Comparing first the R127 nebular abun- 
dance pat tern  with non-type I PNe, we find that  while N is a factor of ,,~ 2 
more enriched, O is the same within the errors. Comparison with the SN 
1987A abundances shows that  the N enrichment is identical and that  the O 
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abundances agree reasonably well. We conclude that  the high N enrichment 
and minimal O depletion in the R127 nebula are consistent with material 
tha t  has been CN-processed only. The remarkable agreement with the SN 
1987A inner ring abundances and the low expansion velocity of the nebula 
(Smith et al. 1998) suggests that  the R127 nebula was once the CN-processed 
convective envelope of a RSG. 

Comparison of the nebular abundances with those determined for LBVs 
from atmospheric analyses (e.g. Lennon et al. 1994; Venn 1997) shows that  the 
atmospheres should consist of CNO-processed material. It thus appears tha t  
the R127 nebular abundances do not reflect the current surface composition 
assuming it has CNO-equilibrium abundances, and suggests tha t  the nebula 
was ejected before, or at the very start  of, the LBV phase. Interestingly, the 

Car nebula shows extreme CNO-processing (Dufour et al. 1997). 

We have examined whether the R127 nebular N /O  abundance ratio can 
be reproduced by the evolutionary tracks of Meynet et al. (1994). We find 
that  the amount  of mass loss is the critical parameter.  If it is too high, the 
observed N/O ratio occurs while the star is still on the main-sequence and 
the evolutionary timescale is then too long to produce a small nebula in the 
LBV phase. We find best agreement for a 60 M® model where the pre-LBV 
mass loss is low enough to allow the star to evolve redward, and N / O ~  1 
occurs when the star is a cool supergiant inside the Humphreys-Davidson 
limit. 

Our finding that  the R127 nebula was once a RSG convective envelope is 
also supported by recent ISO observations. Waters et al. (these proc.) find 
that  the crystalline dust structure in LBV nebulae is suggestive of formation 
in RSG envelopes. How can we reconcile these findings with the observed ab- 
sence of RSGs above the Humphreys-Davidson limit? First, the RSG phase 
must be brief. The model of Stothers & Chin (1996 and refs. therein) has the 
LBV eruption occurring in a brief RSG phase. Second, it is possible that  the 
RSG phase does not correspond to an evolutionary phase in the usual sense, 
but  rather  to a pseudo-RSG phase, occurring as a result of encountering the 
Eddington limit. What  happens at this point is very complicated. According 
to the model of Owocki & Gayley (1997), it is possible tha t  the star will re- 
spond to the super-Eddington condition by developing a convective envelope 
and becoming very bloated such that  it will have the appearance of a RSG. 
The outer envelope may then become detached due to a density inversion 
(Owocki & Gayley 1997). 

On the basis of our observations we suggest the following picture for the 
formation of LBV nebulae. The pre-LBV does not lose enough mass while 
on the main sequence, and evolves redward. At some point it encounters the 
Eddington limit, and develops a deep convective envelope which is gently 
ejected to reveal the LBV underneath. LBVs should therefore be surrounded 
by massive RSG envelopes which in most cases, will be neutral because of 
the low ionizing fluxes. 
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Discuss ion  

J .  Cass inel l i :  About 10 years ago Kris Davidson found that  stars could 
appear to the right of the Humphreys-Davidson limit at ,-~ 8000 K. So, are 
your "pseudo red supergiants" really at the far right side (Tell ~3000 K) of 
the HR diagram or is there a large uncertainty concerning Teff at the cool 
phase? This is important  for deciding whether dust can from or not. 
L. S m i t h :  There is a large uncertainty regarding Teff since the amount  of 
mass loss is the critical parameter  in determining how far to the red a star 
will evolve. 

M.  Maga lh~es :  Were the evolutionary tracks you used for non-rotat ing 
stars? 
L. S m i t h :  Yes, the tracks are those of Meynet et al. (1994) and do not in- 
clude rotation. 

R.  H u m p h r e y s :  How short do you expect the time scale to be for the 
red supergiant phase? We observe several stars now in different galaxies 
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(IRC +10420, VarA) undergoing evolutionary changes that  take only 2000-  
3000 years. So for your proposed red supergiants to exist, they have to be 
< 1000 years and not be observed. Alternatively, the stars could be optically 
obscured. The LMC has been surveyed in the infrared. The two most lumi- 
nous M supergiants are IRAS sources; they are O H / IR  supergiants. They  
have Mbol ~ --9.5 - --9.7. There are no more luminous M supergiants known 
in the LMC. 
So your proposed red supergiant phase will have to be extremely brief (R 127 
is very unlikely given the size of red supergiants). HR Car is below the 
Humphreys-Davidson limit. 
For a pseudo-RSG phase, take a look at Var A in M 33 (Humphreys et al. 
1987) and p Cas - two F supergiants that  temporari ly became M supergiants. 

Rolf Kudritzki and Henny Lamers 



T h e  W i n d  M o m e n t u m  - L u m i n o s i t y  
R e l a t i o n s h i p  o f  B l u e  S u p e r g i a n t s  

Rolf-Peter Kudritzki 

Institut fiir Astronomie und Astrophysik der Universit£t Mfinchen, Scheinerstr.1, 
D-81679 Miinchen, Germany 
Max-Planck-Institut ffir Astrophysik, D-85740 Garching bei Miinchen, Germany 

Abs t r ac t .  The prediction of the W i n d  M o m e n t u m  - Luminos i ty  Re la t ion-  
ship (WLR) based on the theory of radiation driven winds is verified by quantitative 
spectroscopy of winds of A-, B- and O-supergiants. The relationship depends on 
spectral type. New stellar wind calculations are presented reproducing the observed 
spectral type dependence. The impact of spectral variability on the WLR is inves- 
tigated by an analysis of some hundred spectra of the luminous AOIa-supergiant 
HD92207 obtained within the Heidelberg Spectral Variability Survey and found to 
be small. 

Finally, the WLR is discussed as a tool for the determination of extragalactic 
distances. Recent results obtained for the Galaxy, M31 and M33 are presented. 
The potential of the method is discussed with the conclusion that it m a y  allow 
independen t  d is tance  modul i  to be  ob t a ined  wi th  an  accu racy  of  t en  
pe rcen t  out  to the  Virgo and  Fornax  c lus ters  of  galaxies. 

1 T h e  W i n d  M o m e n t u m  - L u m i n o s i t y  R e l a t i o n s h i p  

The W i n d  M o m e n t u m  - L u m i n o s i t y  R e l a t i o n s h i p  (WLR) provides 
a new independent tool to derive extragalactic distances with an accuracy 
comparable  to the Cepheid method.  The basic concept is simple. Since the 
winds of the blue supergiants are a result of radiat ion pressure, we expect  the 
mechanical momentum flow of a stellar wind Mvoo to be a function of the 
photon momen tum rate  L/c provided by the stellar photosphere and interior. 
Indeed, a straightforward analytical solution of the hydrodynamic  equations 
of radiation driven winds yields (see Kuddri tzki  et al. 1989, Kudri tzki  et al. 
1996a, Puls et al. 1996, Kudritzki 1998) 

~ 1  L1/~ (1) R,0 5 

where a(~. 2/3.. .1/2) is well determined by atomic physics and represents 
the power law exponent of the distribution function of line strengths of the 
many  thousands of lines driving the wind. 

Thus,  by measuring the ra te  of mass-loss and the terminal  velocity directly 
from the spect rum we are - in principle - able to determine the luminosity 
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Fig.  1. H~ line profile fits of the galactic supergiants HD 14947 (O5Ia),  HD 37128 
(BOIa), HD 2905 (B0.7Ia),  HD 223385 (A3Ia) ,  HD 12953 ( A l i a ) ,  HD 14489 
(A2 Ia). The fits of HD 14947 are taken from Puls et al., 1996 and the three different 
curves indicate adopted changes in the model calculations of 25 percent in/P/.  The 
fits of all other objects are from Kudritzki et al. et al., 1998, who used an improved 
version of the unified model atmosphere code developed by Santolaya-Ray, Puls 
and Herrero (1997) for the line profile fits. 

of a blue supergiant. This is an exciting perspective, because it would give us 
a purely spectroscopic toot to determine stellar distances. Quanti tat ive spec- 
troscopy would yield Teff, gravity, abundances, intrinsic colours, reddening, 
ex t inc t ion , /~ /and v~ .  With the luminosity from the above relation one could 
then compare with the dereddened apparent magnitude to derive a distance. 

It is, of course, challenging to compare the prediction of radiation driven 
wind theory with the observations to see whether an observed WLR does 
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Fig. 2. Upper left: The observed WLR of the brightest galactic supergiants of 
spectral type O, early B and early A. Data from Puls et al., 1996 and Kudritzki et  
al. 1998. Wind momenta are given in cgs-units. Upper right: Ha profile fit of the 
low luminosity supergiant HD 38771 (a Ori, B0.5 Ia) with 1~/ -- 2.8 and 1.0 10 -7 
Mo/yr (dotted and dashed-dotted, respectively). Lower left: The observed WLR 
including HD 38771. Lower right: Three independent linear regressions fitted to the 
three spectral types assuming a temperature dependence of the WLR. 

exist. This requires the determination of v ~  and M.  While the measurement 
of the former is easy and straightforward by means of the blue edges of the 
P-Cygni  profiles of UV resonance lines (for 0 - ,  B-, and A-supergiants) or 
Ha (for A-supergiants with winds of significant strength; for examples and 
references, see for instance Kudritzki 1998), the determination of the latter 
with sufficient precision used to be problematic. However, the development 
of NLTE Unified Model Atmospheres made it possible to use the strength of 
H~ as a wind line to determine M very precisely (see again Kudritzki 1998 
for an overview). In this way, Puls et al. 1996 obtained accurate mass-loss 
rates for a large sample of galactic O-stars and provided a detailed discussion 
of the Ha line formation process and the possible error sources. Kudritzki et 
al. 1998b extended this work on the brightest galactic B- and A-supergiants 
with well determined distances. Fig. 1 indicates how accurately the observed 
H~ stellar wind line profiles can be reproduced by the theoretical models 
yielding mass-loss rates with a precision better than 0.1 dex. Fig. 2 (upper 
left) combines the results from Puls et al. 1996 and Kudritzki et al. 1998b 
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with regard to the observed wind momentum and reveals the clear existence 
of a WLR. 

There is the indication of a slight curvature of the observed W LR or of 
the existence of three independent relations of slightly different height and 
slope for the three spectral types. The latter interpretat ion is supported by 
the investigation of the wind momentum of the B0.5 supergiant HD 38771 
(a Ori). This object is usually considered as a twin of HD 37128 (c Ori, Ha 
profile displayed in Fig. 1), however, the recent astrometric results obtained 
with the Hipparcos satellite show that  it is in the foreground of the Orion 
association with a de-reddened absolute magnitude of only My -- -4.8 m. This 
explains, why - contrary to HD 37128 - Ha is in absorption and is fitted with 
a significantly smaller rate of mass-loss (see Fig. 2, upper right). The  wind 
momentum of HD 38771 - a low luminosity B-supergiant - is still larger 
than the wind momentum of the A-supergiants of comparable luminosity (see 
Fig. 2, lower left). We take this as an indication of a tempera ture  dependence 
of the WLR and adopt three independent linear regression for the three 
spectral types (Fig. 2, lower right). We also note that  the WLR of Central 
Stars of Planetary Nebulae, which are as hot or even hot ter  than O-star, 
follows the WLR of O-stars (see Kudritzki et al. 1997). This confirms our 
conclusion tha t  the WLR is temperature  dependent. 

2 N e w  w i n d  m o d e l s  f o r  s u p e r g i a n t s  o f  s p e c t r a l  t y p e  O ,  

B a n d  A 

To be able to investigate the systematic behaviour of line driven winds across 
the whole HRD of hot stars (where "hot" means that  hydrogen is ionized and 
can be as cool as Te~ = 8000 K for A-supergiants) in all different stages of 
evolution (including massive stars as well as post-AGB) we have developed a 
new approach to calculate the wind dynamics. This approach is based on the 
improvements achieved during the last decade with regard to atomic physics 
and line lists (see Pauldrach et al. 1998). We use the line list of 2.5 106 lines 
of 150 ionic species and apply analytical formulae (see Springmann 1997, 
Springmann and Puls 1998) for a fast approximation of NLTE occupation 
numbers to calculate the radiative line acceleration, which is then represented 
by a new parameterization using depth dependent force multiplier parameters  
(see Kudritzki et al. 1998a; note tha t  now as an improvement real model 
atmosphere fluxes are used instead of Planck functions for the photospheric 
irradiation of the wind). Because of the depth dependent force multipliers a 
new formulation of the critical point equations is introduced (Kudritzki et al. 
1998c). In this way, wind models can be calculated within a few seconds on 
a workstation for every hot star with specified effective temperature,  mass, 
radius and abundances. 

We have used this new approach to calculate wind models for typical 
parameters of A-, B- and O-supergiants. The results are compared with the 
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observations in Fig. 3. Although much more work has yet to be invested in 
the future to compare theory and observation on a s tar  by star  basis, a first 
conclusion is tha t  the theory is roughly able to reproduce the observed trends 
with regard to wind momentum and terminal  velocity. 
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Fig. 3. New wind calculations compared with the observations. Left: Wind mo- 
menta as function of luminosity. The dotted, dashed-dotted and dashed curves cor- 
respond to the observed regression curves of Fig. 14 for A-, B- and O-supergiants, 
respectively. The (open and filled) circles and squares correspond to the models. 
Their scatter at a given luminosity is a result of the different masses or effective 
temperatures adopted. Right: l~t io  of terminal velocity to photospheric escape ve- 
locity as function of effective temperature. Open circles represent observations taken 
from Prinja and Massa (1998). Filled circles correspond to the calculations and the 
scatter at a given temperature is a result of the different masses and luminosities 
which were adopted. 

3 S p e c t r a l  v a r i a b i l i t y  - t h e  c a s e  o f  t h e  A O I a - s u p e r g i a n t  
H D  9 2 2 0 7  

The observed tight correlation of stellar wind momen tum with luminosity 
seems to in variance with the variability of stellar wind lines observed in the 
spectra  of many  supergiants indicating stellar wind momen ta  to be a function 
of time. However, even strong changes in the observed line profiles of - for 
example - Ha do not neccessarily t ransform into large changes of stellar wind 
momen tum because of the extremely strong dependence of H~ on mass-loss. 
Ruppersberg  et at. 1998 (see also Ruppersberg  1998) have investigated this 
question by analyzing some hundred spectra  of the the AOIa-supergiant HD 
92207 obtained within the Heidelberg Spectral  Variability Survey by Kaufer  
et ai. 1996 over a period of 150 days. For each spect rum effective tempera ture ,  
gravity, radius, mass-loss rate  and terminal  velocity were carefully determined 
by line profile fits (see Fig. 4 for illustration). Mass-loss rates und terminal  
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Fig. 4. Left: Simultaneous fit of the Ha, Z, ~ profiles in one spectrum of HD 92207. 
Right: H~ fits at three different times. (From Ruppersberg et al., 1999). 

wind velocities obtained from this analysis did indeed show a significant vari- 
ation as function of time. However, the variation in wind momentum turned 
out to be smaller than 0.2 dex (see Fig. 5) resulting only in a very small 
shift of this object in the wind momentum - luminosity plane typical for the 
general scatter within the WLR. 

4 T h e  W i n d  M o m e n t u m  - L u m i n o s i t y  R e l a t i o n s h i p  

a n d  t h e  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  e x t r a g a l a c t i c  d i s t a n c e s  

It has long been a dream of stellar astronomers to use the spectra of the most 
luminous blue stars to determine the distances to other galaxies. Now, the 
WLR might provide the means to fullfill this dream.The basic technique is 
to derive the stellar parameters (temperature, gravity, metallicity) spectro- 
scopically from optical absorption lines .(see Kudritzki 1998 for references), 
and then to model the H~ profiles (--+ M for 0- ,  B- and A-supergiants, v ~  
for A-supergiants) and the UV P-Cygni line profiles (--~ Voo for 0- ,  B- and 
A-supergiants) to obtain the wind momentum. Application of the empirically 
calibrated WLR appropriate to the spectroscopically determined metallicity 
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Fig. 5. Terminal velocity, mass-loss rate and stellar wind momentum of HD 92207 
as function of time (upper left and right, lower left, respectively). The location 
of HD 92207 in the wind momentum - luminosity plane superimposed by the ar- 
row indicating the maximum amount of momentum variability measured. (From 
Ruppersberg et al., 1999). 

(for a discussion how to deal with different metallicities, see again Kudri tzki  
1998) then allows one to determine the intrinsic luminosity from which the 
distance follows once the stellar apparent  magni tude and colours(-+ redden- 
ing and extinction in conjunction with the stellar parameters  determined 
spectroscopically) are known. In practice, one will adopt  a distance for all 
stars in a galaxy to locate them in the momentum/ luminos i ty  plane and will 
then i terate the distance until the distribution coincides with the cal ibrated 
sample. 

4.1 A f i rs t  investigation in M31 and M 3 3  

A crucial test  of the W L R  method is the investigation of wind m o m e n t a  
of blue supergiants in M31. In an extensive collaboration (see acknowledge- 
ments),  we have star ted a systematic s tudy using the W r i t  and Keck tele- 
scopes for optical spectroscopy and the HST for multicolour pho tomet ry  and  
UV spectroscopy. While most  of the Cycle 6 and 7 HST observations have 
still to be carried out, we are able to present the first analysis of two M31 
A-supergiants (see Mc Car thy et al. 1997) based solely on Keck HIRES op- 
tical spectroscopy in Fig. 6 (see also Mc Car thy et aI. 1995 for M33). The  
results are very encouraging. The H= line profiles allow a precise determina-  
tion of wind momenta.  Adopting a distance modulus of 24.25 mag (Rozanski 
~: Rowan-Robinson 1994) we find that  both  objects coincide very well with 
galactic WLR. Mc Carthy et al. 1997 est imate tha t  with 10 to 20 objects 
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it will be possible to obtain an independent M31 distance modules with an 
accuracy of 0.1 mag. 
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Fig. 6. Left: Ha fit of the Keck HIRES spectrum of the M31 A2 Ia-O supergiant 
41-3654 yielding a precise determination o f /~ / and  vow. Right: Wind momenta of 
two A-supergiants in M31 (obtained with Keck HIRES) compared with galactic A- 
and B-supergiants of the solar neighbourhood. Results from McCarthy et al. 1997. 

4 . 2  T h e  p o t e n t i a l  o f  t h e  W L R - m e t h o d  

The application of the W L R  method does not neccessarily require spect ra  
of high S /N or high spectral resolution. As a very illustrative example we 
have used the Ha and HZ equivalent widths of LMC A-supergiants published 
by Tully and Wolff 1984 to derive gravity and - most  impor tan t ly  - wind 
momen ta  (adopting voo = 150 k m / s  for all objects). Fig. 7 shows the result- 
ing correlation between wind momen tum and absolute magni tude for those 
objects where a good simultaneous determination of gravity and mass-loss 
rate  was possible (for details, see Knoerndel  et M. 1998). Despite the limited 
quality of the data, the tightness of the relation obtained is striking. 

If one wants to use this observed relationship to estimate the possible 
accuracy of distance determinations, it is important to realize that determin- 
ing a mass-loss rate from an Ha profile requires an assumption about the 
stellar radius and therefore the distance. Thus, both wind momentum and 
absolute magnitude depend on the radius adopted. However, as one can show 
analytically (Puls et al. 1996), the quantity 

• R ,  1 5 
Q = • (2) 

is an invariant of the profile fitting, i.e. the strength of Ha as a wind 
line depends exactly on this quantity. As a consequence, we also plot Q as a 
function of M v  in Fig. 7 to quantify the distance independent scatter.  The  
s tandard  deviation in absolute magni tude from the mean relation Q = f (Mv)  
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is on the order of 0.3 mag. This confirms the estimate by Mc Carthy et al. 
1997 that  with ten to twenty objects per galaxy, distance moduli as accurate 
as 0.1 mag should be achievable. 
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Fig. 7. Left: Wind momentum determined from the Balmer line equivalent widths 
of LMC AO Ia - supergiants published by Tully and Wolff (1984) as function of 
absolute magnitude (adopting a distance modulus of 18.5 mag). From Knoerndel 
et al., 1998. Right: Same as the left figure, but instead of wind momentum the 
invariant Q of the Ha fitting (see text) is plotted. 

The uncertainties in WLR distance moduli might, therefore, be compa- 
rable to those obtainable from Cepheids in galaxies. The advantage of the 
WLR-method,  however, is that  individual reddening (and therefore extinc- 
tion) as well as metallicity can be derived directly from the spectrum of every 
object. Moreover, it is a new independent primary method for distance de- 
termination and can contribute to the investigation of systematic errors of 
extragalactic distances. However, the crucial question is to what distances 
will the method be applicable. 

The best spectroscopic targets at large distances are A-supergiants. Since 
massive stars evolve at almost constant luminosity towards the red, A-super- 
giants are the optically brightest "normal" stellar objects because of the 
effects of Wien's law on the bolometric correction. In addition, for these 
objects we can determine the wind momentum solely by optical spectroscopy 
at Ha (without need of the UV). This means that  we can use ground-based 
telescopes of the 8m class for spectroscopy rather than the tiny HST (which 
is then needed for accurate photometry only). 

From Fig. 7 we see that  the brightest A-supergiants have absolute mag- 
nitudes between - 9  and - 8  mag (objects like 41-3654 in M31 are another  
example). Such objects would be of apparent  magnitude between 20 and 21 
in galaxies 6 Mpc away, certainly not a problem for medium (2/~) resolution 
spectroscopy with 8 m class telescopes. Even in a galaxy like M100 at a dis- 
tance of 16 Mpc (Freedman et al. 1994b; Ferrarese et al. 1996) these objects 
would still be accessible at magnitudes around 22.5 and would yield wind mo- 
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mentum distances if medium resolution spectroscopy on a 8 m class telescope 
were combined with HST photometry. Indeed, the HST colour magnitude 
diagram published by Freedman et al. 1994a may show the presence of such 
objects in M100. 

One might ask, of course, whether a medium resolution of 2/ l  would still 
allow a sufficiently accurate determination of effective temperature, surface 
gravity, abundances, and wind momentum. We note that the rotational veloc- 
ities of A-supergiants are typically on the order of 40 kms -1, a broadening 
which is matched by a spectral resolution of roughly 1.4A at Ha. There- 
fore we expect that the medium resolution situation will not be dramatically 
worse, provided sufficient S/N can be achieved and accurate sky-, galaxy-, 
and H II region-background subtraction can be performed at very faint mag- 
nitudes. Experiments with observed spectra degraded with regard to S/N, 
resolution and sky emission indicate that such observations are challenging 
but feasible. 

In summary, the WLR results obtained so far in the Local Group galaxies 
are very encouraging. We are optimistic that after further tests and cali- 
bration steps, we will have a new dis tance d e t e r m i n a t i o n  m e t h o d  
capable of  reaching out  as far as to the  Virgo and  Fornax clusters  
of galaxies. 
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D i s c u s s i o n  

S. Owocki :  One remarkable implication of the observed wind-momentum-  
luminosity relation is that  the line parameters are nearly universal for O, 
B, and A stars. But if you were to add WR stars to your observational 
comparison, they would not fit by a factor of ten. This suggests tha t  there 
is something about  WR winds that  makes line opacity a factor of ten more 
efficient in driving mass. All this is quite independent of a single scattering 
momentum limit, but  represents a kind of "opacity problem". 
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Abstract .  The observational evidence and the theoretical work presented at this 
colloquium demonstrate that significant non-spherical effects and time variations 
are very common phenomena in the winds from hot stars. Hence, the assumptions 
of spherical symmetry and stationarity, while highly successful for the theory of 
stellar structure, appear to be inadequate for describing and understanding the 
winds of hot stars. This conclusion has significant consequences for the appearance 
and evolution of hot stars. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

In view of the huge distances of our research objects stellar astrophysics has 
been a surprisingly successful branch of science. Today the interiors of the 
Sun (and of main-sequence stars  about  anywhere in the Universe) are in 
many  aspects bet ter  understood than  the deep interior of our Ear th ,  and 
many  details of stellar a tmospheres can be modeled more reliably than  the 
behavior  of the a tmosphere  in which we live. 

Much of this success has been due to the fact tha t  the basic physics of 
stars is relatively simple. In most  cases their ma t t e r  can be described by the 
equation of s tate  of an ideal gas. Stellar s tructure can be approximated  very 
well assuming spherical symmetry.  And al though all stars evolve with time, 
the evolutionary t ime scale is so much longer than  the dynamic t ime scale 
tha t  static or s ta t ionary models provide excellent approximations.  

Since about  70 years it has been known tha t  luminous hot stars  tend to 
lose mass. Later  it became clear tha t  late-type stars  like our Sun also have 
stellar winds and tha t  stellar mass loss is a ra ther  common phenomenon oc- 
curring in all regions of the H R  diagram. In view of the simplicity and the 
success of the spherical and static stellar s t ructure models it was natura l  
to s tar t  modeling stellar winds with spherical and s ta t ionary  configurations 
too. Although direct observations of P lanetary  Nebulae, Nova and Supernova 
remnants ,  wind-blown IS bubbles, and X-ray observations of the solar corona 
showed conspicuous deviations from spherical symmetry,  the notion of spher- 
ically symmetr ic  and s ta t ionary winds survived, mainly due to our lack of 
knowledge on the real wind geometries. 

At this conference much additional evidence for non-spherical and non- 
s ta t ionary  winds was reported.  Moreover, we learned tha t  major  deviations 
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from spherical symmetry and stationarity follow naturally from realistic wind 
theories. Hence, IAU Colloquium 169 may one day be remembered as the 
meeting where it was realized that the assumptions of spherical symmetry 
and stationarity (while very successful for stellar interiors) is fundamentally 
inadequate for stellar winds. In the following I shall try to summarize the 
results which were presented at this Colloquium and which lead us to this 
conclusion. 

2 P r o b i n g  t h e  W i n d  G e o m e t r y  

2.1 Observat ional  Progress  

The occurrence of stellar winds was initially inferred from spectroscopic data 
(Beals, 1930). Spectroscopy also provided the first hints for deviations from 
spherically symmetric flows, and this technique continues to be one of the 
main information sources on the wind geometries. Perhaps the most im- 
pressive data sets shown at this meeting were the extensive spectroscopic 
time series of 0 stars, BA supergiants and Be stars obtained with IUE and 
with dedicated ground-based instruments, such as HEROS, and described 
elsewhere in this volume by A.W. Fullerton, Andreas Kaufer, Geraldine Pe- 
ters, Stanislav Stefl, and Thomas Rivinius. All these observations resulted 
in convincing evidence for rotational modulations of the wind spectra, prov- 
ing conclusively that the observed winds are not spherically symmetric and, 
in fact, not even azimuthally symmetric. Various plausible models for wind 
geometries have been derived and presented at this meeting. However, the 
discussion also showed that, while spectroscopic time series can prove the 
presence of asymmetries conclusively, the derivation of the exact wind struc- 
ture from spectroscopic data is complex and much more difficult. 

A more direct method to prove the presence of deviations from spher- 
ical symmetry is polarimetry. This technique has been used to investigate 
flattened objects and circumstellar disks since more than three decades (cf. 
e.g. Appenzeller 1965, Appenzeller and Hiltner 1967). But major progress 
in this field was achieved only during the past decade with the development 
of improved instrumentation, better models and the introduction of spec- 
tropolarimetry. This progress was demonstrated impressively at this meeting 
by the reports and posters presented by Karin Bjorkman, M£rio Magalh~es, 
Cl£udia Vilega Rodrigues, and R. V. Yudin. But, as analyzed beautifully in 
John Brown's talk, inferring the geometric details from polarimetry and spec- 
tropolarimetry alone requires caution, and a successful fit to a simple model 
does not guarantee a correct derivation for the underlying geometry. There- 
fore, polarimetric observations cannot fully replace direct high angular reso- 
lution imaging. 

As expected some of the key results in the field of high-resolution direct 
imaging of winds presented at this meeting came from the HST (cf. the 
corresponding contributions by Antonella Nota, Regina Schulte-Ladbeck, and 
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others to this volume). There were also interesting new radio da ta  (S. White) 
and - more surprisingly - FIR data  from ISO (N. R. Trams et al.). Tha t  ISO 
(with its angular resolution strongly limited by the diffraction disk of its, 
expressed in wavelength, rather small aperture) should allow us to  image 
the wind zones of stars appears unexpected on first glance. On the other 
hand, ISO records radiation from the cold matter.  Hence ISO allows us to 
see the cool and dusty outermost regions of wind flows, which are sufficiently 
extended to be resolved with infrared satellites. 

Among the most exciting results presented at this meeting were data  ob- 
tained from optical interferometric imaging (F. Vakili and others). The da ta  
produced so far show clearly the wavelength dependence of the shape, orienta- 
tion and size of the wind flows on a sub-arcsec scale. The next  step obviously 
must be to obtain a more complete coverage of the u-v plane and to recon- 
struct real images of the observed stellar winds. While this will require much 
additional development work, it was very encouraging to see real progress 
in this field. As a precaution it must be noted however, tha t  for direct and 
interferometric imaging the length scales which can actually be resolved will 
always depend on the objects distance. In this respect indirect methods like 
polarimetry and spectroscopy have the advantage of working equally well for 
any distance. Hence all these techniques will remain important  for future 
work. 

2.2 A C h o i c e  o f  T h e o r i e s  

Non-spherical mass loss was inferred first for Be stars. Very soon a rela- 
tion with the rotational velocity was discovered and rotat ion became the 
prime suspect for causing non-spherical winds (Sletteback 1949). Tha t  other  
physical mechanisms may (also) be involved became clear when strongly non- 
symmetric winds were found in the (slowly rotating) B[e] supergiants (Zick- 
graf et al. 1985). Initially it appeared difficult to reconcile this result with the 
established theories of (radiation driven) winds of hot stars. Today there is 
no longer any doubt that  through various mechanisms even a small amount  
of rotation can cause large asymmetries in radiation driven winds. (For de- 
tails see the contributions by Jon Bjorkman, Joachim Puls, Henny Lamers 
and others to this volume). However, the lively discussion at this colloquium 
could not clarify whether rotationally induced compression of the gas in the 
equatorial plane or bi-stable winds (or a combination) are the main source of 
the observed asymmetries. The theory of wind compressed disks appears bet- 
ter developed at present, but seem to have problems reproducing the required 
wind parameters.  No such problems seem to exist in the case of rotationally 
induced bi-stability, but  this could simply be due to a lower stage of devel- 
opment of this theory. Finally, one has to keep in mind that  both concepts 
are approximations. And magnetic fields (invoked by various authors) may 
complicate things further. 
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Fortunately, the different theories predict significantly different wind ge- 
ometries. Rotationally induced wind compression will result in geometrically 
thinner disks than bi-stable winds or magnetically supported disks. Hence fu- 
ture interferometric images of the wind geometry may well help us to identify 
the dominant mechanism unambiguously. 

3 V a r i a b l e  W i n d s  

Variability of luminous hot stars and of their winds has been observed since 
several decades. (Note that for the hot star where mass loss has been inferred 
first, P Cyg, variability had been discovered already in 1600, making P Cyg 
one of the first two stars - apart from Novae and SNe - for which variations 
were established). But only during the past ten years it became clear that 
wind variations is an omnipresent feature of these stars. 

The variations may be minor (as in 01 Ori C) or dramatic (as in the 
LBVs). The small amplitude variations seem to be reasonably well under- 
stood as effects of rotation (as already discussed in Section 2.1), pulsations 
(see Section 4), or wind instabilities (see the contributions of A. Feldmeier 
and Stan Owocki to this volume). As pointed out by W.-R. Hamann and by 
Gloria Koenigsberger the formation of clumps seems to be a major cause of 
the variations in the dense winds of the Wolf-Rayet stars. On the other hand, 
the true physical origin of the dramatic large amplitude variations of the 
LBVs remains unclear. Although our empirical knowledge on the properties 
is fairly extensive by now (cf. Otmar Stahl's contribution) little progress has 
been reported concerning the theory of these large amplitude LBV variations. 
There exist since many years various suggestions for mechanisms (discussed 
already in the proceedings of IAU meetings Symposium 116 and IAU Col- 
loquium 113). But these ideas have not been followed up by detailed model 
computations. Moreover, as pointed out by Roberta Humphreys at this meet- 
ing, the LBVs may well consist of at least two distinct classes with different 
physical variability mechanisms. 

4 P u l s a t i o n s  

For many decades investigations of hot pulsating stars were restricted essen- 
tially to the/~ Cep (or/3 CMa) stars, although the theorists had predicted 
since a long time that pulsational instability may be present in a much larger 
fraction of the blue part of the HR-diagram (see e.g. Osaki 1987). At this 
meeting pulsational instability of various modes (radial, non-radial, strange 
mode) was reported for about any effective temperature and luminosity where 
hot stars can be found (for details see the contributions to this volume by 
Henrichs, Baade, Osaki, Glatzel, Guzik, and Odegaard). Also new at this 
meeting was the finding that beating effects between the many different non- 
radial modes could have important astrophysical consequences and perhaps 
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play a major role for the mass loss from Be stars (as discussed in a contribu- 
tion by Thomas Rivinius). 

5 C o n s e q u e n c e s  o f  N o n - r a d i a l  a n d  N o n - s t a t i o n a r y  

W i n d s  

5.1 Evolut ionary Effects 

An obvious consequence of winds from hot stars is the formation of wind 
blown bubbles, circumstellar nebulae, and sometimes cool and dusty disks. 
Progress in our understanding of these phenomena has been reported at this 
meeting (and is described in this volume) in the contributions of Mordecai 
Mac Low, Linda Smith et al. and R. Waters. 

It is well known that stellar winds have a profound influence on the evolu- 
tionary tracks of massive stars in the HR diagram (cf. A. Maeder, G. Meynet, 
and N. Langer in this volume). Therefore, in all modern evolutionary cal- 
culations for massive stars mass loss has been taken into account in some 
semi-empirical way (see e.g. Meynet et al. 1994). However, all these calcula- 
tions assumed for simplicity spherical and stationary mass loss. As pointed 
out at this meeting, more realistic assumptions may affect the evolutionary 
time scales and the computed luminosities significantly. New tracks will have 
to be calculated before a quantitative assessment of the expected differences 
can be carried out. 

5.2 Luminous  Hot Stars as Distance Indicators 

With luminosities often surpassing those of globular clusters and of whole 
small galaxies LBVs can be observed and identified easily in many resolved 
extragalactic systems. Hence they are potentially very important extragalac- 
tic distance indicators, provided their brightness can be calibrated with suf- 
ficient accuracy. 

Various methods to obtain such calibrations have been suggested in the 
literature. At this meeting two such methods have been discussed in some 
detail. R.-P. Kudritzki reported new results on the Wind Momentum Lumi- 
nosity Relation (WMLR) method (Kudritzki et al. 1995), and Berhard Wolf 
and others discussed the use of the Amplitude-Luminosity Relation (ALR) 
of the LBVs (Wolf (1989)). 

On first glance one might suspect that time variations and deviations 
spherical symmetry could compromise the accuracy of the WMLR method. 
However, as demonstrated in R.-P. Kudritzki's contribution, fortunately these 
effects influence the WMLR only to a minor extent. Hence the WMLR should 
remain one of the potentially most accurate and powerful procedure to de- 
termine the distance of resolved galaxies. 

Wolf's ALR method, of course, is based on time variations, and in view 
of the statistical calibration should not be influenced much by non-spherical 
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winds. Hence its potential should not be affected by the results discussed 
at this meeting. Comparing the WMLR and the ALR, the WMLR has the 
obvious advantage of giving accurate results from a single epoch observation, 
while the ALR requires observations at several observing epochs at uncom- 
fortably large time intervals. On the other hand, being a purely photometr ic  
method the ALR in principle can reach much larger distances. It is somewhat 
surprising that  not more use is being made of this method. 

6 O u t l o o k  

Because of their short life expectancy luminous hot stars are relatively rare 
objects. Moreover, most galactic hot luminous stars are hidden from our  
view as they are strongly concentrated to the galactic plane and are ob- 
scured by the galactic dust clouds. Therefore, much of our knowledge about  
these objects is based on observations in other nearby galaxies, notably the 
Magellanic Clouds. On the other hand large telescopes and efficient instru- 
ments are needed to s tudy extragalactic stars. Just at the time of the final 
preparations of IAU Colloquium 169 the ESO-VLT UT1, the first very large 
telescope in the southern hemisphere started its operations. Together with 
the already routinely operating two Keck telescopes and several comparable 
instruments close to completion or under construction these new facilities 
will make observations of extragalactic stars much easier and, with powerful 
new focal plane instruments such as FORS, much more economic. There is no 
doubt tha t  these new generation of telescopes will greatly stimulate research 
in the area of hot luminous stars with all the techniques discussed at this 
colloquium. 

One of unique features of the ESO VLT will be the possibility to com- 
bine the four unit telescopes and several smaller auxiliary instruments to a 
powerful optical interferometer, which promises major  progress in the inter- 
ferometric imaging of stellar envelopes. 

I am somewhat sorry to note tha t  in view of these new technical oppor- 
tunities which will become available during the next months and years, it 
seems safe to predict that  much of the observational data  reported at IAU 
Colloquium 169 and much of what has been written down in this volume 
will soon become completely obsolete and replaced by much superior results. 
On the other hand, I am also convinced that  the high scientific s tandard of 
this colloquium and the very lively discussions of this meeting will certainly 
have a significant impact on the research in our field during next years and 
that  in this way our meeting may have contributed much to a productive and 
efficient use of the new large telescopes for stellar astrophysics. 
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w CMa 36 
w Ori 33 
CPer 28, 89 
¢ Per 25, 33 
T Sco 201 
81 Ori C 5, 99, 178, 187, 197, 419 

Per 99, 195, 306 
Oph 197, 306 
Ori 203 
Ori A 197 
Pup 
317 

Tau 20, 25, 32, 89 
~i Sco 223 
o And 316 
10 Lac 197, 306 
11 Cam 25 

4, 98, 197, 201, 203, 298, 306, 

15 Mon 197 
19 Cep 197 
23 Tau 25 
28 CMa 26 
28 Cyg 32 
29 CMa 198 
2 Vul 32 
30 Dot 400 
41-3654 413 
48 Per 28 
53 Cam 109 
59 Cyg 25 
6 Cas 208 
63 Oph 197 
66 Oph 25 
68 Cyg 197 

AB Aur 184 
AG Car 40, 51, 63, 71, 243, 253, 261, 

273, 381 
AS 314 272 
AV16/R4 53 

Br 24 240 

CPD-57°2874 280 

DU Eri 33 

EW Lac 33 

FW CMa 36 

G79.29÷0.46 71 

HD104237 100, 187 
HD 112244 197 
HD12953 219, 406 



424 Immo Appenzeller 

HD133518 180 
HD135591 197 
HD142301 181 
HD14489 406 
HD 14947 406 
HD150168 216 
HD151804 197 
HD160529 252 
HD168607 208 
HD168625 62, 72 
HD169454 224 
HD183143 208 
HD190603 224 
HD207260 219 
HD21389 208 
HD21699 184 
HD223385 406 
HD 2905 406 
HD34452 182 
HD34656 197, 308 
HD35502 180 
HD37017 181 
HD37128 406 
HD37479 180 
HD37776 180 
HD 5 180 
HD 5737 181 
HD57682 197 
HD58260 184 
HD5980 247, 260 
HD60344 180 
HD64760 5, 216, 313 
HD79158 180 
HD87737 219 
HD91969 317 
HD92207 208, 409 
HD93521 308 
HD96446 101, 180 
HD 96919 15 
HDE 269445 54 
HR Car 51, 62, 71,103, 273 

IRC+10 420 382 

MWC 300 279 
MWC 314 272 
MWC 349 80 

NGC1058 244 

NGC6888 391 
NML Cyg 382 

OMC-1 391 

P C y g  50, 65, 89, 123, 159, 243, 252, 
342, 381, 419 

pistol star  247, 359 

R 126 41 
R127 40, 51, 63, 400 
R143 67, 400 
R 4  54 
R 45 45 
R 50 41 
R71 45, 244, 381 
R 76 45 
R 81 222 
R 82 42 

S 119 400 
S 18 54 
S 22 42, 53 
S 61 64 
SDor  42, 243 
SN1961V 244, 342 
SN1987A 359, 372, 401 

V 1 244 
V 12 244 
Var2  vi, 244 
Var B 244 
Var C 244 
VY CMa 359 

W R  1 231 
W R  121 277 
W R  124 233 
W R  134 231 
W R 1 3 7  231, 277 
W R 1 4 0  80, 261, 275 
W R  147 233 
W R  48a 277 
W R  6 231 
Wra  124 65 
Wra751 63, 381 


